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THE Rev. William Law was born in the town of King's Cliffe, in the county of Northampton, in the year 1686; his education, and the early years of his life, were very serious; at what time he entered the University, or when he took his degree of A. M. cannot be exactly ascertained, but his leaving that place was about the year 1712; after having made great proficiency in every branch of human literature, afterwards taking the advice of our Saviour to the rich young man, he totally renounced the world, and followed Christ, in meekness, humility, and self-denial.

Mr. Law lived a single life: in person, he was a well set man, and rather of a dark complexion, though remarkably cheerful in his temper; such was his love of privacy, and a state of recollection, that it was very seldom indeed that he passed more than two hours in the company of any person; with a very small patrimony, he was remarkably charitable, particularly to his poor neighbors in and about King's Cliffe. Such also was the little value he set on money, that he gave the copies of all his works intended for publication to his booksellers; but for one of them they insisted on his acceptance of one hundred guineas.

He was well known to the world by a number of truly christian, pious writings, exemplified by a life spent in a manner suitable to a worthy and true disciple of his heavenly, divine, crucified Master and Saviour, Jesus Christ, who lived and spoke in
him and by him. In his younger days, he sufficiently distinguished himself by his parts and progress in human literature. And in his last years, he was wholly absorbed in his love to God and mankind; so that virtue in him was nothing but heavenly love and heavenly flame.

The pious and catholic Doddridge, in a sermon to young persons, has the following passage concerning William Law. "It is an awakening saying of one of the most lively and pathetic, as well as most pious writers which our age has produced, that the condition of man in his natural state, seems to be like that of a person sick of a variety of diseases, knowing neither his distemper nor cure, but unhappily enclosed in a place where he could hear, or see, or taste, or feel nothing, but what tended to inflame his disorder."

The Rev. John Wesley in his sermon on the wisdom of God's counsels speaks thus concerning William Law:

"What little religion was left in the land, received another deadly wound at the restoration, by one of the worst princes that ever sat on the English throne, and by the most abandoned Court of Europe. And infidelity now broke in amain, and overspread the land as a flood. Of course, all kind of immorality came with it and increased to the end of the century. Some feeble attempts were made to stem the torrent during the reign of Queen Ann. But it still increased till about the year 1725, when Mr. Law published his Practical Treatise on Christian Perfection; and not long after, his Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life. Here the seed was sown, which soon grew up, and spread to Oxford, London, Bristol, Leeds, York, and within a few years, to the greatest part of England, Scotland and Ireland."

A writer under the signature of Christophilus, in

*See page 19.*
Lloyd's Evening Post, in the year 1772, speaking of William Law, and recommending his writings, says: "Though I had no long acquaintance with him, yet a few months before his decease, I was indulged with an ample and intimate conversation with him, upon the state of religion in our time and nation, and on many other the most interesting subjects. This I regard as a favour of God bestowed on me, and which I would not have been without on any consideration. I only wish to make the best use of it, in all respects. Mr. Law lived as he wrote, and died as he lived. I am pretty credibly informed, that amidst the most excruciating pains of the stone, and at the age of seventy-five years, immediately before his dissolution, rising up in his bed, he said, "Take away these filthy garments; I feel a fire of love within, which has burnt up every thing contrary to itself, and transformed every thing into its own nature." Oh! might every minister, and each of their flocks, of every denomination, live the life, and die the death of this truly righteous man!

In such a triumph of holy joy did this extraordinary servant of God resign his blessed spirit into the hands of his beloved Lord and Master, at the place of his nativity, the town of King's Cliffe, in the County of Northampton. And in the churchyard of that parish, he lies interred, under a handsome tomb, erected to his memory, by a particular and dear friend, who lived many years with him, and therefore had long known, and highly and justly esteemed his singular worth: which was expressed in the following lines, engraved by the direction of the same friend, on the top-stone of his tomb:

HERE LYETH THE BODY
OF THE LATE
REV. WILLIAM LAW, A. M.
WHO DIED APRIL 9, 1761,
AGED 75.
Farewell, good man! whose great and heavenly mind
In love embrac’d the whole of human kind,
From earth’s dark scene, to realms of joy and light,
Thy soul congenial, took her happy flight;
With kindred spirits mix’d, and bright as they,
Thou drank’st with them the streams of endless day:
While we below lament thy absence most,
Like all true worth, then dearest, when ’tis lost.
Bound to no sect, to no one party tied,
To sons of God in every clime allied:
Like light’s great orb, to no one realm confin’d,
Thy heaven-taught soul, capacious, grasp’d mankind.
Of pains severe, thou felt’st the torture smart,
While grace pour’d comfort on thy better part.
Thy will resign’d, with breath unmurmuring bore,
Thy last sharp passage to the heavenly shore.
Thy heart’s best image, still, thy writings, shine,
One spirit breathe, the dove and lamb divine.
Tho’ stopt thy tongue, thy soul’s strong breathings charm,
Tho’ cold thy clay, thy ardent thoughts still warm.
Awak’d by thee, we feel the heavenly fire,
And with seraphic flames to God aspire;
Thy pious zeal transfus’d to other hearts,
New springs of bliss, and nobler life imparts.
No time, no numbers, can exhaust thy mine,
Thy gifts are full: posterity is thine.
Through future ages shall thy labours go,
Like streams, enriching nations as they flow;
Who, while perusing, catch the sacred fire,
Fetch the deep sigh, and pant with strong desire,
For glory lost: heaven lent thy pencil rays,
To paint that glory, and diffuse its blaze.
Tho’ for these days thy colours are too bright,
And hurt weak eyes by their too radiant light;
Yet wisdom’s sons, though few, to good awake,
Drink thy sweet spring, and bread celestial break.
Midst Babel’s various tongues, tho’ thousands stray,
In thee, the wanderer finds his master’s way.
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A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

UPON

CHRISTIAN PERFECTION

INTRODUCTION.

CHRISTIAN Perfection will, perhaps; seem to the common reader to imply some state of life which every one need not aspire after; that it is made up of such strictness, retirements, and particularities of devotion, as are neither necessary, nor practicable by the generality of Christians.

But I must answer for myself, that I know of only one common Christianity, which is to be the common means of salvation to all men.

If the writers upon Christian Perfection have fancied to themselves some peculiar degrees of piety, or extraordinary devotions which they call by that name, they have not done religion much service, by making Christian Perfection to consist in any thing, but the right performance of our necessary duties.

This is the perfection which this Treatise endeavours to recommend; a perfection that does not consist in any singular state or condition of life, or in any particular set of duties, but in the holy and religious conduct of ourselves in every state of life.

It calls no one to a cloyster, but to a right and full performance of those duties, which are necessary for all Christians, and common to all states of life.

I call it perfection, for two reasons; first, because
I hope it contains a full representation of that height of holiness and purity, to which Christianity calls all its members: secondly, that the title may invite the reader to peruse it with the more diligence, as expecting to find not only a discourse upon moral virtues, but a regular draught of those holy tempers which are the perfect measure and standard of Christian piety.

Now as perfection is here placed in the right performance of our necessary duties, in the exercise of such holy tempers as are equally necessary and equally practicable in all states of life, as this is the highest degree of Christian Perfection, so it is to be observed, that it is also the lowest degree of holiness which the Gospel alloweth. So that though no order of men can pretend to go higher, yet none of us can have any security in resting in any state of piety that is lower.

And I hope this will be taken as a sign that I have hit upon the true state of Christian Perfection, if I shew it to be such, as men in cloysters and religious retirements cannot add more, and at the same time such, as Christians in all states of the world must not be content with less.

For consider, what can Christian Perfection be, but such a right performance of all the duties of life, as is according to the laws of Christ? What can it be, but a living in such holy tempers, and acting with such dispositions as Christianity requires? Now, if this be a perfection, who can exceed it? And yet what state, or circumstances of life, can allow any people to fall short of it?

Let us take an instance in some one particular temper of Christianity.—Let it be the love of God. Christians are to love God with all their heart and all their strength. Now can any order of Christians exceed in this temper? Or is there any order of Christians who may be allowed to be defective in it?
Now what is thus true of the love of God, is equally true of all other religious duties; and consequently all those holy tempers of heart which constitute the perfection of Christian piety, are tempers equally necessary for all Christians.

As there is but one faith and one baptism, so there is but one piety and one perfection, that is common to all orders of Christians.

It will, perhaps, be here objected, that this supposes that all people may be equally good, which seems as impossible in the nature of things, as to suppose that all people may be equally wise.

To this it may be answered, that this is neither altogether true, nor altogether false.

For to instance in charity, it is true that all people may be equally charitable; if we understand by charity that habit of the mind which stands rightly disposed to all acts of charity; in this sense all people may be equally charitable. But if we take charity for alms-giving, or a liberal assistance of the poor, in this sense it is false, that all people may be equally charitable.

Now as it is the habit of the mind, that constitutes the excellency of charity, so this is the charity to which Christians are called, and in which they may be all equally perfect.

Again, are not all people obliged to be equally honest, just, and true and faithful? In these virtues all are to be eminent and exact in the same degree; there are no abatements to be made for any rank or order of people.

Now as to the external exercise of these duties, there may be a great difference. One man may have great business in the world, and be honest and faithful in it all; another may have small dealings, and be honest in them; but provided that there be in both of them the same justice and integrity of mind, they are equally honest, though their instan-
ces of honesty, as to external acts of it, are as different as great things are different from small.

But as it is the habit of the mind, which is the justice which religion requires, so in this respect all people may be equally just.

Now this may serve to show us in what respect all people may be equally virtuous, and in what respect they cannot.

As to the external instances or acts of virtue, in these they must differ according to the difference of their circumstances, and condition in the world; but as virtues are considered as habits of the mind, and principles of the heart, in this respect they may all be equally virtuous, and are all called to the same perfection.

A man cannot exercise the spirit of martyrdom till he is brought to the stake; he cannot forgive his enemies till they have done him wrong, till he suffers from them. He cannot bear poverty and distress till they are brought upon him. All these acts of virtue depend upon outward causes. But yet he may have a piety and heroic spirit equal to those who have died for their religion. He may have that charity of mind which prays for its enemies; he may have that meekness and resignation to the will of God, which disposes people to bear poverty and distress with patience and humble submission to the divine providence.

So that they are only the external instances and acts of virtue, which depend upon outward causes and circumstances of life; a man cannot give till he has something to give; but the inward piety of the heart and mind, which constitutes the state of Christian Perfection, depends upon no outward circumstances. A man need not want charity because he has no riches, nor be destitute of a forgiving spirit, because he has no persecutors to forgive.

Although, therefore, we neither are, nor can be
all in the same circumstances of life, yet we are to be all in the same spirit of religion; though we cannot be all equal in alms-giving, yet we are to be all alike in charity; though we are not all in the same state of persecution, yet we must be all in the same spirit that forgives and prays for its persecutors; though we are not all in poverty and distress, yet we must all be full of that piety of heart which produces meekness, patience, and thankfulness in distress and poverty.

From these considerations it is easy to apprehend how persons may differ in instances of goodness, and yet be equally good; for as the perfection of piety is the perfection of the heart, so the heart may have the same perfection in all states and conditions of life. And this is that perfection which is common to all states, and to which all orders of Christians are equally called.

Again, there may be another difference of virtue founded in the different abilities of persons; one may have a more enlightened mind than another, and so may see farther into his duty, and be able to practise it with greater exactness, but then as his goodness seems to consist in this, that he is true and faithful to what he knows to be his duty, so if another is as true and faithful to that measure of light and knowledge which God has given him, he seems to be as good a man, as he that is true and faithful to a greater light.

We can hardly reconcile it with the divine goodness to give one man two talents, and another five, unless we suppose that he is as high in his master's pleasure who makes the right use of two, as he that makes the right use of five talents.

So that it still holds good, that it is the perfection of the heart that makes the perfection of every state of life.

It may, perhaps, be farther objected, that the
different degrees of glory in another life, supposes that good men, and such as are accepted of God, do yet differ in their degrees of goodness in this life.

I grant that it does.

But then this is no proof that all men are not called to the same goodness, and the same perfection.

Perhaps it cannot be said of the best of men that ever lived, that they performed their duty in such perfection in all instances, as they might have done.

Now as it suits with the divine mercy to admit men to happiness, who have not been, in every respect, so perfect as they might have been, notwithstanding that he gave them such a rule of perfection; so it equally suits with the divine mercy to admit men to different degrees of happiness, on account of their different conduct, though he gave them all one common rule of perfection.

Did not God pardon frailties and infirmities, the best of men could not be rewarded. But consider now, does God's pardoning of frailties and infirmities, in the best of men, prove that the best of men were not called to any other perfection, than that to which they arrived? Does this prove that God did not call them to be strictly good, because he receives them to mercy with some defects in goodness? No, most surely.

Yet this is as good an argument, as to say, that all men are not called to the same state of goodness or perfection, because they are admitted to different rewards in the other life.

For it is as right reasoning, to say, God rewards frail and imperfect men, therefore they were called to no higher perfection; as to say, that because God rewards different degrees of goodness, therefore men are not called to one and the same goodness.

For as God could reward none, unless he would reward such as had failings, so their difference in their failings may make them objects of his diffic-
rent mercy and rewards, though the rule from which they failed, was common to them all.

It therefore plainly appears, that the different degrees of glory in another life, are no more a proof that God calls some persons to different and lower states of goodness than others, than his pardoning variety of sinners is a proof that he allowed of those kinds of sin, and did not require men to avoid them. For it is full as good an argument to say, God pardons some sinners, therefore he did not require them to avoid such sins, as to say, God rewards different degrees of goodness, therefore he did not call people to higher degrees of goodness.

So that the different degrees of glory in the world to come are no objection against this doctrine, that all Christians are called to one and the same piety and perfection of heart.

Lastly, it may be further objected, that although the law of God calls all men to the same state of perfection, yet if there are different degrees of glory given to different degrees of goodness, this shows that men may be saved, and happy, without aspiring after that perfection to which they were called.

It may be answered, that this is a false conclusion: For though it may be true, that people will be admitted to happiness, and different degrees of happiness, though they have not attained to all that perfection to which they were called; yet it does not follow that any people will be saved who did not endeavour after that perfection. For surely it is a very different case, to fall short of our perfection after our best endeavours, and to stop short of it, by not endeavouring to arrive at it. The one practise may carry men to a high reward in heaven, and the other casts them with the unprofitable servant into outer darkness.

There is, therefore, no foundation for people to content themselves in any lower degrees of good-
ness, as being sufficient to carry them to heaven; though not to the highest happiness in heaven.

For consider, thou hearest there are different degrees of glory; that they are proportioned to different states of goodness in this life, thou wilt therefore content thyself with a lower degree of goodness, being content to be of the lowest order in heaven. Thou wilt have only so much piety as will save thee.

But consider how vainly thou reasonest; for though God giveth different rewards, it is not in the power of man to take them of himself. It is not for any one to say, I will practise so much goodness, and so take such a reward. God seeth different abilities and frailties in men, which may move his goodness to be merciful to their different improvements in virtue: I grant that there may be a lower state of piety which, in some persons, may be accepted by God.

But consider, that though there is such a state of piety that may be accepted, yet that it cannot be chosen, it ceases to be that state as soon as thou choosest it.

God may be merciful to a low estate of piety, by reason of some pitiable circumstances that may attend it; but as soon as thou choosest such a state of piety, it loses those pitiable circumstances, and instead of a low state of piety, is changed into a high state of impiety.

So that though there are meaner improvements in virtue, which may make some persons accepted by God, yet this is no ground for content or satisfaction in such a state; because it ceases to be such a state, and is quite another thing, for being chosen and satisfied with.

It appears therefore, from these considerations, that notwithstanding God may accept of different degrees of goodness, and reward them with diffe-
rent degrees of glory in another life, yet that all Christians are called to one and the same perfection, and equally obliged to labour after it.

Thus much may suffice to give the reader a general notion of perfection, and the necessity of endeavouring after it.

What it is, and what holy tempers it requires, will, I hope, be found sufficiently explained in the following chapters.

---

CHAP. I.

The Nature and Design of Christianity, that its sole end is to deliver us from the Misery and Disorder of this present state, and raise us to a blissful enjoyment of the Divine Nature.

THE wisdom of mankind has, for several ages of the world, been enquiring into the nature of man, and the nature of the world in which he is placed.

The wants and miseries of human nature, and the vanity of worldly enjoyments, have made it difficult for the wisest men to tell what human happiness was, or wherein it consisted.

It has pleased the infinite goodness of God, to satisfy all our wants and enquiries by a revelation made to the world by his Son Jesus Christ.

This revelation has laid open the great secrets of providence from the creation of the world, explained the present state of things, and given man all the information that is necessary to quiet his anxieties, content him with his condition, and lead him safely to everlasting rest and happiness.

It is now only necessary, that the poor wisdom
of man do not exalt itself against God, that we suffer our eyes to be opened by him that made them, and our lives to be conducted by him, in whom we live, move, and have our being.

For light is now come into the world, if men are but willing to come out of darkness.

As happiness is the sole end of all our labours, so this divine revelation aims at nothing else.

It gives us right and satisfactory notions of ourselves, of our true good and real evil; it shows us the true state of our condition, both our vanity and excellence, our greatness and meanness, our felicity and misery.

Before this, man was a mere riddle to himself, and his condition full of darkness and perplexity. A restless inhabitant of a miserable disordered world, walking in a vain shadow, and disquieting himself in vain.

But this light has dispersed all the anxiety of his vain conjectures; it has brought us acquainted with God, and by adding heaven to earth, and eternity to time, has opened such a glorious view of things, as makes man, even in his present condition, full of a peace of God which passes all understanding.

This revelation acquaints us, that we have a spirit within us, that was created after the divine image, that this spirit is now in a fallen corrupt condition, that the body in which it is placed is its grave, or sepulchre, where it is enslaved to fleshly thoughts, blinded with false notions of good and evil, and dead to all taste and relish of its true happiness.

It teaches us, that the world in which we live is also in a disordered irregular state, and cursed for the sake of man; that it is no longer the paradise that God made it, but the remains of a drowned world, full of marks of God's displeasure, and the sin of its inhabitants.

That it is a mere wilderness, a state of darkness,
a vale of misery, where vice and madness, dreams and shadows, variously please, agitate, and torment the short miserable lives of men.

Devils also, and evil spirits, have here their residence, promoting the works of darkness, and wandering up and down seeking whom they may devour.

So that the condition of man, in his natural state, seems to be like that of a person sick of a variety of diseases, knowing neither his distempers nor his cure, and unhappily enclosed in some place where he could hear, or see, or feel, or taste of nothing, but what tended to inflame his disorders.

The excellency therefore of the Christian religion appears in this, that it puts an end to this state of things, blots out all the ideas of worldly wisdom, brings the world itself to ashes, and creates all anew. It calls man from an animal life and earthly societies, to be born again of the Holy Ghost, and be made a member of the kingdom of God.

It crushes into nothing the concerns of this life, condemns it as a state of vanity and darkness, and leads man to happiness with God in the realms of light.

It proposes the purification of our souls, the enlivening us with the divine spirit; it sets before us new goods and evils, and forms us to a glorious participation of the divine nature.

This is the one sole end of Christianity, to lead us from all thoughts of rest and repose here, to separate us from the world and worldly tempers, to deliver us from the folly of our passions, the slavery of our own natures, the power of evil spirits, and unite us to God, the true fountain of all real good. This is the mighty change which Christianity aims at, to put us into a new state, reform our whole natures, purify our souls and make them the inhabitants of heavenly and immortal bodies.
It does not leave us to grovel on in the desires of the flesh, to cast about for worldly happiness, and wander in darkness and exile from God, but prepares us for the true enjoyment of a divine life.

The manner by which it changes this whole state of things, and raises us to an union with God, is equally great and wonderful.

I am the way, the truth, and the life, saith our blessed Saviour, no man cometh unto the Father but by me.

As all things were at first created by the Son of God, and without him was not any thing made that was made, so are all things again restored and redeemed by the same divine person.

As nothing could come into being without him, so nothing can enter into a state of happiness or enjoyment of God but by him.

The price and dignity of this redemption at once confounds the pride, and relieves the misery of man. How fallen must he be from God, how disordered and odious his nature, that should need so great a Mediator to recommend his repentance!—And on the other hand, how full of comfort, that so high a method, so stupendous a means should be taken, to restore him to a state of peace and favour with God!

This is the true point of view in which every Christian is to behold himself. He is to overlook the poor projects of human life, and consider himself as a creature, through his natural corruption, falling into a state of endless misery, but by the mercy of God redeemed to a condition of everlasting felicity.

All the precepts and doctrines of the Gospel are founded on these two great truths, the deplorable corruption of human nature, and its new birth in Christ Jesus.

The one includes all the misery, the other all the happiness of man.
It is on these great doctrines, that the whole frame of Christianity is built, forbidding only such things as fasten us to the disorders of sin, and commanding only those duties which lead us into the liberty and freedom of the sons of God.

The corruption of our nature makes mortification, self-denial, and the death of our bodies necessary. Because human nature must be thus unmade, flesh and blood must be thus changed before it can enter into the kingdom of heaven.

Our new birth makes the reception of God's Spirit, and the participation of the holy sacraments necessary, to form us to that life to which the resurrection of Jesus Christ has entitled us.

So that would we think, and act and live like Christians, we must act suitably to these terms of our condition, fearing and avoiding all the motions of our corrupted nature, cherishing the secret inspirations of the Holy Spirit, opening our minds for the reception of the divine light, and pressing after the graces and perfections of our new birth.

We must behave ourselves conformably to this double capacity, we must fear, and watch, and pray, like men that are always in danger of eternal death, and we must believe and hope, labour and aspire, like Christians, that are called to fight the good fight of faith, and lay hold on eternal life.

This knowledge of ourselves, makes human life a state of infinite importance, placed upon so dreadful a point betwixt two such eternities.

Well might our blessed Saviour say to one, that begged first to go and bury his father, follow me, and let the dead bury their dead.

For what is all the bustle and hurry of the world but dead show, and its greatest agents but dead men, when compared with that state of greatness, that real life, to which the followers of Christ are redeemed?

Had we been made only for this world, worldly
wisdom had been our highest wisdom; but seeing Christianity has redeemed us to a contrary state, since all its goods are in opposition to this life, worldly wisdom is now our greatest foolishness.

It is now our only wisdom to understand our new state aright, to let its goods and evils take possession of our hearts, and conduct ourselves by the principles of our redemption.

The nature and terms of our Christian calling is of that concern as to deserve all our thoughts, and is indeed only to be perceived by great seriousness and attention of mind.

The Christian state is an invisible life in the Spirit of God, supported not by sensible goods, but the spiritual graces of faith and hope; so that the natural man, especially while busied in earthly cares and enjoyments, easily forgets that great and heavenly condition in which religion places him.

The changes which Christianity maketh in the present state of things, are all invisible, its goods and evils, its dignities and advantages, which are the only true standards of all our actions, are not subject to the knowledge of our senses.

In God we live, and move, and have our being, but how unseen, how unfelt is all this!

Christ is the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world, the true light, that lighteth every man that cometh into the world. He is the alpha and omega, the beginning and end of all things. The whole creation subsists in him and by him; nothing is in any order, nor any person in any favour with God, but by this great Mediator. But how invisible, how unknown to all our senses, is this state of things!

The apostle tells us, that we Christians are come unto mount Sion, and unto the city of the living God, to the heavenly Jerusalem, and to an innumerable company of angels, and to the general assembly of the first-
born, which are written in heaven, and to God the judge of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect, and to Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant, &c.

But our senses see or feel nothing of this state of glory, they only show us a society amongst vain and worldly men, labouring and contending for the poor enjoyments of a vain world.

We are temples of the Holy Ghost, consecrated to God, members of Christ's mystical body, of his flesh and of his bones, receiving life, spirit, and motion from him our head.

But our senses see no farther than our parents and kindred according to the flesh, and fix our hearts to earthly friendships and relations.

Religion turns our whole life into a sacrifice to God, a state of probation, from whence we must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, that every one may receive the things done in his body, &c.

But our senses, the maxims of this life, and the spirit of the world, teach quite another turn of mind; to enjoy the good things of life as our portion, to seek after riches and honours, and to dread nothing so much as poverty, disgrace, and persecution. Well may this life be deemed a state of darkness, since it thus clouds and covers all the true appearances of things, and keeps our minds insensible, and unaffected with matters of such infinite moment.

We must observe, that in scripture, Christianity is constantly represented to us, as a redemption from the slavery and corruption of our nature, and a raising us to a nearer enjoyment of the divine glory.

It knows of no misery, but the death and misery which sin has made, nor of any happiness but the gifts and graces of the Holy Ghost, which forms us to a greater likeness of God.
Thus saith the apostle, Jesus Christ gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity.

He was manifested to take away our sins.

Who gave himself for our sins, that he might deliver us from this evil world.

The same scriptures teach us, that as we are redeemed from this state of sin, so we are raised to a new life in Christ, to a participation of the divine nature, and a fellowship with him in glory.

Thus our blessed Saviour prayeth for all his followers, That they may all be one, as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee; that they also may be one in us. And the glory which thou gavest me, I have given them, that they may be one even as we are one. I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one.

Happy he that hath ears to hear, and a heart to feel the majesty and glory of this description of our new life in Christ!

For surely could we understand what our Saviour conceived, when he sent up this prayer to God, our hearts would be always praying, and our souls ever aspiring after this state of perfection, this union with Christ in God.

To proceed, In my Father's house, saith Christ, are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you, that where I am there ye may be also.

The apostle tells us, that as we have borne the image of the earthly, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly.

And that when Christ who is our life shall appear, then shall we also appear with him in glory.

Beloved, saith St. John, now are we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear, what we shall be. but we know, that when he
shall appear, we shall be like him: for we shall see him as he is.

I cannot leave this passage, without adding the apostle’s conclusion to it. And every man that hath this hope in him, purifieth himself, even as he is pure.

Which teacheth us this lesson, that no man, whatever he may think of his Christian improvement, can be said to have this hope in him, unless he shews it by such a purification of himself, as may resemble the purity of Christ.—But to return.

St. Paul thus breaks forth into the praises of God, Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us Ephes. i. 3. with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ. And again, God, who is rich in mercy, for his great love wherewith he loved us, even when we were dead in sins, hath quickened us together with Christ: and hath raised us up together and made us sit together in Ephes. ii. 4. heavenly places in Christ Jesus.

These passages teach us, that Christianity introduceth us into a new state, made up of invisible goods and spiritual blessings, that it so alters our condition as to give us a new rank and degree even in this life; which the apostle expresses, by making us sit together in heavenly places.

So that though we are still in the flesh, yet, as the apostle saith, need we know no man after the flesh; though we are still inhabitants of this vale of misery, yet are we ranked and placed in a certain order amongst heavenly beings in Christ Jesus.

Would we, therefore, know our, true rank and condition, and what place we belong to, in the order of beings, we must search after a life that is hid with Christ in God. We must consider ourselves as parts of Christ’s mystical body, and as members of a kingdom of heaven. In vain do we consider the beauty and strength of our bodies, our alliances with men, the privileges of birth, and the distinctions of this
world, for these things no more constitute the state of human life, than rich coffins, or beautiful monuments, constitute the state of the dead.

We justly pity the last poor efforts of human greatness, when we see a breathless carcass lying in state. It appears to us to be so far from any real honour, that it rather looks like ridiculing the misery of our nature. But were religion to form our judgments, the life of a proud voluptuous, and sensual man, though shining in all the splendor of the world, would give us no higher an idea of human dignity, than a poor lifeless corpse laid in state.

For a sinner, when glorying in the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life shows us a more shocking sight of misery ridiculed than any pageantry that can expose the dead.

We have an apostle's authority to say, that he who liveth in pleasure is dead while he liveth.

This shows us, that when we enquire what our life is, or wherein it consists, we must think of something higher than the vigour of our blood, the gayety of our spirits, or the enjoyment of sensible pleasures; since these, though the allowed signs of living men, are often undeniable proofs of dead Christians.

When therefore we would truly know what our life, our state, our dignity, our good, or our evil is, we must look at nothing that is temporal, worldly, or sensible. We may as well dig in the earth for wisdom, as look at flesh and blood to see what we are, or at worldly enjoyments to find what we want, or at temporal evils to see what we have to fear.

Our blessed Saviour put an absolute end to all enquiries of this kind, when he said, Be not afraid of them that kill the body, Luke xii. 4. and after that have no more that they can do.

Here our bodies, and all bodily enjoyments, are, at one dash, struck out of the account of happiness,
and the present state of things made so very low and insignificant, that he who can only deprive us of them, has not power enough to deserve our fear. We must therefore, if we would conceive our true state, our real good and evil, look farther than the dim eyes of flesh can carry our views, we must, with the eyes of faith, penetrate into the invisible world, the world of spirits, and consider our order and condition amongst them, a world which (as St. John speaks) has no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God doth lighten it, and the light of the Lamb. For it is there, amongst eternal beings, that we must take an eternal fellowship, or fall into a kingdom of darkness and everlasting misery.

Christianity is so divine in its nature, so noble in its ends, so extensive in its views, that it has no less subjects than these to entertain our thoughts.

It buries our bodies, burns the present world, triumphs over death by a general resurrection, and opens all into an eternal state.

It never considers us in any other respect, than as fallen spirits: it disregards the distinctions of human society, and proposes nothing to our fears, but eternal misery, nor any thing to our hopes but an endless enjoyment of the divine nature.

This is the great and important condition in which Christianity has placed us, above our bodies, above the world, above death, to be present at the dissolution of all things, to see the earth in flames, and the heavens wrapt up like a scroll, to stand at the general resurrection, to appear at the universal judgment, and to live for ever, when all that our eyes have seen is passed away and gone.

Take upon thee, therefore, a spirit and temper suitable to this greatness of thy condition; remember that thou art an eternal spirit, that thou art, for a few months and years, in a state of flesh and blood, only to try whether thou shalt be for ever
happy with God, or fall into everlasting misery with
the devil.

Thou wilt often hear of other concerns, and other
greatness in this world; thou wilt see every order of
men, every family, every person pursuing some fancied happiness of his own, as if the world had not only happiness, but a particular kind of happiness for all its inhabitants.

But when thou seest this state of human life, fancy
that thou sawest all the world asleep, the prince no longer a prince, the beggar no longer begging, but every man sleeping out his proper state; some happy, others tormented, and all changing their condition as fast as one foolish dream could succeed another.

When thou hast seen this, thou hast seen all that
the world awake can do for thee; if thou wilt, thou
mayest go to sleep for a while, thou mayest lie down and dream; for be as happy as the world can make thee, all is but sleeping and dreaming, and what is still worse, it is like sleeping in a ship when thou shouldest be pumping out the water; or dreaming thou art a prince, when thou shouldest be redeeming thyself from slavery.

Now this is no imaginary flight of a melancholy fancy, that too much exceeds the nature of things, but a sober reflection justly suited to the vanity of worldly enjoyments.

For if the doctrines of Christianity are true, if thou art that creature, that fallen spirit, that immortal nature which religion teaches us, if thou art to meet death, resurrection, and judgment, as the forerunners of an eternal state, what are all the little flashes of pleasure, the changing appearances of worldly felicities, but so many sorts of dreams?

How canst thou talk of the happiness of riches, the advantages of fortune, the pleasures of apparel, of state and equipage, without being in a dream?

Is the beggar asleep, when he fancies he is build-
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ing himself fine houses? Is the prisoner in a dream when he imagines himself in open fields and fine groves? And canst thou think that thy immortal spirit is awake, whilst it is delighting itself in the shadows and bubbles of worldly happiness?

For if it be true, that man is upon his trial, if the trial is for eternity, if life is but a vapour, what is there that deserves a serious thought, but how to get well out of the world, and make it a right passage to our eternal state?

How can we prove that we are awake, that our eyes are open, but by seeing and feeling, and living according to these important circumstances of our life?

If a man should endeavour to please thee with fine descriptions of the riches, and pleasures, and dignities of the world in the moon, adding that its air is always serene, and its seasons always pleasant, wouldest thou not think it a sufficient answer, to say, I am not to live there?

When thy own false heart is endeavouring to please itself with worldly expectations, the joy of this or that way of life, is it not as good a reproof to say to thyself, I am not to stay here?

For where is the difference betwixt an earthly happiness, from which thou art to be separated for ever, and a happiness in the moon to which thou art never to go? Thou art to be for ever separated from the earth, thou art to be eternal, when the earth itself is lost, is it not therefore the same vanity to project for happiness on earth, as to propose a happiness in the moon? For as thou art never to go to the one, so thou art to be eternally separated from the other.

Indeed the littleness and insignificancy of the boasted honours of human life, appear sufficiently from the things themselves, without comparing them with the subjects of religion.

For see what they are in themselves.
Ahasuerus, that great prince of the eastern world, puts a question to Haman, his chief minister of state, he asks him, what shall be done unto the man, whom the king delighteth, Esther vi. 6, to honour.

Haman imagining that he was the person whom the king had in his thoughts, answered in these words:

Let the royal apparel be brought which the king used to wear, and the horse that the king rideth upon, and the crown royal which is set upon his head; and let this apparel and horse be delivered to the hand of one of the king's most noble princes, that they may array the man withal, whom the king delighteth to honour, and bring them on horseback through the street of the city, and proclaim before him, thus shall it be done to the man whom the king delighteth to honour.

Here you see the sum total of worldly honours.

An ambitious Haman cannot think of any thing greater to ask; Ahasuerus, the greatest monarch in the world, has nothing greater to give to his greatest favourite; powerful as he is, he can only give such honours as these.

Yet it is to be observed, that if a poor nurse was to please her child, she must talk to it in the same language, she must please it with the same fine things, and gratify its pride with honours of the same kind.

Yet these are the mighty things, for which men forget God, forget their immortality, forget the difference betwixt an eternity in heaven, and an eternity in hell.

There needs no great understanding, no mighty depth of thought, to see through the vanity of all worldly enjoyments; do but talk of them, and you will be forced to talk of gewgaws, of ribbons, and feathers.

Every man sees the littleness of all sorts of honours, but those which he is looking after himself.
A private English gentleman, that is half distracted till he has got some little distinction, does, at the same time, despise the highest honours of other countries, and would not leave his own condition to possess the ridiculous greatness of an Indian king. He sees the vanity and falseness of their honours, but forgets that all honour placed in external things, is equally vain and false.

He does not consider that the difference of greatness is only the difference of flowers and feathers; and that they who are dressing themselves with beads, have as just a taste of what adorns their persons as they who place the same pride in diamonds.

When we read of an Eastern prince, that is too great to feed himself, and thinks it a piece of grandeur to have other people put his meat into his mouth, we despise the folly of his pride.

But might we not as well despise the folly of their pride, who are ashamed to use their legs, and think it adds to their state to be removed from one place to another by other people.

For he that thinks it stately to be carried, and mean to walk on foot, has as true notions of greatness, as he who is too haughty to put his meat into his own mouth.

Again, It is the manner of some countries in the burial of their dead to put a staff, and shoes, and money in the Sepulchre along with the corpse.

We justly censure the folly and ignorance of such a poor contrivance to assist the dead; but if we did as truly understand what life is, we should see as much to ridicule in the poor contrivances to assist the living.

For how many things in life do people labour after, break their rest and peace to get, which yet, when gotten, are of as much real use to them as a staff and shoes to a corpse under ground? They are always adding something to their life, which is
only like adding another pair of shoes to a body in the grave.

Thou mayest hire more servants, new paint thy rooms, make more fine beds, eat out of plate, and put on richer apparel, and these will help thee to be as happy, as golden staves, or painted shoes, will help a dead man to walk.

See here, therefore, the true nature of all worldly show and figure, it will make us as great as those are, who are dreaming that they are kings, as rich as those who fancy that they have estates in the moon, and as happy as those who are buried with staves in their hands.

Now this is not carrying matters too high, or imposing upon ourselves with any subtleties of reasoning, or sound of words; for the value of worldly riches and honor can no more be too much lessened, than the riches and greatness of the other life can be too much exalted. We do not cheat ourselves out of any real happiness, by looking upon all worldly honours as bubbles, any more than we cheat ourselves by securing honours that are solid and eternal.

There is no more happiness lost by not being great and rich, as those are among whom we live, than by not being dressed and adorned as they are, who live in China and Japan.

Thou art no happier for having painted ceilings, and marble walls in thy house, than if the same finery was in thy stables; if thou eatest upon plate it maketh thee just as happy as if thy horses wore silver shoes.

To disregard gold, jewels, and equipage, is no more running away from any real good than if we only despised a feather, or a garland of flowers.

So that he who condemns all the external show and state as equally vain, is no more deceived, or carried to too high a contempt for the things of this.
life, than he that only condemns the vanity of the
vainest things.

You do not think yourself imposed upon, or talk-
ed out of any real happiness, when you are per-
suaded not to be vain and ambitious as Alexander.

And can you think that you are imposed upon,
or drawn from any real good, by being persuaded to
be as meek and lowly as the holy Jesus?

There is as much sober judgment and sound sense
in conforming to the fulness of Christ's humility, as
in avoiding the height and extravagance of Alexan-
der's vanity.

Do not, therefore, think to compound matters,
or that it is enough to avoid the vanity of the vain-
est men. There is as much folly in seeking little as
great honours: as great a mistake in needless ex-
pense upon thyself as upon any thing else. Thou
must not only be less vain and ambitious than an
Alexander, but practise the humility of the blessed
Jesus.

If thou rememberest that the whole race of man-
kind are a race of fallen spirits, that pass through
this world as an arrow passes through the air, thou
wilt soon perceive that all things here are equally
great and equally little, and that there is no wisdom
or happiness, but in getting away to the best ad-
vantage.

If thou rememberest that this life is but a vapour,
that thou art in the body, only to be holy, humble,
and heavenly-minded, that thou standest upon the
brinks of death, resurrection, and judgment, and
that these great things will suddenly come upon
thee, like a thief in the night, thou wilt see a vanity
in all the gifts of fortune, greater than any words
can express.

Do but, therefore, know thyself, as religion has
made thee known, do but see thyself in the light,
which Christ has brought into the world, and then
thou wilt see that nothing concerns thee but what
concerns an everlasting spirit that is going to God; and that there are no enjoyments here that are worth a thought, but such as may make thee more perfect in those holy tempers which will carry thee to heaven.

CHAP. II.

Christianity requires a Change of Nature, a new Life perfectly devoted to God.

CHRISTIANITY is not a school for the teaching of moral virtue, the polishing our manners, or forming us to live a life of this world with decency and gentility.

It is deeper and more divine in its designs, and has much nobler ends than these; it implies an entire change of life, a dedication of ourselves, our souls and bodies unto God, in the strictest and highest sense of the words.

Our blessed Saviour came into the world not to make any composition with it, or to divide things between heaven and earth, but to make war with every state of life, to put an end to the designs of flesh and blood, and to show us, that we must either leave this world to become sons of God, or, by enjoying it, take our portion amongst devils and damned spirits.

Death is not more certainly a separation of our souls from our bodies, than the Christian life is a separation of our souls from worldly tempers, vain indulgencies, and unnecessary cares.

No sooner are we baptized, but we are to consider ourselves as new and holy persons, that are entered upon a new state of things, that are devoted to God, and have renounced all to be fellow-heirs with Christ, and members of his kingdom.
There is no alteration of life, no change of condition, that implies half so much as that alteration which Christianity introduceth.

It is a kingdom of heaven begun upon earth, and by being made members of it, we are entered into a new state of goods and evils.

Eternity altereth the face and nature of every thing in this world, life is only a trial, prosperity becometh adversity, pleasure a mischief, and nothing a good, but as it increaseth our hope, purifieth our natures, and prepareth us to receive higher degrees of happiness.

Let us now see what it is to enter into this state of redemption.

Our own church, in conformity with Scripture, and the practice of the purest ages, makes it necessary for us to renounce the pomps and vanities of the world, before we can be received members of Christian communion.

Did we enough consider this, we should find that whenever we yield ourselves up to the pleasures, profits, and honours of this life, that we turn apostates, break our covenant with God, and go back from the express conditions, on which we were admitted into the communion of Christ's church.

If we consult either the life or doctrines of our Saviour, we shall find that Christianity is a covenant, that contains only the terms of changing and resigning this world for another that is to come.

It is a state of things that wholly regards eternity, and knows of no other goods and evils but such as relate to another life.

It is a kingdom of heaven, that has no other interests in this world than as it takes its members out of it, and when the number of the elect is complete this world will be consumed with fire as having no other reason of its existence than the furnishing members for that blessed society, which is to last forever.
I cannot here omit observing the folly and vanity of human wisdom, which, full of imaginary projects, pleases itself with its mighty prosperities, its lasting establishments in a world doomed to destruction, and which is to last no longer than till a sufficient number are redeemed out of it.

Did we see a number of animals hastening to take up their apartments, and contending for the best places, in a building that was to be beat down, as soon as the old inhabitants were safe out, we should see a contention full as wise as the wisdom of worldly ambition.

To return. Christianity is therefore, a course of holy discipline, solely fitted to the cure and recovery of fallen spirits, and intends such a change in our nature, as may raise us to a nearer union with God, and qualify us for such high degree of happiness.

It is no wonder, therefore, if it makes no provision for the flesh, if it condemns the maxims of human wisdom, and indulges us in no worldly projects, since its very end is to redeem us from all the vanity, vexation, and misery, of this state of things, and to place us in a condition where we shall be fellow-heirs with Christ, and as the angels of God.

That Christianity requires a change of nature, a new life perfectly devoted to God, is plain from the spirit and tenour of the Gospel.

The Saviour of the world saith, that except a man be born again, of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. We are told, that to as many as received him, to them he gave power to become the sons of God, which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of man, but of God.

These words plainly teach us that Christianity implies some great change of nature; that as our
birth was to us the beginning of a new life, and brought us into a society of earthly enjoyments, so Christianity is another birth, that brings us into a condition altogether as new as when we first saw the light.

We begin again to be, we enter upon fresh terms of life, have new relations, new hopes and fears, and an entire change of every thing that can be called good or evil.

This new birth, this principle of a new life, is the very essence and soul of Christianity, it is the seal of the promises, the mark of our sonship, the earnest of the inheritance, the security of our hope, and the foundation of all our acceptance with God.

*He that is in Christ, saith the apostle, is a new creature, and if any man hath not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his.*

And again, *He that is joined to the Lord is one spirit.*

It is not, therefore, any number of moral virtues, no partial obedience, no modes of worship, no external acts of adoration, no articles of faith, but a new principle of life, an entire change of temper, that makes us true Christians.

*If the Spirit of him who raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you. For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.*

Since, therefore, the Scriptures thus absolutely require a life suitable to the spirit and temper of Jesus Christ, since they allow us not the privilege of the sons of God, unless we live and act according to the Spirit of God; it is past doubt, that Christianity requires an entire change of nature and temper, a life perfectly devoted to God.

For what can imply a greater change than from a carnal to a spiritual mind? What can be more
contrary than the works of the flesh are to the works of the Spirit? It is the difference of heaven and hell.

Light and darkness are but faint resemblances of that great contrariety that is betwixt the spirit of God and the spirit of the world.

Its wisdom is foolishness, its friendship is enmity with God.

All that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father.

Worldly opinions, proud reasonings, fleshly cares, and earthly projects, are all so many false judgments, mere lies, and we know who is the father of lies.

For this reason the Scripture makes the devil the god and prince of this world, because the spirit and temper which reigns there is entirely from him; and so far as we are governed by the wisdom and temper of the world, so far are we governed by that evil power of darkness.

If we would see more of this contrariety, and what a change our new life in Christ implies, let us consider what it is to be born of God.

St. John tells us one sure mark of our new birth, in the following words, He that is born of God overcometh the world.

So that the new birth, or the Christian life, is considered with opposition to the world, and all that is in it, its vain cares, its false glories, proud designs, and sensual pleasures; if we have overcome these, so as to be governed by other cares, other glories, other designs, and other pleasures, then are we born of God. Then is the wisdom of this world, and the friendship of this world, turned into the wisdom and friendship of God, which will, for ever, keep us heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ.

Again, the same apostle helps us to another sign of our new life in God. Whosoever, saith he, is born
of God doth not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin, because he is born of God.

This is not to be understood, as if he that was born of God was therefore in an absolute state of perfection, and incapable afterwards of falling into any thing that was sinful.

It only means, that he that is born of God is possessed of a temper and principle that makes him utterly hate and labour to avoid all sin; he is therefore said not to commit sin, in such a sense as a man may be said not to do that, which it is his constant care and principle to prevent being done.

He cannot sin, as it may be said of a man that has no principle but covetousness, that he cannot do things that are expensive, because it is his constant care and labor to be sparing; and if expense happen, it is contrary to his intention; it is his pain and trouble, and he returns to saving with a double diligence.

Thus is he that is born of God; purity and holiness is his only aim, and he is more incapable of having any sinful intentions, than the miser is incapable of generous expense; and if he finds himself in any sin, it is his greatest pain and trouble, and he labours after holiness with a double zeal.

This it is to be born of God, when we have a temper and mind so entirely devoted to purity and holiness, that it may be said of us in a just sense, that we cannot commit sin. When holiness is such a habit in our minds, so directs and forms our designs, as covetousness and ambition direct and govern the actions of such men, as are governed by no other principles, then are we alive in God, and living members of the mystical body of his Son Jesus Christ.

This is our true standard and measure by which we are to judge of ourselves; we are not true Christians unless we are born of God, and we are not
born of God unless it can be said of us in this sense that we cannot commit sin.

When by an inward principle of holiness we stand so disposed to all degrees of virtue, as the ambitious man stands disposed to all steps of greatness, when we hate and avoid all kinds of sins, as the covetous man hates and avoids all sorts of loss and expense, then are we such sons of God as cannot commit sin.

We must therefore examine into the state and temper of our minds, and see whether we be thus changed in our natures, thus born again to a new life, whether we be so spiritual as to have overcome the world, so holy as that we cannot commit sin; since it is the undeniable doctrine of Scripture, that this state of mind, this new birth, is as necessary to salvation as the believing in Jesus Christ.

To be eminent therefore for any particular virtue, to detest and avoid several kinds of sins, is just nothing at all; its excellency (as the apostle saith of some particular virtues) is but as sounding brass, and a tinkling cymbal.

But when the temper and taste of our soul is entirely changed, when we are renewed in the spirit of our minds, and are full of a relish and desire of all godliness, of a fear and abhorrence of all evil, then, as St. John speaks, may we know that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts before him, then shall we know that he abideth in us by the Spirit which he hath given us.  

1 Eph. iii. 19. 24.

We have already seen two marks of those that are born of God, the one is, that they have overcome the world, the other, that they do not commit sin.

To these I shall only add a third, which is given us by Christ himself, I say unto you, love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which spitefully use
you, and persecute you, that you may be the children of your Father which is in heaven.

Well may a Christian be said to be a new creature, and Christianity an entire change of temper; since such a disposition as this is made so necessary, that without it we cannot be the children of our Father which is in heaven; and if we are not his children, neither is he our Father.

It is not therefore enough that we love our friends, benefactors, and relations, but we must love like God, if we will show that we are born of him. We must, like him, have an universal love and tenderness for all mankind, imitating that love, which would that all men should be saved.

God is love, and this we are to observe as the true standard of ourselves, that he who dwelleth in God dwelleth in love; and consequently he who dwelleth not in love dwelleth not in God.

It is impossible, therefore, to be a true Christian, and an enemy at the same time.

Mankind has no enemy but the devil, and them who partake of his malicious and ill-natured spirit.

There is perhaps no duty of religion that is so contrary to flesh and blood as this, but as difficult as it may seem to a worldly mind, it is still necessary, and will easily be performed by such as are in Christ new creatures.

For take but away earthly goods and evils, and you take away all hatred and malice, for they are the only causes of those base tempers. He therefore that hath overcome the world, hath overcome all the occasions of envy and ill nature; for having put himself in this situation, he can pity, pray for, and forgive all his enemies, who want less forgiveness from him than he expects from his heavenly Father.

Let us here awhile contemplate the height and depth of Christian holiness, and that god-like spirit.
which our religion requireth. This duty of universal love and benevolence, even to our bitterest enemies, may serve to convince us, that to be Christians we must be born again, change our very natures, and have no governing desire of our souls, but that of being made like God.

For we cannot exercise or delight in this duty, till we rejoice and delight only in increasing our likeness to God.

We may therefore from this, as well as from what has been before observed, be infallibly assured that Christianity does not consist in any partial amendment of our lives, any particular moral virtues, but in an entire change of our natural temper, a life wholly devoted to God.

To proceed,

This same doctrine is farther taught by our blessed Saviour, when speaking of little children, he saith, Suffer them to come unto me, for of such is the kingdom of God. And again, Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child, shall in no wise enter therein.

If we are not resolved to deceive ourselves, to have eyes and see not, ears and hear not, we must perceive that these words imply some mighty change in our nature.

For what can make us more contrary to ourselves than to lay aside all our manly wisdom, our natural judgments, our boasted abilities, and become infants in nature and temper, before we can partake of this heavenly state?

We reckon it change enough, from babes to be men, and surely it must signify as great an alteration to be reduced from men to a state of infancy.

One peculiar condition of infants is this, that they have every thing to learn, they are to be taught by others what they are to hope and fear, and wherein their proper happiness consists.
It is in this sense that we are chiefly to become as infants, to be as though we had every thing to learn, and suffer ourselves to be taught what we are to choose and what to avoid; to pretend to no wisdom of our own, but be ready to pursue that happiness which God in Christ proposes to us, and to accept it with such simplicity of mind, as children that have nothing of our own to oppose to it.

But now is this infant temper, thus essential to the Christian life? Does the kingdom of God consist only of such as are so affected? Let this then be added as another undeniable proof, that Christianity requires a new nature, and temper of mind; and that this temper is such as having renounced the prejudices of life, the maxims of human wisdom, yields itself with a child-like submission and simplicity to be entirely governed by the precepts and doctrines of Christ.

Craft and policy, selfish cunning, proud abilities, and vain endowments, have no admittance into this holy state of society with Christ and God.

The wisdom of this world, the intrigues of life, the designs of greatness and ambition, lead to another kingdom, and he that would follow Christ must empty himself of this vain furniture, and put on the meek ornaments of infant and undesigning simplicity.

Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the disputer of this world? saith the apostle, hath not God made foolish the wisdom of the world?

If therefore we will partake of the wisdom of God we must think and judge of this world, and its most boasted gifts, as the wisdom of God judgeth of them; we must deem them foolishness, and with undivided hearts labour after one wisdom, one perfection, one happiness, in being entirely devoted to God.

This comparison of the spirit of a Christian to
the temper of children may also serve to recommend to us a certain simplicity of manners, which is a great ornament of behaviour, and is indeed always the effect of a heart entirely devoted to God.

For as the tempers of men are made designing and deceitful, by their having many and secret ends to bring about, so the heart that is entirely devoted to God, is at unity with itself, and all others; it being wholly taken up with one great design, has no little successes that it labours after, and so is naturally open, simple, and undesigning in all the affairs of life.

Although what has been already observed in the foregoing pages might be thought sufficient to show, that Christianity requires a new nature, a life entirely devoted to God; yet since the Scriptures add other evidences of the same truth, I must quote a passage or two more on this head.

The holy Spirit of God is not satisfied with representing that change which Christianity introduceth, by telling us that it is a new birth, a being born of God, and the like, but proceeds to convince us of the same truth by another way of speaking, by representing it as a state of death.

Thus saith the apostle, ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God. Col. iii. 3.

That is, you Christians are dead as to this world, and the life which you now live is not to be reckoned by any visible or worldly goods, but is hid in Christ, is a spiritual enjoyment, a life of faith, and not of sight; ye are members of that mystical body of which Christ is the head, and entered into a kingdom which is not of this world.

And in this state of death are we as Christians to continue till Christ, who is our life, shall appear, and then shall we also appear with him in glory. Col. iii. 4.

To show us that this death begins with our Christian state, we are said to be buried with him in
baptism; so that we entered into this state of death at our baptism, when we entered into Christianity. 

Know ye not, says the apostle, that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, were baptized into his death? therefore we are buried with him, by baptism into death. Rom. vi. 4.

Now Christians may be said to be baptized into the death of Christ, if their baptism puts them into a state like to that in which our Saviour was at his death. The apostle shows this to be the meaning of it, by saying, if we have been planted together in the likeness of his death, that is, if our baptism has put us into a state like that of his death.

So that Christian baptism is not only an external rite, by which we are entered into the external society of Christ's church, but is a solemn consecration, which presents us an offering to God, as Christ was offered at his death.

We are therefore no longer alive to the enjoyments of this world, but as Christ was then nailed to the cross, and devoted entirely to God, that he might be made perfect through sufferings, and ascend to the right hand of God; so is our old man to be crucified, and we consecrated to God, by a conformity to the death of Christ, that like as Christ was raised from the dead, by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life, and being risen with Christ should seek those things which are above.

This is the true undeniable state of Christianity; baptism does not make us effectually Christians, unless it brings us into a state of death, consecrates us to God, and begins a life suitable to that state of things to which our Saviour is risen from the dead. This, and no other than this, is the holiness and spiritual temper of the Christian life, which implies such a resignation of mind, such a dedication of ourselves to God, as may resemble the death of Christ. And on the other hand, such a newness
of life, such an ascension of the soul, such a holy and heavenly behaviour, as may show that we are risen with Christ, and belong to that glorious state, where he now sits at the right hand of God.

It is in this sense, that the holy Jesus saith of his disciples, they are not of this world, even as I am not of this world; being not left to live the life of the world, but chosen out of it for the purposes of his kingdom, that they might copy after his death, and oblation of himself to God.

And this is the condition of all Christians to the consummation of all things, who are to carry on the same designs, and by the same means raise out of this corrupted state a number of fellow-heirs with Christ in everlasting glory. The Saviour of the world has purchased mankind with his blood, not to live in ease and pleasurable enjoyments, not to spend their time in softness and luxury, in the gratifications of pride, idleness, and vanity, but to drink of his cup, to be baptized with the baptism that he was baptized with, to make war with their corrupt natures, humble themselves, mortify the desires of the flesh, and like him be made perfect through sufferings.

St. Paul so well knew this to be the design and spirit of religion, that he puts his title to the benefits of Christ's resurrection upon it, when he says,

That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable to his death.

Phil. iii. 10.

It is his being made conformable to his death, on which he founds his hopes of sharing in the resurrection of Christ. If Christians think that salvation is now to be had on softer terms, and that a life of indulgence and sensual gratifications is consistent with the terms of the Gospel, and that they need not now be made conformable to his death, they are miserably blind, and as much mistake
their Saviour as the worldly Jews who expected a temporal Messiah to deliver them.

Our redemption is a redemption by sacrifice, and none are redeemed but they who conform to it. *If we suffer with him we shall also reign with him.*

We must then, if we would be wise unto salvation, die and rise again like Christ, and make all the actions of our life holy, by offering them to God. *Whether we eat or drink, or whatsoever we do, we must do all to the glory of God.*

Since therefore he that is called to Christianity is thus called to an imitation of the death of Christ, to forbear from sin, to overcome the world, to be born of the Spirit, to be born of God, these surely will be allowed to be sufficient evidences, that Christianity requireth an *entire change* of our nature, a life perfectly devoted to God.

Now if this is Christian piety, it may serve to instruct two sorts of people;

First, those who are content with an outward decency and regularity of life: I do not mean such as are hypocritical in their virtues, but all those who are content with an outward form of behaviour, without that inward newness of heart and spirit which the Gospel requireth.

Charity, chastity, sobriety, and justice, may be practised without Christian piety; a Jew, a heathen, may be charitable and temperate; but to make these virtues become parts of Christian piety, they must proceed from a heart truly turned unto God, that is full of an infant simplicity, that is crucified with Christ, that is born again of the Spirit, that has overcome the world. Temperance or justice, without this turn of heart, may be the temperance of a Jew or a heathen, but it is not Christian temperance till it proceed from a true Christian spirit. Could we do and suffer all that Christ himself did or suffered, yet if it was not all done in the *same spirit* and *temper* of Christ, we should have none of his merit.
A Christian therefore must be sober, charitable, and just, upon the same principles, and with the same spirit, that he receives the holy sacrament, for ends of religion, as acts of obedience to God, as means of purity and holiness, and as so many instances of a heart devoted to God.

As the bare eating of bread, and drinking wine in the holy sacrament, is of no use to us, without those religious dispositions which constitute the true frame of a pious mind, so is it the same in all other duties; they are mere outward ceremonies, and useless actions, unless they are performed in the spirit of religion: charity and sobriety are of no value, till they are so many instances of a heart truly devoted to God.

A Christian therefore is to be sober, not only so far as answers the ends of a decent and orderly life, but in such a manner as becomes one who is born of the Holy Spirit, that is made one with Christ, who dwells in Christ and Christ in him. He must be sober in such a measure as best serves the ends of religion, and practise such abstinence as may make him fittest for the holiness, purity, and perfection of the Christian life.

He must be charitable, not so far as suits with humanity and good esteem amongst men, but in such a measure as is according to the doctrines and spirit of religion.

For neither charity nor temperance, nor any other virtue, are parts of Christian holiness, till they are made holy and religious, by such a piety of heart as shows that we live wholly unto God.

This is what cannot be too much considered, by a great many people whose religion has made no change in their hearts, but only consists in an external decency of life, who are sober without the piety of sobriety, who pray without devotion, who give alms without charity, and are Christians without the spirit of Christianity.
Let them remember that religion is to alter our nature, that Christian piety consists in a change of heart, that it implies a new turn of spirit, a spiritual death, a spiritual life, a dying to the world, and a living wholly unto God.

Secondly. This doctrine may serve to instruct those who have lived strangers to religion, what they are to do to become true Christians.

Some people who are ashamed of the folly of their lives, and begin to look towards religion, think they have done enough, when they either alter the outward course of their lives, abate some of their extravagancies, or become careful of some particular virtue.

Thus a man whose life has been a course of folly, thinks he has made a sufficient change by becoming temperate. Another imagines he has sufficiently declared for religion, by not neglecting the public worship as he used to do. A lady fancies that she lives enough to God, because she has left off plays and paint, and lives more at home than in the former part of her life.

But such people should consider, that religion is no one particular virtue; that it does not consist in the fewness of our vices, or in any particular amendment of our lives, but in such a thorough change of heart, as makes piety and holiness the measure and rule of all our tempers.

It is a miserable error to be content with ourselves, because we are less vain or covetous, more sober and decent in our behaviour than we used to be; yet this is the state of many people who think they have sufficiently reformed their lives, because they are in some degree, different from what they were. They think it enough to be changed from what they were, without considering how thorough a change religion requires.

But let such people remember, that they who thus measure themselves by themselves are not wise.
Let them remember, that they are not disciples of Christ, till they have, like him, offered their whole body and soul as a reasonable and lively sacrifice unto God; that they are not members of Christ's mystical body, till they are united unto him by a new spirit; that they have not entered into the kingdom of God, till they have entered with an infant simplicity of heart, till they are so born again as not to commit sin, so full of an heavenly spirit as to have overcome the world.

Nothing less than this great change of heart and mind can give any one any assurance, that he is truly turned to God. There is but this one term of salvation, he that is in Christ is a new creature. How insignificant all other attainments are, is sufficiently shown in the following words: Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? And in thy name have cast out devils; And in thy name have done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you. Depart from me, ye that work iniquity.

So that there is no religion that will stand us in any stead, but that which is the conversion of the heart to God; when all our tempers are tempers of piety, springing from a soul that is born again of the Spirit, that tends with one full bent to a perfection and happiness in the enjoyment of God.

Let us therefore look carefully to ourselves, and consider what manner of spirit we are of; let us not think our condition safe, because we are of this or that church or communion, or because we are strict observers of the external offices of religion, for these are marks that belong to more than belong to Christ. All are not his, that prophesy, or even work miracles in his name, much less these, who with worldly minds and corrupt hearts are only baptized in his name.

If religion has raised us into a new world, if it
has filled us with new ends of life, if it has taken possession of our hearts, and altered the whole turn of our minds, if it has changed all our ideas of things, given us a new set of hopes and fears, and taught us to live by the realities of an invisible world, then may we humbly hope, that we are true followers of the holy Jesus, and such as may rejoice in the day of Christ, that we have neither run in vain, nor laboured in vain.

CHAP. III.

Christianity requireth a Renunciation of the World, and all worldly Tempers.

THE Christian religion being to raise a new, spiritual, and as yet invisible world, and to place man in a certain order amongst thrones, principalities, and spiritual beings, is at entire enmity with this present corrupt state of flesh and blood.

It ranks the present world along with the flesh and the devil, as an equal enemy to those glorious ends, and that perfection of human nature, which our redemption proposes.

It pleased the wisdom of God to indulge the Jews in worldly hopes and fears.

It was then said, Therefore shall ye keep all the commandments, which I command you this day, that ye may be strong, and go in and possess the land, whether you go to possess it.

The Gospel is quite of another nature, and is a call to a very different state, it lays its first foundation in the renunciation of the world, as a state of false goods and enjoyments, which feed the vanity and corruption of our nature, fill our hearts with foolish and wicked passions, and keep us separate from God the only happiness of all spirits.
My kingdom, saith our blessed Saviour, is not of this world; by which we may be assured that no worldlings are of his kingdom.

We have a farther representation of the contrariety that there is betwixt this kingdom and the concerns of this world. A certain man, saith our Lord, made a great supper, and bade many, and sent his servant at supper-time to say to them that were hidden, come, for all things are now ready; and they all, with one consent, began to make excuse. The first said, I have bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go and see it: another said, I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them; I pray thee have me excused; another said, I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.

We find that the master of the house was angry, and said, None of those men which were hidden shall taste of my supper. Luke xiv. 16.

Our Saviour, a little afterwards, applies it all in this manner, Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple. We are told, that when the chief priests and pharisees heard our Saviour's parables, they perceived that he spake of them. Matt. xxi. 45.

If Christians, hearing the above-recited parable, are not pricked in their hearts, and do not feel that our Saviour speaks of them, it must be owned that they are more hardened than Jews, and more insincere than pharisees.

This parable teaches us, that not only the vices, the wickedness and vanity of this world, but even its most lawful and allowed concerns, render men unable to enter, and unworthy to be received into the true state of Christianity.

That he who is busied in an honest and lawful calling, may, on that account, be as well rejected by God, as he who is vainly employed in foolish and idle pursuits.

That it is no less pardonable to be less affected
to the things of religion, for the sake of any worldly business, than for the indulgence of our pride, or any other passion: it farther teaches us, that Christianity is a calling that puts an end to all other callings; that we are no longer to consider it as our proper state or employment to take care of oxen, look after an estate, or attend the most plausible affairs of life; but to reckon every condition equally trifling, and fit to be neglected, for the sake of the one thing needful.

Men of serious business and management generally censure those who trifle away their time in idle and impertinent pleasures, as vain and foolish, and unworthy of the Christian profession.

But they do not consider that the business of the world, where they think they show such a manly skill and address, is as vain as vanity itself; they do not consider that the cares of an employment, an attention to business, if it has got hold of the heart, renders men as vain and odious in the sight of God as any other gratification.

For though they may call it an honest care, a creditable industry, or by any other plausible name; yet it is their particular gratification, and a wisdom that can no more recommend itself to the eyes of God than the wisdom of an epicure.

For it shows as wrong a turn of mind, as false a judgment, and as great a contempt of the true goods, to neglect any degrees of piety for the sake of business, as for any of the most trifling pleasures of life.

The wisdom of this world gives an importance, an air of greatness to several ways of life, and ridicules others as vain and contemptible, which differ only in their kind of vanity; but the wisdom from above condemns all labour as equally fruitless, but that which labours after everlasting life. Let but religion determine the point, and what can it signify, whether a man forgets God in his farm, or a
shop, or at a gaming-table? For the world is full as great and important in its pleasures, as in its cares; there is no more wisdom in the one than in the other; and the Christian that is governed by either, and made less affected to things of God by them, is equally odious and contemptible in the sight of God.

And though we distinguish betwixt cares and pleasures, yet if we would speak exactly, it is pleasure alone that governs and moves us in every state of life. And the man who, in the business of the world, would be thought to pursue it, because of its use and importance, is as much governed by his temper and taste for pleasures as he who studies the gratification of his palate, or takes his delight in running foxes and hares out of breath.

For there is no wisdom or reason in any thing but religion, nor is any way of life less vain than another, but as it is made serviceable to piety, and conspires with the designs of religion, to raise mankind to a participation and enjoyment of the divine nature.

Therefore does our Saviour equally call men from the cares of employments, as from the pleasures of their senses; because they are equally wrong turns of mind, equally nourish the corruption of our nature, and are equally nothing, when compared with that high state of glory, which, by his sufferings and death, he has merited for us.

Perhaps Christians, who are not at all ashamed to be devoted to the cares and business of the world, cannot better perceive the weakness and folly of their designs, than by comparing them with such states of life as they own to be vain and foolish, and contrary to the temper of religion.

Some people have no other care than how to give their palate some fresh pleasure, and enlarge the happiness of tasting. I desire to know now wherein consists the sin or baseness of this care?
Others live to no other purpose than to breed dogs, and attend the sports of the field.

Others think all their time dull and heavy which is not spent in the pleasures and diversions of the town.

Men of sober business, who seem to act the grave part of life, generally condemn these ways of life.

Now I desire to know upon what account they are to be condemned? For produce but the true reason why any of these ways of life are vain and sinful, and the same reason will conclude with the same strength against every state of life, but that which is entirely devoted to God.

Let the ambitious man but show the folly and irregularity of covetousness, and the same reasons will show the folly and irregularity of ambition.

Let the man who is deep in worldly business but show the vanity and shame of a life that is devoted to pleasures, and the same reasons will as fully set forth the vanity and shame of worldly cares. So that whoever can condemn sensuality, ambition, or any way of life, upon the principles of reason and religion, carries his own condemnation within his own breast, and is that very person which he despises, unless his life be entirely devoted to God.

For worldly cares are no more holy or virtuous than worldly pleasures: they are as great a mistake in life, and when they equally divide or possess the heart, are equally vain and shameful as any sensual gratifications.

It is granted that some cares are made necessary by the necessities of nature; and the same also may be observed of some pleasures; the pleasures of eating, drinking, and rest, are equally necessary; but yet if reason and religion do not limit these pleasures by the necessities of nature, we fall from rational creatures into drones, sots, gluttons, and epicures.

In like manner our care after some worldly
things is necessary; but if this care is not bounded by the just wants of nature: if it wanders into unnecessary pursuits, and fills the mind with false desires and cravings; if it wants to add an imaginary splendour to the plain demands of nature, it is vain and irregular; it is the care of the epicure, a longing for sauces and ragouts, and corrupts the soul like any other sensual indulgence.

For this reason our Lord points his doctrines at the most common and allowed employments of life, to teach us that they may employ our minds as falsely, and distract us as far from our true good, as any trifles and vanity.

He calls us from such cares, to convince us that even the necessities of life must be sought with a kind of indifference, that so our souls may be truly sensible of greater wants, and disposed to hunger and thirst after enjoyments that will make us happy for ever.

But how unlike are Christians to Christianity! It commands us to take no thought, saying, what shall we eat, or what shall we drink? Yet Christians are restless and laborious till they can eat in plate.

It commands us to be indifferent about raiment; but Christians are full of care and concern to be clothed in purple and fine linen; it enjoins us to take no thought for the morrow, yet Christians think they have lived in vain, if they do not leave estates at their death. Yet these are the disciples of that Lord, who saith, Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.

It must not be said, that there is some defect in these doctrines, or that they are not plainly enough taught in Scripture, because the lives and behaviour of Christians is so contrary to them; for if the spirit of the world, and the temper of Christians, might be alleged against the doctrines of Scripture, none of them would have lasted to this day.
It is one of the ten commandments, *Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain*; our Saviour has, in the most solemn manner, forbid swearing, yet where is more swearing than amongst Christians, and among such Christians as would think it hard to be reckoned a reproach to the Christian name?

The Scripture says of Christians, that they are born of God, *and have overcome the world*; can they be reckoned of that number who have not so much as overcome this flagrant sin, and to which they have no temptation in nature?

Well therefore may the doctrines of humility, heavenly-mindedness, and contempt of the world be disregarded, since they have all the corruptions of flesh and blood, all the innate and acquired pride, and vanity of our nature to conquer before they can be admitted.

To proceed.

I know it is pretended by some, that these doctrines of our Saviour concerning forsaking all, and the like, related only to his first followers, who could be his disciples upon no other terms, and who were to suffer with him for the propagation of the Gospel.

It is readily owned, that there are different states of the church, and that such different states may call Christians to some particular duties, not common to every age.

It is owned also, that this was the case of the first Christians; they differed from us in many respects.

They were personally called to follow Christ; they received particular commissions from his mouth; they were empowered to work miracles, and called to a certain expectation of hatred and sufferings from almost all the world.

These are particulars in which the state of the first church differed from the present.
But then it is carefully to be observed, that this difference in the state of the church is a difference in the external state of the church, and not in the internal inward state of Christians. It is a difference that relates to the affairs and condition of the world, and not to the personal holiness and purity of Christians.

The world may sometimes favour Christianity, at other times it may oppose it with persecution: now this change of the world makes two different states of the church, but without making any difference in the inward personal holiness of Christians, which is to be always the same, whether the world smiles or frowns upon it.

Whatever measure, therefore, of personal holiness, or inward perfection, was required of the first followers of Christ, is still in the same degree, and for the same reasons required of all Christians to the end of the world.

Humility, meekness, heavenly affection, devotion, charity, and a contempt of the world, are all internal qualities of personal holiness; they constitute that spirit and temper of religion which is required for its own excellence, and is therefore of constant and eternal obligation. There is always the same fitness and reasonableness in them, the same perfection in practising them, and the same rewards always due to them.

We must, therefore, look carefully into the nature of the things, which we find were required of the first Christians; if we find that they were called to sufferings from other people, this may perhaps not be our case; but if we see they are called to sufferings from themselves, to voluntary self-denials, and renouncing their own rights, we may judge amiss, if we think this was their particular duty as the first disciples of Christ.

For it is undeniable that these instances of making themselves sufferers from themselves,
voluntary self-denial, and renunciation of all worldly enjoyments, are as truly parts of personal holiness and devotion to God as any instances of charity, humility, and love to God that can possibly be supposed.

And it will be difficult to show why all Christians are now obliged, in imitation of Christ, to be meek and lowly in heart, if they, like the first Christians, are not obliged to these instances of lowliness and meekness; or if they are obliged still to imitate Christ, how can they be said to do it if they excuse themselves from these plain and required ways of showing it.

If, therefore, Christians will show that they are not obliged to those renunciations of the world which Christ required of his first followers, they must show that such renunciations, such voluntary self-denials, were not instances of personal holiness and devotion, did not enter into the spirit of Christianity, or constitute that death to the world, that new birth in Christ, which the Gospel requireth. But this is as absurd to imagine, as to suppose that praying for our enemies is no part of charity.

Let us, therefore, not deceive ourselves, the Gospel preaches the same doctrines to us that our Saviour taught his first disciples, and though it may not call us to the same external state of the church, yet it infallibly calls us to the same inward state of holiness and newness of life.

It is out of question that this renunciation of the world was then required, because of the excellency of such a temper, because of its suitableness to the spirit of Christianity, because of its being, in some degree, like to the temper of Christ, because it was a temper that became such as were born again of God, and were made heirs of eternal glory, because it was a right instance of their loving God with all their heart, and with all their soul, and with all their strength, and with all their mind, because
it was a proper way of showing their disregard to the vanity of earthly comforts, and their resolution to attend only to the one thing needful.

If, therefore, we are not obliged to be like them in these respects, if we may be less holy and heavenly in our tempers, if we need not act upon such high principles of devotion to God, and disregard of earthly goods as they did, we must preach a new Gospel of our own; we must say that we need not be meek and lowly as the first Christians were, and that those high doctrines of charity, of blessing, and doing good to our worst enemies, were duties only for the first state of the church.

For this is undeniable, that if any heights of piety, any degrees of devotion to God, of heavenly affection, were necessary, for the first Christians, which are not so now, that the same may be said of every other virtue and grace of the Christian life.

All our Saviour's divine Sermon upon the Mount may as well be confined to his first disciples as these doctrines, and it is as sound in divinity, as well founded in reason, to assert, that our Saviour had only regard to his first disciples, when he said, Ye cannot serve God and mammon, as when he saith, Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.

For let any one think, if he can find the least shadow of a reason, why Christians should, at first, be called to higher degrees of heavenly affection, devotion to God, and disregard of the world, than they are now.

It will be as easy to show that they were obliged to a stronger faith, a more lively hope, than we are now.

But if faith and hope are graces of too excellent a nature, too essential to the life and spirit of a Christian, to admit of any abatements in any age
of the church, I should think that heavenly affection, devotion to God, and dying to the world, are tempers equally essential to the spirit of religion, and too necessary to the perfection of the soul, to be less required in one age than in another.

Besides it is to be considered, that these tempers are the natural and genuine effects of faith and hope; so that if they are changed or abated, faith and hope must have so far suffered abatements, and failed in their most proper and excellent effects.

All men will readily grant that it would be very absurd to suppose, that more articles of faith should have been necessary to be believed by our Saviour's first followers than by Christians of after ages.

Let it then be considered why this would be absurd, and it will plainly appear that the same reason which makes it absurd to suppose that any thing which was once necessary to be believed should ever lose that necessity, will equally show that it is alike absurd to suppose that any thing that was once necessary to be done should ever be lawful to be left undone.

For it is absurd to suppose that articles of faith should not have always the same relation to salvation. And is it not equally absurd to suppose the same of any graces or virtues of the soul? That the kingdom of heaven should, at such a time, be only open to such degrees of piety, of heavenly affection, and dying to the world, and at other times make no demand of them.

Again, I believe all men will readily grant, that whenever the church falls into such a state of persecution as was in the beginning, that we are then to suffer for the faith as the first Christians did.

Now I ask, Why we are to do as they did when we fall into the like circumstances?

Is it because what they did was right and fit to be done? Is it because their example is safe and
agreeable to the doctrines of Christ? Is it because we must value our lives at no higher rate than they valued theirs? Is it because suffering for the faith is always that same excellent temper, and always entitled to the same reward?

If these are the reasons, as undoubtedly they are, why we must suffer as they did, if we fall into such a state of the church as they were in; do not all the same reasons equally prove that we must use the world as they did, because we are in the same world that they were in?

For let us here put all the same questions in relation to their self-denials and renunciations of riches; was not what they did in this respect right and fit to be done? Is not their example safe and agreeable to the doctrines of Christ? Are we to value our worldly goods more than they valued theirs? Is not the renouncing earthly enjoyments for the sake of Christ, always that same excellent temper, and always entitled to the same reward?

Thus we see that every reason for suffering as the first disciples of Christ did, when we fall into the same state of persecution that they were in, is as strong and necessary a reason for our contemning and forsaking the world as they did, because we are still in the same world that they were in.

If it can be shown that the world is changed, that its enjoyments have not that contrariety to the spirit of Christianity that they had in the apostles' day, there may be some grounds for us Christians to take other methods than they did. But if the world is the same enemy it was at the first, if its wisdom is still foolishness, its friendship still enmity with God, we are as much obliged to treat this enemy as the first disciples of Christ did, as we are obliged to imitate their behaviour towards any other enemies and persecutors of the common Christianity.

And it would be very absurd to suppose that we
were to follow the doctrines of Christ in renouncing the flesh and the devil, but might abate of their enmity in regard to the world, when it is by our use of worldly goods that both the flesh and the devil gain almost all their power over us.

Having said thus much to show that the Gospel belongs to us in all its doctrines of holiness and piety, I shall proceed to enquire what heavenly affection, what renunciation of the world, and devotion to God, is required of Christians in the Holy Scriptures.

We find in the passage already quoted, with several others to the like purpose, that our Saviour saith, as a common term of Christianity, that whoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.

St. Mark tells us, There came one running and kneeled to him, and asked him, good Master, What shall I do that I may inherit eternal life? And Jesus said unto him, Thou knowest the commandments, do not commit adultery, do not kill, do not steal, do not bear false witness, defraud not, honour thy father and mother.

And he answered and said unto him, Master, all these have I observed from my youth.

Then Jesus beholding him, loved him, and said unto him, One thing thou lackest, go thy way, and sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven, and come take up the cross, and follow me.

And he was sad at that saying, and went away grieved, for he had great possessions.

In St. Matthew it is thus, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, &c.

Some have imagined, that from our Saviour's using the expression, If thou wilt be perfect, that this was only a condition of some high uncommon perfection, which Christians, as such, were not
obliged to aspire after; but the weakness of this imagination will soon appear, if it be considered, that the young man's question plainly showed what perfection it was that he aimed at; he only asked what he should do that he might *inherit eternal life*; and it was in answer to this question that our Saviour told him, that though he had kept the commandments, yet one thing he lacked.

So that when our Saviour saith, *if thou wilt be perfect*, it is the same thing as when he said, *if thou wilt not be lacking in one thing*, that is, *if thou wilt practice all that duty which will make thee inherit eternal life*, thou must not only keep the commandments *but sell that thou hast, and give to the poor*. It plainly, therefore appears, that what is here commanded, is not in order to some exalted uncommon height of perfection, but as a *condition* of his being a Christian, and securing an inheritance of eternal life.

This same thing is farther proved from our Saviour's general remark upon it; *How hardly shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom of God?* By which it appears, that it was the bare entering into the state of Christianity, and not any extraordinary height of perfection, that was the matter in question.

This remark, and the other following one, where our Saviour saith, *It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God*, undeniably show us thus much, that what is here required of this young man is also required of all rich men in all ages of the church, in order to their being true members of the kingdom of God.

For how could this be said of rich men, that they can hardly, and with more difficulty, enter into the kingdom of God, if they were not obliged to the same that this rich man was obliged to.
For if they may enjoy their estates, and yet enter into the kingdom of God, the difficulty is vanished, and they may enter with ease, though this young man was put upon much harder terms.

If, therefore, we will but use common sense in understanding these words of our Saviour, we must allow that they relate to all rich men; and that the same renunciation of all self-enjoyment is required of them, that was required of this young man.

His disciples plainly understood him in this sense, by their saying, *Who then can be saved?* And it appears by our Saviour’s answer, that he did not think they understood him amiss, for he seems to allow their remark upon the difficulty of the thing, and only answers, *That with God all things are possible*; implying, that it was possible for the grace of God to work this great change in the hearts of men.

Those who will still be fancying, for there is nothing but fancy to support it, that this command related only to this young man, ought to observe, that this young man was very virtuous; that he was so eager after eternal life, as to run to our Saviour, and put the question to him upon his knees; and that for these things our Saviour loved him.

Now can it be imagined, that our Saviour would make salvation more difficult to one who was thus disposed than to others?

That he would impose particularly hard terms upon one whose virtues had already gained his love.

And such hard terms as for their difficulty might justly be compared to a camel going through the eye of a needle. Would he make him lacking in one thing, which other men might lack in all ages, without any hinderance of their salvation? Would he send him away sorrowful on the account of such
terms, as are no longer terms to the Christian world.

As this cannot be supposed, we must allow what our Saviour required of that young man, was not upon any particular account, or to show his authority of demanding what he pleased; but that he required this of the young man for the sake of the excellency of the duty, because it was a temper necessary for Christianity, and always to be required of all Christians, it being as easy to conceive that our Saviour should allow of less restitution and repentance in some sinners than in others, as that he should make more denial of the world, more affections for heaven, necessary to some than to others.

I suppose it cannot be denied, that an obedience to this doctrine had shown an excellent temper, that it was one of the most noble virtues of the soul, that it was a right judgment of the vanity of earthly riches, that it was a right judgment of the value of heavenly treasures, that it was a proper instance of true devotion to God.

But if this was a temper so absolutely, so excellently right, then I desire to know why it has not the same degree of excellency still?

Hath heaven on earth suffered any change since that time? Is the world become now more worth our notice, or heavenly treasure of less value, than it was in our Saviour's time? Have we had another Saviour since, that has compounded things with this world, and helped us to an easier way to the next?

Farther, it ought to be observed, that when our Saviour commanded the young man to sell all and give to the poor; he gives this reason for it, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven.

This manifestly extends the duty to all rich men, since the reason that is given for it, either equally obliges all, or obliges none, unless a treasure in
heaven can be said to be a valuable consideration to some but not to others.

The matter, therefore, evidently comes to this; either we must say, that our Saviour did not make a reasonable proposal to the young man, that what he required of him, was not sufficiently excellent in itself, and advantageous to him; or we must allow that the same proposal is as reasonable for us to accept of now, as it was in the first ages of the church.

We must observe too, that if all the reasons which pressed this duty upon the young man equally recommend it to us; if we neglect it, we are equally unreasonable with him who went away sorrowful.

Let those who are startled at this doctrine, and think it unnecessary now, deal faithfully with their own hearts, and ask themselves, whether they should not have had the same dislike of it had they lived in our Saviour's days? or whether they can find any one reason why they should have been so spiritual and heavenly then, which is not so good and as strong a reason for their being as spiritual and heavenly now.

Let them consider whether if an apostle was to rise from the dead, calling all rich men to this doctrine, they would not drive their coaches from such a preacher rather than be saved at such a price.

To proceed: If this selling all, this renunciation of worldly wealth, was not required for the excellency of the duty, and its suitableness to the spirit of Christianity, it will be hard to show a reason why such voluntary self-denial, such renunciation of one's own enjoyments, such persecutions of one's self, should be required at a time when Christianity exposed its members to such uncommon hatred and persecution from other people.

Our Saviour allowed his disciples when they should fall under persecution, to flee from one city
to another; though they were to be as harmless as doves, yet he commanded them to be as wise as serpents.

If therefore the enjoyment of riches had been a thing that had suited with his religion, was not a renunciation of all worldly wealth, a temper necessary, and never to be dispensed with; one would suppose, that it would least of all have been imposed at a time when there were so many other unavoidable burdens to be undergone.

Since therefore this forsaking and renouncing all by our own act and deed; since this degree of self-denial and self-persecution was commanded at a time when all the world were enemies to Christians; since they were not then spared or indulged in any pleasurable enjoyments of their worldly wealth, but were to add this instance of suffering to all the sufferings from their enemies; we may be sure that it was required because it was a necessary duty; because it was a proper behaviour of such as were born of God, and made heirs of eternal glory.

If this be true, then it must be owned, that it is still the same necessary duty, and is now as well that proper behaviour of those who are the sons of God, as ever it was.

For Christianity is just that same spiritual heavenly state that it was then; the dignity of Christians has suffered no alteration since that time, and a treasure in heaven, an eternal happiness, are still the same great and important things.

---

CHAP. IV.

A continuation of the same subject.

ANY one that is at all acquainted with Scripture, must observe, that the doctrine of the foregoing chapter is not barely founded on those
particular texts there considered, but that the same spirit of renouncing the world, is the most common and repeated subject of our Saviour's heavenly instructions.

A certain man said unto him, Lord, I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest. And Jesus said unto him, the foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head.

Another also said, Lord, I will follow thee, but let me first go bid them farewell that are at home at my house.

And Jesus said unto him, no man, having put his hand to the plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.

These passages are all of a kind with what our Saviour said to the young man; they directly teach that same renunciation of the world, as the first and principal temper, the very soul and essence of Christianity.

This doctrine is pressed and urged upon us by various ways, by every art of teaching, that it might enter into the heart of every reader.

The kingdom of God, saith our Saviour, is like unto a merchant-man seeking goodly pearls, who when he had found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought it.

The doctrine of this parable needs no interpretation, it is plain and strong, and presses home the advice that our Saviour gave to the rich young man.

When it says, that the kingdom of God is a pearl of great price, I suppose it means, that a great deal is to be given for it; and when it says, that the merchant went and sold all that he had, and bought it, I suppose this is to teach us, that it cannot be bought at any less price.

The modern Jews would be upon much easier
terms than those who lived in our Saviour's days; if we can now tell them that the kingdom of God is no longer like one pearl of great price, and that they need not sell all that they have and buy it, but may go on seeking pearls as they used to do, and yet be good members of the kingdom of God.

Now if we may not preach such a new Gospel as this to the present Jews, I do not know how we can preach it to Christians.

This parable does not suppose, that the merchant went to trading again, after he had sold all, and bought this pearl of great price. He was content with that, and did not want any other riches.

If the kingdom of God is not riches sufficient for us, but we must add another greatness, and another wealth to it, we fall under the condemnation of this parable.

To proceed: The peaceful, pleasurable enjoyment of riches, is a state of life everywhere condemned by our blessed Saviour.

_Woe unto you that are full, for ye shall hunger; woe unto you that laugh now, for ye shall weep and mourn._


If we can think, that for all this, the joys of prosperity, and the gay pleasures of plenty, are the allowed enjoyments of Christians, we must have done wondering at the blindness and hardness of the Jews' hearts.

_Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received your consolation!_ It is not said, woe unto you that are rich, for ye have enriched yourselves by evil arts and unlawful means, but it is the bare enjoyment, the consolation that is taken in riches, to which this woe is threatened.

This same doctrine is pressed upon us by a remarkable parable, so plain and lively, that one would think that every Christian that has heard it, should be afraid of every thing that looked like self-indulgence or expense in his own pleasures and pride.
There was a certain rich man, which was clothed in purple and fine linen, and dined sumptuously every day.

And there was a certain poor beggar, named Lazarus, which was laid at his gate full of sores; and desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich man's table; moreover the dogs came and licked his sores.

It came to pass, that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom. The rich man also died, and was buried, and in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham afar off; and Lazarus in his bosom.

This parable teaches neither more nor less than what our Saviour taught, when he commanded the young man to sell all that he had. For it is the bare pleasurable enjoyment, the living in the usual delights of a great fortune, that the parable condemneth. Here is no injustice, no villanies or ex tortions laid to his charge, it is only a life of splendor and indulgence, that leaves him in hell.

This we are farther taught by Abraham's answer to him, Son, remember that thou in thy life-time receivest thy good things: this is alleged as the sole reason of his being in torments.

It is to be observed that nothing is mentioned of Lazarus but his low and afflicted state, and then it is he is comforted, and thou art tormented.

Can any thing more plainly show us the impossibility of enjoying mammon while we live, and God when we die? A rich man enjoying the pleasures of riches, is for that reason found in torments; a beggar, patiently bearing want, is for that reason made the care of angels, and conducted to Abraham's bosom.

Does not this manifestly teach us that same renunciation of worldly enjoyments, as if we had been expressly required to part with all that we have?
For, if a life of splendor, and pleasure, and sensual gratifications, is the portion of those who choose to enjoy it; if it exposes us to so much woe and wrath hereafter, well might our blessed Saviour tell the rich man, that he lacked one thing, that he was to sell all that he had, and give to the poor.

If therefore this parable contains the doctrine that it first taught, if time has not worn away its meaning, it contains a doctrine that concerns all rich men, it speaks as home to them, and calls as loudly for a renunciation of all worldly indulgencies, as our Saviour did to the rich man.

So that there is no advantage got by considering our Saviour's command as a particular charge, and given to a particular young man, since it appears by other express passages and parables, that the same is required of all other rich men, as they expect any other consolation than what is to be found in riches.

If we will here also appropriate this parable to this particular rich man, we shall judge as reasonably, as if we should maintain, that the hell in which he was tormented, was made only for him, and is a state which no one else has any occasion to fear.

We must therefore, unless we will set aside the Gospel, and think ourselves not concerned in its doctrines, take this as an undeniable truth, that Christianity is still that some opposite state to the world that it was in our Saviour's days, that he speaks to us the same language that he spoke to the young man in the Gospel, that if we will not hear his voice, but indulge ourselves in the proud, sensual delights of riches and grandeur, our fate is taught us in the rich man in torments, and to us belongs that dreadful threatening, Woe unto you that are rich, for you have received your consolation.

I know it has been said by some, that all that we are taught by the command given to the young
man to sell all, is this, that whenever we cannot keep our possessions without violating some essential duty of a Christian, that then, and not till then, need we think that we are called upon by Christ to quit all and follow him.

I have, in answer to this, already shown, that the thing required of this young man, was no particular duty, but that our Saviour pressed it upon all, and by a reason which made it equally conclusive for all people, namely, a *treasure in heaven*.

I have shown, that the same doctrine is taught in general, by comparing the kingdom of God to one pearl of great price, which the merchant could buy at no less price, than by selling all that he had; by the parable of the *rich* man in torments, on the account of his living in the state and pleasures of a fortune, and lastly, by a general woe that is threatened to all that are rich, as having received their consolation; so that this seems a full answer to this interpretation.

But I shall however consider it farther.

Now if this be all that is taught us as Christians, by the case of the young man in the Gospel, that we are to part with our enjoyments and possessions, when we cannot keep them without renouncing some great truth of our religion, and that till such a time happens, we may peacefully and pleasurably enjoy the delights of state and plenty.

If this be the case, I ask how a good Christian is to be assured, that this is a safe and just interpretation? How shall he be satisfied, that there is no danger in following it?

It is plainly an interpretation of our own making, it is not the *open expressed* sense of the words; it is an addition of something to them, for which we have no authority from the passage itself. So that it may well be asked, how we can be sure that such an interpretation may be safely complied with?

The text saith, *Sell all that thou hast*; this inter-
pretation saith, Ye need not sell yet, nay, that you need not sell at all; but that you may go on in the pleasurable enjoyment of your several estates, till such times as you cannot keep them without denying the faith.

So that the interpretation seems to have nothing to do with the text, and only teaches a doctrine, that might as well be asserted without this text, as with it.

I ask, therefore, for what reason we allow this passage to teach us no more than this? Is there any other part of Scripture that requires us to make this interpretation? Does it better suit with the spirit and temper of the Christian religion? Is it more agreeable to its heavenly designs, its contempt of the world, than to take them in their apparent sense?

If this were true, then the first followers of Christ, who observed this doctrine in its literal sense, and renounced all, acted less suitably to the spirit of Christianity, than those who now enjoy their estates.

This absurdity is enough to expose any pretended necessity of this interpretation; which absurdity must be granted, if we say, that this new interpretation is more suitable to the spirit of Christianity, than to take the words as still obliging in their first sense.

But to cut off all pretence of any necessity from any other part of Scripture, I have made it plainly appear, that the same doctrine is certainly taught by many other express passages of Scripture.

This interpretation therefore is as contrary to many other parts of Scripture, as to this text; it is contrary to the spirit of Christianity, and is only brought in to soften the rigours of religion, that people may, with quiet consciences, enjoy the pleasures of plenty, and those who want it, spend their time in the ways and means of acquiring it.
If therefore there be not an entire change in the way to heaven; if the once straight gate be not now a wide and open passage to all full, fat, and stately Christians; if there is still any meaning in these words, Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of God; the sober Christian may as well doubt of this allowance of enjoying the pleasures and plenty of his estate, till persecution for the faith drives him out of it, as if he was told, that he need not resist the devil, till such time as he tempted him to deny the faith, or give up some truth of his religion.

When our Saviour gave this command to the young man, and afterwards observed upon his refusal, that it was easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God, the apostles took that command to signify the common conditions of entering into Christianity, and immediately declared that they had left all and followed him.

And our Saviour answered them in such a manner, as showed, that the doctrine then delivered, related to all mankind in the same sense, and had nothing particular in it that related to one man, or one age of the church more than another.

Verily I say unto you, there is no man that hath left his house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my sake and the Gospel's, but he shall have an hundred fold now in this present time, and in the world to come eternal life.

Let it now be considered, that supposing it was barely lawful to enjoy our estates; and, as the world says, live up to them; is this a state of any merit? Is there any reward annexed to it? If it is not our sin, it is at best a losing our time, and as unrewardable as sleeping.

But on the other side we are infallibly assured, that if we come up to the doctrine of the text, if we
part with our worldly enjoyments and gratifications for the sake of Christ, that in this life we shall receive an hundred-fold, and in the world to come eternal life.

Now, if such persons as these are to be thus blessed in this life, and also so rewarded in the next; it is certain that they, who are not such persons, will not be so doubly blessed both in this life and that which is to come.

But now what an interpretation must that be, which leads men from being an hundred times as happy as they might be in this life, and from such a height of reward in the next?

Is not this enough to show us, that the wisdom of this interpretation is not a wisdom from above, that it savoureth not the things that be of God?

For who can be so wise unto eternal life, who can make so much of his plenty, as by thus parting with it?

Who, that was governed by a wisdom from above would seek for an evasion, where the open sense is not only safe, but entitled to so vast a recompense, both now and hereafter?

It is to me no small argument, that our Saviour meant no such allowance, as this interpretation has found out; because it is so contrary to the perfection of the soul, and is so disadvantageous to those that follow it.

Our blessed Saviour and his apostles, both in doctrine and practice, are on the side of renouncing the enjoyments of riches, and who is he that dare preach up a worldly peace and indulgence, without either text or precedent from Scripture, and such a peace as leads men from such high rewards, both in this life, and that which is to come?

When our Saviour told Peter of his sufferings, Peter took him and began to rebuke him, saying, Be it far from thee, Lord, this shall not be unto thee. But Jesus turned, and said to Peter, get thee behind
Satan, thou art an offence unto me, for thou savourest not the things that be of God, but those that be of men.

But after all, this enjoyment of worldly riches which this interpretation pleads for, cannot be shown to be barely lawful; this, I say, cannot be shown, without showing at the same time, that this passage, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God, is so old as to be of no significance now; for if the difficulty still continues, the rich man must have as much to part with now as he had then.

The same must be said of all those other passages above-mentioned, concerning the kingdom being compared to one great pearl, the case of the rich man in torments, and the general woe that is denounced against such as are rich, as having received their consolation; all these, with a great variety of other texts, must have quite lost their first natural meaning, if this interpretation be admitted as barely lawful.

So that it is an interpretation that runs away from the plain open sense of the words, and leads from those great rewards that belong to it; it is an interpretation made without any necessity, not supported by any doctrine or practice of Scripture, contrary to the practices of the first Christians, contrary to the heavenly spirit of our religion, and so contrary to various plain passages of Scripture, that they must have lost their true meaning if this interpretation be admitted.

Lastly, if all that can be concluded from this command of our Saviour is only this, that we are obliged to part with our estates when we cannot keep them, without selling the truth; if sell all thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven only means, when applied to us, thou mayest keep and enjoy thy estate, till some wicked
terms of keeping it are imposed upon thee; this is no higher a perfection, no greater degree of heavenly-mindedness, or disregard to the world, than a Jew or honest heathen would maintain.

For who does not know that it is better to be just and faithful, than to be rich; and that a man is rather to part with his estate than to keep it at the expense of his virtue and integrity? this is only the virtue of choosing rather to be poor than a thief.

But if Christians can think that this is the highest renunciation of the world, the highest degree of heavenly affection to which they are called; if they can think that this is all that is meant by their being crucified and dead to the world, by their being in Christ new creatures, by their being born of God, and having overcome the world, they may be justly said to treat the Scriptures as the Jews treated our Saviour, when they said, We will not have this man to reign over us.

I have, I think, sufficiently shown that our Saviour required an entire renunciation of the world, a forsaking all its enjoyments, in order to be his true disciples; and that the same is as certainly required of us, as he is the same Christ, and we heirs of the same glory.

It will now therefore, I know, be asked, whether all Christians are obliged to sell their estates, and give to the poor, in order to inherit eternal life?

The absurdity and ridiculousness of such a thing, and the disorder it must occasion in life, will be thought sufficient to expose and confute all the foregoing doctrine.

As to the absurdity and ridiculousness of this doctrine in the eyes of worldly wisdom, that is far from being any objection against it; since we are assured by God himself, that the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God, and that the spirit of Christianity, and the spirit of the world, are as
contrary to one another as the kingdom of light, and the kingdom of darkness.

What can be more contrary to worldly greatness and wisdom than the doctrine of the cross, a crucified Saviour? Which way could any one expose himself to more jest and ridicule than by being too meek and humble to resent an affront, and accept a challenge?

Not only rakes and libertines, but the grave, the religious part of the world, talk of the necessity of defending their honour, and reckon it a shame not to resent and fight when the affront is given.

This makes the spirit of the world; though it be as consistent with our religion to honour the memory of Cain for killing his brother, as to make it a part of honour to give, or accept a challenge.

This may serve to show us, that we must disregard the maxims and wisdom of this world, and not form our judgment of Christian virtues with any regard to it; since by it, patience and meekness may be reckoned shameful, and revenge and murder as instances of honour.

But I give now a direct answer to the foregoing question, and venture to affirm, upon the proofs I have already produced, that all Christians are really and effectually obliged to do that which our Saviour required of the young man.

Our Saviour bid him sell all that he had, and give to the poor, that he might have treasure in heaven; that is, he required him to renounce the self-enjoyment of his estate, to live no longer in the gratification of his plenty, but offer it all to God in works of charity, and relief to others.

Now the selling all, is only a circumstance of parting with the enjoyment of his riches from himself, to all such objects and uses as are worthy of it in the sight of God.

If our Saviour had told sinners that they must repent in sackcloth and ashes, I should have thought
that sackcloth and ashes was only mentioned as a particular way of expressing a general duty, and that though the circumstance of sackcloth and ashes might be omitted, yet the thing intended, the degree of humiliation and sorrow, was always to be performed in the same degree.

I take it to be the same in the case before us. It is not necessary that a man should sell all that he hath, because that was the expression used to the young man, but it is necessary that he comply with the thing signified, and practise all that disregard of the world, and heavenly affection which is there taught.

He sufficiently selleth all who parteth with the self-enjoyment of it, and maketh it the support of those that want it.

This seems to me to be the true and plain meaning of the passage. The words, sell all, are only used as a form of speech, as a general way of expressing the parting with the enjoyment of an estate, as sackcloth and ashes were a general way of expressing repentance; and not as laying any direct obligation of parting with an estate in that particular way, any more than sackcloth is always necessary to a true repentance.

A person that was to give away his estate would surely comply with the doctrine of the text, which shows, that it is the thing signified, and not the particular manner of doing it, that is required.

Yet it is the keeping to this literal sense of the words, as if the selling all was the particular thing enjoined, that has taught people to excuse themselves from the doctrine there delivered.

For there was some pretence to think that so particular an action as the selling all could only relate to him, to whom it was enjoined.

But if men would consider that this selling all is only a circumstance of the thing, as sackcloth is a circumstance of repentance; and that the thing
required is heavenly affection and devotion to God, they would find themselves as much concerned in the doctrine there delivered, as in any other doctrine of Scripture.

When our Saviour related the good Samaritan's charity, and said unto the man that talked with him, Go, and do thou likewise, he is not exhorted to stay for an opportunity of doing the same action, but to do the same thing which was implied by that action.

Taking therefore the words in this plain sense, as an exhortation to such a degree of heavenly affection, and disclaiming all self-enjoyment of riches, and not as to any particular action of selling all, it must be affirmed that they equally concern all rich men to the end of the world, as that young man, to whom they were spoken.

For as he was called to that temper of mind, because it was a right temper for a Christian, a proper instance of his faith and hope, and devotion to God, and a right way of using the things of this world; how can it be thought, that the same temper is not equally right and Christian in every rich man now? Or how can it be thought that the rich men of this age, are not equally obliged to act conformably to the temper and spirit of religion now, as well as in the days of Christ?

Are not humility and meekness to be practised in the same fulness that they were in our Saviour's time? But if they are, it will be impossible to show, why any other virtues should admit of any abatements.

Or can any one show a better instance of humility and meekness, than in departing from the splendid enjoyments of his fortune, to make it the support and relief of poor and distressed people. It ought also to be considered, whether it is not impossible to show that meekness and humility which was then required, unless he practises them in these instances.
Let it also be considered, that this use of worldly things is not only commanded, as suitable to the graces and virtues of the Christian life, but that the case of the rich man in torments, with the other passages above mentioned, are so many express threatenings against our disobedience.

So that it must be affirmed, that we are as much obliged to labour after the same degrees of faith, hope, heavenly affection, and disregard of the world, as after the same degrees of humility, charity, and repentance, that ever was required of any Christians.

Let it be also considered, that the command of selling all, is only particular in the expression; but that the thing required is the general temper of Christianity; as is expressed by being dead to the world, having our conversation in heaven, being born of God, and having overcome the world; these expressions have no proper meaning, if they do not imply all that heavenly affection, and disregard of riches to which our Saviour exhorted the young man.

God forbid, saith St. Paul, that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world.

Now I desire to know why any Christian should think it less dreadful not to be crucified and dead to the world, than St. Paul thought it? Is not the temper and spirit which the apostle shows here, as much to be aspired after, as in any other part of Scripture?

But can those who spend their estates in their own indulgences, who live in the pomp and pleasures of riches, can they without profaneness say that of themselves, which the apostle here saith of himself?

Or, can they be said to have the Spirit of Christ, who are directed by a spirit so contrary to that of the apostle? Yet the Scripture says expressly, that
if any man hath not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his.

Thus we see, that this renunciation of the world, which is thought too great an extreme, to be taken from the command given to the young man in the Gospel, is the common temper of Christianity, and a doctrine the most universally taught of any other. It is indeed the very heart and soul of Christian piety, it is the natural soil, the proper stock from whence all the graces of a Christian naturally grow forth; it is a disposition of all others the most necessary and most productive of virtue. And if we might now be more earthly, than in the days of Christ, we must of necessity be proportionably wanting in all other virtues. For heavenly affection enters so far into the being of all Christian virtues, that an abatement in that, is like an alteration in the first wheel that gives motion to all the rest.

I will now a little appeal to the imagination of the reader.

Let it be supposed, that rich men are now enjoying their riches, and taking all the common usual delights of plenty; that they are labouring for the meat that perisheth, projecting and contriving scenes of pleasure, and spending their estates in proud expenses.

After this supposition, let it be imagined that we saw the holy Jesus, who had not where to lay his head, with his twelve apostles, that had left all to follow him; let us imagine that we heard him call all the world to take up the cross and follow him, promising a treasure in heaven to such as would quit all for his sake, and rejecting all that would not comply with such terms; denouncing woe, and eternal death, to all that lived in fulness, pomp, and worldly delights: let it be imagined that we heard him commanding his disciples to take no thought, saying, what shall we eat, or what shall we drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed; and giving
this reason for it, because after all these things do the Gentiles seek.

Let it be imagined, that we saw the first Christians taking up the cross, renouncing the world, and counting all but dross, that they might gain Christ.

I do not now appeal to the judgment or reason of the reader, I leave it with his imagination, that wild faculty, to determine whether it be possible for these two different sorts of men to be true disciples of the same Lord.

To proceed:

Let us suppose that a rich man was to put up such a prayer as this to God;

"O Lord, I thy sinful creature, who am born again to a lively hope of glory in Christ Jesus, beg of thee, to grant me a thousand times more riches than I need, that I may be able to gratify myself and family in the delights of eating and drinking, state and grandeur; grant, that as the little span of life wears out, I may still abound more and more in wealth, and that I may see and perceive all the best and surest ways of growing richer than any of my neighbours; this I humbly and fervently beg in the name, &c."

Such a prayer as this should have had no place in this treatise, but that I have reason to hope, that, in proportion as it offends the ear, it will amend the heart.

There is no one, I believe, but would be ashamed to put up such a prayer as this to God, yet let it be well observed, that all are of the temper of this prayer, but those who have overcome the world.

We need not go amongst villains, and people of scandalous characters, to find out those who desire a thousand times more than they need; who have an eagerness to be every day richer and richer; who catch at all ways of gain that are not scandalous,
and who hardly think any thing enough, except it equals or exceeds the estate of their neighbours.

I beg of such, that they would heartily condemn the profane and unchristian spirit of the foregoing prayer, and that they would satisfy themselves, that nothing can be more odious and contrary to religion than such petitions.

But then let them be assured also of this, that the same things which make an unchristian prayer, make an unchristian life.

For the reason why these things appear so odious in a prayer, is because they are so contrary to the spirit of religion. But is it not as bad to live and act contrary to the spirit of religion, as to pray contrary to it?

At least, must not that manner of life be very blameable, very contrary to piety, which is so shocking, when put into the form of a prayer?

But indeed, whatever we may think, as we live, so we really pray; for as Christ saith, where our treasure is, there will our heart be also; so as the manner of our life is, so is our heart also; it is continually praying what our life is acting, though not in any express form of words.

To pursue this argument a little; Is this prayer too shocking? Dare we not approach God with such a spirit? How dare we then to think of approaching him with such a life?

Need we any other conviction, that this manner of life is contrary to the spirit of Christianity, than this, that the praying according to it in Christ's name, comes near to blasphemy?

Does not this also sufficiently convince us of the reasonableness of Christ's command, to forsake the fulness, the indulgence, and pride of estates; since it is a state of life that our reason dare not ask God to give us?

Let it be considered how we should abominate a person whom we knew to use such a prayer, and let
that teach us how abominable a life that is like it must make us to appear in the eyes of God, and with this addition of folly joined to it, that we call the prayer profane, but think the life that answers to it to be Christian.

Perhaps there cannot be a better way of judging of what manner of spirit we are of, than to see whether the actions of our life are such as we may safely commend to God in our prayers.

For it is undeniable, that if they are such as we dare not mention to God in our prayers, we ought in all reason to be as fearful of acting them in his presence.

We may indeed do several innocent things which, on account of their littleness, are unfit to be put into our devotions; but if the chief and main actions of our life are not such, as we may justly beg the assistance of God's Holy Spirit in the performance of them, we may be assured that such actions make our lives as unholy as such petitions would make our prayers.

From all that has been above observed, I think it is sufficiently plain, that the present disciples of Jesus Christ are to have no more to do with worldly enjoyments than those that he chose whilst he himself was on earth; and that he expects as much devotion to God, and heavenly affection from us, as from any that he conversed with, and speaks the same language, and gives the same commands to all rich men now that he gave to the rich young man in the Gospel.
A farther Continuation of the same Subject.

THE subject of the two preceding chapters is of such importance, that I cannot leave it without adding some farther considerations upon it.

For, notwithstanding the Scriptures are so clear and express on the side of the doctrine there delivered, yet I must expect to encounter the prejudices of men who are settled in other opinions.

I know it will still be asked, where can be the impiety of getting or enjoying an estate?

Whether it be not honourable, and matter of just praise, to provide an estate for one's family?

It will also be asked, what people of birth and fortune are to do with themselves if they are not to live suitably to their estates and qualities?

Any one that has taken the trouble to read this treatise, must have found, that the doctrine here taught is none of mine, and that therefore I have no occasion to support it against such questions as these.

The same persons may as well ask, why the little span of life is made a state of trial and probation, in which men of all conditions are to work out their salvation with fear and trembling?

But, however, to the first question let it be answered:

Take no thought, saying, What shall we eat, or what shall we drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed; for after all these things do the Gentiles seek.

If to be careful and thoughtful about the necessaries of life, be a care that is here forbidden, and that because it is such a care as only becomes heathens; surely, to be careful and thoughtful how to raise an estate, and enrich one's family, is a care
that is sufficiently forbidden Christians. And he
that can yet think it lawful and creditable to make
it the care and design of his life to get an estate, is
too blind to be convinced by arguments. He may,
with as much regard to Scripture, say, that it is
lawful to swear falsely, though it forbids him to
speak falsely.

Our Saviour saith, *Labour not for the meat that perisheth, but for that meat which endur-
eth unto everlasting life.* He commands
us not to lay up for ourselves treasures on earth;
he assures us that we cannot serve God and mam-
mon.

Now these places have no meaning, if it is still
lawful for Christians to heap up treasures, to labour
for great estates, and pursue designs of enriching
their families.

I know it is easy to evade the force of these
texts, and to make plausible harangues upon the
innocency of labouring to be rich, and the consis-
tency of serving God and mammon.

I do not question but the rich young man in the
Gospel, who had kept the commandments of God
from his youth, could have made a very good apo-
logy for himself, and have shown how reasonable
and innocent a thing it was for so good and so
young a man to enjoy an estate.

The rich man in torments could have alleged
how much good he did with his fortune, how many
trades he encouraged by his purple and fine linen,
and faring sumptuously every day; and how he
conformed to the ends and advantages of society
by so spending his estate.

But to return: The apostle saith, *Having food
and raiment, let us be therewith content; that they
who will be rich fall into a temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and
hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and per-
dition.*
We may perhaps, by some acuteness of reasoning, find out that this doctrine still leaves us at our liberty, whether we will labour to be rich or not; and if we do, we are as much enlightened as the quakers, who find themselves at liberty from the use of the sacraments.

We may pretend, that notwithstanding what the apostle here says of a snare, a temptation, and foolish lusts; yet that we can pursue the means, and desire the happiness of riches, without any danger to our virtue.

But if so, we are as prudent as those Christians who think they can secure their virtue without watching and prayer; though our Saviour has said, Watch and pray that ye enter not into temptation.

He therefore, that neglects watching and prayer, though the appointed means of avoiding temptation, may show that he lives as much according to Scripture as he that is careful and desirous of riches and wealth, though they are the declared occasions of sin, snares and destruction.

If we will not be so humble and teachable, as to conform to the Scripture in the simplicity and plainness of its doctrines, there will be no end of our errors; but we shall be in as much darkness as where the light of Scripture never appeared.

For if we could submit to its plain and repeated doctrines, it would never be asked, what people of birth and fortune are to do with themselves, if they are not to live up to the splendor and plenty of their estates.

The rich man in the Gospel was a ruler, a young man, and a good man; if, therefore, there are any amongst us that are neither young nor good, it can hardly be thought that they have less to do to inherit eternal life than the young man in the Gospel.

And as for those who, like him, have kept the commandments of God from their youth, I dare not tell them, that they are not under a necessity of
offering all their wealth to God, and of making their estates, however acquired, not the support of any foolish vain indulgences, but the relief of their distressed brethren.

Suppose great people, by means of their wealth, could throw themselves into a deep sleep of pleasant dreams, which would last till death awaked them; would any one think it lawful for them to make such use of their riches.

But if it was asked, why this is not as lawful as a life of high living, vain indulgences, and worldly pleasures, it could not be easily told.

For such a life as this is no more like a state of probation than such a sleep is like it: and he that has done nothing but sleep and dream to the time of his death, may as well say, that he has been working out his salvation with fear and trembling, as he that has been living in such luxury, splendor, and vain gratifications, as his estate could procure him.

The Gospel has made no provision for dignity of birth, or difference in fortune; but has appointed the same straight gate, the common passage for all persons to enter into glory.

The distinctions of civil life have their use, and are, in some degree, necessary to society; but if any one thinks he may be less devoted to God, less afraid of the corruptions of pleasures, the vanities of pride, because he was born of one family rather than another, he is as much mistaken as he that fancies he has a privilege to steal, because he was born of a father that was poor.

Why may not poor people give themselves up to discontent, to impatience, and repining? Is it not because Christianity requires the same virtues in all states of life? Is it not because the rewards of religion are sufficient to make us thankful in every condition?

But who sees not that these same reasons equally condemn the gratifications, the sensual indulgences
of the rich, as the discontents and repinings of the poor?

So that a great man taking his swing in worldly pleasures, in the various gratifications which his plenty can furnish, is as good a Christian, as careful of his duty to God, as the poor man who resigns himself up to discontent, and spends his time and spirits in restless complaints and repinings.

And if the joys of religion, our hopes in Christ, are sufficient to make us rejoice in tribulation, and be thankful to God in the hardships of poverty; surely the same hopes in Christ must be equally sufficient to make us forbear the luxury and softness, and all other pleasures of imaginary greatness.

If, therefore, the rich and great man can find out a course of pleasures, that support no wrong turn of mind; a luxury and indulgence, which do not gratify sensuality; delights, and entertainments, which indulge no vain and weak passions; if they can find out such self-enjoyments of their riches as show that they love God with all their strength, and their neighbours as themselves; if they can find out such instances of splendor and greatness, as gratify neither the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, nor the pride of life; religion has no command against such enjoyments.

But if this cannot be done, let it be remembered that the rich have no more permission to live in sensual pleasures, and vain indulgences, than the poor have to spend their time in anxious complaints and unthankful repinings.

Let it also be remembered, that if any distinctions of life make men forget, that sin is their only baseness, and holiness their only honour; if any condition makes them less disposed to imitate the low, humble estate of their suffering Master, or forget that they are to return to God by humiliation, repentance, and self-denial; instead of being
any real advantage, it is their curse, their snare, and destruction.

Had there been any other lawful way of employ- ing our wealth, than in the assistance of the poor, our Saviour would not have confined the young man in the Gospel to that one way of employing all that he had.

Was there no sin in pampering ourselves with our riches, our Saviour had not said, Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received your consolation!

Had a delight in the splendor and greatness of this life been an innocent delight for people of birth and fortune, he had never said, Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Had worldly mirth, and the noisy joys of splen- dor and equipage, been any part of the happiness of Christians, he had never said, Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted.

Thus does it appear, from almost every part of Scripture, that a renunciation of the world, and all worldly enjoyments, either of pleasure or pride, is the necessary temper of all Christians of every state and condition.

I know, that to all this it will still be objected, that the different states of life are things indifferent in themselves, and are made good or evil by the tempers of the persons that enjoy them. That a man is not necessarily vain and proud, because he lives in great show and figure, any more than another is necessarily humble and lowly in mind, because he lives in a low estate.

It is granted that men may be of a temper con- trary to the state in which they live; but then this is only true of such as are in any state by force, and contrary to their desires and endeavours.

A man in a low estate may be very vain and proud, because he is in such a state by force, and is restless and uneasy till he can raise himself out of it. If the same can be said of any man that lives
m all the splendor and figure of life, that he is in it by force, and is restless and uneasy till he can lay all aside, and live in an humble, lowly state, it may be granted, that such a man, though in the height of figure, may be as humble as another in starving circumstances may be proud.

But nothing can be more false than to conclude, that because a man may be in a low estate, without having lowliness of mind, which estate he is in by force; that, therefore, another may live in all the height of grandeur, the vanity of figure, which his fortune will allow, without having any height of vanity of mind, though the state of life be according to his mind, and such as he chooses before another that has less of figure and show in it.

Nothing can be more absurd than such a conclusion as this; it is as if one should say, that because a man may be an epicure in his temper, though he is forced to live upon bread and water; therefore another, who seeks after all sorts of dainties, and lives upon delicacies out of choice, may be no epicure.

Again, Who does not know that a man may give all his goods to feed the poor, and yet want charity? But will any one therefore conclude, that another may keep all his goods to himself, and yet have charity?

Yet this is as well argued as to say, that because a man has nothing to spend he may yet be proud; therefore, though another may lay out his estate in vain expenses, he may yet have true humility of mind.

For as the man in a low estate would be truly what his estate is, if he liked it, and had no desires that it should be otherwise than it is; so for the same reason, if those who live in pleasure, in show and vain expenses, live in such a state out of choice; we must talk nonsense, if we do not say that their minds are as vain as the vanity of their state.

Again, Those who talk of people's being humble.
in a state, that has all the appearance of pride and vanity, do not enough consider the nature of virtue. Humility, and every other virtue, is never in a complete state, so that a man can say, that he has finished his task in such or such a virtue.

No virtues have any existence of this kind in human minds; they are rather continual struggles with contrary vices, than any finished habits of mind.

A man is humble, not for what he has already done, but because it is his continual disposition to oppose and reject every temptation to pride. Charity is a continual struggle with the contrary qualities of self-love and envy.

And this is the state of every virtue; it is a progressive temper of mind, and always equally labouring to preserve itself.

Those therefore who suppose that people may be so finished in the virtue of humility, that they can be truly humble in the enjoyments of splendor and vanity, do not consider that humility is never finished, and that it ceases to exist, when it ceases to oppose and reject every appearance of pride.

This is the true state of every virtue, a resisting and opposing all the temptations to the contrary vice.

To suppose therefore a man so truly humble, that he may live in all the appearances of pride and vanity, is as absurd, as to suppose a man so inwardly sober that he need refuse no strong liquors; so inwardly charitable, that he need not avoid quarrels; or so holy, that he need not resist temptations to sin.

Lastly, The necessity of renouncing the world in whatever condition of life we are, besides what appears from particular commands, may be proved from those great degrees of holiness, those divine tempers, which Christianity requires.

Christians are to love God with all their heart,
with all their soul, with all their mind, and with all their strength, and their neighbour as themselves.

Now it is absolutely impossible in the nature of the thing, that we should practise either of these duties in any Christian sense, unless we are so born of God, as to have overcome the world.

A man that has his head and his heart taken up with worldly concerns, can no more love God with all his soul, and with all his strength, than a man who will have his eyes upon the ground, can be looking towards heaven with all the strength of his sight.

If therefore we are to love God with all our heart, and with all our soul, it is absolutely necessary that we be first persuaded, that we have no happiness but in him alone; and that we are capable of no other good, but what arises from our enjoyment of the divine nature.

But we may be assured, that we never believe this truth, till we resign or renounce all pretensions to any other happiness. For to desire the happiness of riches, at the same time that we know that all happiness is in God, is as impossible as to desire the happiness of sickness, when we are assured that no bodily state is happy but that of health.

It is therefore certain, in an absolute degree, that we are as much obliged to renounce the world with all our heart, and all our strength, as we are obliged to love God with all our heart, and all our strength.

It being as impossible to do one without the other, as to exert all our strength two different ways at the same time.

It is also certain, in the same absolute degree, that we unavoidably love everything in proportion as it appears to be our happiness; if it appears to be half of our happiness, it will necessarily have half the strength of our love; and if it appears to be all of our happiness we shall naturally love it with all our strength.
The Christian religion therefore, which requires the whole strength of our nature to aspire after God, lays this just foundation of our performing this duty, by commanding us to renounce the happiness of the world, knowing it impossible to have two happinesses, and but one love.

And indeed what can be more ridiculous than to fancy that a man, who is labouring after schemes of felicity, that is taken up in the enjoyments of the world, is loving God with all his soul, and all his strength?

Is it not as absurd, as to suppose a man that is devoted to the sports of the field is at the same time contemplating mathematical speculations with all the ardour of his mind?

Let any one but deal faithfully with himself, consult his own experience, the inward feelings of his mind, and consider whether, whilst his soul is taken up with the enjoyments of this life, he feels that his soul is loving God with all its force and strength; let any man say that he feels this strong tendency of his soul towards God, whilst it tends towards earthly goods, and I may venture to depart from all that I have said.

Nothing, therefore, can be more plain than this, that if we are to fill our soul with a new love, we must empty it of all other affections, and this by as great a necessity as any in nature.

The love of God, as I have said of every other virtue, is never in any complete state, but is to preserve and improve itself by a continual opposition and resistance of other affections.

It is as necessary therefore continually to renounce the world, and all its objects of our affections, in order to form the love of God in our hearts, as it is necessary to renounce and resist all motives of self-love and envy, to beget the habit of charity.

And a man may as well pretend that little envies are consistent with true charity, as that little...
desires after the vanities of the world are consistent with an entire love of God with all our hearts.

It may be said, that though this appears true in the reason of the thing, as considered in speculation; yet that this is a love for angels, and not suited to the state of man.

I answer, it is what God has required, and the same objection may be made against all other Christian virtues, for they are all required in a perfect degree.

Secondly, If it is a degree of affection hardly attainable, this makes for the doctrine which I have delivered, and shows the absolute necessity of having no more enjoyments in the world than such as necessity requires.

For if it is so hard to raise the soul to this degree of love, surely it must be stupid to add to the difficulty by foolish and contrary affections.

Thirdly, If this is the proper love of angels, this proves that it is as proper for us, who are taught by God to pray, that his will may be done on earth as it is in heaven.

At least, if this is the love of angels, it shows us, that we are to imitate it as far as our nature will allow, and to stop at no degrees short of it, but such as we cannot possibly reach.

But can he be said to be doing his utmost to love like an angel, that is building schemes of felicity on earth, and seeking satisfaction in its imaginary enjoyments?

As sure therefore as this is the love of angels, as sure as we are called to an angelical state of life with God; so surely are we obliged to lay aside every hinderance, to part with every enjoyment that may stop or retard the soul in its rise and affection towards God.

We differ from angels, as we are in a state of probation, and loaded with flesh; and though till the trial be over, we must bear with infirmities and
necessities, to which they are not subject; yet we must no more choose follies, or find out false delights for ourselves, than if we were, like them, free from all infirmities.

The love of enemies is said to be a love that becomes the perfection of God; but yet we see that we are so far from being excused from this manner of love, because it is divine, and suits the nature of God, that we are, for that reason expressly called to it, that we may be children of our Father which is in heaven.

If therefore we are called to that spirit of love, which becomes the perfection of God, surely the manner of angelic love is not too high for us to aspire after.

All therefore that we are to learn from this matter is this, that a renunciation of the world is necessary, that this holy love cannot be attained, unless we only use the world so far as our needs and infirmities require, and think of no happiness but what is prepared for us at the right hand of God.

Fourthly, This entire love of God is as possible as the attainment of several other duties, which still are the rules of our behaviour, and such as we are obliged to aspire after in the utmost perfection.

The sincere love of our enemies is, perhaps, of all other tempers the hardest to be acquired, and the motions of envy and spight the most difficult to be entirely laid aside; yet, without this temper, we are unqualified to say the Lord's Prayer. We see examples of this love of God in the first followers of our Saviour; and though we cannot work miracles as they did, yet we may arrive at their personal holiness, if we would but be so humble as to imitate their examples.

Our Saviour told them the infallible way of arriving at piety, which was by renouncing the world, and taking up the cross, and following him, that they might have treasure in heaven. This was
the only way then, and it would still be as successful now, had we but the faith and humility to put it in practice.

But we are now, it seems, become so wise and prudent, we see so much farther into the nature of virtue and vice, than the simplicity of the first Christians, that we can take all the enjoyments of the world along with us in our road to heaven.

They took Christ at his word, and parted with all; but we take upon us to reason about the innocency of wealth and stately enjoyments, and to possess every thing, but the spirit of our religion.

It is sometimes said in defence of the dulness of our affections towards God, that affections are tempers which we cannot command, and depend much upon constitution; so that persons, who are possessed of a true fear of God, may yet by reason of their constitution feel less vehemency of love, than others who are less piously disposed.

This is partly true, and partly false.

It is true, that our affections are very much influenced by our constitutions; but then it is false, that this is any defence of our want of affection towards God.

Two persons, that equally feel the want of something to quench their thirst, may show a different passion after water, by a difference in their constitutions; but still, thirst after water is the ruling desire in both of them.

Two epicures, by a difference in their constitution, may differ in the manner of their eagerness after dainties; but still it is the love of dainties that is the governing love in both of them.

It is the same thing in the case before us, two persons may equally look upon God as their sole happiness; by reason of their different tempers, one may be capable of greater fervours of desire after him than the other, but still, it is the ruling desire of the other.
Therefore though good men may content themselves, though they have not such flames of desire, as they may see or hear of in other people; yet there is no foundation for this content, unless they know that they seek and desire no other happiness than God, and that their love, though not so fervent as some others', is still the ruling and governing affection of their soul.

Notwithstanding the difference in constitution, we see all people are affected with what they reckon their happiness: if therefore people are not full of a desire of God, it is because they are full of, or at least engaged with, another happiness; it is not any slowness of spirits, but a variety of enjoyments, that have taken hold of their hearts, and rendered them insensible of that happiness that is to be found in God.

When any man has followed the counsels of our blessed Saviour, when he has renounced the world, rejected all the flattering appearances of worldly happiness, emptied himself of all idle affections, and practised all the means of fixing his heart upon God alone, he may be pardoned if he still wants such warmth of affection as so great a good might justly raise.

But till all this be done, we as vainly appeal to our constitutions, tempers, and infirmities of our state, as the unprofitable servant appealed to the hardness of his master, and therefore hid his talent in the earth.

And as it is there said, Out of thine own mouth will I judge thee, thou wicked servant: thou knewest that I was an austere man, &c. Wherefore then gavest not thou my money into the bank? &c.

So we may justly fear that we shall be judged out of our own mouths; for, if we know the loving God with all our heart and soul, to be so difficult to the temper and infirmities of our nature, why therefore do we not remove every hinderance, re-
nounce every vain affection, and with double diligence practise all the means of forming this divine temper? For this we may be assured of, that the seeking happiness in the enjoyments of wealth, is as contrary to the entire love of God, as wrapping up the talent in a napkin is contrary to improving it.

He that has renounced the world, as having nothing in it that can render him happy, will find his heart at liberty to aspire to God in the highest degrees of love and desire; he will then know what the Psalmist means by those expressions, My heart is athirst for God; when shall I appear before the presence of God?

And till we do thus renounce the world, we are strangers to the temper and spirit of piety; we do but act the part of religion, and are no more affected with those devotions which are put into our mouths, than an actor upon the stage is really angry himself, when he speaks an angry speech.

Religion is only what it should be, when its happiness has entered into our soul, and filled our hearts with its proper tempers, when it is the settled object of our minds, and governs and affects us, as worldly men are affected with that happiness which governs their actions.

The ambitious man naturally rejoices at every thing that leads to his greatness, and as naturally grieves at such accidents as oppose it.

Good Christians, that are so wise as to aim only at one happiness, will as naturally be affected in this manner, with that which promotes or hinders their endeavours after it.

For happiness, in whatever it is placed, equally governs the heart of him that aspires after it.

It is therefore as necessary to renounce all the satisfaction of riches and fortune, and place our sole happiness in God, as it is necessary to love him.
with all our heart, and all our soul, with all our mind, and all our strength.

Another duty, which also proves the necessity of this doctrine, is the love of our neighbour: *Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.*

Now he that thinks he can perform this duty, without taking our Saviour’s advice of forsaking all, and following him, is as much mistaken, as if he imagines that he loves his neighbour as himself, though he heaps up treasures for his own self-enjoyments and self-gratifications.

If a man would know what this love of his neighbour implies, let him look impartially into his own heart, and see what it is that he wishes to himself, and then turn all those same wishes to his neighbour, and this will make him feel the just measure of his duty, better than any other description.

This will also teach him, that this true love of his neighbour is as inconsistent with the love of the world, as duelling is inconsistent with meekness and forgiveness of injuries.

This love is a temper of mind that suits only such beings, as have one common undivided happiness, where they cannot be rivals to one another: now this is the state of Christians, who have as truly one common happiness, as they have one common God; but if we put ourselves out of this state, and project for ourselves other felicities in the uncertain enjoyments of this life, we make ourselves as incapable of this neighbourly love, as wolves and bears that live upon prey.

Now one common undivided happiness being the only possible foundation for the practice of this great benevolence, it is demonstrable, that if we seek any other happiness than this, if we do not renounce all other pretensions, we cannot keep clear of such tempers, as will show that we do not love our neighbour as ourselves.
This love, as has been said of the entire love of
God, is suited to the state of angels, it being not to
be imagined that they have more benevolence than
this for one another; they can readily perform their
duty, because they never vary from their one true
happiness; and as this makes it easy to them, so
nothing can make it possible for us, but by imitating
them, in placing our only happiness in the enjoy-
ment of our true good.

If our happiness depends upon men, our tempers
will necessarily depend upon men, and we shall love
and hate people in proportion as they help or hinder
us in such happiness.

This is absolutely necessary, and we can never
act otherwise, till we are governed by a happiness
where no men can make themselves our rivals, nor
prevent our attainment of it.

When we are in this state, it will be no harder to
love our neighbour as ourselves, than it is to wish
them the enjoyment of the same light, or the same
common air; for these, being goods which may be
enjoyed equally by all, are not the occasion of
envy.

But whilst we continue eager competitors for the
imaginary enjoyments of this life, we lay a neces-
sary foundation for such passions, as are all directly
contrary to the fruits of love.

I take it for granted, that when our Saviour de-
livered this doctrine of love, he intended it should
be a governing principle of our lives, it concerns
us therefore, as we have any regard to our salvation,
to look carefully to ourselves, and to put ourselves
in such a state, as we may be capable of perform-
ing it.

Now in this state we cannot be, till we are con-
tent to make no more of this world, than a supply
of our necessities, and to wait for one only happiness
in the enjoyment of God.

I do not appeal to niggards and worldlings.
the proud and ambitious, let those who think themselves moderate in their worldly desires and enjoyments, let such deal faithfully with their own hearts, and see whether their prosecution of worldly affairs permits them to love all Christians as themselves.

Their moderation may perhaps keep them from the bitter envyings and hatred to which ambitious worldlings are subject; but still they have as certainly, in their degree, and in proportion to their love of the world, their envyings and hatreds, and want of sincere love as other men.

If any one's heart can bear him witness, that in thought, word, and deed, he treats all men with that love which he bears to himself, it must be one whose heart fervently cries out, with the apostle, God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of Jesus Christ, by which the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world.

Any other glory than this, any other use of the world than being thus crucified to it, is inconsistent with this degree of brotherly love.

For a farther proof of this truth, we need only look into the world, and see the spirit that appears amongst almost all Christians.

We need not go to wicked and loose people, let us go into any virtuous family whatever, we shall find that it has its particular friendships and hatreds, its envyings and evil speakings, and all founded in the interests and regards of the world.

Now all this necessarily proceeds from hence: that all Christians are busy in attending to their worldly interests, intending only to keep clear of dishonest and scandalous practices, that is, they use the world as far as honest Heathens, or Jews would do, and so consequently have such tempers as Jews and Heathens have.

For it is not only cheating and unlawful practices, but the bare desire of worldly things, and the
placing happiness in them, that lays the foundation of all these unchristian tempers, that begets particular friendships and enmities, and divides Christians into more parties than there are families amongst them.

Were there no dishonest persons amongst us, yet if Christians give themselves up to the happiness and enjoyments of this world, there would still be almost the same want of the loving our neighbour as ourselves.

So that it is purely the engaging so far in the world as sober Christians do, it is their false satisfaction in so many things that they ought to renounce, it is their being too much alive to the world, that makes all, even the devout and religious, subject to tempers so contrary to the love of their neighbour.

How comes it, that most people find it so easy to love, forgive, and pray for all men at the hour of their death? Is it not because the reason of enmity, envy, and dislike, then ceases? All worldly interests being then at an end, all worldly tempers die away with them.

Let this therefore teach us, that it is absolutely necessary to die to the world, if we would live and love like Christians.

I have now done with this subject of renouncing the world, and all worldly tempers. I hope I have been so plain and clear upon it, as is sufficient to convince any serious reader, that it is a doctrine of Jesus Christ, that it is the very foundation of his religion, and so necessary, that without it we can exercise no Christian temper in the manner that we ought.

Some people have imagined that they only renounce the world, as it ought to be renounced, who retire to a cloister, or a monastery: but this is as unreasonable, as to make it necessary to lay aside all use of clothes to avoid the vanity of dress.
As there is a sober and reasonable use of particular things, so there is a sober, reasonable use of the world, to which it is lawful to conform as it is lawful to eat and drink.

They renounce the world as they ought, who live in the midst of it without worldly tempers, who comply with their share in the offices of human life, without complying with the spirit that reigneth in the world.

As it is right to go thus far, so it is wrong as soon as we take one step farther.

There is nothing right in eating and drinking, but a strict and religious temperance. It is the same thing in other compliances with the state of this life; we may dress, we may buy and sell, we may labour, we may provide for ourselves and families; but as these things are only lawful for the same reasons that it is lawful to eat and drink, so are they to be governed by the same religious strictness, that is to govern our eating and drinking; all variations from this rule is like gluttony and intemperance, and fills our souls with such tempers, as are all contrary to the spirit of Christ and his religion.

The first step that our desires take beyond things of necessity, ranks us among worldlings, and raises in our minds all those tempers which disturb the minds of worldly men.

You think yourself very reasonable and conformable to Christianity, because you are moderate in your desires; you do not desire an immense estate, you desire only a little finery in dress, a little state in equipage, and only to have things genteel about you.

I answer, if this be your case, you are happy in this, that you have but little desires to conquer, but if these desires have as fast hold of you as greater desires have of other people, you are in the same state of worldly-mindedness that they are, and are no more dead to the world than they that are.
A fondness for three or four hundred pounds a year is the same slavery to the world, as a fondness for three or four thousand; and he that craves the happiness of little fineries, has no more renounced the world than he that wants the splendor of a large fortune.

You hate the extravagance of dress, but if you cannot depart from your own little finery, you have as much to alter in your heart as they that like none but the finest of ornaments.

Consider therefore, that what you call moderate desires, are as great contrarieties to religion as those which you reckon immoderate, because they hold the heart in the same state of false satisfactions, raise the same vain tempers, and do not suffer the soul to rest wholly upon God.

When the spirit of religion is your spirit, when heavenly-mindedness is your temper, when your heart is set upon God, you will have no more taste for the vanity of one sort of life than another.

Farther, imagine to yourself, that if this pretence in favour of moderate desires, and little fineries, had been made to our blessed Saviour when he was upon earth, preaching his doctrines of renouncing the world, and denying ourselves.

I dare say your own conscience tells you, that he would have rebuked the author of such a pretence with as much indignation as he rebuked Peter, Get thee behind me, Satan, for thou savourest not of the things that be of God.

Now the spirit of Christianity is the same spirit that was in Christ, when he was upon the earth; and if we have reason to think such a pretence would have been severely condemned by Christ, we have the same reason to be sure, that it is as severely condemned by Christianity.

Had our blessed Saviour, a little before he left the world, given estates to his apostles, with a permis-
sion for them to enjoy little fineries, and a moderate state in genteel show and equipage, he had undone all that he had said of the contempt of the world, and heavenly-mindedness, such a permission had been a contradiction to the most repeated and common doctrines that he had taught.

Had his apostles lived in such a state, how could they have gloried only in the cross of Christ, by which the world was crucified unto them, and they unto the world? How could they have said, Love not the world, nor the things in the world, for all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world?

Had they lived in a little estate, in a moderate show of figure, equipage, and worldly delights, how could they have said, that she that liveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth?

How could they have said, that they who will be rich, fall into a temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction?

For it is not the desire of great riches, but it is the desire of riches, and a satisfaction in the pleasure of them, that is the snare and the temptation; and that fills men's minds with foolish and hurtful lusts, that keeps them in the same state of worldly folly, as they are whose desires are greater.

Lastly, Had the apostles lived in that manner, how could they have said, that whatsoever is born of God, overcometh the world?

For certainly he who is happy in the pleasure and figure of a small estate, has no more overcome the world than he that is happy in the splendor of one that is greater.

Thus therefore matters stand with relation to our blessed Saviour and his apostles; the doctrines they taught made it impossible for them to take any
part, or seek any pleasure, in the show, and figure, and riches of this world.

One would think that this one reflection was alone sufficient to show us what contempt of the world, what heavenly affection, we are to aspire after.

For how blind and weak must we be, if we can think that we may live in a spirit and temper which could not possibly be the spirit and temper of Christ and his apostles?

Another pretence for worldly care, and labour after riches, is to provide for our families.

You want to leave fortunes to your children, that they may have their share in the figure and show of the world. Now consider, do you do this upon the principles of religion, as the wisest and best thing you can do, either for yourself or your children?

Can you be said to have chosen the one thing needful for yourself, or the one thing needful for them, who make it your chief care to put them in a state of life, that is a snare, and a temptation, and the most likely of all others, to fill their minds with foolish and hurtful lusts?

Is it your kindness towards them, that puts you upon this labour? Consider therefore what this kindness is founded upon, perhaps it is such a kindness, as when tender mothers carry their daughters to all plays and balls; such a kindness, as when indulgent fathers support their sons in all the expense of their follies, such kind parents may more properly be called the tempters and betrayers of their children.

You love your children, and therefore you would leave them rich. It is said of our blessed Saviour, that he loved the young rich man that came unto him, and, as an instance of his love, he bid him sell all that he had, and give to the poor. What a contrariety is here? The love which dwelleth in you, is as contrary to that love which dwelt in Christ, as darkness is contrary to light.
We have our Saviour's express command to love one another as he hath loved us; and can you think that you are following this love, when you are giving those things to your children, which he took away from his friends, and which he could not possibly have given them, without contradicting the greatest part of his doctrines?

But supposing that you succeed in your intentions, and leave your children rich, What must you say to them when you are dying? Will you then tell them, that you have the same opinion of the greatness and value of riches that you ever had; that you feel the pleasure of remembering how much thought and care you have taken to get them? Will you tell them, that you have provided for their ease and softness, their pleasure and indulgence, and figure in the world; and that they cannot do better than to eat and drink, and take their fill of such enjoyments as riches afford? This would be dying like an atheist.

But, on the other hand, if you will die like a good Christian, must you not endeavour to fill their minds with your dying thoughts? Must you not tell them, that they will soon be in a state, when the world will signify no more to them than it does to you; and that there is a deceitfulness, a vanity, a littleness, in the things of this life, which only dying men feel as they ought?

Will you not tell them, that all your own failings, irregularity of your life, your defects in devotion, the folly of your tempers, the strength of your passions, and your failure in christian perfection, has been all owing to wrong opinions of the value of worldly things; and that if you had always seen the world in the same light in which you see it now, your life had been devoted to God, and you would have lived in all those holy tempers and heavenly affections, in which you now desire to die?

Will you not tell them, that it is the enjoyment
of the world that corrupts the hearts and blinds the minds of all people, and that the only way to know what good there is in devotion, what excellence there is in piety, what wisdom in holiness, what happiness in heavenly affection, what vanity in this life, and what greatness in eternity, is to die to the world and all worldly tempers?

Will you not tell them, that riches spent upon ourselves, either in the pleasures of ease and indulgence, in the vanity of dress, or the show of state and equipage, are the bane and destruction of our souls, making us blindly content with dreams of happiness, till death awakes us into real misery?

From this therefore it appears, that your kindness for your children, is so far from being a good reason why you should so carefully labour to leave them rich, and in the enjoyment of the state and show of the world, that if you die in a spirit of piety, if you love them as Christ loved his disciples, your kindness will oblige you to exhort them to renounce all self-enjoyment of riches, as contrary to those holy tempers, and that heavenly affection, which you now find to be the only good and happiness of human nature.

---

CHAP. VI.

Christianity calleth all Men to a State of Self-denial and Mortification.

Christianity is a doctrine of the cross, that teaches the restoration of mankind to the favour of God, by the death and sacrifice of Jesus Christ. This being the foundation of the Christian religion, it shows us, that all persons, who will act conformably to the nature and reason of Christianity, must make themselves sufferers for sin.

For if there is a reasonableness between sin and
suffering, every Christian acts against the reason of things that does not endeavour to pay some part of that debt which is due to sin.

Indeed it would be strange to suppose, that mankind were redeemed by the sufferings of their Saviour, to live in ease and softness themselves; that suffering should be the necessary atonement for sin, and yet that sinners should be excused from sufferings.

_Such an high-priest became us_, says the apostle, _who is holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners._

Now if the holiness of Christ rendered his sacrifice acceptable to God, does not this teach us that we must labour to be holy, in order to be accepted of God?

But is there not the same reason, and the same example in the sufferings of Christ? If they made God more propitious to sin, must we not as well take this way of suffering, to make ourselves fitter objects of divine pardon?

There is therefore the same reason, in the nature of the thing, for us sinners to endeavour to conform ourselves to the sufferings, as to labour after the holiness of Christ, since they both jointly conspired to recommend the great atonement for sin, and must jointly conspire to render us proper objects of the benefits of it.

Nor is the sinless state of Christ a better reason for us to avoid and flee from sin, than his suffering state is a reason for renouncing all softness and indulgence in pleasures.

_Had Christ wanted either holiness or sufferings, his sacrifice had been wanting in an essential part._ If therefore we think to be accepted of God by holiness, without suffering, we seem to contradict the nature of our religion as much, as if we thought to be accepted through sufferings without holiness.

It may perhaps be said, in the words of our Liturgy, _That Christ, having by his own oblation of_
himself once offered, made a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction, for the sins of the whole world, Christians have no occasion to make any sufferings for sin.

To this it may be answered,

That the sacrifice of Christ is full and sufficient; first, as it takes away the necessity of all the legal sacrifices: secondly, as it has no need to be repeated again: and thirdly, as it fully reconciles God to accept of us upon the terms of the new covenant.

Now there is no occasion to suffer for sin, in order to make the sacrifice of Christ more complete, or to add a further value to the atonement for sin; but then it is to be considered, that if self-suffering for sin be a good and reasonable duty in itself, and proper for a sinner, that the fulness of Christ's sacrifice has no more taken away the necessity of it, than it has taken away the necessity of humility, or any other virtue.

Christ is as well said to be our sanctification, our holiness and righteousness, as our atonement for sin; yet we should much mistake the Scripture, if we should think, that because he is our holiness, therefore we need not endeavour to be holy ourselves.

Yet this is as good a conclusion, as to imagine, that we need not suffer for our sins ourselves, because Christ's sufferings are a full atonement for sin.

For they are no otherwise a sufficient atonement for sin, than as Christ is our sufficient holiness; so that we may as well trust to his holiness, without labouring to be holy ourselves, as trust to his sufferings, without making ourselves also sufferers for sin.

Let it now therefore be observed, that were there no particular precepts or doctrines, that expressly called us to a state of self-denial and self-suffering, the very nature of religion is an undeniable argument, that the way of suffering is the right and certain way for sinners to find God more propitious to their sin.
He that can doubt of this, must suppose, that God required a way of atonement in Jesus Christ, that had nothing of atonement in it; for if it had, it must be undeniable, that all, who, as far as their natures will allow, conform themselves to the similitude of Christ's sacrifice, must make themselves more acceptable to God.

That Christ's sufferings have not made all other sufferings for sin needless, is plain from hence; that all Christians are still left subject to death; for surely it may with truth be affirmed, that death is a suffering for sin.

Now since all Christians are to offer up their bodies at death, as a sacrifice or suffering for sin, this plainly teaches us, that a state of self-denial and suffering is the proper state of this life: for surely it must be proper to make every part of our life suitable to such an end.

Does God unmake us, and dash our very form into pieces, and can we think that a life of pleasure and self-indulgence can become us under such a sentence?

What plainer proof can we have, that we are devoted sufferers for sin, than that we are devoted to death? For death hath no place in a state of allowed pleasure and enjoyment. When the suffering for sin is over, there will be no more death; but so long as death lasts, so long are all beings that are subject to death, in a state that requires humiliation and suffering; and they rebel against God, if they do not make their lives conformable to that mark of divine displeasure, which death signifies.

Thus as the mortality of our condition is a certain proof that our life is in disorder, and unacceptable to God, so is it also a proof, that we ought to refuse pleasures and satisfactions, which are the pleasures of a state of disorder, and stay for joy and delights till we are removed to such a state of perfection, as God will delight to continue to all eternity.
The apostle tells us, that *flesh and blood cannot enter into the kingdom of God*; must we therefore be very unreasonable, if we can cast about for mirth in such a condition, or give up ourselves to the vain pleasures and indulgences of a flesh and blood, which are too corrupt, too unholy to enter into the kingdom of God?

This may suffice to show us the excellency and reasonableness of our Saviour's doctrine.

*He said unto them all, if any man will come after me, let him deny himself; take up his cross daily, and follow me.*

For whosoever will save his life shall lose it, and whosoever will lose his life for my sake, the same shall save it.

Here is a common condition proposed to all that would be Christ's disciples, they are called to deny themselves, and take up their cross daily. To show us that this belongs to all Christians, the apostle saith, *He said unto them all*; St. Mark hath it thus, *And when he had called the people unto him, with his disciples also; he said unto them.*

The church of Rome refuses to give the cup in the holy sacrament to the laity. We reckon it a very good argument against that custom, that our Saviour, when he delivered the cup, said unto them, *Drink ye all of this.*

Now if it be an argument that *all Christians* are to receive the cup, because in the institution of the sacrament it is said, *Drink ye all of this,* is it not as good an argument that all Christians are here called to deny themselves, and take up their cross daily, because it is delivered in the same manner, *He said unto them all*; and again, *When he called the people unto him, with his disciples also;* he said unto them?

To me this place seems as general a call to all Christians, as, *Drink ye all of this,* is a general command to all Christians.

Let any one try to evade the obligation of this
text, and he will find that he must use such arguments, as will equally serve to get rid of any other part of holy Scripture.

If this passage only called the first disciples of Christ to an external state of sufferings and persecutions from other people, it might with some pretence be supposed only to relate to people, when they are in such a state of persecution.

But as it calls them to deny themselves, to take up their cross daily, it is plain, that it calls them to a suffering and self-denial which they were to inflict upon themselves.

Now if they are thus called to deny themselves, and subject themselves to a voluntary cross, in order to be Christ's disciples, it will be hard to show that self-denials are not as lasting terms of Christianity, as baptism and the Lord's supper.

Water-baptism is necessary, because our Saviour has instituted it, and the reason for continuing it is the same as for observing it at first. But still it is but an external rite or sacrament, which, in its own nature, hath nothing relating to holiness and purification of the soul, but has all its excellency from the institution of Christ.

This cannot be said of these kinds of sufferings, for they have an internal and essential relation to holiness and purification in the present state of man.

I say in the present state of man, because though these self-denials or mortifications are only proper to man whilst he is in this state of corruption, yet they are as true parts of holiness, and as essential virtues, as those which will last for ever.

Charity to the poor is founded in the necessities and infirmities of this life, yet it is as real a degree of holiness, and as much to be performed for its own sake as that charity which will never have an end.

It is the same in these self-denials, they only
belong to a state of sin, but whilst such a state continues they are the indispensable duty of sinners, and as necessary and acceptable to God as relieving the poor.

This must be allowed, or we must deny that there was any real atonement for sin in the sufferings and death of Christ; for if there was any real atonement in the sufferings of Christ, if his sufferings rendered God propitious and reconciled to sinners, it is undeniable, that all who suffer with the same spirit that Christ suffered, must in their degree recommend themselves to the favour of God, on the same account, and for the same reasons, that the sufferings of Christ procured peace and reconciliation.

If Christ, the Lord of all, and head of the church, is still making intercession for us at the right hand of God, does not this plainly teach us, that we cannot be accepted by God, unless we live in a state of supplication and prayer for ourselves?

And if he, who had no sin of his own, was obliged to such sufferings, to make himself to be heard as an advocate for sinners, surely sinners themselves cannot presume to sue for their own pardon, without putting themselves in the like state of humiliation and suffering. For since the atonement is made by sufferings, this as truly recommends sufferings to sinners, as if it had been made by prayer, that would have shown the way of prayer to have been the way of finding pardon.

Self-denial, therefore, and sufferings, are duties essential to the present state of sin, and recommend us to God, as holiness and purity recommend us, by their own nature, and intrinsic fitness, that is, they are good, as prayer, humility, and charity are good.

When we shall be removed to a state that is free from sin, self-denial and mortification will then be no part of our duty, but so long as this state of sin lasts, so long does the necessity and reason of self-
denial and mortification last; they are as necessary as prayers and devotion, and are as truly essential parts of holiness, as charity and humility.

For repentance and sorrow for sin is as necessary to a being in a state of sin, as necessary on its own account, and from the nature of the thing, as the love of God is necessary for a being that receives all his happiness from God.

For to express our indignation, and inflict punishment on that which displeases God, is as reasonable in itself, and as much an act of holiness as to love and cherish that which God loves. So that all our self-denials, as punishments of sin, as expressions of sorrow for guilt, and as preventions of temptation, may be considered as so many instances of our love of purity.

While therefore we continue in a state of corruption, it is as necessary that we continue in a state of repentance, self-denial, and sorrow, as it is necessary to continue our desires and endeavours after purity:

If we can find a time when we have no sin to lament, no occasion for the severities of repentance, it may be granted, that that would be a time for the abstaining from self-denial, and voluntary sufferings.

But if human life knows of no such season; if we can never look at ourselves, but under the weight of sin, it is a demonstration, that indignation at ourselves, and a voluntary suffering for sin, is the necessary constant state of Christians.

Indeed if it be allowed that repentance and sorrow for sin is necessary, and that it ought to be the constant habit of a Christian's mind, till this life be at an end, we need no stronger proof of the constant necessity of self-denial and mortification.

For what reason can there be for sorrow and grief for sin, which is not the same reason for self-denial, and the daily cross? Is not grief and sorrow
for sin a suffering and punishment for sin? Or can we grieve and afflict ourselves for our sins, unless we express that grief by a hearty indignation and real self-denial?

If therefore we consider the reason and fitness of repentance, we see the reason and fitness of self-denial and voluntary sufferings; and consequently we must acknowledge that these self-denials are not less necessary, nor less recommended to us, than repentance and sorrow for sin.

For since they are of the same nature, and for the same end, and also essential to true repentance, it follows, that all Christians are obliged to be as constant in their self-denials and mortifications, as they are to be constant in their repentance.

Because such voluntary sufferings have the same essential relation to holiness, that charity and the love of God have.

For though charity and the love of God will never cease, but this self-denial will have an end; yet is this self-denial, during this state of sin, as essential to the holiness of persons in such a state as any other virtue.

It being the same degree of inward purity, and as right a spirit and temper to mourn and afflict ourselves for our sins, as to love that which God loves, or be thankful for his mercies.

Now if a person was to give himself up to sorrow in a state of happiness, or to unthankfulness, though in the midst of mercies, he would act just as unreasonably, just as contrary to the nature of things as he that gives himself up to pleasures and indulgences in a state of corruption and sin.

Let it therefore be carefully observed, that self-denial and mortification are only other words for repentance and sorrow for sin, and he that can distinguish them one from another, may distinguish grief from sorrow.

He therefore, that can doubt whether Christians
are called to a daily practice of self-denial, seems to know as little of true religion, as if he doubted whether they were called to a daily repentance; for when we may live in a state contrary to repentance, then, and then only, may we live in a state contrary to self-denial.

Let a Christian ever cease from self-denial, let him ever forbear the mortification of his appetites, and at that time he ceases to consider himself as a sinner, and behaves himself as though he were then free from the guilt and danger of sin.

But as he never is in this state of freedom, so if he acts as if he were so, he acts as falsely as if he took himself to be an angel.

There is, therefore, as much reason, that the daily cross, or self-denial, should be imposed upon Christians as a daily prayer or repentance, and there is the same impiety, the same false judgment in refusing a daily self-denial, as in refusing or ceasing from a daily devotion and sorrow for sin.

For a man may as well imagine that he prays, or gives thanks to God, when he only repeats the words of a prayer or thanksgiving, as that he repents for his sins, unless his repentance be a real punishment, a true state of mortification.

We may now observe, that this doctrine of self-suffering is founded upon the most important fundamental articles of our religion.

If we consider our redemption as an atonement made by suffering, does not this show us the necessity of seeking pardon by a fellowship in the sufferings of Christ?

Need we any other argument, that there is no state so suitable to a sinner as that of suffering, when God has appointed sufferings as the atonement for sin?

If we consider that we are devoted to death, and under a necessity of falling into dust, as a sacrifice for sin, does not this teach us the necessity of
making our life conformable to the intention of such a death?

For could there be any necessity that we should die as a sacrifice for sin, if we might lead a life of a contrary nature? Or could we act more contrary to God, than by making that life a state of pleasure and indulgence, which he has laid under the curse of death? Ought we to indulge a life, which God considers as too unholy to continue in being?

Lastly, If we consider that repentance is the chief, the most constant and perpetual duty of a Christian, that our holiness has hardly any other existence than what arises from a perpetual repentance, can it be doubted that mortification and self-denial are essential, perpetual parts of our duty?

For to suppose a repentance without the pain of mortification, and the punishment of self-denial, is as absurd as to suppose a labour after holiness, which takes not one step towards it.

For if repentance be not an exercise of mortification and self-denial, it is no more a state of repentance, than the lifting up our hands without our hearts is a state of prayer and devotion.

Repentance is a hearty sorrow for sin; sorrow is a pain or punishment, which we are obliged to raise to as high a degree as we can, that we may be fitter objects of God's pardon.

So that self-denial and mortification is only another word for a real repentance.

If Christians will still so far forget the nature and design of their religion, as to imagine that our Saviour's call to a daily cross and self-denial, was only a call to his first disciples to expect sufferings and death from their enemies; they are governed by as little reason, as if they should think, Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand, only obliged those to repentance, who first entered into the kingdom of God.
For there is nothing in the nature of repentance that shows it to be a more constant duty, or more essential to the Christian life, than there is in this mortification and self-suffering.

It is also very absurd to suppose, that a command to deny themselves, and take up their own cross daily, should mean only the enduring and expecting of sufferings from others.

Let us now suppose the contrary, that Christians are not called to this state of mortification, or denial of their appetites. Let us suppose that Christian churches are full of fine gay people, who spend their days in all the pleasures and indulgences which the spirit of the world can invent.

Can it in any sense be said of such, that they live in a state of repentance and sorrow for sin? May they not, with as much regard to truth, be said to live in sackcloth and ashes? Can their hearts feel any sorrow, or be mourning for the weight and misery of sin, who live only to the studied enjoyments of ease and pleasure? Can they be said to grieve at guilt, or be afraid of sin, who pamper all their appetites, and seek all the enjoyments that lead to temptation? Can they, who live in the gratifications of the flesh, and scenes of pleasure, be said to be working out their salvation with fear and trembling? May they not as justly be said to be walking bare-foot to Jerusalem?

If therefore we will not destroy the whole state of religion, if we will but own it to be a state of trial and probation, we must also allow, that self-denial and abstinence from pleasures are daily essential duties of it.

For a life of sorrow for sin, and mourning for the guilt of it, and a life of pleasure and indulgence, are inconsistent states, and as necessarily destroy one another, as motion puts an end to rest.

Repentance will have no place in heaven because that will be a state of perfection; and for the same
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reason it ought never to be laid aside on earth, because there is no time when we are not under the guilt, and subject to the danger of sin.

This does not suppose, that we are always to be uttering forms of confession from our mouths; but it supposes, that we are always to live with so much watchfulness as becomes penitent sinners, and never do any thing, but what highly suits with a state of repentance.

So that whenever we can abate our self-denials, without abating our sorrow for sin, when we can find pleasures that neither soften the mind, nor make it less fearful of temptation; then, and so far only, may we seek our ease.

For repentance, whilst it is only a lip-work at stated times, is nothing; it has not had its effect, till it has entered into the state and habit of our lives, and rendered us as fearful of sin in every part of our lives, as when we are making our confessions.

Now this state of penitence, which alone is suited to a state of corruption and infirmity, can no more exist without constant daily self-denial, than we can daily govern our appetites, without daily looking after them.

To proceed: Our Saviour saith, Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted.

Now this is another direct call to self-denial, and abstinence from pleasures, as must appear to every one that knows mourning to be different from pleasure and indulgence.

The blessedness that is here ascribed to mourning, must be understood in relation to mourning, as it is a state of life, and not as to any transient acts, or particular times of mourning.

For no actions are valuable or rewardable, but as they arise from a state or temper of mind that is constant and habitual.

If it had been said, Blessed are the charitable, it must have meant, Blessed are they who live in a
state and habit of charity. For the same reason, are we to understand the blessedness, which is due to mourning, to be only due to a state and life of mourning.

Secondly, Blessed are they that mourn, shows us, that this mourning concerns all men as such, without any distinction of time or persons; so that its excellency and fitness must be founded upon something that is common and constant to all times and all persons. For if there was any time when we might change this state of mourning, or were there any persons that might be excused from it, it could not be said in general, Blessed are they that mourn.

If therefore this mourning be a reasonable and excellent temper, that equally leads all orders of men to blessedness, its reasonableness must be founded in the common state and condition of man; that is, if mourning be good for all men, it must be because the state and condition of all men, as such, requires mourning.

But if this mourning be founded in the present state of man, as suitable to his condition in this life, it must be always the same excellent and proper temper, till death changes his state, and puts him in a condition that requires another temper.

Now what can this state of mourning be, but a godly sorrow founded upon a true sense and feeling of the misery of our state, as it is a state of fallen spirits, living in sin and vanity, and separation from God?

What can it be, but a ceasing to enjoy, and rejoice in, the false goods and enjoyments of this life, because they delude and corrupt our hearts, increase our blindness, and sink us deeper in our distance from God?

What mourning can be blessed, but such as mourns at that which displeases God, which condemns and rejects what the wisdom of God rejects, which loosens us from the vanity of the world, les-
sens the weight of our corruption, and quickens our motions and aspirings towards perfection?

This is not a mourning that shows itself in occasional fits of sorrow, or dejection of mind; but it is a regular temper, or rather a right judgment, which refuses pleasures, that are not only the pleasures of a corrupted state, but such as also increase and strengthen our corruption.

One constant property of a true mourning, is abstinence from pleasures; and we generally reckon a sorrow very near its end, when diversions and amusements begin to be relished.

This mourning therefore to which this blessedness is ascribed, must be a constant abstinence from vain joys; it must preserve itself by rejecting and disrelishing all those worldly delights and satisfactions, which, if admitted, would put an end to its state of mourning.

Now what is all this, but that state of self-denial and daily-cross, to which our Saviour called his disciples?

For we may imagine any thing, if we can imagine that a state of religious mourning is not a state of religious self-denial.

Unless therefore we will say, that the blessedness of mourning was also only preached to Christ's first followers; we must allow, that all Christians are equally called to that daily cross and self-denial which was then required.

It ought also here to be observed, that we are called to these duties upon our hopes of happiness.

For Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted, is the same thing as saying, miserable and cursed are they that do not mourn, for they shall not be comforted. Again,

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Nothing can carry a greater denial and contra-
diction to all the tempers and ways of the world than this doctrine; it not only puts an end to all that we esteem wicked and immoderate desires of worldly satisfactions, but calls us from all worldly satisfactions, which any way fasten the soul to any false goods, and make it less ardent after true happiness. As the Christian religion regards only the salvation of our souls, and restoring us to a life with God in heaven, it considers every thing as ill, that keeps us in a state of any false enjoyment, and nothing as good, but what loosens us from the world, and makes us less slaves to its vanities. *Blessed are the poor in spirit,* because it is a spirit of disengagement and disrelish of the world, that puts the soul in a state of liberty and fitness to relish and receive the offers of true happiness.

The doctrine of this text is purely the doctrine of *self-denial* and *daily cross,* to which our Saviour called his disciples.

For let any one consider, how it is possible for a man to be *poor in spirit,* but by renouncing those enjoyments, which are the proper delights of such as are *high and rich in spirit.* Now a man is *high* in spirit, when his own state and dignity give him a pleasure; he is *rich in spirit,* who seeks and delights in the enjoyments and felicities which riches afford; he is therefore *poor in spirit,* that mortifies all vain thoughts, rejects every self-pleasure, and avoids and dislikes the empty satisfactions which riches and fortune give.

Now this, which is undoubtedly the doctrine of this passage, is the very essence and soul of all self-denial and mortification, which is nothing else but a constant checking all our vain tempers, and a denying ourselves such enjoyments as naturally strengthen and support them. So that the blessedness of poverty of spirit, is the blessedness of self-denial and mortification.

For surely if we are called to a constant poverty
of spirit, we are called to a constant refusal of all enjoyments, but such as poverty of spirit requires.

For it is to be observed, that when it is said *Blessed are the poor in spirit,* that the meaning is, *Blessed* are they that are governed by this spirit, for that is only a man's spirit and temper which rules and directs his actions.

An ambitious man is one that is governed by his spirit of ambition; so a man is poor in spirit, when that is the spirit that governs his actions.

As the rich in spirit are such as seek the felicity and gratifications of riches, so the poor in spirit is he that avoids and dislikes all such gratifications, and seeks such things as properly suit with such a mortified habit of mind.

So that no one is to reckon himself *poor in spirit,* till it makes him not only reject all instances of pride and self-enjoyment, but till he seeks and desires things that are as proper to a poverty of spirit, as *food* is proper to hunger, or *water* to thirst.

For as hunger is known by its being a desire of *food,* and thirst by its desire of *liquor,* so poverty of spirit can only be known by its seeking such things as are *true signs* of it, as the seeking of water is a sign of thirst.

For this is undeniable, that every spirit or temper must only be known by the nature of the things it covets.

If we are high-minded, our care will be exercised about high things, and if we are lowly in heart, we shall as certainly not only condescend, but seek after things that are lowly. Let a man therefore, who would deal faithfully with himself, consider not only whether he is *proud,* *luxurious,* *indulgent* of himself, and devoted to the pleasures and satisfactions of this life, but let him consider whether he is *poor in spirit,* whether the things that he seeks, the designs he has on foot, the happiness he aims at,
and the course of his life, be such as is really directed by a true poverty of spirit.

For he ought not to think that he is governed by this spirit, till he finds himself an enemy to every pleasure, every care, and every labour that is contrary to it. When he hates self-indulgence, as the epicure hates self-denial; when he studies humility, as the ambitious man aims at greatness, when he avoids the vanities of the world, as the sailor avoids rocks; then may he reckon himself entitled to that blessedness which belongs to those who are poor in spirit.

This is that self-denial, holy discipline, daily cross, to which all Christians are called; that by thus losing their lives, that is, thus ceasing to live the life of this world, they may purchase to themselves a life of endless happiness in another state.

I believe there are few Christians who do not acknowledge that Christianity is still in some degree a doctrine of the cross, and that the texts above cited have still some meaning with regard to all Christians; but then they believe this in some such loose and general way, or live with so little regard to what they do believe of it, that they feel no condemnation of themselves, whatever their lives are, from hearing these doctrines.

But notwithstanding all this, it is certain, that Christians are as much obliged to conform exactly to these doctrines of the cross, as to the observance of the ten commandments. For the ten commandments were not more certainly laws to the Jews, than the doctrines of self-denial, and poverty of spirit, are laws to all Christians.

Another plain and remarkable instance of self-denial, is to be seen in the following words:

Ye have heard that it hath been said, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth; but I say unto you, that ye resist not evil, but whosoever will smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if any
man sue thee at law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. And whosoever shall compel thee to go with him a mile, go with him twain.

Our blessed Saviour's first proposal was this, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, take up his cross daily, and follow me.

In the text before us, he instructs them, in several instances, wherein this self-denial and daily cross consisted, which are now the common terms of salvation to all Christians.

We are to deny ourselves in not demanding a tooth for a tooth; we are to take up our daily cross by turning our cheek to the smiter, and suffering such ill usage as we could prevent by resistance.

We are to deny ourselves in not defending ourselves by suits at law; and must take up the cross of one injury after another, rather than appeal to the contention of a trial. This is sufficiently taught by our being required to expose ourselves to the farther loss of our cloak, rather than have recourse to law to secure our coat.

The words which deliver this doctrine are so very plain and express, that they need no illustration; it is so plain also, that they equally belong to all Christians of all ages. The manner of our Saviour's delivering himself upon these points, puts it out of all question, that they were doctrines of the cross, which were to be perpetual marks of his followers.

Ye have heard that it hath been said, an eye for an eye, &c. But I say unto you, that ye resist not evil, &c.

It was not possible for our Saviour to express himself in a more authoritative manner, than he has here done; or to show us more plainly, that he was here acting as the great law giver of Christians, and delivering doctrines which should be perpetual laws to all his disciples, and such as should con
stantly distinguish them from all the world. Nor is it possible for any one to evade the literal and open meaning of these doctrines, but in such a way as must destroy the sense of any other part of Scripture.

If it could be shown, that we are not obliged by the plain and express doctrine of these passages, it might as well be shown, that the next doctrine, But I say unto you love your enemies, bless them that curse you, does not oblige us in the plain and literal sense of the words.

For both the passages are equally supported by the same authority of our Saviour, expressed in the same manner, I say unto you. This degree also of love which we are to show to our enemies, is as much a doctrine of the cross, as contrary to all our natural tempers and worldly interests, as that of patience, meekness, and submission, to those who treat us injuriously. These virtues are also necessary to one another: we cannot thus love, and do good to our enemy, unless we are thus patient under sufferings, and deny ourselves all instances of anger and uneasiness at them.

It is pretended by some, that these passages only forbid our prosecution of spightful and malicious suits at law.

But such people might as well pretend that the the eighth commandment only forbids wanton and spightful stealing, but allows it when it is done soberly and with no spightful intention.

For the case which our Saviour put, is directly intended against such a pretence as this.

It is the case of a man who has a suit commenced against him for his coat, he is not allowed to consider that it is his own coat, and that he enters no farther into the trial than to secure his coat; he is not allowed to show this degree of contention or anger at injustice, or impatience under suffering, but
is patiently to permit his coat to be taken from him, though that patience be the means of losing his cloak also.

It is not therefore splotful prosecutions, but the most seemingly reasonable self-defence that is here forbidden. Further, malice and revenge were not allowed to the Jews, yet we are here commanded to deny ourselves such methods of self-defence, and rules of justice, as were allowed to them.

If Christians will still think that they may defend all their rights, and enter into all such contentions for them, as the laws of the land will support them in; if they will think that they need bear no other injuries, but such as courts of law cannot redress, they are as much mistaken as if they imagine they need practise no other charity, or worship of God, but such as human laws demand.

For Christian meekness, self-denial, and patience under sufferings, are no more to be formed by the standard of human laws, than our devotion to God.

In these things Jesus Christ is our only law-giver, and his laws are to be complied with as the certain terms of our salvation.

Notwithstanding therefore we may be able, either by personal power, or legal contention, to repel injuries, return evil for evil, and demand a tooth for a tooth; yet as disciples of Christ, we are to turn our cheek to the smiter; let him that would take our coat have our cloak also; and be rather content to suffer many injuries than, by defending ourselves, raise our passions, embitter our tempers, and destroy that charity which we owe to our neighbour.

Now this meekness and self-denial is highly suitable to the spirit and temper of Christianity.

It is highly suitable to a religion that restores sinners to God by sufferings; it is suited to such as have forsaken all to follow Christ; it is suited to such as are to be dead and crucified to the world; to such as are to be meek and lowly as Christ; it is
suited to such as are commanded to love and do all good to their most violent enemies, and who are to love their neighbours as themselves.

And whatever pride, self-love, or human wisdom may suggest against this doctrine, may, with equal strength, be objected against all those other doctrines, which are thus of a spirit like unto it.

But let Christians consider, that it is of these doctrines of the cross, that our Saviour saith, Whoever shall be ashamed of me, and of my word, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he shall come in his own glory, and in his Father's, and of the holy angels.

Farther. This is my commandment, saith Christ, that ye love one another, as I have loved you. Now this as plainly forbids all strife and angry contentions with others, as when we are commanded to part with our coat, rather than contend for it. For it is as impossible to love our adversary whilst we are contending with him, as Christ loved us, as to follow Christ, and at the same time depart from him.

His love towards mankind (which is the example for our love) knew of no enemies, nor refused any sufferings, but was a continual labour for the salvation of all men. If, therefore, we treat any persons as our enemies, or fly in the face of those who injure us, and are impatient under sufferings, we are fallen from that love which is to govern all our actions.

Men may fancy what they please of the charity of their tempers, whilst they are resisting evil, and carrying on the contentions of law, as others may think they have their conversation in heaven, whilst they are labouring after riches on earth; but if they would consider, that Christian charity is to be like the charity of Christ, who died for his enemies, they would soon find, that it must be a charity of another kind, that allows them to contend with their enemies.

Every resistance or contention of any kind is a
quarrel, and necessarily begets some degrees of spight and ill-will; and though they may often be carried on with some show of external decency, yet the inward temper partakes of the contention, is tainted with some little and ill-natured resentments, and destroys that divine spirit of love to which we are called.

So that to talk of the charity of resisting, and contentious suits at law, is almost like talking of the charity of duels.

The only way, therefore, to preserve our Christian spirit, and show ourselves more like Christ than those who injure us, is to act as he did under injuries, and bear them with patience, for such reasons as rendered him patient. We are sure, that whilst we follow him we follow the way, the truth, and the life; but as soon as we resent, and form designs of conquering our oppressor, we partake of his spirit, and offend against meekness and charity, as he offended against justice.

We must therefore bear with injuries and wrongs; not because it is difficult to redress them, but because it is difficult, and next to impossible, to resist and contend with our adversaries, without forfeiting that humility, meekness, and divine love, to which we are called.

We must suffer with patience, because such patience is an exercise of our self-denial, that renders us more like our Lord and Master.

This cannot be doubted of, since we are told of our blessed Saviour, That though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suffered.

Now if this be true, is it not true in the same degree, that we are not only to bear sufferings with patience, but even receive them with thankfulness, as proper means to teach us obedience to the laws of God?

For if he, who was a Son, who was without sin, and so full of divine knowledge, yet received instruc-
tion from sufferings, surely we, who are poor infirm creatures, must want that instruction which is to be learnt from them.

For to suppose that we can be obedient to God without sufferings, is to suppose, that we can do our duty without such helps as the Son of God had. Sufferings are therefore to be considered amongst the graces of God, which purify our souls, enlighten our minds with divine knowledge, and prepare us to perfect holiness in the fear of God.

But how contrary to the spirit of Christ do we act, if our sufferings provoke us into methods of retaliation; and instead of teaching us obedience to God, lead us into a state of enmity towards our brethren?

Farther; it became him, saith the apostle, for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the Captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings.

We are here plainly taught, not only that Christ was made perfect through sufferings, but that it was fit he should be made perfect that way, as the only way that could bring many sons unto glory.

So that we see one end of Christ's sufferings, before his being crowned with glory and honour, was to teach us, that sufferings is the way to arrive at glory, and that those who desire to be sons of glory must first be made perfect through sufferings.

We therefore forget the nature of our religion. we mistake the one great design of Christ's sufferings, we go out of the road to glory, if we do not patiently submit to sufferings, if we are not thankful that we suffer with Christ, that we may reign with him.

Men in vain pretend that they only defend themselves against injustice. For these are the very hardships which Christ suffered, and which they are, if they would be guided by his Spirit, to suffer with patience.
St. Peter, speaking to servants, saith, This is thank-worthy, if a man for conscience toward God, endure grief, suffering wrongfully. If when ye do well, and suffer for it, ye take it patiently, this is acceptable with God. For even hereunto were ye called, because Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example that ye should follow his steps.

Here the apostle founds the duty of servants being subject to masters that treat them injuriously, upon the common doctrine of Christianity, because to suffer wrongfully is thank worthy before God, and because Christ's example has called us to bear with patience those injurious and wrongful hardships.

Let it therefore be carefully observed, that as sure as the apostle here speaks by the Spirit of God, so sure it is that our behaviour is not thank worthy, or acceptable with God, unless we endure wrongful sufferings with patience; and that if we lay aside this meekness, we leave the example of Christ, who only saves such as follow his steps.

I have now gone through several instances of that mortification, self-denial, and suffering, to which the Christian world are called.

If the doctrines of this chapter seem hard and grievous, they can only seem so to such as have wrong notions of human life.

Too many people imagine this life to be something that is substantial in itself, and valuable for its own goods, and look upon religion as something that is added to it, to make a worldly life more easy, regular, and happy; and so embrace religion with no other spirit, nor to any farther degree than as it complies with the ease, order, and happiness of that way of life in which they live.

Our blessed Saviour has fully confuted this opinion, by teaching us that there is but one thing needful. If therefore we are but so far Christians, as to believe that what our Saviour has here taught
is strictly true; then all the pretended grievances of self denial and suffering are all struck off at once.

For what though meekness, patience, and humility, may often make us sufferers, yet if such suffer-ings make us not only lose such things as are not needful for us, where is any ground for complaint?

But farther, such sufferings are not only without any real hurt, but they promote our happiness, and become matter of real and solid joy.

_Blessed are ye when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil of you falsely for my sake, rejoice and be exceeding glad_, for _great is your reward in heaven._

Christ does not endeavour to comfort us in this state, as if it was a hard or melancholy state, which we must bear, because it is made easier with patience, or because God has pleased to impose it upon us, but he looks at it in quite another view, not as needing comfort, but as having matter fit for congratulation.

What Christians are they therefore, what strangers to the Spirit of Christ, who reckon those things amongst the hardships of religion, which Christ recommends to us as reasons of rejoicing, and being exceeding glad?

The whole matter therefore plainly comes to this; if our sufferings, our injuries or hardships, be such as we undergo, because we dare not depart from that meekness, and patience, and charity, which Christ has taught, because we had rather love our enemies than be revenged on them, rather suffer like Christ, and be full of his Spirit, than avoid sufferings by a contrary temper, such suffer-ings are our greatest gains.

If, on the contrary, you know of any meekness and patience which is not after the example of Christ, any injuries or sufferings which you can resist, and yet show that you follow the example of
Christ's patience, and meekness, and charity, the doctrine of this chapter has no recommendation of such sufferings.

You are only here exhorted to bear such injuries and sufferings as make you more like Christ, such as are true instances of that meekness, patience, and charity, which were the principal tempers of his Spirit.

Now be the hardships or self-denials what they will, if they make us more like to Christ, they have done more for us, than all the prosperity in the world can do, and he that defends himself at the expense of any temper, that was the temper of Christ, has done himself an injury, greater than the worst and most powerful of his enemies can bring upon him.

And all this is founded upon this one reason, because there is but one thing needful, the salvation of our souls. It is this that changes the natures of all human things, and makes every thing good or evil only so far as it promotes or hinders this one end of life. The salvation of the world is the only happiness of the world, and he that has secured his share in that, has secured to himself all the joy and gladness that can befall human nature.

A Christian, therefore, that is not content with salvation, that wants to add a worldly joy and pleasure to the great things of religion, is more senseless than the man, that should think he had hard usage to be saved from a shipwreck, unless he was carried off upon a cedar plank.
Some farther Considerations upon the reasonableness of Self-denial.

BEFORE I proceed any farther in other instances of self-denial, it may be proper to show in what the duty of self denial is founded, or wherein the reasonableness and necessity of it consists.

Every duty or virtue of the Christian life is founded in truth and reason, and is required because of its fitness to be done, and not because God has power to command what he pleases.

If we are commanded to be meek and humble, it is because meekness and humility are as true judgments, and as suitable to the truth of our state as it is a true judgment, and suitable to the state of every dependent being, to be thankful for mercies.

If we are bid to rejoice, it is at something that is truly joyful; if to fear, it is to fear something that is really dreadful. Thus we are called to no tempers but such as are so many true judgments, and as truly founded in the nature and reason of things, as if we were bid to believe two to be the half part of four.

God is reason and wisdom itself, and he can no more call us to any tempers or duties, but such as are strictly reasonable in themselves, than he can act against himself, or contradict his own nature.

As we can say with assurance, that God cannot lie, so we may with the same certainty affirm, that he cannot enjoin any thing to rational creatures, that is contrary to the reason of their nature, no more than he can enjoin them to love things that are not lovely, or hate things that are in their nature not hateful.

When God speaks, we are as sure that infinite reason speaks, as we are sure there is a God.
A little reflection upon this matter, will give us the utmost assurance in such reasonings as this.

As sure therefore as there is a God, so sure is it, that a religion from God has only reasonable commands to reasonable creatures. No tempers can be imposed upon us by way of task and imposition, which we might as reasonably be without, if it was not required of us. God can only will, that reasonable creatures should be more reasonable, more perfect, and more like himself, and consequently can enjoin us no duties, or tempers of mind, but such as have this tendency. All his commands are for our sakes, founded in the necessities of our natures, and are only so many instructions to become more happy, than we could be without them.

A good man that enjoys the use of his reason, is offended at madmen and fools because they both act contrary to the reason of things. The madman fancies himself, and every thing about him, to be different from what they are; the fool knows nothing of the value of things, is ridiculous in his choices, and prefers a shell before the most useful things in life.

Now a good man, merely through the love of reason, is offended at their conduct, and would do all that he could to abate the frenzy of the one, and the stupidity of the other.

Let this a little represent to us the conduct of God towards fallen man. God is reason itself; how highly therefore must he be offended at the follies and stupidity of mankind? If a madman seems so unreasonable a creature to us, because he fancies himself to be something that he is not; how unreasonable must fallen man, who is fallen from all true knowledge of himself, appear to him who is infinite reason?

Again, God is goodness itself; therefore human goodness is inclined to endeavour the cure of madmen and fools, must not goodness itself be much
more inclined to correct the madness and folly of fallen man?

We see that men are said to be mad, when they fancy themselves, and the things about them to be different from what they are; they are said to be fools, when they mistake the value of things: now if this be true, as it most certainly is, it may serve to show us, that man in his present state of disorder and ignorance, must appear to God both as fool and mad; for every sinner is truly mad, as he imagines himself, and all things about him, to be what they are not: he is really a fool, as he is ridiculous in his choices, and mistakes the value of things.

Now religion is our cure; it is God's merciful communication of such rules and discipline of life, as may serve to deliver us from the infatuation and ignorance of our fallen state. It is to teach us the knowledge of ourselves, and all things about us, that we may no longer act like madmen; it is to teach us the true value of things, that we may know our good and evil, and not be as idiots in the choice of things.

Now fools and madmen have their paradise, and are pleased with their imaginary happiness; this makes them averse from all methods of cure.

For this reason, God presses his instructions upon us with terrors and threatenings, and makes those virtues which are the natural good and cure of our souls, such duties to him, as he will punish the neglect of.

So that the power of God is mercifully employed to move us to such a reasonable way of life, as is necessary for our happiness:

Some people are so weak, as to wonder, that what we call sin, should be so odious to God, or what it can signify to God, whether we are wise or foolish.

Let such consider, that God is wisdom and reason itself, and consequently every thing that is contrary to reason and wisdom, is contrary to his nature; so
that a state of sin, is a state of contrariety to God. To ask therefore why God hates all sin, is the same thing as to ask why God cannot tell any sort of lie; it is because every deviation from truth is contrary to his nature, which is truth itself; so every instance of sin, as it is an unreasonable act, is contrary to his nature, who is reason itself.

There is therefore a necessity, from the nature of things, that every creature be delivered from sin, before it can enter into the beatific presence of God: for if God could reward wicked beings, and make them happy by the enjoyment of his presence, he would as much cease to act according to the nature of things, as if he should punish a being that lived in innocence; for to punish innocence, and to reward sin, are equally contrary to the nature and reason of things.

This observation may teach us to admire the excellency of the Christian religion, which restores sinners to God by so great an atonement for sin, and which only admits the repentance and devotion of fallen man, through the merits and mediation of the Son of God.

To return: Let such people also consider, that even reasonable men have a necessary dislike of fools and madmen, they cannot possibly make them the objects of their pleasure and affection.

But now, if some things are so odious in themselves, that even the reason of man cannot but abhor them, how much more odious, how much more contrary to the perfection of the divine nature, must the folly and madness of sin be?

Thus if we consider what reason is in ourselves, that it necessarily dislikes unreasonable persons as well as things; we may have some notion how all sin and sinners, that is, all beings which act contrary to reason, must be in a state of the utmost contrariety to God, who is the highest reason.

God is love, yet it is certain, that he can only love.
such things as are lovely; so God is goodness, yet
he cannot make sinners happy, because there is as
much contradiction to reason and perfection in
making sinners happy, as in loving things that are
not truly lovely, or in hating things that are not
hateful. This may serve to give us, in some mea-
ure, a true idea of the nature of religion and the
nature of sin.

That religion is God's gracious method of deliver-
ing us from the unreasonableness and corruption of
our natures, that by complying with its rules and
discipline we may be so altered in our natures, so
restored to reason, as to be fit for the rewards of an
infinitely wise and perfect being.

That sin is the misery and disorder, the madness
and folly of our nature, which as necessarily sepa-
rates us from God, as God is contrary to all unre-
asonableness.

I have just mentioned these things, to help us to
conceive rightly, what is meant by the reasonableness and necessity of those tempers which religion
requires. And I hope this is sufficient to give any
one a positive assurance, that religion is so far from
being an imposition upon us, consisting of needless
duties, that it is founded in the nature and reason
of things, and is as necessary to restore us to the
enjoyment of God, as it is necessary that God
should love things according as they are lovely.

For let any one carefully consider this proposi-
tion, whether it be not absolutely certain, that God
loveth all things, accordingly as they are lovely.
Is not this as certain, as that God is reason itself?
Could he be infinitely reasonable, or reason in per-
fec tion, if he did not regard things according to
their natures? hating only those things that are
truly hateful, and loving things so far as they are
lovely. To act by any other rule than the reason
and nature of things, is to act by humour and
caprice. Let this therefore teach us, that as we are
in ourselves, so we are necessarily either odious or acceptable to God.

So far as we cease from sin and suffer ourselves to be made wise and reasonable by the wisdom and reason of religion; so far we make ourselves objects of the love of that infinitely perfect Being, who necessarily loves beings as they are lovely in their nature.

And so far as we continue in the madness and folly of sin, and neglect the rules of religion, which would deliver us from the guilt and slavery of it; so far we make it necessary for that perfect Being to hate us, who cannot but hate things accordingly as they are in themselves hateful.

Some people, either through self-love, or some confused opinion of God and themselves, are always fancying themselves to be particular favourites of God, imagining all their little successes, or blessings, in their health and circumstances above other people, to be distinguishing marks of God's particular kindness towards them.

But such persons must consider, that God is reason itself; that he is subject to no particular fondness, no more than he is capable of weakness; and that he can no more love them with any particular love, that is not an act of the highest reason, than he can lie, or act contrary to the truth.

They should consider, that the things of this life, its successes and prosperities, are so far from being marks of God's particular favour, that afflictions have a much better claim to it; for whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, &c.

When such people fancy themselves in the particular favour of God, they should consider, that to be loved by God, is to be loved by infinite reason and wisdom, and that reason can only love or approve things as they are conformable to it. To be approved by reason, we must act conformably to reason; and to be approved by the highest reason we must act conformably to the highest reason.
So that when our lives are conformable to the highest reason, then may we believe that so far as they are such, so far are they in the favour of God, who is the highest reason. To fancy that any thing else can make us favourites of God, is mere ignorance and pride, and owing to the same vanity and self-love, which makes some people think that they are admired and esteemed by all that know them.

For so sure as God is reason itself, so sure is it, that to be loved by God, and to be approved by the highest reason, is the same thing; so that if he, whose life is not conformable to the highest reason, imagines that he is particularly beloved by God, he is guilty of the same absurdity, as if he believed that God is not the highest reason, or reason in perfection.

It is not more certain that there is but one God, than it is certain that there is but one way of making ourselves objects of his love, namely, by conforming and acting according to the highest reason. When our lives are agreeable to reason, and the nature of things, then are our lives agreeable to God.

Now so far as we act conformably to religion, so far we act according to the highest reason, and draw near to God, by a wisdom that comes from God, and was revealed unto us, that it might make us such reasonable beings, as to be fit objects of his eternal love.

For a religion from God must be according to the nature of God, requiring no other change of thoughts or actions but such as is conformable to truth and reason.

Now the reasonableness of actions consists in their fitness to be done; there is a reasonableness in being thankful for mercies; there is a reasonableness in rejoicing at things that are joyful; and so in all other actions or tempers, they are either reasonable or unreasonable, as they are agreeable or contrary to the nature of things.
This is what I would have understood by the reasonableness of all religious duties or tempers; they are all required because they are as suitable to the nature and reason of things, as it is suitable to the reason of things to be thankful for mercies, or fear things that are truly dreadful.

Thus, for instance, humility is nothing else but a right judgment of ourselves, and is only so far enjoined as it is suitable to the truth of our state, for to think worse of ourselves than we really are, is no more a virtue than to make five to be less than four.

On the contrary, he that is proud, offends as much against truth and reason, and judges as falsely of himself, as the madman who fancies himself to be a king, and the straw, to which he is chained, to be a throne of state.

Having observed thus much concerning the reasonableness of tempers or duties to which religion demands, I proceed now to show, wherein the reasonableness and necessity of self-denial consists.

If a person was to walk upon a rope across some great river, and he was bid to deny himself the pleasure of walking in silver shoes, or looking about at the beauty of the waves, or listening to the noise of sailors; if he was commanded to deny himself the advantage of fishing by the way, would there be any hardship in such self-denial? Would not such self-denials be as reasonable, as commanding him to love things that will do him good, or to avoid things that are hurtful?

Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, that leadeth unto life, saith our blessed Saviour. Now if Christians are to walk in a narrow way that leadeth to eternal life, the chief business of a Christian must be, to deny himself all those things which may either stop or lead him out of his narrow way. And if they think that pleasures and indulgences are consistent with their keeping this narrow way, they think as reasonably as if the man upon the rope
should think, that he might safely use silver shoes, or stop in his way to catch fish.

Again, if a man that was a slave to sottish and stupifying pleasures, that rendered him averse from all exercises of the mind, was yet obliged, in order to save his life, to attain to such or such a degree of mathematical knowledge, must it not be as necessary for such a one to deny himself those indulgences which increased his stupidity, as it would be necessary to study the relations of figures?

Now this is the foundation of all Christian self-denial; we are born and bred in slavery to sin and corrupt tempers, and are only to be saved by putting off this old man, and being renewed in holiness and purity of life. The denials therefore of religion, are only the necessary means of salvation, as they are necessary to lessen the corruption of our nature, destroy our old habits, alter the taste and temper of our minds, and prepare us to relish and aspire after holiness and perfection.

For since our souls are in a state of corruption, and our life is a state of probation, in order to alter and remove this corruption, it is certain, that every thing and every way of life, which nourishes and increases our corruption, is as much to be avoided, as those things which beget in us purity and holiness, are to be sought after.

A man that wants his health, is as well, and for the same reasons, to avoid such things as nourish his illness, as he is to take medicines that have a healing quality. Self-denial is, therefore, as essential to the Christian life as prayer is; it being equally necessary to deny ourselves such things as support our corruption, as it is necessary to pray for those things which will do us good, and purify our natures.

The whole of the matter is this, Christians are called from a state of disorder, sin, and ignorance, to a state of holiness and resemblance of the divine
nature. If, therefore, there are any things, or any ways, that corrupt our minds, support our vanity, increase our blindness, or nourish sensuality; all these are as necessary to be avoided, as it is necessary to be holy.

If there are any denials or mortifications that purify and enlighten the soul, that lessen the power of bodily passions, that raise us to a heavenly affection, and make us taste and relish the things that be of God, these are as necessary to be practised, as it is necessary to believe in Jesus Christ.

So that the matter comes to this; if there are no indulgences in eating to do us harm, then fasting is of no use; but if there are, if they enslave the soul, and give it a sensual taste, then we are as much obliged to abstain from what does us this harm, as we are obliged to pray for any thing that can do us good.

No Christian that knows any thing of the Gospel, can doubt whether fasting be a common duty of Christianity, since our Saviour has placed it along with secret alms and private prayer, When thou fastest, anoint thy head, and wash thy face, that thou appear not unto men to fast, but to thy Father, which is in secret, and thy Father, which seeth in secret, shall reward thee openly. Matt. vii. 15

So that the same instructions, and the same reasons, are given for private fasting, as for secret alms and private prayer, that thy Father, which seeth in secret, may reward thee openly. Now as it is manifestly entitled to the same reward, it is manifestly put upon the same foot as private prayer, and as equally acceptable to God.

Eating and drinking are the common support of life; but then, as they are the support of a corrupt life, the nourishment of a disordered body that weighs down the soul, whose appetites and tempers are in a state of enmity with the life and purity of
the soul, it is necessary that we take care so to support the life of the body, as not to occasion the sickness and death of the soul.

The fall of man consists very much in the fall of the soul into the dominion and power of the body, whose joy, and health, and strength, is often the slavery, weakness, and infirmity of the soul.

How far our bodies affect our habits, or ways of thinking, may be seen by the difference between sickness and health, youth and old age. These different states of the body alter the whole turn of our minds, and give us new ways of thinking, all owing to the different strength of bodily appetites and tempers. No sooner is the body weakened by any occasion, but the soul is more at liberty, speaks higher for itself, and begins to act more reasonably.

What is the reason that a midnight reflection goes generally deeper than a thought at any other time? No reason can well be assigned, but the peace and tranquillity of the body, which gives the soul a liberty of seeing farther into things than at any other time.

The difference between the same man, full and fasting, is almost the difference of two persons; a man that, in the morning, finds himself fit for any meditations, is, after a full meal, changed into another creature, fit only for idle amusements, or the yawnings of an animal.

He has not only created a dulness in his soul, but has perverted its taste, for he can be pleased with a romance, or impertinent history; at the same time he has no relish for a book of devotion, that requires less attention.

I mention this to show, that fasting has a nearer relation to all religious tempers than is generally thought; and that indulgent, or full feeding, does not only dull the mind, but more particularly gives it a dulness towards the things of religion. If it were not thus, a book of religious reflections would
be as acceptable at such times as those other books which require as much, or more attention.

And the reason of this is plain, because all our tempers and desires are always suitable to the state we are in; if we are in a state of sensual joy, feeling the happiness of a full stomach and heated blood, we relish or desire nothing but what suits with it. For this reason plays and romances, and vain diversions, can entertain a man that has eat as long as he could; but lectures upon morality, or discourses upon death and judgment, would tire him into sleep. What we observe of the jaundice, that it makes us see all things yellow, is, in a certain degree, true of every state of the body; it makes us conceive things, with some degree of likeness, to the condition it is then in. Every alteration in the body gives some alteration to our way of conceiving the same things.

As he, therefore, that would see things in their proper colours, must first cure himself of the jaundice; so he that would apprehend things according to their natures, must take care that his body be so ordered as to have as little a share as possible in his judgments.

When a man has his stomach full of wind, and feels no pleasant enjoyment of his body, you can hardly propose any thing to him that will appear reasonable; do but stay till his stomach is altered, till he has had a full and cheerful meal, and he will be as naturally in a better temper as any other animal that has filled its belly.

When men have been unreasonably out of temper, through the mere motions of the body, I believe they often condemn themselves afterwards; but then they do not consider that the contrary state is a state of the same slavery to the blind motions of the body, and liable to the same condemnation. For if a full and pleasant meal makes us so gay and cheerful, as to laugh and be pleased with
the vainest things, we are then as unreasonable, and as mere slaves to our bodies, as when a cold or empty stomach shall make us angry at every thing.

For it is as great a contradiction to reason and wisdom to be pleased with things or persons, because our body is in a state of joy, as it is to be angry and displeased at things or persons, because an easterly wind, or an indigested meal has soured our spirits.

Now both these states are equally states of slavery to the body, equally expose our folly, and have the same contrariety to religion. A man is as far from religious wisdom, when full feeding has made him merry, vain, and trifling, as when a contrary state of body makes him sour, angry, and fretful.

It is the business, therefore, of religion, to put an end to these states of slavery, to deliver man from the blind laws of flesh and blood, and give him a wisdom and constancy, a taste and judgment suitable to the reason and wisdom of the laws of God; to fill our souls with such principles of peace as may give us habits of tranquillity, superior to the changeable tempers of our bodies.

Now fasting, as it is a denial of bodily indulgences, as it disciplines the body into a state of obedience, and contradicts its appetites, is the most constant and universal means of procuring liberty and freedom of mind.

For it is the love of our body, and too much care of its enjoyments, that makes us too sensible of its demands, and subject to its tempers. Whatever we nourish and cherish, so far gains an interest in us, and rules us in the same degree that it has got our affections. Till therefore religion has entered us into a state of self-denial, we live in a state that supports the slavery and corruption of our natures.

For every indulgence of the body in eating and drinking is adding to its power, and making all our ways of thinking subservient to it.
A man that makes every day a day of full and cheerful meals, will, by degrees, make the happiness of every day depend upon it, and consider every thing with regard to it.

He will go to church, or stay at home, as it suits with his dinner, and not scruple to tell you, that he generally eats too heartily to go to the afternoon service.

Now such people are under a worse disorder of body, than he that has the jaundice, and have their judgment more perverted than he that sees all things yellow.

For how can they be said to perceive the difference of things, who have more taste for the preparations of the kitchen than the joys and comforts of the house of God; who choose rather to make themselves unfit for divine service, than to baulk the pleasures of a full meal? And this not by chance, or upon some unusual occasion, but by a constant intended course of life.

Let such people deal faithfully with themselves, and search out their spirit. Can they think that they are born again of God, that they have the Spirit of Christ, who are thus subject to the pleasures of gluttony? Can they be said to treat their bodies as temples of the Holy Ghost, who make them unfit for the holy service of public worship? Can they be said to offer their bodies unto God as a reasonable, holy, and living sacrifice? Can they be said to love God with all their heart, and all their soul, or to have forsaken all to follow Christ, who will not so much as forsake half a meal for the sake of divine worship?

I know it will be thought too severe that I have called this gluttony, because it is the practice of numbers of people of worth and reputation; but I hope they will turn their dislike of the name into a dislike of the thing; for it is certainly gluttony, as picking pockets is stealing.
The sin of gluttony is the sin of over-eating, of being too much given to full meals: now this may be difficult in some instances to state exactly; yet he that owns he eats so much, as renders him *indisposed* for the public worship of God, has determined against himself, and put his own case out of all question. For if there be such a sin, as the sin of over-eating, it must surely then be committed, when we eat too much to attend upon the service of the church.

Men may fancy that they are only chargeable with gluttony, who eat till they surfeit their bodies; they may think those only guilty of drunkenness, who drink till they have lost their senses: but there is a much surer rule to go by, given them by the Spirit of God; *Whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God.* All, therefore, in eating and drinking, that is not within the bounds of the glory of God, is offered to something that is not the glory of God; it is offered to the corruption and sensuality of our natures; it is the sin of intemperance, and has the sin of indcvotion added to it, when it is indulged at a time that keeps us from the public worship of God.

Let such people examine their own hearts, and see what opinion they have of divine service. Can they look upon it as doing God's will on earth as it is done in heaven? Can they look upon it as entering into the presence of God, as approaching the throne of grace? Can they esteem it to be the nourishment and support of their souls, a necessary means of securing the divine assistance, as a most acceptable way of pleasing God, and securing their eternal happiness, who are not afraid to eat and drink till they are indisposed, and unwilling to attend to it? If they still have just notions of the nature of divine service, let them think of these words of our blessed Saviour, *If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them.*
But if they look upon it as of less concern than a full meal, if they think that there is no occasion for exactness in it, it is time they were told, that they have not the love of God abiding in them.

For if they did really hunger and thirst after righteousness, which is the true love of God, they would rejoice at every opportunity of entering farther into his favour; they would go to the house of God, the abode of his presence, with more joy than to any other place, and think those days the most happy that were most devoted to the cares and joys of a life with God to all eternity.

They would cut off a right hand, or pluck out a right eye, rather than be hindered from those helps which are to raise their hope, enliven their faith, and form their souls to a delight and joy in God.

If they want this zeal towards God, they want a zeal, which is the life and spirit of a Christian, which distinguishes a disciple of Christ from those who live without God in the world.

I have spoken the more home to this point, because it is so allowed a practice, which as unavoidably destroys the true spirit and temper of religion, as any things that are notoriously sinful.

Indeed a constant course of full feeding is the death of the soul, and every day, that is a day of such happiness, is a day lost to religion.

When a man has rejoiced himself with full eating and drinking, he is like any other animal, disposed only to play or idleness. He has no more feeling of sin than he has of hunger, can no more perceive himself to be a miserable fallen creature, than he can perceive himself to be a beggar, and consequently is no more affected with any forms of confession, or repentance, than if he was, every day, to confess that he was a starving beggar.

For this course of self-enjoyment is as contrary to humility, contrition, and a true sense of sin, as it is contrary to a state of beggary and want; and conse-
quently a man in such happiness, can no more sincerely deplore the weight of sin, than he can feel himself in the misery of poverty.

If, therefore, religion is to be the state and temper of our minds; if it is to be the ruling taste and relish of our souls; if its goods and evils are to govern our actions, it is as necessary to renounce sensuality, and mortify our bodies, as it is necessary to resist temptations. For abstinence, or self-denial, is not only a good, advisable, and reasonable practice, but is a constant, necessary, and universal duty, and enters farther into the cure of our souls than any other practice. It is as necessary for a Christian, that would get rid of the disorders of his nature, and lessen the weight of sin, as it is necessary for a man in a dropsy to abstain from drink, or a man in a fever to refrain from such things as inflame his blood.

Indeed this self-denial is the chief and most general exercise of the Christian life, and is the very form and substance of every virtue; so far as we deny our natural tempers, so far we seem to be advanced in virtue.

We are so far humble, as we deny ourselves in the instances of pride; so far heavenly-minded, as we deny our earthly inclinations; so far charitable, as we deny our tempers of self-love and envy; and so, in every virtue, it seems to have its chief foundation in the denial of some corrupt temper of our natures.

I know some people object that fasting is not an universal duty, that it is rather like some particular medicine or remedy, that is only necessary for some particular cases, and particular constitutions.

To this it may be answered, that if by fasting is meant an entire abstinence from all food, for such or such a certain space of time; that fasting, in that sense, is not an universal and constant duty. But then it ought to be observed, that this is no
more the nature of fasting than any particular form of confession, of such or such a length, is the precise nature of repentance.

For as repentance does not consist in any stated fixed degrees of sorrow and pain for sin, which is to be the common repentance for all men, in all states, and at all times; but is such an exercise of grief and contrition, as is suited to every one's particular state: so fasting is not any fixed degree of abstinence from all food, which is to be the common measure of fasting to all men, in all states, and at all times; but is such an exercise, abstinence, and self-denial, as is proper to every one's particular state.

Now if we understand fasting in this sense, in which it ought to be understood, as an abstinence from such food, and pleasures and degrees of feeding, as are improper in every state of life; such an abstinence as to destroy sensuality, lessen the corruption of our natures, and make us relish and taste spiritual enjoyments; in this sense, fasting is as constant and universal a duty as repentance.

For as repentance is an universal duty, because the reason of it is common to all men; so this fasting is necessary to all men, because sensuality, fleshly lusts, and the corruption of bodily tempers, is the universal corruption of all men.

It is sometimes also objected, that fasting cannot be an universal duty, because some people's constitutions will not suffer them to eat enough for their health.

To this it may be answered, that some people may be so infirm, that they cannot attend at the public worship of God; yet surely public worship is an universal duty, though some people's constitutions may make them incapable of going to it.

Secondly; This objection is only of weight against fasting, as it signifies an entire abstinence from all food for a certain space of time, but is of
no force against such an abstinence, as I have shown to be the common duty of all Christians.

Thirdly; Persons of weak and infirm constitutions, have often as much necessity of self-denial as others of the most healthful bodies; for their very state, it may be, has taught them indulgence; by being accustomed to so much care of themselves, they become no better than perpetual nurses of themselves, and consequently are too much devoted to that which is not the one thing needful.

Weakly people may as well be epicures, and have the same sensuality to conquer, as other people, and consequently have the same necessity of their degree of abstinence and denial that others have.

Let such people have recourse to the example of Timothy, who was an apostolical bishop. His history teaches us, that he was weakly, and subject to frequent infirmities; who notwithstanding he may be supposed to have enjoyed the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, yet in this state of divine greatness, and bodily weakness, he wanted the authority and advice of an apostle, to persuade him to drink any thing besides water. This we are sufficiently taught by the apostle's giving this advice in his epistle to him, drink no longer water; that is, nothing but water, but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake, and thine often infirmities.

Lastly; The world abounds with people, who are weakly and tender merely by their indulgences; they have bad nerves, low spirits, and frequent indispositions, through irregularity, idleness, and indulgence.

Now these people, it is true, are not fit for fasting, and perhaps if they were to deal faithfully with themselves, they would find, that they are as unfit for most other exercises of religion, and consequently if their condition might be pleaded as an objection against the necessity of fasting, it might
as well be pleaded against the necessity of half the duties of Christianity.

Upon the whole matter it appears, that fasting is a constant universal duty, and that it is liable to no other exceptions, than such as are common to several other great duties of religion.

It is no fixed degree of sorrow, that is the common repentance of all men; it is no particular sum of money, that is the common charity of all men; it is no fixed form, or length, or hour, of prayer, that is the common devotion of all men: yet all these are constant and universal duties.

In like manner, though fasting may be subject to all the same variations, yet it is a constant and universal duty.

Justus is a grave sober man, he is very angry at those people who neglect or ridicule fasting; he thinks they know nothing of religion.

Thus far Justus is very right, and knowing thus much, one would wonder that he is so inconsistent with himself; for presently after this, Justus will tell you, that he never fasts but upon Good Friday, and the thirtieth of January.

If Justus had lived before the murder of King Charles, he had had but one fast in the year, yet, in all likelihood, he would have then stood up for the doctrine of fasting.

If a man was to be angry at those who neglect or despise the service of the Church, as people that know nothing of religion, and then tell you that he himself never goes thither but on Good Friday and the thirtieth of January, you would say, that he knew nothing of the nature of church service.

Now Justus shows the same ignorance of the nature of fasting. For if prayer and repentance, and the service of the church, were not common acts of devotion, and right and necessary ways of worshipping God, they would not be necessary upon Good Friday, or any other particular day.
In like manner, unless fasting was a common and necessary part of religion, something that was always a proper means of applying to God, it would neither be necessary nor acceptable on those particular days.

For it is not the day that makes the duty to be necessary, but the day happens to be a proper occasion of exercising a necessary duty.

Some great calamity happens to you; you do very well to make it an occasion of exercising great devotion, but if you stay till some other calamity happens before you pray again, or think that prayer is only proper in times of calamity, you know nothing of devotion.

It is the same thing in fasting; some great occasion may justly call you to it; but if you forbear fasting till such great occasions happen again, or think that fasting is only proper for such public occasions, you know nothing of the nature of fasting.

If Justus was to say that he never repents but on those public days, he might as easily defend himself, as when he says, he only fasts, at those times.

For is there any benefit in fasting on those particular days? Does it add any thing to your piety and devotion? Does it make your repentance and sorrow for sin more real and affecting? Does it calm and abate your passions, lessen the power of your body, and put you in a better state of devotion, than when you take your usual meals? If it has not something of this effect, where is the use of it at such times when you would have your devotions the best performed? And if it has this effect, how comes it, that you will have but one or two such days in the year? Why will you not thus affect your soul, thus assist your devotions, thus discipline your body, thus allay your passions, thus raise your heart, thus humble yourself, till the day comes on which King Charles was murdered? Is not this like staying till then before you repent.
Our blessed Saviour saith, *But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head, and wash thy face, that thou appear not unto men to fast, but unto thy Father, which is in secret, and thy Father, which is in secret, shall reward thee openly.* Matt. vi. 17.

Here our Saviour's advice relates wholly to private fasting, to which other people are to be strangers; to such a fasting as is a secret service to God, who will therefore highly reward it. Yet *Justus* tells you, that he *fasts* only twice in the year, and that on public days. Now what is this to be called? Is it weakness, or perverseness?

If you was to ask me, whether frequent private prayer be a necessary duty, I should think it sufficient to read to you the following passage: *But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret, and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.* Nothing need be added to this authority; the necessity and advantage of private prayer is here so expressly taught, that there is no room left to doubt about it.

*Justus* readily acknowledges all this; how comes it then *Justus*, that you know nothing of the necessity and advantage of private fasting? How comes it that the same authority, and the same words, do not teach you as much in one place as in another? Has not our Saviour expressed himself exactly in the same manner, and given the same advice, and proposed the same reward to private fasting, as to private prayer?

Farther; When the disciples of our Lord could not cast the evil spirit out of a man that was a lunatic, he not only tells them, that it was through want of faith, but also gives them a very important instruction in these words; *Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting.* Matt. xviii. 21.
How does this look as if fasting was an occasional thing, only for a day or two in the year? Is it ranked with prayer, as having the same common nature, as being equally prevailing with God? And is not this sufficient to teach us, that we must think of fasting, as we think of prayer; that it is a proper way of devotion; a right method of applying to God? And if that prayer is most prevailing, and enters farthest into heaven, which is attended with fasting, it is proof enough surely, that fasting is to be a common ordinary part of our devotion.

Is it sufficient and powerful enough to cast out devils, and cure lunatics; and shall we neglect it, when we pray against the evil tempers and passions which possess our hearts? Shall we not pray to God in the most powerful prevailing manner that we can?

If we were to fast without praying, would not this be a way of worship of our own invention? And if we pray, and neglect fasting, is it not equally choosing a worship of our own? For he that has taught us the use and advantage of prayer, has, in the same words, taught us the same things of fasting, and has also joined them together, as having the same power with God.

If, therefore, Justus will take his religion from Scripture, he must own, that fasting is of the nature of prayer, that it has the same authority from Christ, and that he who only fasts on a public day or two in a year, no more observes the whole duty of Christian fasting than he who only attends some public yearly days of prayer, can be said to fulfil the whole duty of Christian devotion.

To proceed: We may also observe, that the reason of self-denial and abstinence is constant and perpetual, because we are perpetually united to a body that is more or less fit to join with our souls in acts of holiness, according to the state that it is in,
As therefore it is always necessary to take care what thoughts and inclinations we indulge in our minds, so it is equally necessary, that we be constantly careful how we alter the state of our bodies, or indulge them in such gratifications, as may make them less fit for the purposes of an holy life.

For since there are states of the body which favour holiness, and these states depend much upon our manner of living, it is absolutely necessary that we avoid every degree of indulgence, every kind of irregularity and idleness, or other course of life, that may make our bodies less active, less pure, and less conformable to the duties of religion.

And this is to be done, as I said before, not only as a reasonable and advisable thing, but as of the utmost necessity, it being as essential to holiness, to purify our bodies, and practise a strict temperance, as it is necessary to practise a strict charity.

Now Christian temperance is no more that which may pass for temperance in the sight of men, than Christian charity is that which is visible to the world.

A worldly man may think himself sufficiently temperate, when he only abstains from such excesses, as may make him fitter to enjoy a healthful sensuality.

But Christian temperance is of quite another nature, and for other ends, it is to put the body into a state of purity and submission, and give the soul a divine and heavenly taste.

It is therefore to be observed, that Christian temperance is never enough practised, but when it puts the body in the fittest state for devotion, and other acts of holiness: when our bodies have all that good done to them, have all that purification, and right tempers, which abstinence and self-denial can give them, then do we practise Christian temperance.

There is no other rule than this to go by: for
since Christian temperance is in order to holiness, purity, and heavenly affection, he can only be said to be truly temperate, whose temperance is most serviceable to the highest degrees of holiness.

And to stop short of any known degrees of temperance, is like stopping short of any known degrees of charity. It is therefore as necessary to practise all the exercises of self-denial and strict abstinence, as it is necessary to aspire after real holiness.

For as our bodies are constant, and home enemies, and have a mighty influence in all our actions, so far as we preserve them in a state suitable to holiness, so far we preserve ourselves fit for the exercise of religion.

It is out of all question, that there is a purity and impurity of our bodies, as well as of our souls; that is, there are some states and tempers of our bodies, that favour and incline to acts of virtue, and others that as much incline to all sorts of sensuality. This is as certain as that gluttony and drunkenness dispose men to all sorts of sins, and give them a disrelish for all kinds of holiness. For as these states of life have the utmost contrariety to religion; so every approach towards them is, in a certain degree, partaking of them.

A man that lives in such a state, as not to be called either a glutton or a drunkard, may yet be so near them, as to partake of those tempers and inclinations which are the effects of gluttony and drunkenness.

For there are such degrees in these, as in other ways of life. A man may be vain and uncharitable, yet not so as to be remarkable for his vanity and uncharitableness, so he may also be under the guilt and evil effects of eating and drinking, though not so as to be esteemed either a glutton or intemperate.

So that the only security for a good Christian, is to make it the care of his life, to resist all enjoy-
ments that cherish vanity and uncharitableness, not only in such degrees as are scandalous and visible in the eyes of men, but such as inwardly hurt the humility and charity of his mind.

In like manner as to eating and drinking, he is constantly to practice such abstinence as may secure him not only from sensuality in the sight of the world, but such as may best alter, purify, and humble his body, and make it the holy habitation of a soul devoted to a spiritual life.

St. Paul saith, *I therefore so run, not as uncertainly; so fight I, not as one that beateth the air. But I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection, lest that by any means, when I have preached to others, I myself should be a cast-away.*

Let it therefore be observed, that the apostle practised this self-denial and mortification, not only as a good and advisable thing, and suitable to holiness, but as of the last necessity. It was not as he was an *apostle*, and that he might be fitter for the miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost, but it was to secure his salvation, lest when he had preached to others, he should be a *cast-away*.

Let it be considered that this apostle, who lived in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's sake, who was also full of signs and wonders, and mighty deeds, and who had been caught up into the third heavens; yet reckons all his virtues as unsecure, and his salvation in danger, without this severity of self-denial; he thought all his other advancements in piety without this, to be as vain a labour as beating *the air.*

So run I, saith he, *not as uncertainly;* by which he plainly teaches us, that he who does not thus run, who does not thus mortify the body, runs uncertainly, and fighteth to as little purpose as he that beateth the air.
Can they therefore who live in ease and softness, and bodily indulgences, who study and seek after every gratification, be said to be of St. Paul’s religion, or to be governed by that spirit which governed him?

An apostle preaching the Gospel with signs and wonders, in the midst of distress and persecution, thought his own salvation in danger, without this subjection of his own body, and shall we, who are born in the dregs of time, who have no works like his to appeal to, think it safe to feed and indulge in ease and plenty?

A man may indeed practise the outward part of a Christian, he may be orthodox in his faith, and regular in the forms of religion, and yet live in ease and indulgence. But if he would put on Christ, and be clothed with the humility and meekness of his true disciples, if he would love his enemies, and be in Christ a new creature; if he would live by faith, and have his conversation in heaven; if he would be born again of God, and overcome the world, he must lay the foundation of all these graces in the mortification and subjection of his body. For not only religion, but reason can show us, that almost every ill temper, every hinderance of virtue, every clog in our way of piety, and the strength of every temptation chiefly arises from the state of our bodies.

---

CHAP. VIII.

The Subject of Self-denial further continued.

THERE are no truths of Christianity more plainly delivered in the Scriptures, or more universally acknowledged by all Christians than these two, viz. the general corruption of human nature, and the
Absolute necessity of divine grace. Now these two doctrines make the reason and necessity of a continual self-denial plain and obvious to the meanest capacity, and extend it to all those things or enjoyments, which either strengthen the corruption of our nature, or grieve the Holy Spirit of God, and cause him to leave us.

Let any one but reflect upon the nature of these two fundamental truths, and he will find himself soon convinced, that all those enjoyments are to be abstained from, which either support our natural blindness and corruption, or resist and abate the inspirations of the Holy Spirit.

He will find also, that this self-denial must extend itself to every day of our lives, unless he can find a day when he is free from weakness, or out of the way of all temptations; a day which offers nothing suitable to the corruption of his nature, or nothing contrary to the good motions and directions of the Holy Ghost. Most people acknowledge this in general, they think it right to avoid things which strengthen our corruption, and grieve the Spirit of God; but then not conceiving this with any sufficient exactness, they think that an abstinence from gross sins is a sufficient security.

But let such people consider, that the corruption of our nature is like any other bodily illness, that never keeps at one stand, but is either increasing or abating by every thing that we do.

A dropsy or a gangreen is not only increased by drunkenness, or disorderly indulgences, but receives constant strength by all little indulgences that suit with it.

Now the corruption of our nature is an inbred distemper, that possesses us in the manner of a dropsy or gangreen; if we give it to notorious sins, we become slaves to this corruption, and are strait-way dead in sin.

But though we keep clear of such great offences,
yet if we indulge or allow ourselves in such practices as suit with the corruption of our nature, we as certainly nourish a slow death, and destroy ourselves by degrees, as a man in a dropsy, who abstains from drunkenness, yet allows himself in such ways as will not suffer his distemper to abate.

Now as little allowances that continually increase a distemper, will as certainly in time make it mortal, as if it had been urged on by violent methods, so little indulgences, which increase the corruption of our nature, as certainly tend to a spiritual death, as other more irregular methods.

It is therefore absolutely certain, that our self-denial is to be universal, as the means of our corruption, that it is to last as long as our disorder, and is to extend itself to every thing, and every way of life that naturally increases it; and this, for as necessary a reason, as a man in a dropsy is not only to abstain from drunkenness, but from every indulgence that increases his distemper.

A state of regimen, therefore, that is, a state of holy discipline, is as necessary to alter the disorder of our nature, as it is necessary to remove any distempered habit of body.

Let it be considered, that the corruption of our nature is but very weakly represented by comparing it to these distempers, that they rather express the manner of its cure, and the necessity of labouring after it, than set forth the degree of the disorder.

For a man in these distempers may have only some part affected with them, but the corruption of our natures is as extensive as our natures: it is the corruption of every faculty and every power; it is blindness in our understandings; it is vanity in our wills; intemperance in our appetites; it is self-love, anger, lust, pride, and revenge, in our passions; it is falseness, hypocrisy, hatred, and malice in our hearts. Now all this, and more than this, makes the miserable corruption of human nature.
So that it is necessary that our lives be a state of regimen, that we live by such rules as are contrary to this variety of disorders, as it is necessary for a man under a complication of habitual distempers to enter into a course of regularity.

I suppose it will be readily granted, that all tempers are increased by indulgence, and that the more we yield to any disposition, the stronger it grows; it is therefore certain, that self-denial is our only cure, and that we must practise as many sorts of self-denial, as we have ill tempers to contend with.

Pride, hypocrisy, vanity, hatred, and detraction, are all disorderly indulgences, and have their only cure in self-denial, as certainly as drunkenness and sensuality.

To deny one's self all indulgences of pride and vanity, all instances of falseness and hypocrisy, of envy and spight, requires greater care and watchfulness, and a more continual self-denial, than to avoid the motives to intemperance.

And he that thinks to render himself humble any other way, than by denying himself all instances of pride, is as absurd as he who intends to be sober, without abstaining from all degrees of intemperance. For humility as truly consists in the practice of things that are humble, as justice consists in the doing things that are just.

Every virtue is but a mere name, and empty sound, till it shows itself by an abstinence from all indulgences of the contrary vices, till it is founded in this self-denial.

Now this is readily granted to be true in all sensual vices, that they are only to be cured by a perpetual self-denial.

But the practice of the same self-denial is as absolutely required, to destroy every ill temper of the mind, as any sort of sensuality.

Self-love, pride, vanity, revenge, hypocrisy, and
malice, are acknowledged to be very gross sins, and indeed they are of the very nature of the devil, and as certainly destroy the soul, as murder and adultery.

But the misfortune is, that we govern ourselves in these tempers, not by what is sinful according to the principles of religion, but by what is odious in the eyes of the world. We do not labour to avoid the sin, but are content to avoid what is scandalous in it.

Thus for instance, people would not be thought proud; but then they are afraid of no degrees of it, but such as the world condemns: they do not form their lives by the Scripture-rules of humility, but only endeavour to be decent and fashionable in their pride.

Others would be very sorry to be remarked for an envious and malicious spirit, who, at the same time, make the faults of their acquaintance the pleasure of their lives, and turn all their conversation into evil-speaking and detraction.

Now all this proceeds from hence, that they govern themselves by the spirit of the world: the world allows of evil-speaking and detraction, and therefore they practise it openly, though it is as contrary to religion as murder and injustice.

And thus it will be with all these wicked tempers, till we practise an universal self-denial, and labour after a religious perfection in all our ways of life.

We are certainly under habits of pride, till we are governed by humility; and we are not governed by humility, till we deny ourselves, and are afraid of every appearance of pride, till we are willing to comply with every thing and every state, that may preserve and secure our humility.

No man is governed by a religious justice, till he is exact in all degrees of it; till he denies himself all approaches towards injustice; till he fears and
abrors every appearance of fraud and crafty management.

Now it is this temper and state of mind, that is the measure of every virtue.

A common liar may hate some sort of lies; an unjust man may avoid some sort of injustice: so a proud person may dislike some instances of pride; but then he has no more title to humility, than an unjust man has a title to integrity, because there are some sorts of injustice that he avoids.

So that it is not any single acts, or any particular restraints; but it is an uniform state and temper of the mind, that stands constantly disposed to every degree of humility, and averse from every degree of pride, that is to denominate a person to be truly humble.

To measure any virtuous temper by any other standard than this, is not to measure ourselves by religion. How can any one be said to be religiously chaste, unless he abhors and avoids all instances of lewdness and impurity? How could he be said to be sincerely pious, unless he was fearful of every occasion of sin?

Must it not therefore be the same in humility and every other virtue? Can any one be reckoned truly humble, till he denies himself all instances of pride?

Self-denial therefore is so universally necessary, that it is the foundation of every virtue: humility and charity requiring more self-contradiction and self-denial, than the strictest temperance.

From these observations we may be able to pass a true judgment upon ourselves as to our state of virtue. If we are denying ourselves, we are so far labouring after virtue: but if self-love, if idleness and indulgence, be the state of our lives, we may be sure that we are as distant from true religion, as the soil is distant from strict temperance.

A life of idleness, indulgence, and self-love, is an entire resignation of ourselves to every vice, except
such as cannot be committed without trouble; and we may assure ourselves, that if we are in this state, we are not only strangers to virtue, but ready for every sin that suits with ease and softness.

Persons of this turn of mind, lose the very form of piety, and find it too great a contradiction to their idleness to comply with the very outward appearance of religion. They would be oftener at church, but it may be their seat is crowded, and they can sit with more ease by their fire-side at home. They would be more exact in kneeling when they are there, if they had always the same ease in kneeling.

I mention these particulars, as only small instances of that general deadness and indisposition towards all parts of religion, which this spirit of idleness and indulgence creates. For it affects people in the same manner as to every other part of their duty, and makes them incapable of attending to it. For a person, that is too idle and self-indulgent to undergo the constant trouble of public worship, must be at a great distance from those virtues, which are to be acquired by care and watchfulness, which are to crucify us to the world, and make us alive unto God.

Ambition and worldly cares distract the mind, and fill it with false concerns; but even these tempers are in a nearer state to religion, and less dispose the soul to it, than idleness and indulgence. For ambition and worldly cares, though they employ the mind wrong, yet as they employ it, they preserve some degree of activity in it, which by some means or other may happen to take a right turn; but idleness and indulgence is the death and burial of the soul.

I have been more particular upon this temper, because it is so common, and even acknowledged without shame. People, who would not be thought reprobates, are yet not afraid to let you know that they hardly do any thing but eat, and drink, and
sleep, and take such diversions as suit with their ease; whereas if such a state of life be examined by the rules of reason and religion, it will appear as dangerous and frightful, as any other reprobate state of sin. For it is a state that nourishes all the corruptions of our nature; that exposes us all to the vanity of the world; that resigns us up to all the power of the devil. Did we design to set ourselves in the fairest posture for the devil to hit us, we ought to choose that of idleness and indulgence.

Watch and pray, saith our Saviour, that ye fall not into temptation. The devil's advice is, be idle and indulge, and then ye will yield to every temptation. For if watching and prayer have any tendency to prevent our falling into temptation, it is certain that idleness and indulgence must, in an equal degree, make us incapable of resisting them.

To return: as certain therefore as our nature is in a state of corruption, as certain as this corruption consists in ill tempers and inclinations; so certain is it, that if we would not die in our sins, we must enter upon such a course of life as is a state of denial, not only to this or that, but to all those corrupt tempers and inclinations.

For since man is only a compound of corrupt and disorderly tempers, it is as necessary to deny himself, as to resist evil; and he is indeed only so far virtuous, as he has put off himself, and is guided and governed by another spirit.

When we speak of self-denial, we are apt to confine it to eating and drinking; but we ought to consider, that though a strict temperance be necessary in these things, yet these are the easiest and smallest instances of self-denial; pride, vanity, self-love, covetousness, envy, and other inclinations of the like nature, call for a more constant and watchful self-denial, than the appetites of hunger and thirst.
Till therefore we make our self-denial as universal as our corruption; till we deny ourselves all degrees of vanity and folly, as earnestly as we deny ourselves all degrees of drunkenness; till we reject all sorts of pride and envy, as we abhor all kinds of gluttony; till we are exact in all degrees of humility, as we are exact in all rules of temperance; till we watch and deny all irregular tempers, as we avoid all sorts of sensuality, we can no more be said to practise self-denial, than he can be said to be just, who only denies himself the liberty of stealing.

And till we do enter into this course of universal self-denial, we shall make no progress in true piety, but our lives will be a ridiculous mixture of I know not what: sober and covetous, proud and devout, temperate and vain, regular in our forms of devotion, and irregular in all our passions, circumspect in little modes of behaviour, and careless and negligent of tempers, the most essential to piety.

And thus it will necessarily be with us, till we lay the axe to the root of the tree; till we deny and renounce the whole corruption of our nature, and resign ourselves up entirely to the Spirit of God, to think, and speak, and act, by the wisdom and purity of religion.

Let it be supposed, that religion required us to forget a language that we loved and had been bred in, and constantly to speak in a language that was new and difficult.

Could we possibly forget our former language that we loved, and was natural to us, any other way than by denying ourselves the liberty of ever speaking it?

Could we forget it by only forbearing to use it on some particular occasions? Would it not be as necessary to abstain from thinking, reading, and writing in it, as to abstain from using it in conversation? Could we render our new language any other way
habitual or natural to us, than by making it the language of all seasons.

Now this may teach us the absolute necessity of an universal self-denial, for though religion does not command us to part with an old language that we love, yet it commands us to part with an old nature, and to live and act by a new heart and a new spirit.

Now can we think to part with an old nature, by fewer rules of abstinence, than are necessary to get rid of an old language? Must we not deny ourselves the liberty of ever acting according to it? Can we get rid of it, by only denying it in particular instances? Must it not be as necessary to abstain from all its ways of thinking and wishing, liking and disliking, as to practise any abstinence at all? For if the whole is to be changed, if a new heart is to be obtained, we are doing nothing, whilst we only renounce it in part, and can no more be said to live by a new heart, than they can be said to speak only a new language, whose general conversation is in their old natural tongue.

Indeed, a little attention to the nature of man, and the nature of Christianity, will soon convince us that self-denial is the very substance, the beginning and ending of all our virtues. For,

First, Christianity is the cure of the corruption of our natural state. Now what is the corruption of our natural state? Why it consists chiefly in tempers and passions, and inclinations that fix us to bodily and earthly enjoyments, as to our proper good.

Now how is it that Christianity cureth this corruption of our nature? Why it cureth this corruption of our nature, by teaching us to live and act by principles of reason and religion.

What are these principles of reason and religion?

They are such as these:

First, That God is our only good; that we cannot
possibly be happy, but in such enjoyment of him as he is pleased to communicate to us.

Secondly, That our souls are immortal spirits, that are here only in a state of trial and probation.

Thirdly, That we must all appear before the judgment-seat of God, to receive the sentence of eternal life, or eternal death.

These are the chief principles of reason and religion, by which every Christian is to live; judging and thinking, choosing and avoiding, hoping and fearing, loving and hating, according to these principles, as becomes a creature, that is sent hither to prepare himself to live with God in everlasting happiness.

Now who does not see, that this resolves all our religion into a state of self-denial, or contradiction to our natural state?

For first, what can be a greater self-denial, or more contradictory to all our habitual notions, and natural sentiments, that to live and govern ourselves by a happiness that is to be had in God alone? A happiness, which our senses, our old guides, neither see, nor feel, nor taste, nor perceive? A happiness, which gives us neither figure nor dignity, nor equipage, nor power, nor glory amongst one another?

Look at man in his natural state, acting by the judgment of his senses, following the motions of his nature, and you will see him acting as if the world was full of infinite sorts of happiness.

He has not only a thousand imaginary pleasures but has found out as many vexations, all which show, that he thinks happiness is every-where to be found, for no one is vexed at any thing, but where he thinks he is disappointed of some possible happiness.

The happiness, therefore of religion, which is a happiness in God alone, is a great contradiction to all our natural and habitual tempers and opinions,
not only as it proposes a good, which our senses cannot relish, but as it leads us from all those imaginary enjoyments, upon which our senses have fixed our hearts.

To think of religion in any other sense, than as a state of self-denial, is knowing nothing at all of it; for its whole nature is to direct us by a light, and knowledge, and wisdom, from God, which is all contrary to the darkness, ignorance, and folly of our natures.

It is therefore altogether impossible for any man to enter into the spirit of religion but by denying himself, by renouncing all his natural tempers and judgments, which have been formed by the blind motions of flesh and blood, and strengthened by the example and authority of the world. He cannot walk in the light of God, but by rejecting the dreams of his senses, the visions of his own thoughts, and the darkness of worldly wisdom.

We may let our senses tell us, what we are to eat and drink, or when we are to sleep; we may let them teach us how near we may draw to a fire, how great a burden we may carry, or into how deep a water we may go: in these things they are our proper guides.

But if we appeal to them to know the true good of man, or the proper happiness of our rational nature; if we ask them what guilt there is in sin, or what excellence there is in piety; if we consult them as our guides and instructors in these matters, we act as absurdly as if we were to try to hear with our eyes, or see with our ears.

For our senses are no more fitted to tell us our true good, as we are Christians and rational creatures, than our eyes are fitted to instruct us in sounds, or our ears in sights.

Religion therefore has just so much power over us, as it has power over our natural tempers, and the judgment of our senses; so far as it has made
us deny ourselves, and reject the opinions and judgments of flesh and blood, so far has it settled its power within us.

Hence appears the absolute necessity of our Saviour's proposal to mankind, *If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and follow me.*

For it plainly appears from the nature of the thing, that no man can follow Christ or walk in the light that he walked in, but by *denying himself,* and walking contrary to the darkness and errors of his own heart and mind.

All our ways of thinking and judging of the nature and value of things, are corrupted with the grossness and errors of our senses.

We judge of every thing in the same manner that the child judges of his playthings; that is, it is by our senses alone that we pass the judgment, though we act with the *reason of men.*

The world is made up of fine sights, equipage, sports, show and pageantry, which please and captivate the minds of men, because men have yet the minds of children, and are just the same slaves to their senses that children are.

As children and men see the same colours in things, so children and men feel the same sensible pleasures, and are affected with external objects in the same manner.

But the misfortune is, that we laugh at the little pleasures, poor designs, and trifling satisfactions of children, whilst at the same time, the wisdom, the ambition, and greatness of men, are visibly taken up with the same trifles.

A coach-and-six, and an embroidered suit, shall make a great statesman as happy as ever a go-cart and feather made a child.

When a man thinks how happy he shall be with a great estate, he has all the same thoughts come into his head that a child has, when he thinks what he would do with a great sum of money; he would
buy twenty little horses, he would have twenty fine coats, and see all fine sights, and the like.

Now do but promise a man a great estate, and you will raise all these same thoughts and designs in his mind.

Now whence can all this proceed, but from this, that men act with the same vanity of mind, are under the same poor guidance of their senses, are as ignorant of their true happiness, as great strangers to their own nature, and as far from a true sense of their relation to God as when they first set out in life.

And is not this a plain argument of the reasonableness and necessity of self-denial? For to indulge ourselves, and live according to our natural tempers and judgments, is to grow old in the follies of childhood. And to deny ourselves, is to save ourselves, as it is denying such tempers and judgments as are contrary to our eternal happiness.

To proceed: Let us take another view of the weakness and disorder of our nature, that we may still see a greater necessity of not walking according to it.

When we see people drunk, or in a violent passion, we readily own, that they are, so long as that continues, in a state of delusion, thinking, saying, and doing, irregular things by the mere force of their blood and spirits. In these states, we all see and acknowledge the power of our bodies over our reason, and never suppose a man capable of judging or acting wisely, so long as he is under the violence of passion, or heated with drink.

Now this is more or less the constant state of all mankind, who are, by bodily impressions, and the agitations of the blood and spirits, in the same kind of delusion, as men that are drunk, or in a passion, though not always in the same degree.

A man that is drunk has heated his blood to that degree, that it sends up spirits to the brain in too
violent a motion, and in too great a quantity. This violent motion of the spirits raises so many ideas in the brain, and in so disorderly a manner, that the man is every minute different from himself, as fast as different, or new ideas, are raised in his head, by the impetuous course of the spirits. This is the disorder of a man that is drunk.

Now this is the state of all people, more or less, when they appear to one another as sober.

For first drunkenness is a state of disorder and delusion, because our heads are then filled with a crowd of ideas, which we have little or no power over, and which, for that reason, distract our judgment.

Now this is, in a certain degree, the state of all men whilst they are in the body: the constitution of our bodies, and our commerce with the world, is constantly filling our heads with ideas and thoughts, that we have little or no power over, but intrude upon our minds, alter our opinions, and affect our judgments in the same manner as they disorder the minds of those that are drunk.

Let any one but try to meditate upon any of the most important doctrines of religion, and he will find the truth of this observation; he will find a thousand ideas crowd in upon him, in spight of all his care to avoid them, which will hinder his meditation, and prevent his seeing things in that light in which he would see them, if his mind was empty of other thoughts.

Now it is the same cause that hinders him from thinking so well as he would, that hinders the drunken man from thinking at all, that is, an involuntary succession of ideas.

So that every man, so long as he is in the body, is, in some degree, weak and disordered in his judgment, in the same manner, and for the same causes, as people that are drunk.

Secondly; Another circumstance of drunkenness,
is this, that ideas and thoughts are raised in a disorderly manner, because the blood is too much heated.

Now this is another constant circumstance that attends men in every state of life.

For first, it is the same thing whether our spirits be heated with liquor, or any thing else; if they are heated all the same effects are produced.

This is undeniably true, because we daily see that passion will heat and disorder people in the same manner as they who are inflamed with liquor.

Therefore our own thoughts and imaginations have the same effect upon our spirits as drink; so that it is the same thing whether a man be drunk with passion, or any other violent set of thoughts, or heated with liquor. There is the same weakness of mind, the same disordered imagination, and the same wrong apprehension of the nature of things.

Now though all people are not at all times drunk with passion, or some violent imagination, yet they are always in a disorder of the same kind; they have something that affects and hurries their spirits, in the same manner that a man's spirits are affected in some violent passion.

And the reason is, because men are always in some passion or other, though not to that degree as to be visible, and give offence to other people.

We are always in a state either of self-love, vanity, pride, hatred, spight, envy, covetousness, or ambition; some one or other of these passions is, in some degree, affecting our spirits, in the same manner that any violent passion, or heat of liquor, affects our spirits, differing only in the degree.

A silent envy, a secret vanity, which nobody sees, raises thoughts in our heads, and disorders our judgments, in the same manner as more violent passions.

We may increase the vanity and envy, till it ends in distraction and madness, as it sometimes hap-
pens; but then we may be sure, that it disordered our understanding in the same manner and made us foolish and extravagant in some degree, long before it came to madness. Whilst, therefore, we are in the body, we are constantly in a state of disorder, like to those who are drunk, or in a violent passion; we have some passion or other, either of self-love, vanity, envy or the like, that affects our spirits, and disorders our judgment, in the same manner, though not in the same degree, as their spirits are affected who are in the heat of drink, or in some violent passion.

Thirdly, Another circumstance of drunkenness is this, that it forms us to a taste and temper peculiar to it, so as to leave a dulness and indisposition in the mind toward any thing else. A habitual drunkard has no pleasure like that confused hurry and heat of thoughts that arises from inflamed blood. The repeating of this pleasure so often has given him a turn of mind, that relishes nothing but what relates to intemperance.

Now this is the state of all people, in some respect or other; there is some way of life that has got hold of them, and given them a taste and relish for it, in the same manner that drinking has formed the drunkard to a peculiar liking of it. All people are not intemperate, but all are under habits of life that affect the mind in the same manner as intemperance.

Some people have indulged themselves so long in dressing, others in play, others in sports of the field, others only in little gossiping stories, that they are as much slaves to these ways of life, as the intemperate man is a slave to liquor.

Now we readily own, that a man who has enslaved himself to the pleasures of drinking and intemperance, has thereby rendered himself incapable of being a reasonable judge of other happiness and pleasure: but then we do not enough consider,
that we are hurt in the same manner, by any other way of life that has taken hold of us, and given us a temper, and turn of mind, peculiar to it.

It is to as little purpose to talk of religion, or the happiness of piety, to a person that is fond of dress, or play, or sports, as to another that is intemperate: for the pleasures of these particular ways of life make him as deaf to all other proposals of happiness, and as incapable of judging of other happiness and pleasure, as he who is enslaved to intemperance.

A lady abominates a sot, as a creature that has only the shape of a man; but then she does not consider, that, drunken as he is, perhaps he can be more content with the want of liquor, than she can with the want of fine clothes: and if this be her case, she only differs from him as one intemperate man differs from another.

Thus it appears, that whether we consider the nature, circumstances, and effects of drunkenness, that all mankind are, more or less, in the same state of weakness and disorder.

I have dwelt the longer upon this comparison, because it seems so easily to explain the disorder of our nature. For as every one readily sees how the bodily disorders of drunkenness, and violent passion, blind and pervert our minds; so it seems an easy step from thence to imagine how the body, though in a cooler state, does yet disorder the mind in the same manner, though not in the same degrees. It is also easy to conceive, that if violent passion, or a heated imagination, confounds our judgments, and gives us wrong apprehensions of things, that therefore all passions, though more still and secret, must yet influence our minds, and make us weak and disordered in our judgments; in the same manner, though not in the same degree, as those are who are in a violent passion. So that the
meanest capacity may, by this, apprehend, that so long as we are in the body, we are in a state of weakness and disorder that is full of such blindness and delusion, as attends a state of drunkenness and passion.

It is intended, by this account of human nature, to convince us of the absolute necessity of renouncing ourselves, of denying all our tempers and inclinations, and resigning ourselves wholly to the light and wisdom of God. For since, by our state of corruption and slavery to the body, we are always under the power of its blind motions; since all our inclinations and judgments are only the judgments of heated blood, drunken spirits, and disordered passions, we are under as absolute a necessity of denying all our natural tempers and judgments as of restraining from intemperance.

For must a man, that is in a fit of violent passion, silence that passion before he can judge of the ordinary things of life? Is it a state of such blindness as makes him blind in the plainest matters, and unable to judge rightly, even of things which he is acquainted with? And can we think, that our more still and secret passions of self-love, pride, vanity, envy, and the like, make us less blind as to the things of God, than a heated passion does as to the things of this world?

Will an inflamed passion disorder a man too much to judge of any thing, even in his own business? And will not a passion of less violence disorder a man's judgment in things of a spiritual nature, which he never was rightly acquainted with, which he never saw, or understood, in the manner that he ought, and which are all contrary to the impression of his senses?

Every one sees people in the world, whom he takes to be incapable of sober judgments, and wise reflections, for this reason; because he sees that
they are full of themselves, blinded with prejudice, violent in their passions, wild and extravagant in their imaginations.

Now as often as we see these people, we should reflect that we see ourselves; for we as certainly see a true representation of ourselves, when we look at such people, as we see a true picture of our state, when we see a man in the sorrows and agonies of death.

You are not dying as this man is; you are not in his state of sickness and extremity; but still his state shows you your own true picture; it shows you, that your life is in the midst of death; that you have in you the seeds of sickness and mortality; that you are dying, though not in his degree; and that you are only at a little uncertain distance from those who are lying upon their last beds.

When therefore you see men living in the disorder of their passions, blinded with prejudices, swelling in pride, full of themselves, vain in their imaginations, and perverse in their tempers, you must believe that you see as true a representation of your own state, as if you saw a man in his last sickness.

You, it may be, are not in the extravagance of his disordered tempers, you are at some uncertain distance from his state; but if you fancy, that you are not corrupted with self-love, not weakened by prejudices, not blinded with pride, not vain in your imaginations, not ridiculous in your temper, because you are not in such disorders as you find some people, you think as absurdly as if you were to imagine yourself to be immortal, because you are not in that extremity of death in which you see some people.

And as the true way of knowing, and being rightly affected with the weakness and mortality of our state, is frequently to view the condition of dying men as pictures of ourselves; so the most
likely means to affect us with a just sense of the corruption and disorder of our hearts, is to consider the frailties, corruptions, and disorders of other people, as certain representations of the frailty and corruption of our own state.

When, therefore, you see the violence of other men's passions, the irregularity of their tempers, the strength of their prejudices, the folly of their inclinations, and the vanity of their minds, remember that you see so many plain reasons for denying yourself, and resisting your own nature, which has in it the seeds of all those evil tempers which you see in the most irregular people.

From the foregoing reflections upon human nature, we may learn thus much, that abstinence, as to eating and drinking, is but a small part of Christian self-denial.

The corruption of our nature has its chief seat in the irregularity of our tempers, the violence of passions, the blindness of our judgments, and the vanity of our minds; it is as dangerous, therefore, to indulge these tempers as to live in gluttony and intemperance.

You think it shameful to be an epicure; you would not be suspected to be fond of liquor; you think these tempers would too much spoil all your pretences to religion; you are very right in your judgment; but then proceed a step farther, and think it as shameful to be fond of dress, or delighted with yourself, as to be fond of dainties: and that it is as great a sin to please any corrupt temper of your heart as to please your palate: remember, that blood, heated with passion, is like blood heated with liquor; and that the grossness of gluttony is no greater a contrariety to religion than the politeness of pride, and the vanity of our minds.

I have been the longer upon this subject, trying every way to represent the weakness and corruption of our nature; because so far as we rightly
understand it, so far we see into the reasonableness and necessity of all religious duties. If we fancy ourselves to be wise and regular in our tempers and judgments, we can see no reason for denying ourselves; but if we find that our whole nature is in disorder, that our light is darkness, our wisdom foolishness, that our tempers and judgments are as gross and blind as our appetites, that our senses govern us as they govern children, that our ambition and greatness is taken up with gewgaws and trifles, that the state of our bodies is a state of error and delusion, like that of drunkenness and passion.

If we see ourselves in this true light, we shall see the whole true reason of Christian self-denial, of meekness, and poverty of spirit, of putting off our old man, of renouncing our whole selves, that we may see all things in God; of watching and prayer, and mortifying all our inclinations, that our hearts may be moved by a motion from God, and our wills and inclinations be directed by the light and wisdom of religion.

Religion has little or no hold of us, till we have these right apprehensions of ourselves; it may serve for a little decency of outward behaviour, but it is not the religion of our hearts, till we feel the weakness and disorder of our nature, and embrace piety and devotion, as the means of recovering us to a state of perfection and happiness in God.

A man that thinks himself in health cannot lament the sickness of his state.

If we are pleased with the pride and vanity of our minds, if we live in pleasure and self-satisfactions, we shall feel no meaning in our devotions, when we lament the misery and corruption of our nature. We may have times and places to mourn for sins; but we shall feel no more inward grief than hired mourners do at a funeral.

So that as the corruption of our nature is the foundation and reason of self-denial, so a right
sense and feeling of that corruption is necessary to make us rightly affected with the offices and devotion of religion.

I shall now show, that the reasonableness and necessity of self-denial is also founded upon another fundamental doctrine of religion, namely, the necessity of divine grace, which I shall leave to be the subject of the following chapter.

---

**CHAP. IX.**

Of the Necessity of divine Grace, and the several Duties to which it calleth all Christians.

I come now to another article of our religion, namely, the absolute necessity of divine grace, which is another universal and constant reason of self-denial.

The invisible operation and assistance of God's Holy Spirit, by which we are disposed towards that which is good, and made able to perform it, is a confessed doctrine of Christianity.

Our natural life is preserved by some union with God, who is the fountain of life to all the creation, to which union we are altogether strangers; we find that we are alive, as we find that we think; but how, or by what influence from God our life is supported, is a secret into which we cannot enter. It is the same thing with relation to our spiritual life, or life of grace; it arises from some invisible union with God, or divine influence, which, in this state of life, we cannot comprehend. Our blessed Saviour saith, *The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth*; *so is every one that is born of God*. This shows us how ignorant we are of the manner of the
operation of the Holy Spirit; we may feel its effects, as we may perceive the effects of the wind, but as much strangers to its manner of coming upon us, as we are strangers to that exact point from whence the wind begins to blow, and where it will cease.

The Spirit of God is like the nature of God, too high for our conceptions, whilst we are in these dark houses of clay. But our blessed Saviour has, in some degree, helped our conceptions in this matter, by the manner of his giving the Holy Spirit to his disciples. And he breathed on them, and said unto them, receive the Holy Ghost. Now by this ceremony of breathing, we are taught to conceive of the communications of the Holy Spirit, with some likeness to breath or wind, that its influences come upon us in some manner, most like to a gentle breathing of the air. Representations of this kind are only made in compliance with the weakness of our apprehensions, which not being able to conceive things as they are in their own nature, must be instructed, by comparing them to such things as our senses are acquainted with. Thus the wisdom and knowledge that is revealed from God is compared to light, not because light is a true representation of the wisdom of God, but because it serves best to represent it to our low capacities. In like manner the influences of the Holy Spirit are set forth by the ceremony of breathing upon us; not because breath, or air, or wind, are true representations of the gifts of the Spirit, but because they are the properest representations that yet fall within our knowledge.

But that which is most necessary for us to know, and of which we are sufficiently informed in Scripture is the absolute necessity of this divine assistance.

We are used to consider those only as inspired persons, who are called by God to some extraordinary designs, and act by immediate revelation from
him. Now as inspiration implies an immediate revelation from God, in this sense there have been but few inspired persons; but inspiration, as it signifies an invisible operation, or assistance and instruction of God's Holy Spirit, is the common gift and privilege of all Christians; in this sense of inspiration they are all inspired persons. Know ye not, saith St. Paul, that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost, which is in you? St. John likewise, Hereby know we that he dwelleth in us, by the Spirit which he hath given us: for as many as are led by the Spirit of God, are the sons of God. Again, Now if any man hath not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his. From these, and many other passages of the like nature, it is undeniably plain, that the life which we now live, is a life in and by the Spirit of God, and that they are only sons of God, who are led by this Spirit. Now this Doctrine plainly proves the necessity of a constant self-denial; for it must be necessary that we deny ourselves all those tempers and ways of life, which may make God withhold his grace from us; and likewise all those enjoyments and indulgences which may make us less able and less disposed to improve and co-operate with those degrees of divine grace, that are communicated to us.

Our blessed Saviour saith, If any man love me, he will keep my words, and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him. This teaches us how we are to invite the good Spirit of God to dwell in us: we are to prepare ourselves for the abode of this divine Guest, by loving Christ, and keeping his commandments: whence we also learn, that the Spirit of God does not equally visit all persons in all ways of life, but that we must prepare ourselves for his presence.

We are also told, that God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace unto the humble. This also explains
to us the method of divine grace, that it is bestowed to the state and temper of persons; that there are some dispositions which separate us from the Spirit of God, and others that procure to us a larger share of its gifts and graces. We are also here taught to consider pride, not only as a sin that has its particular guilt, but it has this certain effect, that it extinguishes the divine light, deprives us of God's Spirit and leaves us to sink under the corruption and weight of our nature.

We are to consider humility also, not only as it is a reasonable duty, and proper to our state; but as it qualifies and prepares us for larger degrees of divine grace, such as may purify and perfect our souls in all manner of holiness. All instances therefore of pride are to be avoided, all sorts of humility to be practised, not only for their own sakes, but as necessary preparations for divine grace, that we may be fit temples for the Holy Ghost to dwell in. Now seeing we are none of Christ's, if the Spirit of Christ be not in us, seeing we are only so far Christians, as we are renewed by the Holy Ghost; nothing can be more necessary to true piety, than that we form every part of our lives with regard to this Holy Spirit. That we consider all our tempers, pleasures, cares, designs, and ways of life, whether they be such as suit with the wisdom and heavenly guidance of the Holy Spirit. This doctrine shows us to ourselves in a new point of view, and may serve to teach us several truths, which we should otherwise not so readily apprehend.

When we are left to consider our duty with relation to the express commandments of God, there are many ways of life, which we think ourselves at liberty to follow, because they seem to be no plain breach of any commandment. But we are to look to a farther rule, and to consider our pleasures and cares, our designs and endeavours, not only whether they are according to the letter of the law, but
whether they are according to the Spirit of God; for if they are contrary to the Spirit of God, if they suit not with his secret inspirations, they are as truly to be avoided, as if they were contrary to some express commandment. For we are assured from Scripture, that they only are the sons of God, who are led by the Spirit of God; and none can be said to be led by the Spirit of God, but they whose lives are according to it, whose actions, cares, and pleasures, hopes and fears, are such as may be said to be guided by the motions of the Holy Ghost.

We are therefore to consider ourselves as inspired persons, that have no knowledge or wisdom, but what comes from God, and that this wisdom will no longer dwell with us, than so long as we act and conduct ourselves conformably to it. So that we must not vainly deceive ourselves in saying, where is the harm of such indulgences, or such vanities and idle amusements? But must consider, whether they are such as are conformable to a life that is to be directed by the Holy Ghost, whether they will invite his assistance, and make him delight to dwell with us. In this manner must we examine and try all our ways of life, as well our cares as our pleasures, and all our tempers and inclinations. For unreasonable cares, as well as unreasonable pleasures, are equally contrary to the wisdom of the Holy Spirit, and equally separate us from him. People often think their designs and diversions innocent, because they are not sinful in their nature, but they should also consider whether they are not vain and foolish, and unsuitable to the state and condition of a Christian. For a life of folly, and vanity, and trifling designs, is no more living by the Spirit of God, than a life of gross sins is keeping the commandments. So that the safest rules to judge of our actions by, is to consider them with relation to that Spirit, by which we are to be guided. Is this design, or this diversion, according to the
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wisdom of the Spirit of God? Am I in these things improving the secret inspiration of the Holy Ghost? Am I here governed by a wisdom from above? Are these ways such that I can truly say, that I am led into them by the Spirit of God? Do I allow myself in them, because they serve to set forth the glory of God, and are agreeable to the condition of a disciple of Christ? Are they good proofs that the Spirit of God dwelleth in me, and that by thus sowing to the Spirit, I shall of the Spirit reap everlasting life? This is the rule of perfection, by which Christians are to regulate their thoughts, words, and actions; for we are called by God to a state of purity and holiness, to act by the motions of his Holy Spirit, and make no other use of ourselves, or the world we are in, than such as is conformable to that dignity of life, and state of glory to which we are called. The spirit of our religion is to be the spirit of our lives, the constant principle of all our tempers and inclinations, which is to render us reasonable, and wise, and holy, in all our progress through the world.

The renewal of our hearts by the Spirit of God consists in new thoughts, and new desires, in filling our minds with great and sublime truths, and in giving us desires and inclinations, hopes and fears, cares and pleasures suitable to them.

This is being born of the Spirit: hence appears a plain reason of an universal self-denial, because the spirit of the world, and the spirit of our corrupt hearts, is in a state of contrariety to this Spirit and wisdom which is from above. So that it is to be the main business and labour of our lives, to contradict those motions of our hearts, and those tempers of the world, which are contrary to this Spirit, which is to be the principle of our new life in Christ.

We must therefore deny ourselves all those ways of life, all cares and enjoyments which too much
possess our minds, and render them insensible of these great truths. We must practise all that self-denial, temperance, abstinence, care, and watchfulness, which can any way fit and prepare our minds to hear and receive, to comprehend and relish the instructions and doctrine which come from the Spirit of God. For all these truths, every thing that relates to God and religion, have a different effect upon us, according to the state or way of life that we are in: as land must be prepared to receive the best seed, as rocks can bring forth no fruit; so unless our minds are in some proper state and disposition to co-operate with the Holy Spirit, and receive his instructions, his gifts and graces will bring forth no fruit.

'Tis acknowledged by all, that a life of intemperance and debauchery makes us dead and senseless of religion, and incapable of receiving its truths: but then it is not enough considered, that the vanity of the mind, an understanding busied in trifles, an impertinent course of life, will as certainly produce the same effect. If our understanding is full of foolish imaginations, devoted to trifles, religion can gain no entrance. A man may be so earnest in picking straws, as to have no leisure to think of his salvation, nor any more inclination to it, than one that is constantly in drink. Children are incapable of religion, not because they are intemperate and debauched, but because they have little minds, that are taken up and employed with little and trifling entertainments. Now if, when we are men, we have the minds of children, and have only changed our play-things, we shall embrace and practise religion, just to as much purpose as children do: for a mind taken up with goosewars, and trifles, and impertinent satisfactions, is in the same state, whether it be four, or whether it be fifty years old. If it be made silly with trifling concerns, and false satisfactions, it is in a state of as much disorder, and
as contrary to religion, as a state of gluttony and
intemperance.

Thus poor amusements, vain arts, useless sciences, 
impertinent learning, false satisfactions, a wrong 
turn of mind, a state of idleness, or any the vainest 
trifles of life, may keep men at as great a distance 
from the true impressions of religion, and from liv-
ing by the Spirit of God, as the ignorance of child-
hood or the debaucheries of intemperance.

Titus is temperate and regular; but then he is so 
great a mathematician, that he does not know when 
Sunday comes: he sees people going to church; as 
he sees others going to market; he goes on study-
ning, measuring, and calculating, and may as well be 
called a merchant as a Christian.

All doctrines of religion are disagreeable to Philo 
he avoids them as he avoids party; now what is the 
reason of it? It is not because he is debauched and 
intemperate, but he is a virtuoso, devoted to polite 
literature; his soul is extended to all the curiosities 
in the world, and thinks all time to be lost, that is 
not spent in the search of shells, urns, inscriptions, 
and broken pieces of pavements. This makes the 
truths of religion, and the concerns of eternity, seem 
small things in his eyes, fit only for the inquiry of 
narrow, little, and unpollte souls.

Patronus is fond of a clergyman that understands 
music, painting, statuary and architecture. He is an 
enemy to the dissenters, and loves the church of 
England, because of the stateliness and beauty of its 
buildings; he never comes to the sacrament, but 
will go forty miles to see a fine altar-piece. He goes 
to church when there is a new tune to be heard, but 
ever had any more serious thoughts about salva-
tion, than about flying. If you visit him when he is 
dying, you will hear his dying thoughts upon archi-
tecture.

Eusebius would read prayers twice every day in 
his parish; he would be often with the poor and
sick, and spend much time in charitable visits, he would be wholly taken up in the cure of souls, but that he is busy in studying the old grammarians, and would fain reconcile some differences amongst them before he dies.

Lycia has no wicked or irreligious temper, and she might be pious, but that she is too easy, gay, and cheerful, to admit of care of any kind. She can no more repent, than she can be out of temper, and must be the same sparkling, cheerful creature in the church, as in the play-house. She might be capable of understanding the misery of human nature, and the necessity of the comforts of religion; but that she is so happy every time she is dressed.

Matrona is old, and has been this fifty years eating and drinking, sleeping and waking, dressing and undressing, paying and receiving visits. She has no profaneness; and, if she has no piety, it is owing to this, that she never had a spare half-hour in all her life to think about it. She envies her daughters because they will dress and visit when she is dead.

Publius goes to church sometimes, and reads the Scripture; but he knows not what he reads or prays, his head is so full of politics. He is so angry at kings and ministers of state, that he has no time nor disposition to call himself to account. He has the history of all parliaments, elections, prosecutions, and impeachments, and dies with little or no religion, through a constant fear of popery.

Siccus has neither virtues nor vices; he has been all his life long, building and pulling down, making canals and ditches, raising walls and fences. People call him a good man, because he employs the poor; Siccus might have been a religious man, but that he thought building was the chief happiness of a rational creature. He is all the week amongst dirt and mortar, and stays at home on Sundays to view his contrivances. He will die more contentedly, if
his death does not happen whilst some wall is in building.

Silvius laughs at preaching and praying, not because he has any profane principles, or any arguments against religion; but because he happens to have been used to nothing but noise, and hunting, and sports.

I have mentioned these several characters, to show us, that it is not only profaneness, debauchery, and open vices, that keep men from the impressions of true religion; but that the mere play-things of life, impertinent studies, vain amusements, false satisfactions, idle dispositions, will produce the same effect. A wrong turn of mind, impertinent cares, a succession of the poorest trifles, if they take up our thoughts, leave no more room for the cares and fears of true piety, than gross sensuality.

Our blessed Saviour saith, Wo unto you, pharisees, for ye love the uppermost seats in synagogues, and greetings in the markets. Luke xi. 43.

The wisdom of this world would find little to condemn in such a behaviour as this; but yet we see that the wisdom of God condemns it with a woe, teaching us, that every wrong turn of mind, every false satisfaction, puts the soul in a state that is contrary to religion, and makes men unfit to receive its doctrines. This is the reason why religion calls us to a state of self-denial, humility, and mortification, because it is a state that awakens the soul into right apprehensions of things, and qualifies us to see, and hear, and understand the doctrines of eternal truth. We must deny ourselves all our ways of folly and vanity, let go every false satisfaction, that the soul may be at liberty with its full attention, to listen to the instructions of religion.

Would we see any thing exactly, we must take our eyes from every thing else; so if we would apprehend truly the things of religion, we must take our minds from all other objects, we must
empty ourselves of all false satisfactions, or we shall never know the want, or feel the excellency of our true good.

We see even in worldly matters, that if we propose any thing to a man when he is in the pursuit of something else, he hardly hears or understands us; we must stay for a season of more leisure and indifference, till his thoughts and passions are at rest.

Now this holds much stronger in matters of religion; its doctrines are neither heard nor understood, because it always finds us in the pursuit of something else; it matters not what this something else is, whether it be loving uppermost seats in the synagogues, a fondness for trifles, a joy in luxury and idleness, or a labour after riches; the mind is equally employed wrong, and so not in a condition to like, or at leisure to listen to any other happiness. If you were to propose the same truths to a man in another state, when weariness or disappointment has made him give up all designs, or when sickness, or the approach of death shows him that he must act no longer in them, they would have quite another effect upon him; then the great things of religion appear great indeed: he feels their whole weight, and is amazed that he did not see them always in the same manner. Now it is the great end and design of self-denial, to put a stop to the follies of life, and mortify all our passions, that our souls may quietly consider, and fully comprehend the truths which come from God: that our hearts being at liberty from a crowd of foolish thoughts, may be ready to obey and co-operate with the inspirations of that Spirit, which is to lead and quicken us in holiness; that death and judgment, heaven and hell, may make as deep impressions upon our minds in the middle of our lives, as at our last hour; that we may be as wise and prudent as sick and dying men, and live with such apprehensions as most
people die with, that we may see the vanity of the
world, the misery of sin, the greatness of eternity,
and the want of God, as they see it, who stand
upon the brink of another world.

This is the great and happy work of self-denial,
which is to fill us with a spirit of wisdom, to awaken
us into a true knowledge of ourselves, and show us
who, and where, and what we are. Till this self-
denial has put a stop to our follies, and opened our
eyes, our life is but a sleep, a dream, a mere succe-
sion of shadows; and we act with as little reason
and judgment, as a child that is pleased with blow-
ing about a feather. We must therefore not only
deny our wicked and sinful inclinations, but also all
our follies, impertinences, and vain satisfactions;
for as plain and known sins harden and corrupt, so
impertinencies and false satisfactions delude and
blind our hearts, and render them insensible of our
real misery, or true happiness.

We are true members of the kingdom of God,
when the kingdom of God is within us, when the
Spirit of religion is the spirit of our lives; when
seated in our hearts, it diffuses itself into all our
motions: when we are wise by its wisdom, sober by
its sobriety, and humble by its humility; when it is
the principle of all our thoughts and desires, the
spring of all our hopes and fears; when we like
and dislike, seek and avoid, mourn and rejoice, as
becomes those who are born again of God. Now
this is the work of the Holy Spirit in our hearts, to
give us a new understanding, a new judgment, tem-
per, taste, and relish, new desires, and new hopes
and fears. So far, therefore, as we prepare ourselves
by self-denial for this change of heart and mind, so
far we invite the assistance, and concur with the in-
spirations of the Holy Spirit. And so far as we
nourish any foolish passion, indulge any vanity of
mind, or corruption of heart; so far we resist the
graces of God's Holy Spirit, and render ourselves
indisposed to relish and improve his secret inspirations. Christians are therefore to consider themselves, not only as men that are to act by a principle of reason, but as spiritual beings, who have a higher principle of life within them, and are to live by the wisdom and instructions of the Spirit of God.

As reasonable men would do every thing that tended to strengthen and improve their reason; so wise Christians ought to practise every way of life, that can fit them for farther degrees of grace, that can strengthen and preserve their union with the Spirit of God. For as a man without reason, has but the figure of a man; so a Christian without the Spirit of God, has but the form of a Christian. And as the perfection of a man consists in the highest improvement of his reason; so the perfection of a Christian consists in his growth in grace, in the spiritual turn and temper of his heart and mind. Here therefore must we fix all our care and concern, that we may remove all hinderances of divine grace, and preserve this kingdom of God within us; that we may be truly spiritual in all our ways and designs, and indulge no tempers that may lessen our union with the Spirit of God.

Some persons will perhaps refrain from grief, when they find that it hurts their eyes; they will avoid passion and anger, if it ends in pains of the head; but they would do well to consider that these tempers are to be abstained from upon much greater accounts. Passion may disorder our bodies, waste our spirits, and leave pains in our heads; but it leaves greater marks of injury in our better part, as it throws us into a state of madness, and banishes the Holy Spirit of peace and gentleness, and prepares us for the suggestions of the spirit of darkness. Grief may hurt our eyes, but it much more hurts our souls, as it sinks them into a state of gloom and darkness, which expels and quenches the Spirit of God; for light may as well unite with darkness, as
the Spirit of God dwell with the gloomy dulness and horror of stupid grief. What I have observed of these two passions, ought to be concluded of every other passion and temper; we are to consider it as it suits with, or resists that new Spirit, by whose holy motions we are to be preserved in a state of holiness.

Now seeing this change of our hearts, and newness of spirit, is the whole of religion; we must fear and avoid all irregularity of spirit, every unreasonable temper, because it affects us in the seat of life, because it hurts us in our principal part, and makes us less capable of the graces, and less obedient to the motions of God's Holy Spirit. We must labour after a state of peace, satisfaction, and thankfulness, free from the folly of vain hopes, idle fears, and false anxieties, that our souls may be disposed to feel the joys, to rejoice in the comforts, and advance in the graces of the Holy Ghost.

With what care and exactness we are to conduct ourselves, with regard to the Spirit of God, is fully set forth in the following words; Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers; and grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption. That we may not here mistake what is meant by corrupt communications, that we may not fancy it only implies sinful and wicked discourse, the apostle adds—but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers. So that it is a conversation that does not edify and profit the hearer, the apostle condemns as corrupt, and such as is to be avoided. Let it be observed, that the apostle does not prohibit this kind of conversation, because it is useless, impertinent, and better to be avoided; but for a reason of the utmost consequence, that we may not grieve the Holy Spirit
of God. This shows us, that we Christians are to govern ourselves by no less a rule than a conformity to the Spirit of God; that we are not only to deny ourselves vain and foolish actions, but also idle and unedifying discourse, and conduct ourselves in all our behaviour with such a spirit of wisdom and purity, as may make the Holy Ghost delight to dwell in us. This rule of perfection is highly conformable to the nature of our religion. For as our religion consists in a new heart and new spirit; it is certain that we are then only arrived to the true state of our religion, when it governs our words and actions, and is the constant temper of our minds at all times, and on all occasions. A covetous man is not only covetous, when he is in his counting-room, he is the same person, and governed by the same temper and way of thinking wherever he is. And the same thing is equally true of every way of life, when it has once entered into our heart, and become a settled temper; it is not occasionally exercised in this or that place, or at set times; but is always in being, and constantly disposing us to thoughts, and words, and actions suitable to it.

Some persons seem to know so little of religion, that they confine it to acts of devotion, and public occasions of divine service; they do not consider that it consists in a new heart and new spirit, and that acts of devotion, prayer and preaching, watchings, fastings, and sacraments, are only to fill us with this new heart and spirit, and make it the common constant spirit of our lives every day and in every place.

A man may be said to have some regard for religion, who is regular at places of divine worship; but he cannot be reckoned of a religious spirit, till it is his spirit in every place, and on every occasion; till he lives and breathes by it, and thinks, and speaks, and acts according to its motions.

A man may frequent meetings for mirth; but
yet, if when he is out of them, he gives himself unto peevishness, chagrin and dulness. I presume no one will say that such a man is of a cheerful spirit. It is easy to make the application here, if we are only attendants at places of religion; if when we are out of those places, we are of another spirit, I do not say proud or covetous, but vain and foolish; if our actions are silly, and conversation trifling and impertinent, our tempers vain and worldly, we are no more of a religious spirit, than a dull and peevish man is of a cheerful spirit, because he is regular at some set meetings for mirth.

If a person of pride and vanity in the general course of his life, should yet think himself humble, because he had his appointed times of praying for humility, we might justly say of him, that he knew nothing of the nature of that virtue: in like manner, if one, whose conversation, whose discourse, and carriage, and temper in common life, are not according to the spirit of religion, should yet think himself religious, because he had his appointed places of prayer, it might justly be said of him, that he was a stranger to the nature of true religion. For religion is not ours till we live by it; till it is the religion of our thoughts, words, and actions; till it goes with us into every place; sits uppermost on every occasion; and forms and governs our hopes and fears, our cares and pleasures. He is the religious man who watches and guards his spirit, and endeavours to be always in the temper of religion; who worships God in every place by a purity of behaviour; who is as fearful of foolish thoughts, irregular tempers, and vain imaginations, at one time as at another; who is as wise and heavenly at home, or in the field, as in the house of God. For when once religion has got possession of a man's heart, and is become, as it ought to be, his ruling temper; it is as agreeable to such a one in all places, and at all times, to speak and act according to its directions,
as it is agreeable to the ambitious man to act according to the motions of ambition. We must therefore take it for granted, that if we are not religious in our conversation and common temper, we are not religious in our hearts; we may have a formality of religion at certain times and places, but we are not of a religious spirit.

We see everybody speaking and conversing according to their spirit and temper; the covetous, the ambitious, the vain and self-conceited, have each of them their proper language suitable to their spirit and temper, they are the same persons in all places, and always talk like themselves. If therefore we could meet with persons of a truly religious spirit and temper, we should find them like men of other tempers, the same persons in all places, and always talking and acting like themselves. We should find them living by one temper, and conversing with men with the same spirit that they converse with God; not one thing in one place, and another in another, not formal and grave at a funeral, and mad and frantic at a feast; not listening to wisdom at church, and delighting in folly at home; not angry at one foolish thing, and as much pleased with another; but steady and uniform in the same wise and religious temper.

Farther, as we are not of a religious spirit, till it is the spirit of our life, and orders our conversation; so it is carefully to be observed, that if our conversation is vain and foolish, it keeps us in a state incapable of religion by grieving the Holy Spirit. For as we can do nothing without the Spirit of God, as it is our breath, our life, our light, and our strength; so if we live in such a way as grieves and removes this Holy Spirit from us, we are as branches that are broke off from the tree, and must perish in the deadness and corruption of our nature. Let this therefore teach us to judge rightly of the sin and danger of vain, unedifying, and corrupt commu-
UPON CHRISTIAN PERFECTION.

It is not the sin of idleness or negligence; it is not the sin of a pardonable infirmity; it is not a little mistake in spiritual wisdom; but it is a sin that stands between us and the tree of life: that opposes our whole happiness, as it grieves and separates the Holy Spirit from us. Let this also teach some people the reason, why they are so dead and senseless of religion, and hardly capable of an outward formal compliance with it; they are not guilty of gross sins; they have an aversion to cheating and falseness; but at the same time have no more feeling or relish of religion, than mere reprobates. Now the reason of it is this, they live in such an impertinence of conversation; their own communication is so constantly upon silly and vain subjects; and they are so fond of those who have the talent of conversing in the same manner, that they render themselves unfit for the residence of the Holy Spirit. Their whole life is almost nothing else but a course of that filthiness, foolish talking, and jesting, which the apostle forbids. Now this kind of conversation may grieve the Holy Spirit, for these two reasons: first, because it proceeds from too disordered a soul, for the Holy Spirit to delight in; for such as our conversation is, such is our heart; for truth itself has assured us, that out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. If therefore we are delighted with idle raillery, foolish jesting, and ridiculous stories, we must not think that we are only foolish, so far as a little talk goes; but we must charge ourselves home, and be assured that it is a foolishness of heart, a vanity of soul that we labour under.

Secondly, another reason why this conversation grieves the Holy Spirit, may be this, because it is of so great consequence, and has so great an influence in life. We do not seem enough to apprehend either how much good or how much evil there is in conversation; and I believe it may be affirmed, that the greatest instructions, and the greatest corrup-
tions, proceed from it. If some people were to give us their true history, they would tell us that they never had any religion since they had such acquaintance; and others have been insensibly led into a sincere piety, only by conversing with pious people. For men's common conversation and ordinary life teach much more effectually, than any thing they say or do, at set times and occasions.

When a clergyman preaches, he is, for the most part, considered as doing his duty; as acting according to his profession; and doing that which all clergymen do, whether good or bad. But if he is the same wise and virtuous man in his communication, that he is in the pulpit; if his speech be seasoned with salt, that it may minister grace unto the hearers; if the common and ordinary actions of his life be visibly governed by a spirit of piety; such a one will make converts to holiness; he will be heard with reverence on the Sunday; not so much for the weight of what he says, as for what he says and does all the week. And on the contrary, if a clergyman, when he comes out of the pulpit, is but like other men; as irregular in his tempers; as trifling in his conversation; as eager in diversions; as ridiculous in his pleasures; and as vain in his designs as other people; he will mightily lessen his power over the hearts of his hearers. A father now and then gives his son virtuous advice, and the son, perhaps, would be much the better for it, but that he never hears him talking virtuously, but when he is giving him advice; this makes him think, that he is then only acting the part of a father, as when he is buying him clothes, or putting him out to an employment. Whereas, if he saw his father's ordinary life and conversation to be under the rules of religion, and his every-day temper a temper of piety, it is very likely that he would be won into an imitation of it.

A mother orders her daughter to be taught the
catechism, and desires that she may have books of devotion; the daughter would have imagined that she was to have formed herself by these books, she would have read them when she was alone; but that she finds her mother sits up at night to read romances, and if she is ill must be read to sleep with a play. She might have had some notion of religious modesty and humility; but that she sees her mother eager after all diversions; impatient till she knows all intrigues; fond of the wit and flattery of rakes; pleased with the gentility of fops, and the gracefulness of players.

Now a daughter educated with a mother of this temper and conversation, is rendered almost incapable of religion. This therefore may be one reason why a vain unedifying conversation grieves the Holy Spirit, viz. because it not only proceeds from a corruption of heart, a disordered state of the soul; but because it is so powerful in its influences, and does so much harm to those that we converse with. For it is our communication, our ordinary temper and manner of common life, that affects other people; that either hardens them in sin, or awakens them to a sense of piety. Let, therefore, all clergymen, and masters and mistresses of families; let them consider, that if their ordinary life, their communication be vain, impertinent and unedifying; that they are not only in a corrupt state of heart, but are guilty of corrupting and perverting the hearts of those that belong to them. Let them not think that they have sufficiently discharged their duty, by seeing that those who relate to them have their proper instructions; for it is next to impossible for such instructions to have their proper effect against the temper and example of those we converse with. If a clergyman plays and drinks, and sports with his flock in the week-days, let him not wonder if he preaches them asleep on Sundays. If a father is intemperate;
if he swears and converses foolishly with his friends; let him not wonder that his children cannot be made virtuous. For there is nothing that teaches to any purpose but our ordinary temper, our common life and conversation; and almost all people will be such as those amongst whom they were born and bred. It is, therefore, the necessary duty of all Christians, in all states of life, to look carefully to their ordinary behaviour, that it be not the means of poisoning and corrupting the hearts of those that they converse with. They must consider, that all the follies and impertinencies of their ordinary life and conversation, have the guilt of destroying souls; and that the blood of those, whom their follies have destroyed, will be required at their hands.

It is sometimes said of a foolish, irregular, and vain person, that he is only his own enemy; but this is as absurd as to say, that a person of exemplary and eminent piety is only his own friend; for as his lively piety will certainly communicate itself to those about him; so the sallow and impertinent spirit of an irregular man, will naturally infect those who are obliged to be near him.

A mistress, whose daily conversation is a daily proof to her maids, that she is governed by a spirit of true piety in all that she says and does, whose regular life is a continual visible labour to work out her salvation with fear and trembling, is a blessing to all that stand about her; she communicates happiness even to those who are born of her servants; they will be educated in piety, because their parents learnt what piety was, in waiting on such a mistress.

A good-natured, drinking, sleeping, playing, swearing master, is a curse to those who tend upon him; they are led into all irregularities, by following his steps; and are sent into the world hardened in follies, and insensible of religion, by having lived with such a master. This, therefore, ought carefully
to be considered by all Christians, as a mighty encouragement to an exact strictness and regularity of behaviour; that as a holy conversation entitles us to a reward for other people's virtues, so an evil communication, and the folly of our lives, make us liable to a punishment for other men's sins. For we can neither live well or ill to ourselves alone, but must of necessity do either good or harm to others, by our manner of conversation. This is one great reason why a vain corrupt communication does so grieve the Holy Spirit, because it is so infecting an evil, and does so corrupt the manners of those that we converse with. This doctrine of abstaining from corrupt communication, that we may not grieve the Spirit of God, teaches us a high aim, and exalted degree of perfection, which is peculiar to Christianity. As Christianity lays the design of uniting us to God, and raising us to a more intimate participation of the divine nature; so we are to make the spirit of our religion, and the greatness of its designs, the rule of our perfection.

We must not only conduct ourselves by rules of morality, but pursue such degrees of purity as can only be expressed by an imitation of God, and aspire after such wisdom as is suggested to us, by considering that we are temples of the Holy Ghost, and must live like beings consecrated by the Spirit of Wisdom. If we were frequently to consider the holy presence of this God within us, and to ask ourselves—does this discourse, this behaviour, become one who is to act according to the inspirations of the Divine Spirit? We should find, that the very thought of this dignity of our state would determine several points where no express law condemns us; we should find such a contrariety in many of our allowed ways to our Christian greatness, to this Holy Spirit that is given unto us, as would sufficiently check our behaviour, only by showing us that we acted below ourselves.
It is common in life to hear a man say, This does not become a gentleman; That does not become a man of quality: now I would have us find out something like this in religion; for certainly if any state of life has its dignity, which can excite men to a suitable greatness of action, surely the state of a Christian, which is a state of such relation to God, which unites us to his Holy Spirit, ought to raise in us a desire of acting suitable to so exalted a condition. For who can so justly be afraid of acting below himself, as he that is made one with Christ? Who can so reasonably think that he is never wise, or holy, or pure enough, as he that is to walk with God in the light of his Holy Spirit, whose soul and body is made a sacred temple for the divine presence?

The heathen philosophers exhorted man to reverence his reason as a ray of the Deity; but we can go much higher; we can exhort him to reverence the Deity that dwelleth in him, and to act with such purity as becomes persons that are inspired by the Holy Ghost.

This is the improvement that we are to make of this doctrine of divine grace; it must make us exact and careful of our behaviour, that we may walk worthy of that Holy Spirit that dwelleth in us.

---

CHAP. X.

The Necessity of divine Grace obligeth all Christians to a constant purity and holiness of Conversation; wherein is shown the great Danger, and great Impiety of reading vain and impertinent Books.

I HAVE shown in the foregoing chapter, that the necessity of divine grace is a mighty argument for an universal care and exactness of life and con-
versation. I come now to speak to one remarkable branch of it: Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace to the hearers; and grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed to the day of redemption. Now if we are to let no corrupt communication proceed out of our mouth, that we may not grieve the Holy Spirit, and separate him from us; then it follows, that we are also to deny ourselves the entertainment of all corrupt, impertinent, and unedifying books. For if vain and idle words are not to proceed out of our mouths, we must be under the same necessity of not letting them enter into our hearts.

If we would know what books are to be avoided, as corrupt and grievous to the Holy Spirit, we must look back to the rule of our communication; for as that communication is there said to be corrupt, that does not edify and minister grace to the hearers, so must we look upon all those books as corrupt, which do not improve and confirm our hearts in virtue, or, in the apostle's words, such as do not edify and minister grace to the readers. Now this book-entertainment is as certainly forbidden by the apostle, as cheating is forbidden by the eighth commandment; for if I am not to say foolish and impertinent things myself, because such a communication grieves and removes the Holy Spirit of God; I am as certainly forbid the reading the corrupt and impertinent sayings of other people. The books which mostly corrupt our hearts, and fill us with a spirit of folly, are such as almost all the world allow themselves to read; I mean books of wit and humour, romances, plays, and other productions of the poets. Thus a grave orthodox old gentleman, if he hears that his niece is very good, and delights in reading, will fill her closet with volumes of plays, and poems on several occasions, on purpose to encourage her to spend her time well.
There is not, perhaps, a more surprising infatuation in the conduct of Christians, than with regard to these books.

A father would be very much troubled to see his daughter, in conversation, pleased with the lewd remarks of a rake; he would be afraid that she had lost the virtue of her mind, if she could relish such a turn of conversation: yet this same father shall help his daughter to a volume of occasional poems for her closet entertainment, full of such gross immodesties, as hardly any rake would venture to express in any conversation. It is, perhaps, a collection of the poet's finest, strongest, and most finished thoughts in lewdness and immodesty. Every wantonness of imagination, every transport of passion, every extravagance of thought, which ever seized him in his life, is there preserved for the meditation of the Christian reader; as if profaneness, blasphemy, the grossest descriptions of lust, and the wildest sallies of impure passions, were made good and useful for a Christian, by being put into rhyme and measure. And what shows this infatuation in a yet higher degree is this, that it is still a prevailing opinion in the world, that the reading virtuous books is a great means of improving in virtue; whereas one would suppose, that the books I have mentioned could only be allowed upon a belief, that there was neither good nor harm to be got by reading.

But however let us remember, that though the way of the world, which is thus inconsistent, may allow this polite kind of entertainment; yet this is no rule or security for our conduct, since we are no more to make the spirit of the world our guide, than we are to make the riches of the world our happiness. The doctrines of the Scriptures are the only rule by which we are now to live, and the rule by which we shall hereafter be judged. Now if we will allow ourselves in the reading pro-
fan, impure, and impertinent books, which have every thing in them that can pervert our understandings, and corrupt our hearts; though the Scripture forbids all unedifying discourse, as a thing that grieves the Holy Spirit; it must be said, that we act as contrary to Scripture as if we indulged and pleased ourselves in malice and revenge.

You read a play; I tell you that you read ribaldry and profaneness; that you fill your mind with extravagant thoughts, lewd intrigues, vain fictions, wanton ideas, and impure descriptions. If you ask me where is the sin of this, you may as well ask me where is the sin of swearing and lying: for it is a sin, not only against this, or that particular text, but it is a sin against the whole nature and spirit of our religion; it is a contradiction to all holiness, and to all the methods of arriving at it. For if evil unedifying communication be forbidden in Scripture, and for this reason, because it grieves the Spirit of God; then the entertainment of such books is certainly forbidden. For certainly the wild rant, the profane speeches, filthy jests, and impure passions, which there abound, are an evil communication in the highest degree, and must, therefore, highly grieve and separate the Holy Spirit from us. Can therefore any practice be forbid upon a more dreadful penalty than this? For without the Spirit of God, we are but figures of Christians, and must die in our sins. If, therefore, we can prove it to be a small matter to grieve the Spirit of God, then we may allow that it is but a small offence to please ourselves in reading those corrupt books. Our blessed Saviour saith, out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, and that these are the things that defile a man; must it not, therefore, be a great defilement to take evil thoughts into our hearts? Need we any other motive than this, to watch and guard the purity of our minds? He that, notwithstanding this doctrine of our Saviour's, dares to set apart times for
reading the evil and impure thoughts that are in these books, does as plainly despise the doctrine of Christ as he that murders, despises the doctrine of the sixth commandment.

You will say, perhaps, that you only read these books now and then for amusement, and only to divert your spirits; and that most of the time which you devote to reading, is spent in reading books that may improve your piety. If this be your case, you can say that for yourself which very few can; for the generality of readers make other books their chief and most constant entertainment. But to speak now to your excuse: you only read such books now and then for your amusement, and to divert your spirits; that is, you entertain your mind with evil thoughts, you read, relish, and digest the lewdness, profaneness, and impurity of these books, not with a serious design of making yourself lewd, profane, and impure, but only as it were in jest, and to have a little pleasure from them. Now this is the plain meaning of this excuse, which is as absurd as any thing can well be supposed. It is as if a man, who allows himself now and then to get drunk, and swear, and rant, should say in his excuse, that he is, for the most part, very sober; and that, when he takes these liberties, it is not through any desire or liking of the sin of drunkenness, but only as it were in jest, and through the mere gaiety of his spirits. You will ask, perhaps, if the sin of reading plays be like the sin of drunkenness? I answer, very like it, and perhaps equally grievous to the Spirit of God. For are not evil thoughts, vanity of mind, and impurity of heart, the most dreadful state that we can be in? Can you, therefore, imagine, that the feeding and entertaining your mind with evil thoughts, and impure discourses, is a less sin than drinking too much? What rule of reason or scripture have you to go by in such a judgment? You may fancy that there is something,
much more gross and shameful in drunkenness than in this practice; but if you would judge, not by fancy, but by the light of religion, you would find, that it is a drunkenness and intemperance of the mind, as gross and shameful, as abominable in the sight of God, and as contrary to piety, as that stupid intemperance which consists in drinking too much.

One great shame of drunkenness is this: that it fits us for ribaldry, and all the folly of discourse; that it makes us say silly things ourselves, and be pleased with the most foolish rant, and extravagant nonsense of other people. Are not you, therefore, doing that which is most shameful in drunkenness? And is it not a sign of greater impurity, and greater want of piety, for you coolly and soberly to seek and relish such rant and folly of discourse, such profane jests and wantonness of wit, as men are most pleased with, when drink has made them half mad? Now the liking of such discourse as this, makes up great part of the guilt of drunkenness, must it not, therefore, imply a greater guilt in you, who like such foolish discourse when you are sober? Drunken men like ill discourse, because reason and religion have then no power over them; if, therefore, you have as false a judgment, and relish a discourse that is equally foolish and mad, must it not be owing to the same thing, because reason and religion have then no power over you? Drunken men like any sort of madness; they are not nice in their taste; if a discourse be but wild or lewd, they delight in it; but you like only a madness that is put into verse; you only delight in the impure descriptions and ravings of lust, when they are adorned with beautiful expressions, and made musical to the ear. So that the difference betwixt you and a drunken man does not consist in this, that you have a more religious taste, or purity of mind than he; but in this, that he likes all sorts of rant and want
tongness of discourse; but you do not like it, unless it be in rhyme, and divided into acts and scenes. He likes a song because it is a song; but you do not like it, unless its impurity and profaneness be made more charming by soft and dying sounds. If, therefore, a young lady will go to bed with her play, she must not reckon herself better employed than her brother, who is, at the same time, half mad over his bottle. For it is impossible to show, that the entertaining ourselves with such evil thoughts and filthy communications is a less sin, than to be ranting over a bottle. He that can do this may also prove, that it is a less sin to tell a lie when you are sober than when you are drunk.

Again; You say in your excuse, that you only read these books now and then, to divert your spirits, and that you mostly read good books. Now this excuse carries its own conviction; for it acknowledges all that is necessary to condemn it: for it owns that these books are vain and corrupting, that they are of a contrary nature to good books, and naturally produce contrary effects: and you reckon yourself only secure from being hurt by them, for this reason, because your mind is so well seasoned and strengthened by the use of good books. But pray consider the absurdity of all this: for this is saying, I venture into temptations; not because I cannot avoid them, or am ignorant that they are temptations, but because I know myself to be strong. I read impure imaginations, filthy jests, and profane harangues; not because they are an harmless, innocent diversion; but because the purity and piety of my mind is too great to receive the least injury from them.

Now nothing can be conceived more absurd and irreverential than such an excuse as this. Yet what Christian that reads plays can possibly make a better? For to say that our plays are not full of profane rant, filthy jests, and gross descriptions of
impurity, is the same thing as to say, that we have no plays in English.

Farther; there is a proper time for every thing that is lawful to be done: now can you tell me when it is proper for a Christian to meditate upon these books? Is it to be left to your temper to entertain yourself as it suits with you, or can your reason point out the convenient seasons for it? If you are blindly to follow your temper; then you are in no better state than other people, who are blindly following other tempers. If your reason can appoint any time for such entertainment, it must be because there is some time that is proper for it. Now the different times or states of our mind, may perhaps be all comprehended under some one of these.

There is a time when our hearts are more than ordinarily raised towards God; when we feel the joys and comforts of religion, and enjoy a peace that passes all understanding. Now I suppose reason will not allot this time for the diversion of such books.

There is a time, when either through the neglect of duty, remorse of mind, worldly vexations, bodily tempers, or the absence of God's Spirit, that we sink into dejection and dulness, grow burthensome to ourselves, and can hardly think of any thing with satisfaction. Now if reason is to judge, this is of all times the most improper for such entertainment. For if there is any time that is more proper than another to think upon God, it is when we are in heaviness.

When we are sick, it is time to apply to the physician; when we are weary, it is a proper time to rest; now there is the same natural fitness in having recourse to God and religion, when we are under any dejection of mind. For it is not more the sole property of light to dispel darkness, than it is the property of religion to relieve all uneasiness. Is any
one afflicted, says the apostle, *let him pray.* Now this we are to look upon, not only as a wise advice of something that is very good to be done in affliction; but as a strict command, that leaves us no choice of doing any thing in the stead of it.

It is as absolute a command, as if he said, *Hath any one sinned let him repent.* For an application to God, is as much the one thing to be done in the hour of trouble, as repentance is the one thing to be done in time of sin. Our blessed Saviour saith, *be of good comfort I have overcome the world.* He therefore, that in the want of comfort seeks for it in any thing else, but in the redemption of Christ, in his conquest over the world, is no more a true Christian, than he that does not believe in Christ.

You seem to make times of dulness the occasion of your reading those books, by saying that you only read them to divert your spirits; so that, that which you take to be a reason for reading them, is a strong objection against it. For it is never so improper to read those books, as when you want to have your spirits raised, or your mind made easy to itself. For it is the highest abuse you can put upon yourself to look for ease and quiet in any thing, but in right apprehensions of God's providence. And it is a sin against the whole nature of religion, not to make it the whole measure and reason of all your peace, and enjoyment in every occurrence of life.

If you must amuse yourself with a volume of *plays,* because you are laid up with a *broken leg,* or have *lost a friend,* you are as far from wisdom, as a *child* that is to be made quiet with a *rattle,* and not much more religious than those who worship *idols,* for to seek to such things for relief and refreshment, is like applying to the devil in distress. A man that drinks *drums* every time he is dull or uneasy, is a *wise, prudent,* and *sober* man, if compared to the Christian that in seasons of dejection has recourse to *wanton* wit, and profane rant, to divert his spirits:
he destroys the religion and purity of his mind much more effectually, than the other destroys the constitution and health of his body.

Some people think, that in great distresses it is proper to seek comfort in God and religious reflexions; but that in the little troubles and vexations of life, any thing that can divert the mind from them, is as well. But this is very absurd; for surely if God is our proper and sufficient comfort in great distresses, he must also be our best relief in those that are smaller. Unless it can be said, that the truths of religion are able to make us bear persecution and martyrdom with content, but not great enough to make us easy in little trials.

Secondly, To seek for relief in foolish diversions, is not only applying to a false remedy, but is also destroying the chief power of religion. For as religion has no power over us, but as it is our happiness; so far as we neglect, or refuse to make use of its comforts, so far we lessen and destroy its power over us. For it can no otherwise be the ordinary daily care of our lives, than by being our ordinary happiness and consolation in all the changes and chances of life. A Christian therefore is to make his Christianity his comfort, not only in times of great trial and sufferings, but in all the lesser vexations of life, that by this means every little occasion of grief or disquiet, may be an occasion of his being more affected with religion, and made more sensible of its true comforts.

Thirdly, Those who are for driving away the ordinary cares, and little vexations of human life by diversions, do not enough consider the nature of human life. For the little ordinary troubles of life, make up the whole trouble of life; and the reason why so many people are full of trouble and uneasiness, is because they are unable to bear them, because they do not use the proper means. For since every disquiet is at something or other that concerns
our state and condition, there is no way of relieving us from this disquiet, but by getting right notions of our condition. If children were capable of knowing themselves, or could be taught the nature of things, we should not use such methods of pleasing them as we do; but as they cannot think and reflect, we never endeavour to reason them into content; but if they have lost one plaything, we only promise them another. The application is here very easy: for if men will make themselves happy, as children are made happy, not by considering the nature of things, but by a change of amusements, they must also expect to have the vexations and torments of children, and be, like them, laughing and crying at they know not what, all the days of their life. For children are only easily vexed, because they are easily pleased, and it is certain that they who can be pleased with things, without knowing their worth and value, must in the same degree be liable to be displeased at things, without knowing their weight and importance. And as this is the true state of childhood; so whoever is in this state, whatever his age may be, his office, his dignity in life, is yet as truly in the state and folly of childhood, as he that is but four years old: take an instance or two.

A child, whose heart is half broken at some misfortune, may perhaps be made easy with a picture of a huntsman and a pack of hounds; but if you would comfort the father that grieves for his eldest son, the hounds must be all alive, they must cry and run, and follow a hare; and this will make the father as easy as the picture made the child; such happiness will make him bear the loss of his son.

A mother comforts her little girl with a pack of cards that are finely painted: by-and-by she wants to be comforted herself; some great calamity has happened to her. Now you must not think to comfort her with painted cards, or building houses with them; her grief is too great, and she has been
too long a *mother*, to be pleased with such things; it is only *serious ombre* that can dry her eyes, and remove sorrow from her heart.

I might easily multiply instances of this kind; but these are sufficient to show us, that persons of age and authority often differ only from children, as one child may differ from another. This is the true reason why human life is so full of complaint, why it is such a mixture of ridiculous pleasures, and vain disquiets; namely, because we live in an entire ignorance of the nature of things, never considering why we are pleased with this, or displeased with that, nor any more appeal to religion to correct our judgments, than children appeal to reason to form their tempers. For if we will only *play*, or lull ourselves into repose, as children are *rocked* to sleep, it is not to be wondered at, if like them, we *cry* as soon as we are *awake*: for every false relief that is not founded in reason, is only adding to the weakness and disorder of our nature, and making us more liable to farther vexations. For it is absolutely certain, that a person, who is made easy by vain and false satisfactions, is in the same degree capable of being made uneasy by vain and ridiculous vexations. They, therefore, who do not think it necessary to apply to religion in all the common and ordinary disquiets of life, mistake the nature of human life, not considering that it is our applying false relief to these, that is the occasion of all our troubles, and that we are weak and impatient, fretful and dissatisfied, for no other reason, but because we never made use of the right remedy against the ordinary accidents of life; for had we but learnt to bear little troubles and disappointments upon right reasons, because we are Christians, and Children of God, we should find but few troubles that would have any great trial in them. And the reason why people *seemingly* religious, are subject to the same dulness and peevishness, to the same vexations and variety
of griefs that other people are, is this, because they make no more use of their religion on these occasions, than other people: they do not so much as intend to keep themselves easy, thankful, and cheerful, by making religion the measure and standard of all their thoughts and judgments, in all the common chances of life, any more than those do, who have no thoughts about religion. And this is the reason why you see them as ridiculous in common life, as vainly pleased, and as foolishly vexed as other people.

For religion makes no farther difference betwixt people, than so far as it is applied. If one man is constant at church, and another is mostly absent, the difference betwixt them may yet be only the difference of frequenting and not frequenting the service of the church. For a religion only carried thus far, makes no farther difference betwixt people. You must not therefore expect, that they must be different persons in the ordinary behaviour of their common life; for they may, notwithstanding this difference be equally vain and unreasonable in their ways, and equally slaves to the folly and humour of their particular temper. And all this for this plain reason, because religion, like any thing else, can have no effect but where it is applied.

Suppose a person had lame feet, and bad eyes, and that he had an oil that was an infallible cure for them both, when applied to both; if you saw him only using it for his eyes, you would not wonder that it had not cured his feet; you would know, that his anointing his eyes could only cure his eyes; and that there was no ground to expect that his feet should be any better, till he anointed his feet. And all this for this plain reason, because things however good in themselves, can have no farther effect than as they are applied. Now it is just thus in religion. If it consists only in devotions and public worship, it has made this alteration in a man.
that it has taught him to attend to devotion and public worship; it has operated so far as he has applied it. But why must you wonder, that he is not of a wise, virtuous, and religious temper, in all the actions of his ordinary life? Is not this wondering why the oil has not cured a man's feet, when he has never applied it to them, but has only anointed his eyes?

When the regular churchman as plainly makes religion the measure of his ordinary life, as he makes it the rule of his going to church: when he as directly uses it to this purpose, as a man anoints his eyes, who would be cured by anointing them: then you will see him as different in his ordinary life from other people, as different in his pleasures and grief, in his cares and concerns, as he is different from them in forms and regularity of worship. But till men do this; till they apply the principles of religion to all the actions of ordinary life; till they make it the measure of all their daily tempers, their joys and fears; till they think there is as much piety in being wise, and holy in their common tempers, as in being devout at church; as much sin in being vainly pleased and foolishly vexed, as in neglecting the divine service; till they thus directly apply religion to common life, as a man applies a remedy to the part that he would have cured; it is no more to be expected, that a religion of forms of worship and devotion should make a man religious in the common judgments and actions of his ordinary life, than it is to be expected that an oil, which is only applied to our eyes, should cure our feet. So that it is the manner of our ordinary life, which carries on a course of fears and cares, pleasures and amusements, loves and hatreds, suitable to our temper and condition of life; it is this manner of our ordinary life, which we think is thus left to ourselves that makes religion so insignificant in the world; it lies by, like a remedy that is unapplied; it has no
effect, because it is used only as a formal thing, that has its devotions and duties at set times and occasions whereas it should be used and considered as the rule and reason of all our judgments and actions; as the measure of all our cares and pleasures; as the life of our life, the spirit of our spirit, and the very form and essence of all our tempers. It is to be in us, like a new reason and judgment of our minds; that is, to reason and judge of every thing that we do, and to preside over, and govern all the motions of our hearts. Is any one merry, saith the apostle, let him sing psalms; is any one afflicted let him pray. This is religion in the apostle's account; it is not only an attendance at the public worship, but it is the ruling habit of our minds, something that constantly devotes us wholly to God, that allows of no mirth in our common life, but a mirth proper for the brethren of Christ, a mirth that can express itself by a rejoicing in God; that allows of no other cure for grief or vexation, than what is to be had from recourse to God. And, indeed, what can be more senseless and absurd, than to see a Christian ever acting in any other consideration than as a Christian? He is senseless to a degree of madness, when he indulges a thought, or a motion of his heart, when he either takes a pleasure, or relieves a grief, where he cannot say, I do this as a Christian, as suitable to that state in which Christianity has placed me.

We reckon a man sufficiently mad that fancies himself a king, and governing his subjects, at the same time that he is tied to a bed of straw: so that madness consists in mistaking our condition, in having a set of thoughts not suitable to it. Now a Christian repeats every day, I believe in the forgiveness of sin, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting; he thanks God for the redemption of Jesus Christ, for the means of grace, and for the hope of glory. Yet, at the same time, in this state of great
ness, he fancies himself in a thousand wants and miseries. He cries and labours, and toils for a happiness, that has no existence but in his own imagination; he fancies himself a being, that is to be made happy with sauces and ragouts, with painted clothes, and shining diamonds; he seeks the pleasures of rakes and libertines, is grieved and fretted like a child at the loss of a feather; and must be diverted, as they are, with shows and plays, and imaginary scenes of rant and nonsense.

Now is not such a one mad? Does he not know as little of his state, as the man in straw that fancies himself a king? But for a Christian in times of dulness or vexation, to seek relief in foolish amusements, in the loose, wild discourses of plays, when he should acquaint himself with God, and be at peace, is a degree of madness that exceeds all others; it is acting as contrary to the nature of things, as if a man that had lost the use of his limbs, should choose to comfort his lameness with painted shoes, when he might have the use of his feet restored. For the consolations of religion relieve uneasiness and trouble, as a lame man is relieved when his limbs are restored; they conquer grief, not by cheating and deluding the weakness of our minds, but as the resurrection conquers death, by restoring us to a new and glorious life. If you need any farther conviction, that times of grief and uneasiness are highly improper for these diversions; let me desire you to suppose that you knew a Christian, who in his last hours, sent for buffoons and jugglers to divert his mind from the apprehensions of death. I dare say you have religious arguments enough, to prove such a practice to be stupid and profane in the highest degree. But perhaps you are not aware, that every argument against such a practice as this, concludes as strongly against the same practice at any other time of our life. Try therefore with yourself, if every good argument
against such folly when we are dying, will not be the same argument against the same folly in any other part of our life. For every argument that shows the impiety and folly of applying to foolish diversions when we are under the troubles of death, will show the same impiety and folly of applying to such relief in any troubles of life. For to imagine that we may be ridiculous and vain, and foolish in the troubles of life; but serious, holy, and religious in the troubles of death, is the same folly and absurdity, as to suppose, that we must be devout and penitent on our death-beds, but need not be devout and penitent in the other parts of our life. For as there is no religion or repentance on our death-bed, but what ought to be the religion of our lives; so is there no wisdom or seriousness, or application to God in the sorrows of death, but what is equally necessary and proper in all the sorrows of life. For we are obliged to live unto God in the same manner that we are to die unto God. For why must I think rightly of death? Why must I then apply to God? Why must I reason and judge rightly at that time? Why may I not then divert my mind with loose and impertinent entertainments? Now give but the true reason of this, and you will give the reason why I am always to live in the same manner. For as the reasons of wisdom and holiness are not founded in death, so do they receive no alteration by the approach of death; there is no wisdom and holiness but what is equally necessary, whether I am twenty years or twenty days from death. Death may bring me into a greater fear of folly, but it does not bring me into a greater necessity of avoiding it than I was in before, because all the reasons of piety, wisdom, and devotion to God, have been equally reasons all my life; for the holiness and wisdom of persons in health, is as necessary, and as much the terms of acceptance with God, as the holiness and wisdom of dying persons. And he that dares to be foolish and vain.
and seeks impertinent entertainments, because he is strong and in health, is governed by the same spirit, and sins against the same reasons of piety, as he that dares to be vain, foolish, and impertinent at the approach of death. When therefore you think fit to amuse yourself with foolish diversions, and drive away what you may call dull hours, with the impertinent and wild imaginations of plays, &c. you must remember, that you are under the same condemnation as they are, who apply to the same relief to ease them of the thoughts of death. For as we always stand in the same relation to God, as he is as much the true happiness of living, as of dying men; so wisdom and holiness, and right dispositions of our minds; are always duties of the same necessity.

If it were ever lawful to forget our happiness in God, and seek for a ridiculous happiness in vain and extravagant diversions; if it were ever proper to live in this temper, it would be equally proper to die in the same temper. For we are not upon any new terms with God at our death, nor under any other obligations, but such as are equally necessary to make us live in his favour.

We often wonder at the worldly-mindedness, the hardness, impenitence, and insensibility of dying men. But we should do well to remember, that worldly-mindedness, folly, impenitence, vanity, and insensibility, are as much to be wondered at in living, healthful men; and that they are the same odious sins, and as contrary to all sense and reason, and make us as unlike to God at one time as at another. Either therefore you must say, that plays and such like books are proper meditations for dying men; that they keep up a right turn of mind, and do not render the soul unacceptable to God; or else you must own, that they are also improper at all other times. For any thing that indulges a state of mind that is not according to the wisdom and holiness of religion, is equally unlawful at all times. Again:
do but consider your own notions that you have of plays, and you will find, that if you was consistent with yourself, you would never read them. Not only you, but the generality of readers, would think it very improper, and contrary to piety, to read plays on the Sunday. Now I would have you ask yourself, why it would be so irreligious to read these books on the Sunday? Is it because there is such a contrariety betwixt the subjects of such books, and the design of the Sunday? Is it because they are contrary to such meditations as we should make on that day? Is it because they are vain, and loose and profane, full of impure thoughts and wanton descriptions? There can be no possible reason given, why we may not read these books on the Sunday, but because they are thus contrary to piety. Need a Christian therefore have any other argument to persuade him to refrain from these books? Is it not a sufficient proof that they are never to be read, because they are not to be read because his mind ought to have a religious turn? Can these books be more thoroughly condemned, than by being thought too bad to be opened on the Sunday? Or need we only stay till Monday, to be vain and foolish; to put on a new temper, and take delight in such thoughts and reflexions, as we durst not touch the day before? If therefore we would be consistent with ourselves, we must either prove, that plays, and such like books, are proper meditations for pious Christians, fit for the piety and devotion of the Sunday; or else acknowledge, that they are equally unfit for their entertainment at any other time: for it is manifestly certain, that we are to indulge no temper of mind on any day, that we may not improve and delight in on the Sunday.

For to suppose that we are to have a new heart and mind on the Sunday, different from that taste and temper which we may indulge all the week, is the same folly as to suppose that we need only be
Christians on the Sunday. The difference betwixt Sundays and other days, does not consist in any difference in the inward state of our minds, but in the outward circumstances of the day; as a general rest from our lawful callings, and a public celebration of divine worship. This is the particular holiness of the Sunday, which requires a particular rest from labour, and attendance at divine worship; but requires no particular inward holiness of the mind, but such as is the necessary holiness of every day. So that whatever is contrary to that holiness, purity, and wisdom of mind, which is to be our temper on the Sunday, is as much to be abhorred and avoided all the week as on the Sunday; because though Sunday differs from other days in outward marks of holiness, yet Christians are to be every day alike as to the inward state and temper of their minds.

Therefore, though the labours of our ordinary employment and other actions are to be forborne on the Sunday, and yet are very lawful on other days; yet the case is very different as to these books; they are unfit to be read at any time, for the same reason that they are not fit to be read on Sundays. And the reason is this, because though we may do things on the week-days, that we ought not to do on the Sunday, yet we must indulge no temper; nor support any turn of mind, that is contrary to that purity of heart and mind which we are to aspire after on the Sunday. We may labour on the week days, because labour is an external action, that is not contrary to any purity or holiness of mind; but we must no more be covetous on the week days than on Sundays, because covetousness is a temper of the mind, a wrong disposition of the heart, that is equally contrary to religion on all days.

Now reading is not the labour of our hands, or our feet; but is the entertainment and exercise of the heart and mind; a delight in either good or bad books, is as truly a temper and disposition of the
heart, as covetousness and pride is a disposition of
the heart. For the same reason, therefore, that
pride and covetousness are constantly to be avoided
on every day of our lives, because they are wrong
temper of the mind, and contrary to essential hol-
iness; for the same reason is the pleasure of reading
ill and corrupt books, always to be avoided at all
times, because it is a temper and disposition of our
hearts that is contrary to that state of holiness
which is essential to Christianity.

If you was to hear a Christian say, that on Sun-
days he abstained from evil speaking, and corrupt
communication, but not on the week days, you
would think him either very ignorant of the nature
of religion, or very profane. Yet this is as wise
and religious as to forbear reading ill books, and
wanton poems, only on Sundays, and to take the
liberty of reading them at other times. For that
vanity of mind, that foolishness of heart, that de-
praved taste, which can relish the wild fictions, the
lewd speeches, the profane language of mad heroes,
disappointed lovers, raving in all the furious ex-
pressions of lust, and passion, and madness, is as
corrupt a temper, as contrary to holiness, and as
odious on its own account, as evil speaking and
malice.

When therefore you see a person reading a play
as soon as he comes from the Sunday’s solemnity of
public service, you abhor his profaneness; but pray
be so just to yourself, so consistent with common
sense, as to think every one liable to the same ac-
cusation that delights in the same book on any
other time of the week; and that the difference of
reading plays on week days, and not on Sundays,
is only the difference of speaking evil on weak-
days, and not on Sundays.

From these reflections, I hope, it sufficiently ap-
ppears, that the reading vain and impertinent books
is no matter of indifference; but that it is justly to
be reckoned amongst our greatest corruptions; that it
is as unlawful as malice and evil speaking, and is no more to be allowed in any part of our life than pride or covetousness.

Reading, when it is an exercise of the mind upon wise and pious subjects, is, next to prayer, the best improvement of our hearts; it enlightens our minds, collects our thoughts, calms and allays our passions, and begets in us wise and pious resolutions; it is a labour that has so many benefits, that does so much good to our minds, that it ought never to be employed amiss; it enters so far into our souls, that it cannot have a little effect upon us. We commonly say, that a man is known by his companions, but it is certain, that a man is much more known by the books that he converses with. These closet-companions, with whom we choose to be alone, and in private, are never-failing proofs of the state and disposition of our hearts.

When we are abroad, we must take such as the world gives us; we must be with such people, and hear such discourse, as the common state of our life exposes us to. This is what we must bear with, because not altogether to be avoided; and as it is not altogether matter of choice, so it is no proof of what temper we are of. But if we make our closet an entertainment of greater variety and impertinence than conversation we can meet with abroad; if rakesh, libertine writers are welcome to us in secret; if histories of scandal and romantic intrigues are to be with us in our private retirements; this is a plain discovery of our inside, and is a manifest proof that we are as vain, and foolish, and vicious, as the authors that we choose to read. If a wanton poem pleases you, you may fairly reckon yourself in the same state and condition with him that made it. In like manner, if histories of nonsense and folly; if compositions of intrigue and scandal suit your temper, such books do as truly represent your nature as they represent the nature of their authors.
Julia has buried her husband, and married her daughters; since that she spends her time in reading. She is always reading foolish and unedifying books; she tells you every time she sees you, that she is almost at the end of the silliest book that ever she read in her life; that the best of it is, it is very long, and serves to dispose of a good deal of her time. She tells you, that all romances are sad stuff, yet is very impatient till she can get all that she can hear of. Histories of intrigue and scandal are the books that Julia thinks are always too short. If Julia was to drink drams in private, and had no enjoyment herself without them, she would not tell you this, because she knows it would be plainly telling you that she was a poor disordered sot. See here, therefore, the weakness of Julia; she would not be thought to be a reprobate; yet she lets you know, that she lives upon folly and scandal, and impertinence in her closet; that she cannot be in private without them; that they are the only support of her dull hours; and yet she does not perceive, that this is as plainly telling you, that she is in a miserable, disordered, reprobate state of mind.

To return: It is reckoned very dangerous not to guard our eyes; but it is much more dangerous not to guard our meditations; because whatever enters that way, enters deeper into our souls than any thing that only affects our sight. Reading and meditation is that to our souls, which food and nourishment is to our bodies, and becomes a part of us in the same manner; so that we cannot do ourselves either a little good, or little harm, by the books that we read.

You, perhaps, think, that it is a dull task to read only religious and moral books; but when you have the spirit of religion; when you can think of God as your only happiness; when you are not afraid of the joys of eternity; you will think it a dull task to read any other books. Do not fancy, therefore, that
your heart is right, and that you are well enough affected with religion, though you had rather read books upon other subjects; for it is there that you are to charge your dullness; religion has no hold of you; the things of eternity are not the concerns of your mind; it is dull and tiresome to you to be wise and pious; and that makes it a dull task to read books that treat only upon such subjects. When it is the care of your soul to be humble, holy, pious, and heavenly-minded; when you know any thing of the guilt and misery of sin, or feel a real desire of salvation, you will find religious books to be the greatest feast and joy of your mind.

If you think it dull and tedious to be in wise, prudent, and sober company, it is because you are neither wise nor sober yourself; so if it is dull and tiresome to you, to be often upon subjects of piety and religion, it is as sure a proof that you are neither pious nor religious. If, therefore, you can suppose, that a wise and sober man may be most delighted with the noise and revelings of drunkenness; then you may suppose, that it is possible for you to be truly religious, and yet be most pleased with the folly and impertinence of corrupt and unedifying books. You, perhaps, will say, that you have so much spare time for reading, that you think you need not employ it all in reading good books. It may be so; you may have also more time than you need devote to acts and offices of charity; but will you thence conclude, that you may, at those times, do things contrary to charity, and indulge yourself in spite and malice.

If you have every day more time than you can employ in reading, meditation, and prayer, if this time hangs upon your hands, and cannot be turned to any advantage, let me desire you to go to sleep, or pick straws; for it is much better to do this than to have recourse to corrupt and impertinent books. Time lost in sleep, or picking straws, is better lost;
than in such exercises of the mind. Consider farther, that idle and spare time is a dangerous state, and calls for great care and watchfulness; to have recourse then to evil and impertinent books, is like inviting the devil because you are alone. If you could read ill books when you were in haste, or in a hurry of other matters, it would do you much less harm than to read them because your time hangs upon your hands. So that that season which you take to be an excuse for such reading, is a stronger argument against it; because evil thoughts and vain subjects have twice the effect, and make double impressions, when they are admitted at times of leisure and idleness. Consider again, to what a miserable unchristian state you are reduced, when you are forced to have recourse to foolish books to get rid of your time. Your fortune, perhaps, has removed you from the necessity of labouring for your bread; you have been politely educated in softness; you have no trade or employment to take up your time; and so are left to be devoured by corrupt passions and pleasures. Whilst poor people are at hard labour; whilst your servants are drudging in the meanest offices of life; you, oppressed with idleness and indulgence, are relieving yourself with foolish and impertinent books, feeding and delighting a disordered mind with romantic nonsense, and poetic follies. If this be the effect of riches and fortune, only to expose people to the power of disordered passions, and give them time to corrupt their hearts with madness and folly, well might our blessed Lord say, Wo unto you that are rich!

When you see a poor creature drudging in the meanest offices of life, and glad of the dirtiest work to get his bread, you are apt to look upon him as a miserable wretch; it raises a mixture of pity and contempt in you; and you hardly know whether you pity or disregard him most. But remember,
that every time you see such a person, you see a more reasonable creature than yourself, and one that is much more nobly employed than you are. He is acting conformably to the state of human life, and bearing a hard part with patience; he is doing a work, which, mean as it is, will be looked upon as done unto the Lord; whilst you, idling in softness and pleasures, are unable to bear your time, unless it be stolen away from you by foolish, corrupt, and unedifying books.

Fancy that you saw a patient Christian, old, broken, and crooked, with carrying burdens all his life: fancy that you saw another Christian lolling in state and softness, and making every day a day of vanity and impertinence, of foolish readings, and vain imaginations; which of them do you think is most likely to die into the hands of good angels, and be carried into Abraham's bosom.

But after all, what a vain imagination is it to think that you have any such thing as spare time. Is there any time for which you are not accountable to God? Is there any time which God has so left to your own disposal, that you may sacrifice it to the indulgence of vain tempers, and the corruption of your heart? You can no more show this than you can show, that all your time is your own. To talk therefore of spare time, is to talk of something that never did, nor never will, belong to any Christian. You may have a spare time from this or that labour or necessity; you may abate or change any particular exercise; you may leave off this or that way; you may take this or that refreshment; you may have all these spare times from particular actions, but you have no spare time that releases you from the laws of Christianity, or that leaves you at liberty not to act by the principles of religion and piety.

You have a spare time to recreate and refresh yourself, but this time is to be governed by the same principles of religious wisdom, as the time
that is spent in cares and labours. For your recreations and pleasures are only lawful, so far as they are directed by such wisdom and piety as is to direct your cares and labours. If therefore the providence of God has placed you above the necessity of labouring for your livelihood, you must not think that you have so much spare time to spend as you please, but that you are as certainly called to some other labour, as others are called to labour for their bread. Great part of the world is doomed to labour and slavery; they have it not in their power to choose any other way of life, and their labour is, therefore, an acceptable service to God, because it is such as their state requires. Happy you, therefore, if you knew your happiness, who have it in your power to be always doing the best things, who, free from labour and hardships, are at liberty to choose the best ways of life, to study all the arts of self-improvement, to practise all the ways of doing good, and to spend your time in all the noblest instances of piety, humility, charity, and devotion! Bless God, therefore, not because you have spare time, for that you have none; but that you have spare time to employ in the best ways that you can find; that whilst others are oppressed with burdens, and worn out in slavery, you have time, and leisure, and retirement, to think and meditate upon the greatest and best of things, to enlighten your mind, to correct the disorders of your heart, to study the laws of God, to contemplate the wonders of his providence, to convince yourself of the vanity and folly of the world, and to comfort and delight your soul with those great and glorious things which God has prepared for those that love him. This is the happiness of being free from labour and want; not to have spare time to squander away in vanity and impertinence, but to have spare time to spend in the study of wisdom, in the exercise of devotion, in the practice of piety, in all the ways and means.
of doing good, and exalting our souls to a state of Christian perfection.

It is a doctrine of Scripture, and highly agreeable to reason, *That unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required.* Consider, therefore, that a life of leisure, and freedom from want and hardship, is as much as can well be given you in this world, as it is giving you an opportunity of living wholly unto God, and making all the parts of your life useful to the best purposes. As sure therefore as it is a state that has so many advantages, that furnishes you with so many means of being eminent in piety, so sure is it, that it is a state from which God expects fruits that are worthy of it. Had it been your lot to labour in a mine, or serve under some cruel master, you must have served as unto God, and in so doing, you had finished the work which God had given you. But as you are free from all these states of life, you must look upon yourself as God's servant, as called to choose that way of labouring and spending your time, which may most promote that which God desires to be most promoted. God has given you liberty to choose, but it is only that you may have the blessedness of choosing the best ways of spending your time. Though therefore you are at liberty from servile and mean labour, yet you are under a necessity of labouring in all good works, and making all your time, and fortune, and abilities, serviceable to the best ends of life. You have no more time that is your own, than he has that is to live by constant labour; the only difference between you and him is this, that he is to be diligent in a poor slavish labour, that oppresses the body, and dulls and dejects the mind; but you in a service that is perfect freedom, that renders your body a fit temple for the Holy Ghost, and fills your soul with such light, and peace, and joy, as is not to be found in any other way of life.
Do you think that a poor slave would displease God by refusing to act in that painful drudgery that is fallen to his share? And do you think that God will not be more displeased with you, if you refuse to act your full part in the best of labours, or neglect that happy joyful business of doing good, which your state of life has called you to? Is it expected that poor people should make a right use of their condition, and turn all their labour into a service unto God? And can you think that you are not obliged to make the proper improvement of your condition, and turn all your rest, and ease, and freedom from labour, into a service unto God? Tell me, therefore, no more that you indulge yourself in idle amusements, in vain, corrupt, and unedifying books, because you have spare time; for it is absolutely false to say, that you have any such thing; it is also saying, that because God has given you spare time from servile labour, that you may choose the best ways of life, devote yourself to the most divine exercises, and become eminent and exemplary in all the instances of a holy and heavenly life; therefore you presume to throw it away in idleness and impertinence.

---

CHAP. XI.

A farther Consideration of that Purity and Holiness of Conversation, to which the Necessity of divine Grace calleth all Christians; wherein is shown, that the Entertainment of the Stage is a corrupt and sinful Entertainment, contrary to the whole Nature of Christian Piety, and constantly to be avoided by all sincere Christians.

I have shown in the foregoing chapter, that the reading of plays, or any other books of that kind, is a dangerous and sinful entertainment, that
corrupts our hearts, and separates the Holy Spirit from us. You will now, perhaps, ask me, if it is unlawful for a Christian to go to the *play-house*; I answer, that it is absolutely unlawful. As unlawful as for a Christian to be a *drunkard*, or a *glutton*, or to *curse* and *swear*. This, I think, after what has been above observed, will be easily proved.

For let us resume the doctrine of the apostle; we are absolutely forbid all *corrupt communication*, and for this important reason, because it *grieves* and *separates* the Holy Spirit from us. It is unlawful, therefore, to have any *corrupt communication* of our own? And can we think it *lawful* to go to *places set apart* for that purpose? To give our money, and *hire* persons to corrupt our hearts with ill discourses, and inflame all the disorderly passions of our nature? We have the authority of Scripture to affirm, that *evil communication corrupts good manners*, and that *unedifying discourses grieve the Holy Spirit*. Now the *third* commandment is not more plain and express against *swearing*, than this doctrine is plain and positive against going to the *play-house*. If you should see a person that acknowledges the *third* commandment to be a divine prohibition against *swearing*, yet going to a *house*, and giving his *money* to persons, who were there met, to *curse* and *swear* in fine language, and invent *musical oaths* and *imprecations*, would you not think him mad in the highest degree? Now consider, whether there be a less degree of madness in going to the *play-house*. You own that God has called you to a great purity of conversation, that you are forbid all *foolish discourse*, and *filthy jestings*, as expressly as you are forbid *swearing*; that you are to let no *corrupt communication* proceed out of your mouth, but such as is good for the use of *edifying*; and yet you go to the *house set apart* for corrupt communications; you hire persons to entertain you with all manner of *ribaldry, profanity*. *Vain*, and
impurity of discourse; who are to present you with vile thoughts and lewd imaginations in fine language, and to make wicked, vain, and impure discourse more lively and affecting than you could possibly have it in any ill company. Now is not this sinning with as high a hand, and as grossly offending against the plain doctrines of Scripture, as if you were to give your money to be entertained with musical oaths and curses? You might reasonably think that woman very ridiculous in her piety that durst not swear herself, but should, nevertheless, frequent places to hear oaths. But you may as justly think her very ridiculous in her modesty, who, though she dare not say, or look, or do an immodest thing herself, shall yet give her money to see women forget the modesty of their sex, and talk imprudently in a public play-house. If the play-house was filled with rakes and ill women, there would be nothing to be wondered at in such an assembly; for such persons to be delighted with such entertainments, is as natural as for any animal to delight in its proper element. But for persons who profess purity and holiness, who would not be suspected of immodesty, or corrupt communication, for them to come under the roof of a house devoted to such ill purposes, and be pleased spectators of such actions and discourses, as are the pleasure of the most abandoned persons, for them to give their money to be thus entertained, is such a contradiction to all piety and common sense as cannot be sufficiently exposed.

Again; When you see the players acting with life and spirit, men and women equally bold in all instances of profaneness, passion, and immodesty, I dare say you never suspect any of them to be persons of Christian piety. You cannot, even in your imagination, join piety to such manners, and such a way of life. Your mind will no more allow you to join piety with the behaviour of the stage, than it
will allow you to think two and two to be ten. And perhaps you had rather see your son chained to a galley, or your daughter driving a plow, than getting their bread on the stage, by administering in so scandalous a manner to the vices and corrupt pleasures of the world. Let this therefore be another argument to prove the absolute unlawfulness of going to the play. For consider with yourself; is the business of players so contrary to piety, so inconsistent with the spirit and temper of a true Christian, that it is next to a contradiction to suppose them united? How then can you take yourself to be innocent, who delight in their sins, and hire them to commit them? You may make yourself a partaker of other men's sins, by negligence, and for want of reproving them; but certainly if you stand by, and assist men in their evil actions, if you make their vices your pleasure and entertainment, and pay your money to be so entertained, you make yourself a partaker of their sins in a very high degree. And, consequently, it must be as unlawful to go to a play as it is unlawful to approve, encourage, assist, and reward a man for renouncing a Christian life. Let therefore every man or woman that goes to a play ask themselves this question, Whether it suits with their religion to act the parts that are there acted? Perhaps they would think this as inconsistent with that degree of piety that they profess, as to do the vilest things. But let them consider, that it must be a wicked and unlawful pleasure to delight in any thing that they dare not do themselves. Let them also consider, that they are really acting those indecencies and impieties themselves, which they think is the particular guilt of the players. For a person may very justly be said to do that himself which he pays for the doing, and which is done for his pleasure. You must therefore, if you would be consistent with yourself, as much abhor the thoughts of being at a
play, as of being a player yourself; for to think that you must forbear the one, and not the other, is as absurd, as to suppose, that you must be temperate yourself; but may assist, encourage, and reward other people for their intemperance. The business of a player is profane, wicked, lewd, and immodest; to be any way therefore approving, assisting, or encouraging him in such a way of life, is as evidently sinful, as it is sinful to assist and encourage a man in stealing, or any other wickedness.

To proceed: When I consider churches; and the matter of divine service, that it consists of holy readings, prayers, and exhortation to piety, there is reason to think, that the house of God is a natural means of promoting piety and religion, and rendering men devout and sensible of their duty to God. The very nature of divine assemblies thus carried on, has this direct tendency. I ask you, whether this is not very plain, that churches thus employed should have this effect?

Consider therefore the play-house, and the matter of the entertainment there, as it consists of love-intrigues, blasphemous passions, profane discourses, lewd descriptions, filthy jests, and all the most extravagant rant of wanton, vile, profligate persons of both sexes, heating and inflaming one another with all the wantonness of address, the immodesty of motion, and lewdness of thought, that wit can invent; consider, I say, whether it be not plain, that a house so employed, is as certainly serving the cause of immorality and vice, as the house of God is serving the cause of piety? For what is there in our church service, that shows it to be useful to piety and holiness; what is there in divine worship to correct and amend the heart, but what is directly contrary to all that is doing in the play-house? So that one may with the same assurance affirm, that the play-house, not only when some very profane play is on the stage, but in its daily common entertainment, is as
certainly the house of the devil, as the church is the house of God. For though the devil be not professedly worshipped by hymns directed to him, yet most that is there sung is to his service; he is there obeyed and pleased in as certain a manner as God is worshipped and honoured in the church.

You must easily see, that this charge against the play-house, is not the effect of any particular temper, or weakness of mind; that it is not an uncertain conjecture, or religious whimsy, but is a judgment founded as plainly in the nature and reason of things, as when it is affirmed that the house of God is of service to religion. And he that absolutely condemns the play-house, as wicked and corrupting, proceeds upon as much truth and certainty, as he that absolutely commends the house of God, as holy, and tending to promote piety.

When therefore any one pretends to vindicate the stage to you, as a proper entertainment for holy and religious persons, you ought to reject the attempt with as much abhorrence, as if he should offer to show you, that our church-service was rightly form- ed for those persons to join in, who are devoted to the devil. For to talk of the lawfulness and usefulness of the stage, is fully as absurd, as contrary to the plain nature of things, as to talk of the unlawfulness and mischief of the service of the church. He therefore that tells you, that you may safely go to the play-house, as an innocent, useful entertainment of your mind, commits the same offence against common sense, as if he should tell you, that it was dangerous to attend at divine service, and that its prayers and hymns were great pollutions of the mind.

For the matter and manner of stage-entertainments is as undeniable a proof, and as obvious to common sense, that the house belongs to the devil, and is the place of his honour, as the matter and manner of church-service proves that the place is appropriated to God.
Observe, therefore, that as you do not want the assistance of any one, to show you the usefulness and advantage of divine service, because the thing is plain, and speaks for itself: so neither, on the other hand, need you any one to show you the unlawfulness and mischief of the stage, because there the thing is equally plain, and speaks for itself; so that you are to consider yourself, as having the same assurance that the stage is wicked, and to be abhorred and avoided by all Christians, as you have that the service of the Church is holy, and to be sought after by all lovers of holiness. Consider, therefore, that your conduct with relation to the stage, is not a matter of nicety, or scrupulous exactness; but that you are as certain that you do wrong in as notorious a manner, when you go to the play-house, as you are certain that you do right when you go to church.

Now it is of mighty use to conceive things in a right manner, and to see them as they are in their own nature. While you consider the play-house as only a place of diversion, it may perhaps give no offence to your mind: there is nothing shocking in the thought of it; but if you would lay aside this name of it for a while, and consider it in its own nature as it really is, you would find that you are as much deceived, if you consider the play-house as only a place of diversion, as you would be, if you considered the house of God only as a place of labour.

When therefore you are tempted to go to a play, either from your own inclination, or the desire of a friend, fancy that you was asked in plain terms to go to the place of the devil's abode, where he holds his filthy court of evil spirits: that you was asked to join in an entertainment, where he was at the head of it, where the whole of it was in order to his glory, that men's hearts and minds might be separated from God, and plunged into all the pollutions
of sin and brutality. Fancy that you are going to a place that as certainly belongs to the devil, as the heathen temples of old, where brutes were worshipped, where wanton hymns were sung to Venus, and drunken songs to the god of wine. Fancy that you was as certainly going to the devil’s triumph, as if you was going to those old sports where people committed murder, and offered Christians to be devoured by wild beasts for the diversion of spectators. Now whilst you consider the play-house in this view, I suppose that you can no more go to a play, than you can expressly renounce your Christianity.

Consider therefore now, that you have not been frightening yourself with groundless imaginations, but that what you have here fancied of the play-house, is as strictly true, as if you had been fancying, that when you go to church, you go into the house of God, where the heavenly host attend upon his service, and that when you there read the Scriptures, and sing holy hymns, you join with the choirs above, and do God’s will on earth, as it is done in heaven. For observe, I pray you, how justly that opinion of the play-house is founded. For, was it a joy and delight to the devil to see idols worshipped, to see hymns and adorations offered up to impure and filthy deities? Were places and festivals, appointed for such ends, justly esteemed places and festivals devoted to the devil? Now give the reason why all this was justly reckoned a service to the devil, and, you will give as good a reason why the play-house is to be esteemed his temple. For, what though hymns and adorations are not offered to impure and filthy deities, yet if impurity and filthiness is there the entertainment, if immodest songs, profane rant, if lust and passion entertain the audience, the business is the same, and the assembly does the same honour to the devil, though they are
not gathered together in the name of some heathen god.

For impurity and profaneness in the worshippers of the true God, is as acceptable a service to the devil, as impurity and profaneness in any idolators; and perhaps a lewd song in an assembly of Christians gives him greater delight, than if it had been sung in a congregation of heathens.

If therefore we may justly say, that a house or festival was the devil's, because he was delighted with it, because what was there done was an acceptable service to him; we may be assured, that the play-house is as really the house of the devil, as any other house ever was. Nay, it is reasonable to think, that the play-houses in this kingdom are a greater pleasure to him, than any temple he ever had in the heathen world. For as it is a greater conquest to make the disciples of Christ delight in lewdness and profaneness, than ignorant heathens; so a house, that in the midst of Christian churches, trains up Christians in lewdness and profaneness, that makes the worshippers of Christ flock together in crowds, to rejoice in an entertainment that is contrary to the Spirit of Christ, as hell is contrary to heaven; a house so employed, may justly be reckoned a more delightful habitation of the devil, than any temple of the heathen world. When therefore you go to the play-house, you have as much assurance that you go to the devil's peculiar habitation, that you submit to his designs, and rejoice in his diversions, which are his best devices against Christianity, you have as much assurance of this, as that they who worshipped filthy deities, were in reality worshippers of the devil.

Again, consider those old sports and diversions where Christians were sometimes thrown to wild beasts; consider why such sports might well be looked upon as the devil's triumph. I suppose you are at no stand with yourself, whether you should
impute such entertainments to the devil. Consider, therefore, why you should not as readily allow the stage to be his entertainment.

For was it a delight to the devil to see heathens sporting with the bodily death of Christians? And must it not be greater delight to him, to see Christians sporting themselves in the death of their souls?

The heathens could only kill the body, and separate it from the soul; but these Christian diversions murder the soul, and separate it from God. I dare say no arguments could convince you, that it was lawful to rejoice at those sports, which were thus defiled with human blood; but then pray remember that if the death of the soul be as great a cruelty as the death of the body; if it be as dreadful for a soul to be separated from God, as to be separated from the body; you ought to think it as entirely unlawful to enter that house where so many eternal lives are sacrificed, or ever to partake of those diversions, which separate such numbers of souls from God.

Hence it appears, that if, instead of considering the play-house as only a place of diversion, you will but examine what materials it is made of, if you will but consider the nature of the entertainment, and what is there doing, you will find it as wicked a place, as sinful a diversion, and as truly the peculiar pleasure and triumph of the devil, as any wicked place or sinful diversion in the heathen world. When therefore you are asked to go to a play, do not think that you are asked only to go to a diversion, but be assured that you are asked to yield to the devil, to go over to his party, and to make one of his congregation; that if you do go, you have not only the guilt of buying so much vain and corrupt communication, but are also as certainly guilty of going to the devil's house, and doing him the same honour, as if you was to partake of some heathen festival.

You must consider, that all the laughter there is
not only vain and foolish, but that it is a laughter amongst devils, that you are upon profane ground, and hearing music in the very porch of hell.

Thus it is in the reason of the thing; and if we should now consider the state of our play-house, as it is in fact, we should find it answering all these characters, and producing effects suitable to its nature: but I shall forbear this consideration, it being as unnecessary to tell the reader, that our play-house is in fact the sink of corruption and debauchery; that it is the general rendezvous of the most profligate persons of both sexes; that it corrupts the air, and turns the adjacent places into public nuisances; this is as unnecessary as to tell him, that the Exchange is a place of merchandise.

Now it is to be observed, that this is not the state of the play-house, through any accidental abuse, as any innocent or good thing may be abused; but that corruption and debauchery are the truly natural and genuine effects of the stage-entertainment. Let not, therefore, any one say, that he is not answerable for those vices and debaucheries which are occasioned by the play-house; for so far as he partakes of the pleasure of the stage, and is an encourager of it, so far he is chargeable with those disorders which necessarily are occasioned by it.

If evil arises from our doing our duty, or our attendance at any good design, we are not to be frightened at it; but if evil arises from any thing, as its natural and genuine effect, in all such cases, so far as we contribute to the cause, so far we make ourselves guilty of the effects. So that all who any way assist the play-house, or ever encouraged it by their presence, make themselves chargeable, in some degree, with all the evils and vices which follow from it. Since therefore it cannot be doubted by any one, whether the play-house be a nursery of vice and debauchery, since the evil effects it has
upon people's manners is as visible as the sun at noon, one would imagine that all people of virtue and modesty should not only avoid it, but avoid it with the utmost abhorrence; that they should be so far from entering into it, that they should detest the very sight of it. For what a contradiction, is it to common sense to hear a woman lamenting the miserable lewdness and debauchery of the age, the vicious taste, and irregular pleasures of the world, and at the same time dressing herself to meet the lewdest part of the world, at the fountain-head of all lewdness, and making herself one of that crowd where every abandoned wretch is glad to be present? She may fancy that she hates and abominates their vices; but she may depend upon it, that till she hates and abominates the place of vicious pleasures, till she dare not come near an entertainment which is the cause of so great debauchery, and the pleasure of the most debauched people; till she is thus disposed, she wants the truest sign of a real and religious abhorrence of the vices of the age.

For to wave all other considerations, I would only ask her a question or two on the single article of modesty. What is modesty? Is it a little mechanical outside behaviour, that goes no farther than a few forms and modes at particular times and places? Or is it a real temper, a rational disposition of the heart, that is founded in religion? Now if modesty is only a mechanical observance of a little outside behaviour, then I can easily perceive how a modest woman may frequent plays; there is no inconsistency for such a one to be one thing in one place, and another in another place; to disdain an immodest conversation, and yet, at the same time, relish and delight in immodest and impudent speeches in a public play-house. But if modesty is a real temper and disposition of the heart, that is founded in the principles of reli-
gion; then I confess I cannot comprehend how a person of such modesty should ever come twice into a play-house. For if it is reason and religion that has inspired her with a modest heart; that makes her hate and abhor every word or look, or hint, in conversation that has the appearance of lewdness; that makes her shun the company of such as talk with too much freedom; if she is thus modest in common life, from a principle of religion, a temper of heart; is it possible for such a one (I do not say to seek) but to bear with the immodesty and impudence of the stage? For must not immodesty and impudence, must not loose and wanton discourse be the same hateful things, and give the same offence to a modest mind in one place as in another? And must not that place, which is the seat of immodesty, where men and women are trained up in lewdness; where almost every day in the year is a day devoted to the foolish representations of rant, lust, and passion; must not such a place of all others be the most odious to a mind that is truly modest upon principles of reason and religion? One would suppose that such a person should as much abominate the place as any other filthy sight; and be as much offended with an invitation to it, as if she was invited to see an immodest picture. For the representations of the stage, the inflamed passions of lovers there described, are as gross an offence to the ear as any representation that can offend the eye.

It ought not to be concluded, that because I affirm the play-house to be an entertainment contrary to modesty, that therefore I accuse all people as void of modesty who ever go to it. I might affirm, that transubstantiation is contrary to all sense and reason; but then it would be a wrong conclusion to say, that I affirmed, that all who believe it are void of all sense and reason. Now as prejudices, the
force of education, the authority of numbers, the way of the world, the example of great names, may make people believe: so the same causes may make people act against all sense and reason, and be guilty of practices which no more suit with the purity of their religion, than transubstantiation agrees with common sense:

To proceed: I once heard a young lady thus excusing herself for going to the play-house; That she went but seldom, and then in company of her mother and her aunt; that they always knew their play before-hand, and never went on the sacrament week. And what harm pray, says she, can there be in this? It breaks in upon no rules of my life; I neglect no part of my duty; I go to church, and perform the same devotions at home as on other days. It ought to be observed, that this excuse can only be allowed where the diversion itself is innocent; it must therefore be first considered what the entertainment is in itself, whether it be suitable to the spirit and temper of religion; for if it is right and proper in itself, it needs no excuse; but if it be wrong, and dangerous to religion, we are not to use it cautiously, but avoid it constantly.

Secondly; It is no proof of the innocency of a thing, that it does not interfere with our hours of duty, nor break the regularity of our lives; for very wicked ways of spending time may yet be consistent with a regular distribution of our hours. She must therefore consider, not only whether such a diversion hinders the regularity of her life, or breaks in upon her devotions, public or private; but whether it hinders, or any way affects, that spirit and temper which all her devotions aspire after. Is it conformable to that heavenly affection, that love of God, that purity of heart, that wisdom of mind, that perfection of holiness, that contempt of the world, that watchfulness and self-denial, that humility and fear of sin? Is it conformable to these graces,
which are to be the daily subject of all her prayers? This is the only way for her to know the innocency of going to a play. If what she there hears and sees has no contrariety to any graces or virtues which she prays for; if all that there passes be fit for the purity and piety of one that is led by the Spirit of Christ, and is working out her salvation with fear and trembling; if the stage be an entertainment that may be thought according to the will of God, then she disposes of an hour very innocently, though her mother, or her aunt, were not with her. But if the contrary to all this be true; if most of what she there hears and sees be as contrary to the piety and purity of Christianity, as feasting is contrary to fasting; if the house which she supports by her money, and encourages by her presence, be a notorious means of corruption, visibly carrying on the cause of vice and debauchery; she must not think herself excused for being with her mother.

Thirdly; The same person would, perhaps, think it strange to hear one of her virtuous acquaintances giving the like excuse for going now and then to a masquerade.

Now this diversion is new in our country, and therefore people judge of it in a manner that they should, because they are not blinded by use and custom; but let any one give but the true reasons why a person of virtue and piety should not give into such entertainments, and the same reasons will show, that a person of a strict piety should keep at as great a distance from the play-house. For the entertainment of the stage is as directly opposite to the purity of religion, and is as much the natural means of corruption, and serves all bad ends in as high a manner as masquerades; they only differ as bad things of the same kind may differ from one another. So that if the evil use, the ill consequence of masquerades, be a sufficient reason to deter peo-
ple of piety from partaking of them, the same evil use and ill consequence of the stage ought to keep all people of virtue from it. If people will consult their temper only, they may take the entertainment of one, and condemn the other as following the same guide; they may abhor intemperance, and indulge malice; but if they will consult religion, and make that the ground of their opinions, they would find as strong reasons for a constant abhorrence of the stage, as of masquerades.

Farther; She that is for going only to the playhouse now and then with this care and discretion, does not seem to have enough considered the matter, or to act by reason; for if the stage be an innocent and proper entertainment; if, in its own nature, it be as harmless and useful as walking, riding, taking the air, or conversing with virtuous people; if this be the nature of it, then there is no need of this care and abstinence; a virtuous lady need not excuse herself that she goes but very seldom. But if it be the very reverse of all this; if it be that fountain of corruption and debauchery which has been observed; then to go to it at any time admits of no excuse, but is as absurd, as contrary to reason and religion, as to do any other ill thing with the same care and discretion. If you should hear a person excusing her use of paint in this manner;—That truly she painted but very seldom; that she always said her prayers first; that she never used it on Sundays, or the week before the communion; would you not pity such a mixture of religion and weakness? Would you not desire her to use her reason, and either allow painting to be an innocent ornament, suitable to the sobriety and humility of a Christian, or else to think it as unlawful at one time as another? Would you not think it strange that she should condemn painting as odious and sinful; and yet think that the regularity of her life, the exactness of her devotions, and her observance of religion
might make it lawful for her to paint now and then? I do not doubt but you plainly see the weakness and folly of such a pretence for painting, under such rules at certain times. And if you would but as impartially consider your pretences for going sometimes to the play-house, you would certainly find them equally weak and unreasonable: for painting may, with more reason, be reckoned an innocent ornament, than the play-house an innocent diversion; and it supposes a greater vanity of mind, a more perverted judgment, and a deeper corruption of heart, to seek the diversions of the stage, than to take the pleasure of a borrowed colour.

I know you are offended at this comparison, because you judge by your temper and prejudices, and do not consider the things as they are in themselves by the pure light of reason and religion. Painting has not been the way of your family; it is supposed to be the practice but of very few; and those who use it endeavour to conceal it; this makes you readily condemn it: on the contrary, your mother and your aunt carry you to a play; you see virtuous people there, and the same persons that fill our churches; so that your temper is as much engaged to think it lawful to go sometimes to a play; as it is engaged to think the use of paint odious and sinful. Lay aside therefore these prejudices for awhile; fancy that you had been trained up in some corner of the world in the principles of Christianity, and had never heard either of the play-house or painting; imagine now that you was to examine the lawfulness of them by the doctrines of Scripture; you would first desire to be told the nature of these things, and what they meant. They would tell you, that painting was the borrowing of colours from art, to make the face look more beautiful. Now though you found no express text of Scripture against painting, you will find that it was expressly against tempers required in Scripture; you would,
therefore, condemn it, as proceeding from a vanity of mind, a fondness of beauty; you would see that the harm of painting consisted in this, that it proceeded from a temper of mind, contrary to the sobriety and humility of a Christian, which indeed is harm enough, because this humility and sobriety of mind is as essential to religion as charity and devotion. So that in judging according to Scripture, you would hold it as unreasonable to paint sometimes, as to be sometimes malicious, indelicate, proud, or false.

You are now to consider the stage; you are to keep close to Scripture, and fancy that you yet know nothing of plays. You ask therefore first, what the stage or play-house is? You are told, that it is a place where all sorts of people meet, to be entertained with discourses, actions, and representations, which are recommended to the heart by beautiful scenes, the splendor of lights, and the harmony of music. You are told, that these discourses are the inventions of men of wit and imagination, which describe imaginary intrigues and scenes of love, and introduce men and women discoursing, raving, and acting in all the wild indecent transports of lust and passion. You are told, that the diversion partly consists of lewd and profane songs; sung to fine music, and partly of extravagant dialogues between immodest persons, talking in a style of love and madness, that it is no where else to be found, and entertaining the Christian audience with all the violence of passion, corruption of heart, wantonness of mind, immodesty of thought, and profane jests, that the wit of the poet is able to invent. You are told, that the players, men and women, are trained up to act and represent all the descriptions of lust and passion in the liveliest manner, to add a lewdness of action to lewd speeches; that they get their livelihood by cursing, swearing.
and ranting for three hours together to an assembly of Christians.

Now though you find no particular text of Scripture condemning the stage, or tragedy, or comedy, in express words; yet what is much more you find that such entertainments are a gross contradiction to the whole nature of religion. They are not contrary to this or that particular temper; but are contrary to that whole turn of heart and mind which religion requires. Painting is contrary to humility, and therefore is always to be avoided as sinful. But the entertainment of the stage, as it consists of blasphemous expressions, wicked speeches, swearing, cursing, and profaning the name of God; it abounds with impious rant, filthy jests, distracted passions, gross descriptions of lust, and wanton songs, is a contradiction of every doctrine that our Saviour and his apostles have taught us. So that to abhor painting at all times, because it supposes a vanity of mind, and is contrary to humility, and yet think there is a lawful time to go to the play-house, is as contrary to common sense, as if a man should hold that it was lawful sometimes to offend against all the doctrines of religion, and yet always unlawful to offend against any one doctrine of religion.

If therefore you was to come, as I supposed, from some corner of the world, where you had been used to live and judge by the rules of religion, and upon your arrival here, had been told what painting and the stage was; as you would not expect to see persons of religious humility carrying their daughters to paint-shops, or inviting their pious friends to go along with them; so much less would you expect to hear, that devout, pious, and modest women carried their daughters, and invited their virtuous friends to meet them at the play. Least of all could you imagine, that there were any people too pious and devout to indulge the vanity of painting,
and yet not devout, or pious enough, to abhor the immodesty, profaneness, ribaldry, immorality, and blasphemy of the stage.

To proceed: A polite writer of a late paper, thought he had sufficiently ridiculed a certain lady's pretensions to piety, Spectator, when speaking of her closet, he says, No. 79.

Together lie her prayer-book and paint,
At once t' improve the sinner and the saint.

Now whence comes it, that this writer judges so rightly, and speaks the truth so plainly in the matter of painting? Whence comes it, that the generality of his readers think his observation just, and joins with him in it? It is because painting is not yet an acknowledged practice, but is, for the most part, reckoned a shameful instance of vanity. Now as we are not prejudiced in favour of this practice, and have no excuses to make for our own share in it; so we judge of it impartially, and immediately perceive its contrariety to a religious temper and state of mind. This writer saw this in so strong a light, that he does not scruple to suppose, that paint is as natural and proper a means to improve the sinner as the prayer-book is to improve the saint.

I should therefore hope, that it need not be imputed to any sourness of temper, religious weakness, or dulness of spirits, if a clergyman should imagine, that the profaneness, debauchery, lewdness, and blasphemy of the stage, is as natural a means to improve the sinner, as a bottle of paint; or if he should venture to show that the church and the play-house are as ridiculous a contradiction, and do no more suit with the same person, than the prayer-book and paint.

Again; suppose you were told that the holy angels delight in the repentance and devotion of
Christians; that they attend at God's altar, and rejoice in the prayers and praises which are there offered unto God: I imagine you could easily believe it, you could think it very agreeable to the nature of such good beings, to see fallen spirits returning unto God. Suppose you were told also, that these same heavenly beings delighted to be with men in their drunkenness, revellings, and debaucheries, and were as much pleased with their vices and corruptions, as with their devotions, you would know that both these accounts could not possibly be true; you could no more doubt in your mind whether good angels that delight in the conversion and devotion of Christians, do also delight in their vices and follies, than you can doubt whether the same person can be alive and dead at the same time. You would be sure, that in proportion as they delight in the piety and holiness of men, they must necessarily, in the same degree, abhor and dislike their vices and corruptions. So that supposing the matter of our church-service, the excellency of its devotions; its heavenly petitions, its lofty hymns, its solemn praises of the most high God, be such a glorious service as invites and procures the attendance of that blessed choir; if this be true, I suppose you are as certain as you can be of the plainest truth, that the filthiness, the rant, ribaldry, profaneness, and impiety of the stage, must be the hatred and aversion of those good spirits. You are sure, that it is as impossible for them to behold the stage with pleasure, as to look upon the holy altar with abhorrence.

Consider awhile on this matter, and think how it can be lawful for you to go to a place, where if a good angel was to look with pleasure, it would cease to be good? For as that which makes angels good, is the same right temper which makes you good; so the same tempers which would render angels evil, must also render you evil. You may perhaps tell
me that you are not an angel. I grant it, neither are you Jesus Christ, neither are you God; yet you are called to be holy, as Jesus Christ was holy; and to be perfect, as your Father which is in heaven is perfect. Though you are not an angel, yet it is part of your glorious hope, that you shall be as the angels of God; so that as you are capable of their happiness, you must think yourself obliged to be as like them in your temper, as the infirmity of your present state will permit. If angels are to rejoice in singing the praises of God; though their joy may exceed yours, yet you are as much obliged to your degree of joy in this duty as they are. Angels, by the light and strength of their nature, may abhor all manner of sin with stronger aversion, a higher degree of abhorrence: yet you are as much obliged to abhor all manner of sin, as they are. So that it is no more lawful for you to delight in impure, profane diversions, which good angels abhor, than it is lawful for you to hate those praises and adorations which are their delight.

You are to consider also, that these contradictory tempers, are no more possible in the same men, than in the same angels; it is no more possible for your heart truly to delight in the service of the church, to be in earnest in all its devotions, and at the same time delight in the entertainment of the stage, than it is possible for an angel to delight in them both.

You may fancy that you relish these entertainments, and at the same time relish and delight in the service of God, and are very hearty in your devotions; you may fancy this as cruel men may fancy themselves to be merciful, the covetous and proud may fancy themselves to be humble and heaven-minded; but then take notice, that it is all but mere fancy; for it is as impossible to be really devout with your reason and understanding, and at the same time delight in the entertainment of the stage; as it is impossible to be really charitable,
and delighting in *malice* at the same time. There is indeed a falseness in our heart, a *mechanism* in our constitution, which will deceive those, who do not constantly *suspect* themselves. There are *forms of devotion*, little rules of religion, which are fixed in us by *education*, which we can no more part with, than we can part with any other customs which we have long used. Now this makes many people think themselves mighty pious, because they find it is not in their nature to forbear or neglect such and such *forms* of piety; they fancy that religion must have its seat in their heart, because their heart is so unalterable in certain *rules* of religion. Thus a person that is exact in his times of prayer, will perhaps think himself much injured, if you was to tell him that it is his *want* of piety that makes him relish the diversion of the *stage*; his heart immediately justifies him against such an accusation, and tells him how constant he is in his devotions; whereas it is very possible, that he may have but little more piety than what consists in some *rules* and *forms*, and that his constancy to such rules may be owing to the same cause, which makes others constantly *sleepy* at such an hour, that is, the mere *mechanism* of his constitution, and the *force* of custom. This is the state of numbers of people, otherwise it would not be so common, to see the same people, constant and unalterable in some *rules* of religion, and as constant and unalterable in pride, passion and vanity.

Again; there are many other instances of a false piety: some people feel themselves capable of *religious fervours*, they have their passions frequently affected with *religious* subjects, who from thence imagine, that their hearts are in a true state of religion. But such a conclusion is very deceitful. For the mere *mechanism* and natural tempers of our bodies and our present condition, may be the chief foundation of all this. Thus a *lady* may find herself, as she thinks, warm in her devotions, and praise God
at church with a sense of joy; she thinks she is very good, because she finds herself thus affected and pleased with the service of the church; whereas, it may be the very reason why she is more than ordinarily devout, and thinks it a pleasure to praise God, is because she is going to a ball, or a play, as soon as divine service is over. This agreeable expectation has so put her spirits in order, that she can be very thankful to God all the time she is at church.

Another has been pleased with the compliments paid to her person, she finds herself very finely dressed, she is full of joy under such thoughts, and so can easily break out into fervours of devotion, and rejoice in God at a time when she can rejoice in any thing. These frequent starts of devotion make her think herself to be far advanced in piety, and she does not perceive, that the height of her devotion is owing to the height of her vanity. Let her but be less pleased with herself, let her be unregarded, undressed, without such pleasing reflections, and she will find herself sunk into a strange dulness towards devotion.

The same temper is very frequent in common life; you meet a person who is very fond of you, full of affection, and pleased with every thing you say or do: you must not imagine that he has more friendship for you, than when he saw you last, and hardly took any notice of you: the matter is only this, the man is in a state of joy at something or other, he is pleased with himself, and so is easily pleased with you; stay but till this flow of spirit is gone off, and he will show you no more affection than he used to do. This is the religion of numbers of people; they are devout by fits and starts, in the same manner as they are pleased by fits and starts, and their devotion at those very times is no more a sign of true piety, than the civility and compliments of a person over-joyed, are signs of true friendship. But still
these little flashes of devotion, make people think themselves in a state of religion.

Take another instance of a false piety of another kind; Junius has been orthodox in his faith, a lover of churchmen, a hater of heretics these several years; he is the first that is sorry for a dangerous book that is come out, he is amazed what people would be at by such writings, but thanks God there is learning enough in the world to confute them. He reads all the confutations of atheists, deists, and heretics; there is only one sort of books, for which Junius has no taste, and that is, books of devotion. He freely owns, that they are not for his taste, he does not understand their flights.

If another person was to say so much, it would be imputed to his want of piety; but because Junius is known to be an enemy to irreligion, because he is constantly at church, you suppose him to be a pious man, though he thus confesses that he wants the spirit of piety. It is in the same manner, that Junius deceives himself, his heart permits him to neglect books of devotion, because his heart is constantly showing him his zeal for religion, and honour for the church; this makes him no more suspect himself to want any degrees of piety, than he suspects himself to be a favourer of heresy. If he never thinks any ill of himself; if he never suspects any falseness in his own heart; if he is prejudiced in favour of all his own ways, it is because he is prejudiced in favour of all orthodox men. Junius reads much controversy, yet he does not take it ill, that you pretend to inform him in matters of controversy; on the contrary, he never reads books of devotion, yet is angry if you pretend to correct him in matters of that kind. You may suppose him mistaken in something that he is always studying, and he will be thankful to you for setting him right; but if you suppose him mistaken in things that he never applies himself to, if you suppose that any body knows what
humility, heavenly-mindedness, devotion, self-denial, mortification, repentance, charity, or the love of God is, better than he, you provoke his temper, and he will not suffer himself to be informed by you. Great numbers of people are like Junius in this respect, they think they are very religious by listening to instructions upon certain points, by reading certain books, and being ready to receive farther light, who yet cannot bear to be instructed in matters, where they are most likely to be deceived, and where the deceit is of the utmost danger. They will be thankful for your telling them the particular times in which the Gospels were written, for explaining the word eurycleidon, or anathema maranatha; they will be glad of such useful instruction, but if you touch upon such subjects as really concern them in a high degree, such as try the state and way of their lives, these religious people, who are so fond of religious truths, cannot bear to be thus instructed.

What is the reason, that when we consult lawyers, it is not to hear harangues upon the law, or its several courts, it is not to hear the variety of cases that concern other people, but it is to be instructed and assisted in our own case? Why do we thank them for dealing impartially with us, for searching and examining into the true state of our case, and informing us of every thing that concerns us? What is the reason that we apply to physicians, not to hear the rise and progress of physic, or the history of disputes amongst them, not to hear of other people's distempers; but to tell them our own particular state, and learn the cure of our own distempers? Why do we thank them for being nicely exact in searching us out, for examining into every part of our lives, our ways of eating, drinking, and sleeping, and not suffering us to deceive ourselves with wrong opinions and practices? What is the reason why we act thus consistently, and in the same manner, in both these instances? Now the
only reason is this, because in both these instances we are really in earnest. When you are in earnest in your religion, you will act as consistently, and in the same manner there. When you desire solid piety, as you desire sound health, your chief concern will be about your own disorders; you will thank divines and casuists for making you their chief care; you will be glad to have them examine and search into your ways of life, to be rightly informed of the follies, vanities, and dangers of your state; you will be glad to read those books, and consult those casuists, which are most exact and faithful in discovering your faults, who question and examine all your ways, who discover to you your secret corruptions, and unsuspected follies, and who are best able to give you the surest rules of arriving at Christian perfection. When you are in earnest in your religion, you will as certainly act in this manner, as you act in the same manner with the lawyer or physician. Take this also for an undeniable truth, that till you do act in this manner, you are not in earnest in your religion. This therefore is a good rule to examine yourself by. Do you find that you act in religion, as you do in other cases, where you are in earnest? Are you as suspicious of yourself, as fearful of mistake, as watchful of danger, as glad of assistance, as desirous of success, as in other matters, where your life or fortune are at stake, or where your heart is engaged? Never imagine that your religion is founded in a true fear of God, and a hearty desire of salvation, till you find yourself acting as you do in other matters, where your fears are great, and your desires hearty. If you had rather read books that entertain the mind, than correct the heart; if you had rather hear a casuist examine other people’s lives than your’s; if you had rather hear him talk of the excellency and wisdom of religion, than be exact in trying the excellency and wisdom of your way of life, you must take it for
granted, that you are not in earnest in the reformation of your life, and that there are some tempers in you more strong and powerful, that more rule and govern you than the fear of God, and a desire of salvation. To return now to my subject.

I had observed, that people who are religious upon a true principle, who are devout with their reason and understanding, cannot possibly either relish, or allow the entertainment of the stage. I observed, that these contradictory tempers, a delight in the offices and divine service of the church, and a delight in the entertainments of the stage, are no more possible to be in the same good men, than in the same good angels. This made it necessary for me to step a little aside from my subject, to consider some false appearances of religion, which are chiefly founded in natural temper, custom, education, and the way of the world; which yet so far deceive people, as to make them fancy themselves in a good state of religion, while they live and act by another spirit and temper.

Now, I readily own, a man may come up to those appearances of religion, he may carry on a course of such piety as this, and yet relish the diversion of the stage. It is no contradiction for a man to like to say his prayers, to be often delighted with the service of the church, to hear sermons, to read divinity, to detest heretics, and yet find a constant pleasure in the vain entertainments of the stage. The world abounds with instances of people who swear, drink, and debauch, with all these appearances of religion. Now as we are sure, that where we see these vices, those persons have only an appearance of religion, which is founded in something else, than a true fear of God; so wherever we see sober and regular people, lovers of the church, and friends to religion, taking the pleasure of the stage, we may be sure, that their religion is defective, and founded in something that is weak, and false, and blind, that
permits them to act so inconsistently. For the reason is full as strong in one case as in the other. Now although I would not have people to be solely guided by what they feel, or think they feel in their own minds; yet this we may depend upon, as certain in our tempers, that we never love or affect any thing truly, but we hate and avoid all that is contrary to it in an equal degree. So that we may be assured, that all that love, or zeal, or affection that we pretend for any thing, is but mere pretence and a blind motion, unless it appears by a zealous, lively abhorrence of every thing that is contrary to it. Upon this ground I again affirm, that it is impossible for truly religious people to bear the entertainment of the stage. For consider only the matter in this short view. A truly religious person is to love, and fear, and adore God, with all his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his strength. Now I ask you, who it is that has this true love of God? Is it he that delights in profaneness at all times? Or is it he that can bear with profaneness some times? Or is it he that abhors and avoids it at all times and in all places? Which of these three hath a right to be esteemed a true lover of God? Now he that goeth to a play at any time, though he may say that he does not delight in profaneness, yet he must own that he can sometimes, and in some places, bear with profaneness. For profaneness of some kind or other, is in most of our plays, almost as common as the name of God in Scripture. But I will suppose it were only now and then, and that no profaneness, either of thought or expression, happened above twice or thrice in an entertainment; yet this is profaneness, and he that can bear with so much, that can seek the entertainment as a pleasure, must acknowledge, that though he does not delight in profaneness as such, yet he can bear with profaneness for the sake of other delight. Now ask yourself—Has not he a truer love of God, whose piety will not suffer him
to bear with profaneness at any time, or in any place, or for any pleasure? And not therefore supported by plain reason and common sense, when I affirm, that it is for want of true piety, that any people are able to bear the entertainment of the stage?

You see also, that no higher degree of piety is required, to fill one with a constant abhorrence of the stage, than such a piety as implies an abhorrence of profaneness at all times, and in all places.

When you are thus pious, when you thus love God, you will have a piety, a love of God that will not suffer you to be at an entertainment that has any mixture of profaneness. Now as there must be this manifest defect in true piety, before you can bear with the profaneness of the stage; so if you consider every other part of the character of a truly religious man, you will find, that there must be the same defect run through the whole of it, before he can be fit for such diversion.

You tell me that you love the church, and rejoice at the returns of divine service, though you now and then go to a play. Now consider what it is which these words mean. If you love and delight in the service of church, then you love to be in a state of devotion, you love to draw near to God, you love to be made sensible of the misery, guilt, and weight of sin; you love to abhor and deplore your iniquities, and to lament the misery and vanity of human life; you love to hear the instructions of divine wisdom, to raise your soul unto God, and sing his praises; you love to be on your knees praying against all the vanities and follies of life, and for all the gifts and graces of God's Holy Spirit.

Now all this is implied in the true love of church-service, for unless you love it for what it is, and because you feel its excellency, your love is only a blind mechanical motion; but if you love it in truth and reality, if you are thus affected with it because all its parts so highly suit the condition of
human nature, whilst you are thus disposed, you can no more relish the wicked spirit and foolish temper of stage-entertainments, than sincere, dying penitents can delight in the guilt of their sins.

Never imagine, therefore, that you are sincerely affected with the confessions of the church, or that you are truly glad for the return of those hours, which humble you in the sight of God; never imagine, that you truly feel the misery and weight of sin, or sincerely lament the corruption of your nature, whilst you dare go to the fountain-head of corruption, the place where sin reigns, and exercises its highest power.

Never imagine, that you have the spirit of devotion, that your heart is renewed with the Holy Ghost; that it truly rejoices in the means of grace, and the hope of glory; never imagine, that it is your joy and delight to worship God in the beauty of holiness, to send up your soul to him in prayers and praises, so long as the way of the stage, its impious nonsense, vile jests, profane passions, and lewd speeches, are not your utter abhorrence. For it is not more absurd to believe, that a corrupt tree may bring forth good fruit, than to believe, that a pious mind, truly devoted to God, should taste and relish the entertainment of the stage. For the taste and relish of the mind, is a more certain sign of the state and nature of the mind, than the quality of fruit is a sign of the state and nature of trees.

Had the impure spirits, which asked our blessed Saviour to suffer them to enter into the herd of swine, said at the same time, that it was their only delight and joy to dwell in the light and splendour of God, no one could have believed them, any more than he could believe light and darkness to be the same thing.

When you have the Spirit of Christ, when you are devoted to God, when purity, holiness, and perfection is your real care, when you desire to live in
the light of God’s Holy Spirit, to act by his motions, to rise from grace to grace till you are finished in glory, it will be as impossible for you, whilst you continue so disposed, either to seek or hear the entertainment of the stage, as it is impossible for pure and holy spirits to ask to enter into a herd of swine. If you want the delight of so corrupt an entertainment, so contrary to the spirit and purity of religion, you ought no more to believe yourself, when you pretend to true piety and devotion, than you ought to have believed those impure spirits, if they had pretended to have been angels of light. For this is absolutely certain, and what you ought carefully to consider, that nothing ever gives us any pleasure, but what is suitable to the state and temper of mind that we are then in. So that if the corruption, the immorality, the profane spirit and wanton temper of the stage entertainment, can give you any pleasure, you are as sure that there is something like all these vices in your heart, as you can be of any thing that relates to a human mind.

Lastly, Ask yourself, when you think that you have a true love for divine service, whether he is not a truer lover of it, whose soul is so fashioned to it, so deeply affected with it, that he can delight in nothing that is contrary to it; who can bear with no entertainment that is made up of speeches, passions, harangues, and songs, so opposite to the wisdom, the discourses, instructions, and hymns of divine service. This, I believe, you cannot deny; and if this cannot be denied, then it must be owned as a certain truth, that he who can bear with the stage entertainment, has this farther defect, that he wants the true love of divine service.

Again; It is part of a truly religious man to love the Scriptures, and delight in reading them; you say this is your temper, though you go to plays. I answer, that it is for want of a true love and delight in the Scriptures, that you are able to relish plays.
You may perhaps so love the Scriptures, that you may think it your duty to read them, and desire to understand them. But when you once so love the Scriptures as to love to be like them, to desire that the spirit and temper of Scripture may be the one spirit and temper of your life: when, for instance, you love this doctrine, strive to enter in at the strait gate. If thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee. When you are of the same mind with this Scripture, be sober, be vigilant, because your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour.

When you are intent upon this truth, for we must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, that every one may receive the things done in his body, has taken possession of your heart, seeing then that all these things must be dissolved; what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness?

When you resign up your whole soul to this exhortation, take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart. When your heart can truly bear you witness to this doctrine, that you put on the whole armour of Christ, that you may be able to stand, that you live by faith, and not by sight, pressing after the prize of your high calling. When you thus love and delight in the Scripture; when you thus enter into its spirit and temper; when its purity is your purity; its fears, and hopes, and joys, are your fears, and hopes, and joys; you will find yourself one of those who constantly, and at all times, abominate the folly, impertinence, and profaneness of the stage.

Let me desire you, when you are dressed for a play, to read over our Saviour's divine sermon on the Mount before you go; try whether your soul is
full of the spirit that is there taught; examine whether you then feel in your heart such a love of the Scripture, as to love those conditions of blessedness that are there described, Blessed are the poor in spirit, blessed are they that mourn, blessed are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness. Do you find yourself in these heights of holiness? Is your soul reformed, purified, and exalted, according to these doctrines? Or can you imagine, that you are conforming yourself to those doctrines, that you depart from none of them, when you are preparing yourself for a pleasure, which is the proper pleasure of the most corrupt and debauched minds? Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Can you think that you are rightly affected with this doctrine, that you are labouring after this purity, that you are preparing to see God, when you are going to an entertainment, to which they ought only to go who have no thoughts of seeing God, nor any desires after that purity which prepares us for it?

Lastly; Another virtue essential to Christian holiness is chastity; our blessed Saviour has given us the measure of this virtue in these words: But I say unto you, that whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath committed adultery with her already in his heart. We are sure, therefore, that this virtue is not preserved, unless we keep ourselves clear from all immodest thoughts and impure imaginations; we are sure also, that the guilt of these is like the guilt of adultery. This is the doctrine of Christ. Look now into the play-house, and think whether any thing can be imagined more contrary to this doctrine.

For not to consider the monstrous lewdness and immodesty of the stage, take it in its best state, when some admired tragedy is upon it: are the extravagant passions of distracted lovers, the impure ravings of inflamed heroes, the tender com-
plaints, the joys and torments of love, and gross descriptions of lust; are the indecent actions, the amorous transports, the wanton address of the actors, which makes so great a part of the most sober and modest tragedies—are these things an entertainment consistent with this Christian doctrine? You may as well imagine, that murder and rapine are consistent with charity and meekness. I hope it will not now be said, that I have spent too much time upon this subject, that seems not necessary in this treatise upon Christian perfection. For though these things are generally looked upon as little, because they are called pleasures and diversions; yet they may as justly be called vices and debaucheries; they affect religion, as lies and falsehoods affect it, in the very heart and essence, and render people as incapable of true piety as any of the grossest indulgences of sensuality and intemperance. And perhaps it may be true, that more people are kept strangers to the true spirit of religion, by what are called pleasures, diversions, and amusements, than by confessed vices, or the cares and business of life. I have now only one thing to beg of the reader, that he would not think it a sufficient answer to all this, to say in general, that it is a doctrine too strict and rigid; but that he would consider every argument as it is in itself; not whether it be strict and rigid, but whether it be false reasoning, or more strict and rigid than the doctrine of Scripture: if it prescribes a purity and holiness which is not according to the spirit and temper of the Scriptures, let it be rejected; not as too strict and rigid, but as a species of false worship, as vain and ridiculous as idolatry: but if what is here asserted be highly conformable to the most plain doctrines of Scripture; the saying that it is too strict and rigid, is of no more weight against it than if it was said, that it was too true. It is not my intention to trouble the world with any particular notions of my
own, or to impose any unnecessary rules, or fancied degrees of perfection upon any people. But in declaring against the stage, as I have done, I have no more followed any particular spirit, or private temper, or any more exceeded the plain doctrine of Scripture, than if I declared against drunkenness and debauchery. Let a man but be so much a Christian, as not to think it too high a degree of perfection, or too strict and rigid to be in earnest in these two petitions, *Lead us not into temptation,* but *deliver us from evil*; and he has Christianity enough to persuade him, that it is neither too high a perfection, nor too strict and rigid, constantly to declare against, and always to avoid the entertainment of the stage.

---

**CHAP. XII.**

**Christians are called to a constant State of Prayer and Devotion.**

IT is one principle article of our religion, to believe that our blessed Saviour is now at the right hand of God, there making perpetual intercession for us, till the redemption of mankind is finished. Prayer therefore is, undoubtedly, a proper means of drawing near to God, a necessary method of restoring sinners to his favour; since he, who has conquered sin and death, who is constituted Lord of all, is yet, as the great advocate for sinners, obliged to make perpetual intercession for them.

Whenever therefore we are in the spirit of prayer, when our hearts are lifted up to God, breathing out holy petitions to the throne of grace, we have this encouragement to be constant and fervent in it, that we are then joining with an intercession at the
right hand of God, and doing that for ourselves on earth which our blessed Saviour is perpetually doing for us in heaven. This reason of prayer is, perhaps not much considered; yet it certainly contains a most powerful motive to it. For who, that considers his redemption as now carrying on by an intercession in heaven, can think himself so agreeable to God, so like his Saviour, as when the constancy of his own prayers bears some resemblance to that never-ceasing intercession which is made above? This shows us also, that we are most of all to desire those prayers which are offered up at the altar, where the body and blood of Christ are joined with them. For as our prayers are only acceptable to God through the merits of Jesus Christ; so we may be sure that we are praying to God in the most prevailing way, when we thus pray in the name of Christ, and plead his merits in the highest manner that we can.

Devotion may be considered either as an exercise of public or private prayers at set times and occasions, or as a temper of the mind, a state and disposition of the heart, which is rightly affected with such exercises. Now external acts of devotion are like other external actions, very liable to falseness, and are only so far good and valuable as they proceed from a right disposition of heart and mind. Zealous professions of friendship are but the more abominable hypocrisy for being often repeated, unless there be an equal zeal in the heart; so solemn prayers, rapturous devotions, are but repeated hypocrisies, unless the heart and mind be conformable to them. Since, therefore, it is the heart only that is devout; since the regularity and fervency of the heart is the regularity and fervency of devotion; I shall consider devotion chiefly in this respect, as it is a state and temper of the heart. For it is in this sense only, that Christians are called to a constant state of devotion; they are not to be always on their
knees in acts of prayer, but they are to be always in the state and temper of devotion.

Friendship does not require us to be always waiting upon our friends in external services; these offices have their times and seasons of intermission; it is only the service of the heart, the friendship of the mind, that is never to intermit; it is not to begin and end, as external services do, but it is to persevere in a constancy like the motion of our heart, or the beating of our pulse. It is just so in devotion; prayers have their hours, their beginning and ending; but that turn of mind, that disposition of the heart towards God, which is the life and spirit of prayer, is to be as constant and lasting as our own life and spirit.

The repeating of a creed at certain times is an act of faith; but that faith, which overcometh the world, stays neither for times nor seasons, but is a living principle of the soul, that is always believing, trusting, and depending upon God. In the same manner verbal prayers are acts of devotion; but that prayer which saveth, which openeth the gates of heaven, stops not at forms and manuals of devotion, but is a language of the soul, a judgment of the heart, which worships, adores, and delights in God, at all times and seasons.

The necessity and reason of prayer is, like all other duties of piety, founded in the nature of God, and the nature of man. It is founded in the nature of God, as he is the sole fountain and cause of all happiness; it is founded in the nature of man, as he is weak and helpless, and full of wants. So that prayer is an earnest application or ascent of the heart to God, as to the sole cause of all happiness. He therefore that most truly feels the misery, corruption, and weakness of his own nature, who is most fully convinced that a relief from all these disorders, and a true happiness, is to be found in God alone; he who is most fully convinced of these two
truths is most fully possessed of the spirit of prayer. There is but one way, therefore, to arrive at a true state of devotion; and that is, to get right notions of ourselves, and of the divine nature; that having a full view of the relation we bear to God, our souls may as constantly aspire to him as they constantly aspire after happiness. This also shows us the absolute necessity of all those fore-mentioned doctrines of humility, self-denial, and renunciation of the world. For if devotion is founded in a sense of the poverty, misery, and weakness of our nature, then nothing can more effectually destroy the spirit of devotion than pride, vanity, and indulgence of any kind. These things stop the breath of prayer, and as necessarily extinguish the flame of devotion, as water extinguishes common fire.

If prayer is also founded in right notions of God; in believing him to be the sole fountain and cause of all our happiness; then every thing that takes this truth out of our minds, that makes us less sensible of it, makes us so far less capable of devotion; so that worldly cares, vain pleasures, false satisfactions, are all to be renounced, that we may be able to pray. For the spirit of prayer has no farther hold of us, than so far as we see our wants, imperfections, and weakness, and likewise the infinite fullness and all-sufficiency of God; when we thoroughly feel these two great truths, then are we in the true spirit of prayer. Would you, therefore, be in the state and temper of devotion, you must practise all those ways of life that may humble you in your own sight; you must forbear all those indulgences and vanities which blind your heart, and give you false notions of yourself; you must seek that way of life, accustom yourself to such practices, as may best convince you of the vanity of the world, and the littleness of every thing but God. This is the only foundation of prayer. When you do not enough see either your own littleness, or the
greatness of God; when you either seek for pleasure in yourself, or think that it is any where to be found, except in God, you put yourself out of a state of devotion. For you can desire nothing but what you think you want; and you can desire it only in such a degree as you feel the want of it. It is certain therefore, that whatever lessens or abates the feeling of your own wants, whatever takes you from looking to God, as the only possible relief of them, so far lessens and abates the spirit and fervour of your devotion.

We sometimes exhort people to fervour in devotion; but this can only mean as to the outward acts of it: for to exhort people to be fervent in devotion, as that implies a temper of the heart, is to as little purpose as to exhort people to be merry, or to be sorry. For these tempers always follow the judgments and opinions of our minds; when we perceive things to be as we like them, then we are merry; when we find things in a contrary state, then we are sorry. It comes to pass after the same manner in devotion; bid a man be fervent in devotion; tell him it is an excellent temper; he knows no more how to go about it than how to be merry, because he is bid to be so. Stay till old age, till sickness, misfortunes, or the approach of death, has convinced him that he has nothing good in himself; that there is nothing valuable in the world; that all that is good, or great, or glorious, is in God alone; and then he will find himself as disposed to devotion, and zealous desires after God, as the man is disposed to cheerfulness, who sees things in that state in which he would have them to be. So that the one and the only way to be devout, is to see and feel our own weakness, the vanity of the world, and greatness of God, as dying men see and feel them. It is as impossible to be devout without seeing things in this view, as it is impossible to be cheerful without perceiving some-
thing in our condition that is according to our mind. Hence therefore we may learn to admire the wisdom and divinity of the Christian religion, which calls all its members to humility, self-denial, and a renunciation of worldly tempers, as a necessary foundation of piety and devotion. It was in these practices that our Saviour first instituted his religion; it was on these conditions, that the apostles embraced it, and taught it to others; it was in these doctrines that the primitive Christians became such worthy followers of our Saviour and his apostles. These doctrines are still in the Gospel, and till they are to be found in our lives we shall never find ourselves in a state of devotion. For I must again repeat what my reader cannot too much reflect upon, that since devotion is an earnest application of the soul to God, as the only cause and fountain of happiness, that it is impossible for the soul to have this desire, without having such reasons to produce and support it, as are necessary to produce and support other tempers of the mind.

Now it is impossible for a man to grieve when he finds his condition answering his desires, or to be over-joyed when he finds his state to be full of misery; yet this is as possible, as consistent with our nature, as for a man to aspire after, and delight in God as his only happiness, whilst he is delighting in himself, and the vanity of the world. So that to pretend to devotion without great humility, and an entire renunciation of all worldly tempers, is to pretend to impossibilities; it is as if a man should pretend to be cheerful whilst he is in vexation and impatience; he must first bring himself to a state of satisfaction and contentment, and then cheerfulness will flow from it; so he that would be devout, must first be humble, have a full view of his own miseries and wants, and the vanity of the world, and then his soul will be full of desires after God. A proud, or vain, or worldly-minded man, may use a
manual of prayers; but he cannot be devout, because devotion is the application of an humble heart to God, as its only happiness.

Hence we may also perceive why people of learning and great application to books, who seem to have retired from the corruptions of the world, to spend that time in their studies, are yet often not devout. The reason is, because devotion is founded in great humility, and a full sense of the vanity and littleness of every thing but God; whereas it is often the same vanity that wears out some scholars in their studies, that wears out other people at court, in the camp, or at sea. They do not want to be merchants, or colonels, or secretaries of state; but they want to be critics, grammarians, and historians. They, it may be, disregard riches and equipage; despise the sports and diversions of the present age; avoid the folly of conversation; but then it is to contemplate the riches and equipage, the sports, and diversions of the ancient Romans.

The vanity of some ladies and gentlemen would be touched if you should tell them that they did not understand dress: some great scholars would be much dejected if you should suppose them ignorant of a fold in the Roman garments.

The bulk of mankind are so dull and tasteless, so illiterate, as to set their hearts upon current coin, large fields, and flocks and herds of cattle. Great learning has raised some men above this grossness of taste; their heart, only beats at the sight of a medal and ancient coins; they are only afraid of dying before they have outdone the world in their collections of shells, skins, stones, animals, flies, and insects.

You would not expect that a merchant should be devout because he traded in all parts of Europe; or, that a lady should be pious, because she understands all sorts of fine work and embroidery. Now if you was to look into the business of many pro-
found scholars; if you was to consider the nature of such learning as makes the greatest figure in the world, you will find no more tendency in it to piety and devotion, than there is in merchandise or embroidery.

When men retire into their studies to change their nature, to correct and reform their passions; to find out the folly, the falseness, the corruption, and weakness of their hearts; to penetrate into the vanity and emptiness of all worldly attainments; when they read and meditate to fill their souls with religious wisdom and heavenly affections, and to raise their hearts unto God; when this is learning (and what else deserves the name), then learning will lead men unto God, learned men will be very devout, and great scholars will be great saints.

Hence we also learn why so many people, seemingly religious, are yet strangers to the spirit of devotion. Crito buys manuals of devotion, he finds nothing in them but what is according to the doctrines of religion; yet he is not able to keep pace with them; he feels nothing of what he reads, and throws them by, as something that does not suit his taste: he does not consider that the fault is in himself, and that these very same books will suit him when he is dying. He does not consider, that whilst he is so well pleased with himself, so fond of the world, so delighted with a variety of schemes that he has on foot, it is as impossible for him to be devout as for a stone to hang by itself in the air, or a building to stand without any thing to stand upon. If Crito was to begin his devotion to God with humility, self-denial, and a renunciation of all worldly tempers, he would show that he used common sense in his religion, that he was as wise as that builder who begins his house by laying a foundation. But to think of adding devotion to a life that does not naturally lead to it, that is not so ordered as to be so many steps towards it, is as ab-
Suppose you was to call a man from some joyful feast, from the pleasures of songs, music and dancing and tell him to go into the next room to grieve for half an hour, and then return to his mirth; suppose you was to tell him, that he must mourn that half-hour from the bottom of his heart, that it was a very excellent thing, and highly becoming a rational creature. It is possible he might obey you so far as to go into the room appointed for mourning, he may be able to sit still, look grave, sigh and hang down his head, and stay out his half hour; but you are sure that he cannot really grieve, and for this reason, because he is in a state of festival joy, and is returning to his feast. Now this is the state of Crito, and great numbers of Christians; they are always at a feast; their life is nothing else but a succession of such pleasures, satisfactions, and amusements, as affect and hurry their minds, like the festival joys of drinking, music, and dancing. So that when they go to devotion, they are just as capable of it, as a man that is rejoicing at a feast is capable of mourning at the same time. Let not the reader imagine that this is the case only of such great people, as live in such a constant scene of pleasure as their fortunes can procure, for it is a case that equally concerns almost all states of life. For as a man rejoicing at an ordinary feast, is as indisposed for grief as one that is merry at a more splendid entertainment; so the course of pleasures and worldly delights, which falls in with lower states of life, may render such people as incapable of devotion, as they are who have other entertainments
provided for them. Now no one wonders that he cannot put on grief, when he is rejoicing at a feast of any kind; because he knows there is sufficient reason for it, because his mind is then otherwise engaged. But if Crito would but deal thus faithfully with himself, he would as readily own, that he cannot relish strains of devotion, that his heart does not enter into them, for this reason, because it is otherwise engaged. For people certainly relish every thing that suits with the state of life that they live, and can have no taste or relish, but such as arises from the way and manner of life that they are in. Whoever therefore finds himself unable to relish strains of devotion, is dull and unaffected with them, may take it for certain, that it is owing to the way and state of life that he is in: he may also be farther assured, that his life is wanting in the virtues of humility, self-denial, and a renunciation of worldly goods, since these virtues as naturally prepare and dispose the soul to aspire to God, as a sense of sickness disposes people to wish for health.

Let us now put these things together; it is certain, that devotion, as a temper of the mind, must have something to produce it, as all other tempers have; that it cannot be taken up at times and occasions, but must arise from the state of the soul, as all other tempers and desires do. It is also equally certain, that humility, self-denial, and a renunciation of the world, are the only foundation of devotion, that it can only proceed from these, as from its proper causes. Here therefore we must fix our rule to take the just measure of ourselves. We must not consider how many books of devotion we have, how often we go to church, how often we have felt a warmth and fervour in our prayers; these are uncertain signs; but we must look to the foundation, and assure ourselves, that our devotion neither is, nor can be greater than our humility, self-denial,
and renunciation of the world. For as it must proceed only from these causes, so it can rise no higher than they can carry it, and must be in the same state of strength or weakness that they are. If our humility is false, our self-denial hypocritical and trilling, and our worldly tempers not half mortified, our devotion will be just in the same state of falseness, hypocrisy, and imperfection. The care therefore of our devotion seems wholly to consist in the care of these duties; so far as we proceed in them, so far we advance in devotion. We must alter our lives, in order to alter our hearts; for it is impossible to live one way, and pray another.

This may teach us to account for the several false kinds of devotion which appear in the world; they cannot be otherwise than they are, because they have no bottom to support them. Devotion is like friendship, you hear of it every-where, but find it no-where; in like manner, devotion is every-where to be seen in modes of worship, in forms of speech, in outward adorations, but is in reality scarce to be found. Hence also it is, that you see as much difference in the devotion, as in the faces of Christians; for wanting its true foundation, being like an affected friendship, it has as many shapes as there are tempers of men. Many people are thus far sincere in their devotions, that they would be glad to pray devoutly; they strive to be fervent, but never attain to it, because they never took the only possible way. They never thought of altering their lives, or of living different from the rest of the world; but hope to be devout, merely by reading over books of devotion. Which is as odd a fancy, as if a man should expect to be happy, by reading discourses upon happiness. When these people dare take Christianity as it is offered to them in the Gospel, when they deny themselves, and renounce the world, as our Saviour exhorted his followers, they will then have begun devotion.
Trebonius asks how often he shall pray: he thinks the nicety of the question shows the piety and exactness of his heart; but Trebonius is deceived, for the question proves that he is a stranger to devotion. Trebonius has a friend, he is constantly visiting him, he is never well out of his company; if he is absent, letters are sent at all opportunities. Now what is the reason that he never asks how often he shall visit, how often he shall delight in, how often he shall write to his friend? It is because his friend has his heart, and his heart is his faithful and sufficient instructor. When Trebonius has given his heart to God, when he takes God to be as great a good, as substantial a happiness as his friend, he will have done asking how often he shall pray.

Julius goes to prayers, he confesses himself to be a miserable sinner, he accuses himself to God with all the aggravations that can be, as having no health in him: yet Julius cannot bear to be informed of any imperfection, or suspected to be wanting in any degree of virtue. Now can there be a stronger proof, that Julius is wanting in the sincerity of his devotions? Is not this a plain sign, that his confessions to God are words only of course and humble civility of speech to his Maker, in which his heart has no share?

If a man was to confess that his eyes were bad, his hands weak, his feet feeble, and his body helpless, he would not be angry with those that supposed he was not in perfect strength, or that he might stand in need of some assistance. Yet Julius confesses himself to be in great weakness, corruption, disorder, and infirmity; and yet is angry at any one that does but suppose him defective in any virtue. Is it not the same thing as if he had said, You must not imagine that I am in earnest in my devotions?

It would be endless to produce instances of false devotion; I shall therefore proceed no farther in it, but rather endeavour to explain and illustrate that which
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is true. Devotion, we see, is an earnest application of the soul to God as its only happiness. This is devotion, considered as a state and temper of the mind. All those texts of Scripture which call us to God, as our true and only good, which exhort us to a fullness of faith, of hope, of joy, and trust in God, are to be considered as so many exhortations to devotion; because devotion is only another name for the exercise of all these virtues. That soul is devoted to God, which constantly rises and tends towards God in habits of love, desire, faith, hope, joy and trust. The end and design of religion, as it proposes to raise men to a life of glory with Christ at the right hand of God, carries a stronger reason for devotion, than any particular exhortation to prayer. Beloved, saith St. John, it doth not yet appear, what we shall be; but we know, that when he shall appear, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is. St. Paul also saith, As we have borne the image of the earthly, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly. 1 Cor. xv.

Now these and such like texts seem to me to carry the most powerful motives, to awaken the soul into a state of devotion. For as the apostle saith, He that hath this hope, purifieth himself even as he is pure; so he that hath this hope of being taken into so glorious an enjoyment of the divine nature, must find his heart raised and enlivened in thinking upon God. For these truths cannot be believed without putting the soul into a state of prayer, adoration, and joy in God. The seeing thus far into heaven, is seeing so many motives to praise and thanksgiving.

It was this view of future glory, that made the apostle break out in this strain of thanksgiving. Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath begotten us to a lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to an inheritance undefiled, and that fadeth not away. And would we praise and adore
God with such thanksgiving as filled the heart of this apostle, we must raise it from a contemplation of the same truth, that incorruptible inheritance that is prepared for us.

Again; the same apostle saith to the Philippians, our conversation is in heaven; and as the reason and motives to this heavenly conversation, he addeth, Whence we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body. So that the most powerful motive to heavenly-mindedness, the plainest reason for our conversation in heaven, is our expectation of Christ's glorious appearance, when he shall come to put an end to the miseries of this life, and clothe us with robes of immortality. These truths much more effectually raise the heart to God, than any particular precepts to prayer; they do not so much exhort, as carry the soul to devotion: he that feels these truths, feels himself devout; they leave a light upon the soul, which will kindle into holy flames of love and delight in God.

The way therefore to live in true devotion, is to live in the contemplation of these truths; we must daily consider the end and hope of our calling, that our minds may be formed and raised to such tempers and desires as are suitable to it, that all little anxieties, worldly passions, and vain desires may be swallowed up in one great desire of future glory. When the heart is in this state, then it is in a state of devotion, tending to God in such a manner as justly suits the nature of our religion: for whither should our hearts tend, but where our treasure is? This devotion to God is signified in Scripture, by living by faith and not by sight, when the invisible things of the other life are the reason, the motive, and the measure of all our desires and tempers. When Christians are thus settled in right judgments of things, and tending towards God in
such motions and desires as are suitable to them, then are they devout worshippers of God everywhere; this makes the common actions of their life, acts of religion, and turns every place into a chapel. And it is to this state of devotion that we are all called, not only by particular precepts, but by the whole nature and tenor of our religion.

Now as all states and tempers of the mind must be supported by actions and exercises suitable to them, so devotion, which is an earnest application of the soul to God, as its only happiness, must be supported and kept alive by actions and exercises suitable to it, that is, by hours and forms of prayer both public and private. The devotion of the heart disposes us to observe set times of prayer; and on other the hand, set times of prayer as naturally increase and enliven the devotion of the heart. It is thus in all other cases; habits of the mind dispose us to actions suitable to them, and these actions likewise strengthen and improve the habits from whence they proceed.

It is the habitual taste for music, that carries people to concerts; and again, it is concerts that increase the habitual love of music. So it is the right disposition of the heart towards God, that leads people to outward acts of prayer; and on the other side, it is outward acts of prayer, that preserves and strengthens the right disposition of the heart towards God. As therefore we are to judge of the significancy of our prayers, by looking to the state and temper of our heart, so are we also to judge of the state of our heart, by looking to the frequency, constancy, and importunity of our prayers. For as we are sure that our prayers are insignificant, unless they proceed from a right heart, so unless our prayers be frequent, constant, and full of importunity, we may be equally sure that our heart is not right towards God.

Our blessed Saviour had indeed condemned one
sort of long prayer. But when ye pray use not vain repetitions, as the Heathens do; for Matth. vi. 7. they think they shall be heard for their much speaking. Now it is not length, or a continuance of prayer that is here forbid; but vain repetitions, when instead of praying, the same words are only often repeated. Secondly, The Heathens are not here condemned for being importunate and persevering in their prayers, but for a wrong judgment, a false devotion, in that they thought they were heard, because they spoke much, that is, often repeated the same words. So that all that Christians are here forbid, is only this, they are not to think that the efficacy of prayer consists in vain and long repetitions, but are to apply to God upon a better principle, a more enlightened devotion. Now though this is plainly all that is here condemned, yet some people imagine, that a continuance and importunity of prayer is here reproved; and thence conclude, that shortness is a necessary qualification of prayer.

But how willing must such people be to be deceived, before they can reason in this manner? For the words have plainly no relation to length or shortness of prayer; they no more condemn the one than the other; but speak altogether to another matter. They only condemn an opinion of the Heathens, which supposed that the excellency and power of prayer consisted in a multitude of repetitions. Now to think that a short prayer is better because it is short, is the same error as to hold with the Heathens, that a prayer is more powerful, the longer the same words are repeated. It is the same mistake in the nature of devotion.

But supposing the meaning of these words was something obscure (which it is not) yet surely it is plain enough, that our Saviour has expressly taught and recommended a continuance and importunity in prayer. And how perversely do they read the
Gospel, who can find his authority against such kind of devotion! For can he who was so often retiring to deserts, to mountains, to solitary places to pray, who spent whole nights in prayer; can he be supposed to have left a reproof upon such as should follow his example? But besides the authority of his great example, his doctrine is on no point more plain and certain, than where he teaches frequency, continuance, and importunity in prayer. He spake a parable unto them, to this end, that men ought always to pray, and not to faint. Saying, There was in a city a judge which feared not God, nor regarded man. And there was a widow in that city, and she came unto him, saying, avenge me of my adversary. And he would not for a while: but afterwards he said within himself, though I fear not God, nor regard man, yet because this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her. And shall not God avenge his own elect, which cry day and night unto him? The apostle tells us, that this parable was to teach men to pray always, and not to faint; and it is plain to any one that reads it, that it has no other intent, but to recommend continuance and importunity, as the most prevailing qualifications of prayer. The widow is relieved; not because she asked relief, but because she continued asking it: and God is said to avenge his elect; not because they cry to him now and then, but because they cry day and night. Our blessed Saviour teacheth the same doctrine in another parable, of a person going to his friend to borrow three loaves of him at midnight; where it thus concludes—I say unto you, though he would not rise and give him, because he is his friend, yet because of his importunity, he will rise and give him as many as he needeth. Here again the sole scope of this passage is to show the great power and efficacy of continuance and importunity in prayer.

Consider farther in what manner prayer is mentioned in Scripture. St. Paul does not command us
to pray, but to pray without ceasing. The same doctrine is thus taught in another place—continue in prayer. And again, praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit. It is said of Anna, that she served God in fasting and prayer night and day. Now who can imagine that shortness is an excellency of prayer?

Clito says he desires no more time for rising, dressing, and saying his prayers, than a quarter of an hour. He tells this to his friends; not to show his want of religion, but that he may be thought to understand devotion. You tell him that our Saviour's parables teach continuance and importunity in prayer; that the apostles exhort to pray without ceasing, to pray always; and that devout persons are recorded in Scripture, as praying night and day. Still Clito is for short prayers. He at last finds a text of Scripture, and appeals to the example of the angels; they only said, Glory be to God on high, and on earth peace, good-will towards men. Clito takes this to be an argument for short prayer; because the angels had done so soon; but Clito must be told, that this is no prayer; it is only a joyful proclamation to men. And surely the manner of angels speaking to men, can be no rule or measure of the devotion of men speaking to God. The angels had no more to tell the world, than this message of joy; but does it therefore follow, that sinners are to be as short in their addresses to God? The Scripture tells us sometimes of voices from heaven; but it would be strange to make the things that were then spoken, the measure of our prayers when we call upon God. If Clito must have an example from heaven, he might have found one much more proper than this, where it is said, that they rest not day and night, saying, Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God Almighty, which was and is, and is to come.
Our blessed Saviour saith, But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray unto thy Father, &c. Now here indeed is no mention of the time that prayer is to be continued; but yet this preparation for prayer, of entering into our closet, and shutting the door, seems to teach us that it is a work of some time; that we are not hastily to open our door, but to allow ourselves time to continue and be importunate in our prayers.

How long and how often all people ought to pray, is not to be stated by any one particular measure. But this we may take as a general rule, that relates to all particulars, that every Christian is to pray so often and so long, as to show a perseverance and importunity in prayer; as to show that he prays without ceasing; that he prays always; and that he cries to God night and day: for these are essential qualifications of prayer, and expressly required in Scripture. One would think it impossible for people to be sparing in their devotions, who have read our Saviour's parables, which teach us that the blessings of heaven, the gifts and graces of God's Holy Spirit, are given to such as are importunate in their prayers. I shall now only add a word or two in favour of frequent and continued prayers.

First, frequent and continued prayers are a likely means to beget in us the spirit of prayer. A man that is often in his closet on his knees to God, though he may for some time perform but a lip-labour, will, if he perseveres, find the very labour of his lips altering the temper of his heart; and that he has learned to pray, by praying often.

This we find to be true in all parts of life, that we catch a spirit and temper from such conversation and ways of life as we allow ourselves in. Use is called a second nature, and experience teaches us, that whatever we accustom ourselves to, will by
degrees transform our spirit and temper into a likeness to it.

Credula was for some time a tender mother, friendly and charitable to her neighbours, and full of good-will towards all people: she is now spiteful, malicious, envious, and delights in nothing but scandal. How came Credula thus changed? Why, she has been for several years spending her time in visiting; she entered into scandal and evil-speaking at first, merely for the sake of talk; she has gone on talking, till she has talked her very heart and spirit into a taste for nothing else: at first she only detracted from her neighbours and friends, because she was visiting; but now she visits for the sake of detraction. Credula is hardened and cruel in evil-speaking, for the same reason that butchers are inhuman and cruel, because she has been so long used to murder the reputation of her neighbours. She has killed all her own family over and over; and if she seeks new acquaintance, it is to get fresh matter for scandal; now all this change in Credula is purely owing to her indulging a talkative temper.

Now every thing that we use ourselves to, enters into our nature in this manner, and becomes a part of us before we are aware. It is common to observe, that some people tell a story so long, till they have forgotten that they invented it. This is not, as is supposed, through a bad memory; but because the things which we make constant and familiar, will, by degrees, steal the approbation of the heart. If therefore we would but be often on our knees, putting up our prayers to God, though, for a while, it was only form and outward compliance, yet our hearts would, by degrees, learn the language of our mouths. The subject of our prayers would become the subject of our hearts; we should pray ourselves into devotion, and it would become a part of us, in the same manner, that all other ways enter into our
nature. Our reason and judgment would, at last, consent to our lips, and by saying the same things often, we should come to believe and feel them in a proper manner. For it is a very reasonable thing to judge of the effects of good customs, by what we see to be the effects of bad ones. They therefore, who are hasty in their devotions, and think a little will do, are strangers both to the nature of devotion, and the nature of man; they do not know that they are to learn to pray, and that prayer is to be learned, as they learn all other things, by frequency, constancy, and perseverance.

Secondly; There is another great advantage in frequent and continued prayers.

The cares and pleasures of life, the levity, vanity, and dullness of our minds, make us all, more or less, unfit for our devotions. We enter into our closets thus unprepared for prayer; now if our petitions are very short, we shall end our prayers before our devotion is begun; before we have time to recollect our minds, or turn our hearts to the business we are upon.

Now continuance in prayer is a great relief against these indispositions; not only as it gives the heart leisure to fall from worldly cares and concerns, but as it exercises the mind upon such subjects as are likely to abate its vanity and distraction, and raise it into a state of seriousness and attention. It is the case of all people to find themselves inconstant in their prayers, joining heartily with some petitions, and wandering away from others; it is therefore but common prudence to continue our prayers, that our minds, which will wander from some parts, may have others to join in. If we were masters of our attention, and could be as fervent as we pleased, then indeed fewer words might serve for our devotion; but since our minds are weak, inconstant, and ungovernable, we must endeavour to catch and win them to devotion, by
such means as are suited to such a state of weakness, dulness, and inconstancy. He that goes to his closet in a hurry, only to repeat a short form of words, may pray all his life without any devotion: and perhaps he had been a devout man long ago, if it had ever entered into his head, that meditation and continuance in prayer are necessary to excite devotion. If a man was to make it a law to himself to meditate a while before he began his prayers; if he was to force his mind to think what prayer is, what he prays for, and to whom he prays; if he should again make it a rule to stop in some part of his prayers, to ask his heart whether it really prays, or to let his soul rise up in silence unto God; prayers thus performed, thus assisted by meditation and continuance, would, in all likelihood, soon render the mind truly devout. It is not intended by this to impose any particular method upon all people; it is only to show us, that there are certain means of assisting our devotion; some rules, though little in themselves, yet of great use to render our minds attentive and fervent in our applications to God. It is the business therefore of every sincere Christian to be as wise as he can in these arts and methods of self-government. As we ourselves know most of the falseness of our own hearts, of the temper of our minds, and the occasion of our defects; so if we would but be so wise, as to think the amendment of our hearts the best and greatest work that we can do, every one's reason would help him to such useful rules as had a peculiar fitness to his own state. Self-reflection is the shortest and most certain way of becoming truly wise, and truly pious.

There are two seasons of our hearts, which, if we would but reflect upon, we might get much knowledge of ourselves, and learn how to assist our devotion; I mean the time when we are most affected with our devotions; and the time when we are most indisposed to pray. Both these seasons equally
serve to instruct us in the knowledge of ourselves, and how to govern the motions of our hearts.

Reflect with yourself how it was with you; what circumstances you was in; what had happened to you; what you had been doing; what thoughts you had in your head at such a time, when you found yourself so affected with your devotions. Now if you find out what state you was then in, when you was disposed to pray so fervently, then you have found out a certain way of raising your devotion at another time. For do but put yourself in the same state, recal the same thoughts, and do as you had then been doing, and you will find the same causes will again produce the same effects, and you will be again in the same temper of devotion. If you was then to put down in writing some short remembrance of the chief things, that ever raised your heart to fervency of prayer, so that you might have recourse to a full view of them, as often as your mind wanted such assistance, you would soon find a benefit that would well reward your labour. On the contrary, whenever you have found yourself very much indisposed for prayer, reflect with yourself what state you was then in; what had happened unto you; what thoughts you had in your head; what passions were then awakened; what you had been doing, or were intending to do; for when you have found out the state that you was then in, you have found out the real hinderances of your devotion, and are made certain what things you are to avoid, in order to keep yourself in a temper of devotion.

If you was here again to make short remembrances in writing of the chief things which, at such times, rendered you indisposed for prayer, and oblige yourself frequently to read them, and reflect upon them; you would, by this means, set a mark upon every thing that did you any hurt, and have a constant faithful information of what ways of life
you are most to avoid. If, in examining your state,
you should find, that sometimes impertinent visits,
foolish conversation, or a day idly spent in civil
compliances with the humours and pleasures of other
people, has rendered your mind dull and indispo-
sed, and less affected with devotion, than at other
times; then you will have found, that impertinent
visits, and ceremonious compliances in spending our
time, are not little indifferent things, but are to be
numbered among those things which have a great
effect upon our minds, and such as are to be daily
watched and guarded against by all those who are
so wise as to desire to be daily alive unto God in
the spirit and temper of devotion.

I pass now to another observation upon the bene-
fit of frequent prayers.

Thirdly; Frequent and continued prayer is the
best remedy against the power of sin. I do not
mean as it procures the divine grace and assistance;
but as it naturally convinces, instructs, and fortifies
the mind against all sin. For every endeavour to
pray, is an endeavour to feel the truth of our pray-
ers; to convince our minds of the reasonableness and
fitness of those things that are the subject of our
prayers; so that he who prays most, is one that
most labours to convince his heart and mind of the
guilt, deformity, and misery of sin. Prayer there-
fore, considered merely as an exercise of the heart
upon such subjects, is the most certain way to de-
stroy the power of sin; because so far as we pray,
so far we renew our convictions, enlighten our
minds, and fortify our hearts by fresh resolutions.
We are therefore to consider the necessity and
benefit of prayer, not only as it is that which God
hears, but also as it is that which, by its natural
tendency, alters and corrects our opinions and judg-
ments, and forms our hearts to such ways of think-
ing as are suitable to the matter of our prayers.

Now this is an unanswerable argument for fre-
quency and continuance in prayer; since, if prayer at all convinces the mind, frequency and continued in prayer must be the most certain way to establish the mind in a steady well-grounded state of conviction. They therefore, who are for short prayers, because they suppose that God does not need much entreaty, ought also to show, that the heart of man does not need assistance of much prayer; that it is so regular and uniform in its tendency to God; so full of right judgments and good motions, as not to need strength, and light, and help, which arises from much praying. For unless this be the state of our hearts, we shall want much prayer to move and awake ourselves, though but little was necessary to excite the goodness of God. If therefore men would consider prayer, not only as it is an invocation of God, but also as it is an exercise of holy thoughts, as it is an endeavour to feel, and be affected with the great truths of religion, they would soon see, that though God is so good as not to need much calling upon; yet that man is so weak as to need much assistance, and to be under a constant necessity of that help, and light, and improvement which arises from praying much.

It is perhaps for this reason, that God promises to give to those who are importunate, and ask without ceasing, to encourage us to practise that exercise, which is the most natural cure of the disorders of our souls. If God does not give to us at our first asking; if he only gives to those who are importunate: it is not because our prayers make any change in God, but because our importunity has made a change in ourselves: it has altered our hearts, and rendered us proper objects of God's gifts and graces. When therefore we would know how much we ought to pray, we must consider how much our hearts want to be altered, and remember that the great work of prayer, is to work upon ourselves; it is not to move and affect God, but it is to move and
affect our own hearts, and fill them with such temper as God delights to reward.

Prayer is never so good a preservation against sin; it never so corrects and amends the heart, as when we extend it to all the particulars of our state, enumerating all our wants, infirmities, and disorders; not because God needs to be informed of them, but because, by this means, we inform ourselves, and make our hearts in the best manner acquainted with our true condition. When our prayers are thus particular, descending to all the circumstances of our condition, they become, by this means, a faithful glass to us, and so often as we pray, so often we see ourselves in a true light.

This is the most likely means to raise in us proper affections, to make us feel the force and truth of such things, as are the subject of our devotions. Do not be content therefore with confessing yourself to be a sinner, or with praying against sin in general, for this will but a little affect your mind, it will only show you to yourself in such a state as all mankind are in; but if you find yourself out, if you confess and lay open the guilt of your own particular sins, if you pray constantly against such particular sins as you find yourself most subject to, the frequent sight of your own sins, and your constant deploring of their guilt, will give your prayers entrance into your heart, and put you upon measures how to amend your life.

If you confess yourself only to be a sinner, you only confess yourself to be a man; but when you describe and confess your own particular guilt, then you find cause for your own particular sorrow, then you give your prayers all the power they can have, to affect and wound your hearts. In like manner, when you pray for God's grace, do not be satisfied with a general petition, but make your prayers suitable to your defects; and continue to ask for such gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit as you find
yourself most defective in; for this will not only
give life to your petitions, and make your heart go
along with them, but will also be the surest means
to fit and prepare you for such graces as you pray
for.

Lastly; This particularity in our prayers is the
greatest trial of the truth of our hearts.

A man perhaps thinks he prays for humility, be-
cause he has the word humility in his prayers. But
if he was to branch out humility into all its particu-
lar parts, he would perhaps find himself not dispo-
sed to pray for them. If he was to represent to
himself the several particulars which make a man
poor in spirit, he would find his heart not desirous
of them. So that the only way to know the truth
of our hearts, and whether we really pray for any
virtue, is to have all its parts in our prayers, and
make our petitions to ask for it in all its instances.
If the proud man was to pray daily and frequently
for humility in all its kinds, and to beg of God to
remove him from all occasions of such pride, as is
common to his particular state, and to disappoint
him in all his attempts that were contrary to humi-
lity; he would find, that such prayers would either
conquer his pride, or his pride would put an end
to his prayers. For it would be impossible to live
long in any instances of pride, if his daily and fre-
quent prayers were petitions against those particu-
lar instances. Now every one may make his private
devotions thus useful to him, if he has but piety
enough to intend it. For every one may know his
own state if he will; we indeed commonly say, that
people are blind to themselves, and know the least
of their true state. We pass this judgment upon
people, because we see them pretending to so many
virtues which do not belong to them, and declaim-
ing against vices to which they are the most sub-
ject. Therefore we say, that men do not know
themselves; but this is false reasoning.
We see people often pretending to be rich; now this is not because they do not know their state, but because they would not have you to know it, and they presume if possible to impose upon you. Now the case is just the same in all other pretences. The false, the proud, the worldly man, that pretends to fidelity, humility, and heavenly affection, knows that he is neither faithful, nor humble, nor heavenly-minded; he no more thinks he has these virtues than a man thinks he has a great estate, when he endeavours to be thought rich; he knows that he only affects the reputation of these virtues, and is only blind in this, that he imagines he imposes upon you, and passes for the man he is not.

Every man therefore has knowledge enough himself to know how to make his prayers particularly fitted to the corruption and disorders of his heart, and when he is so desirous of salvation, as to enter into such a method of prayer, he will find that he has taken the best means to make his prayers effectual remedies against all his sins. Let me now only add this one word more, that he who has learned to pray, has learned the greatest secret of a holy and happy life. Which way soever else we let loose our hearts they will return unto us again empty and weary. Time will convince the vainest and blindest minds, that happiness is no more to be found in the things of this world, than it is to be dug out of the earth. But when the motions of our hearts are motions of piety, tending to God in constant acts of devotion, love, and desire, than we have found rest unto our souls; then is it that we have conquered the misery of our nature, and neither love nor desire in vain; then is it that we have found out a good suited to our natures, that is equal to all our wants, that is a constant source of comfort and refreshment, that will fill us with peace and joyful expectation here, and eternal happiness hereafter. For he that lives in the spirit and tem-
per of devotion, whose heart is always full of God, lives at the top of human happiness, and is the farthest removed from all the vanities and vexations which disturb and weary the minds of men that are devoted to the world.

CHAP. XIII.

All Christians are required to imitate the Life and Example of Jesus Christ.

OUR religion teaches us, that as we have borne the image of the earthly, so we shall bear the image of the heavenly; that after our death we shall rise to a state of life and happiness, like to that life and happiness which our blessed Saviour enjoys at the right hand of God. Since therefore it is the great end of our religion to make us fellow-heirs with Christ, and partakers of the same happiness, it is not to be wondered at, that our religion should require us to be like Christ in this life, to imitate his example, that we may enter into that state of happiness which he enjoys in the kingdom of heaven.

For how can we think that we are going to the blessed Jesus, that we are to be hereafter as he is, unless we conform to his spirit in this life, and make it our great endeavour to be what he was when he was here. Let it therefore here be observed, that the nature of our religion teaches us this duty in a more convincing manner, than any particular precepts concerning it. For the most ordinary understanding must feel the force and reasonableness of this argument. You are born to depart out of this world, to ascend to that state of bliss, to live in such enjoyment of God to all eternity, as our
blessed Saviour now enjoys; you are therefore to live in the spirit and temper that he lived, and make yourself first like him here, that you may be like him hereafter. So that we need not look for particular texts of Scripture which command us to imitate the life of Christ, because we are taught this duty by a stronger and more convincing authority; because as, the end and design of our religion is to make us one with Christ hereafter, partakers of the same state of life, so it plainly calls us to be one with him here, and to be partakers of the same spirit and temper in which he lived on earth. When it is said, that we are to imitate the life of Christ, it is not meant that we are called to the same manner of life, or the same sort of actions, for this cannot be; but it is certain that we are called to the same spirit and temper, which was the spirit and temper of our blessed Saviour's life and actions. We are to be like him in heart and mind, to act by the same rule, to look towards the same end, and to govern our lives by the same spirit. This is an imitation of Jesus Christ, which is as necessary to salvation as it is necessary to believe in his name. This is the sole end of all the counsels, commands, and doctrines of Christ, to make us like himself, to fill us with his spirit and temper, and makes us live according to the rule and manner of his life. As no doctrines are true, but such as are according to the doctrines of Christ, so it is equally certain, that no life is regular or Christian, but such as is according to the pattern and example of the life of Christ. For he lived as infallibly as he taught; and it is as irregular to vary from his example, as it is false to dissent from his doctrines. To live as he lived, is as certainly the one sole way of living as we ought, as to believe as he taught is the one sole way of believing as we ought. I am, saith the blessed Jesus, the way, the truth, and the life; no man cometh unto the Father but by me. Christians often hear these
words, and perhaps think that they have enough fulfilled them, by believing in Jesus Christ. But they should consider, that when Jesus Christ saith, he is the way, his meaning is, that his way of life is to be the way in which all Christians are to live, and that it is by living after the manner of his life that any man cometh unto the Father. So that the doctrine of this passage is this, that however we may call ourselves Christians or disciples of Christ, yet we cannot come unto God the Father but by entering into that way of life which was the way of our Saviour’s life. And we must remember, that there is no other way besides this; nothing can possibly bring us to God but that way of life which first makes us one with Christ, and teaches us to walk as he walked. For we may as well expect to go to a heaven where Christ is not, as to go to that where he is, without the spirit and temper which carried him thither. If Christians would but suffer themselves to reflect upon this duty, their own minds would soon convince them of the reasonableness and necessity of it. For who can find the least shadow of a reason why he should not imitate the life of Christ, or why Christians should think of any other rule of life; it would be as easy to show that Christ acted amiss as that we need not act after his example. And to think that these are degrees of holiness, which, though very good in themselves, are yet not necessary for us to aspire after, is the same absurdity as to think that it was not necessary for our Saviour to have been so perfect himself as he was. For give but the reason why such degrees of holiness and purity became our Saviour, and you will give as good a reason for us to aspire after them. For as the blessed Jesus took not on him the nature of angels, but the nature of man, as he was, in all points, made like unto us, sin only excepted; so we are sure that there was no spirit or temper that was excellent in him, that recom-
mended him to God, but would also be excellent in us, and recommend us to God, if we could arrive at it.

If it should be said, that Jesus was the Saviour of the world, that he was born to redeem mankind, was the Son of God, and therefore in a condition so different from ours, that his life can be no rule of our life; to this it may be answered, that these differences do not make the life of Christ to be less the rule and model of all Christians. For as I observed before, it is the spirit and temper of Christ, that all Christians are to imitate, and not his particular actions; they are to do their proper work in that spirit and temper in which Christ did the work on which he was sent. So that although Christians are not redeemers of the world, as he was, though they have not his extraordinary powers, nor that great work to finish which he had, yet they have their work to do in the manner that he did his; they have their part to act, which, though it be a different part, must not be performed with a different spirit, but with such obedience to God, such regard to his glory, for such ends of salvation, for such good of others, and with all such holy dispositions, as our blessed Saviour manifested in every part of this life. A servant of the lowest order is in a very different state from his master; yet we may very justly exhort such a one to follow the example of a pious and charitable master, not because he can perform the same instances of piety and charity, but because he may show the same spirit of piety and charity in the actions which are proper to his state. This may show us, that the different state of our Lord and master leaves him still the exact rule and pattern of his lowest servants, who, though they cannot come up to the greatness of his actions, may yet act according to that spirit from whence they proceeded; and then are they true followers of Christ, when they are following his spirit and temper, acting according to his ends.
and designs, and doing that in their several states which Christ did in his.

The blessed Jesus came into the world to save the world; now we must enter into this same design, and make salvation the greatest business of our lives; though we cannot, like him, contribute towards it, yet we must contribute all that we can, and make the salvation of ourselves and others the only great care of our lives.

The poor widow's mites were but a small matter in themselves, yet as they were the utmost she could do, our blessed Saviour set them above the larger contributions of the rich. This may encourage people in every state of life to be contented with their capacity of doing good, provided that they do but act up to it. Let no one think that he is too low, too mean and private to follow his Lord and Master in the salvation of souls: let him but add his mite, and if it be all that he hath, he shall be thought to have done much, and be reckoned amongst those that have best performed their Master's will. It is not meant by this, that all people are to be preachers and teachers of religion, no more than all are to be apostles, or all prophets, or all workers of miracles. Christians are like members of one and the same body: they are different from one another as hands and eyes, and have as different offices to perform; yet may their different parts serve and promote the same common end. As the eye cannot say to the hand, I have no need of thee; nor again, the head to the feet, I have no need of you; so neither can the learned teacher say, he hath no need of the private unlearned person. For the work of salvation is carried on by all hands, as well by him that is taught, as by him that teacheth. For an unlearned person, by being desirous of instruction, and careful to comply with it, may by these very dispositions promote salvation in as true a degree
as he that is able and willing to instruct. This teachable disposition may more effectually draw others to a like temper of mind, and another man's ability and care of teaching. And perhaps in many instances, the success of the teacher is more owing to the manners and example of some person that is taught, than to the power and strength of the teacher. Therefore, though, as the apostle saith, all have not the gift of healing, though all do not speak with tongues, yet all have some part that they may act in the salvation of mankind, and may follow their Lord and Master in the great work for which he came down from heaven. We must not therefore think, that it is only the business of clergymen to carry on the work of salvation, but must remember that we are engaged in the same business, though not in the same manner. Had the poor widow thought herself excused from taking care of the treasury, had she thought that it belonged only to the rich to contribute to it, we find that she had been mistaken, and had lost that great commendation which our Saviour bestowed upon her. Now it may be, that some widows may be so very poor, as not to have so much as a mite to give to the treasury, who must therefore content themselves with the charity of their hearts; but this can never happen in the business of salvation; here no one can be so poor, so destitute, so mean and private, as not to have a mite to contribute towards it. For no circumstances of life can hinder us from being examples of piety and goodness, and making our lives a lesson of instruction to all that are about us. And he that lives an exemplary life, though his state be ever so poor and mean, is largely contributing to the salvation of others, and proving himself the best follower of his Lord and Master.

This therefore is the first great instance in which we are to follow the example and spirit of our blessed Saviour. He came to save the world, to
raise mankind to a happiness in heaven; we must therefore all consider ourselves as called to carry on this great work, to concur with our Saviour in this glorious design. For how can we think ourselves to be his followers, if we do not follow him in that for which he alone came into the world? How can we be like the Saviour of the world, unless the salvation of the world be our chief and constant care? We cannot save the world as he saved it, but yet we can contribute our mite towards it. How knowest thou, O wife, saith the apostle, whether thou shalt save thy husband? or how knowest thou, O man, whether thou shalt save thy wife? This shows very plainly, that all persons may have a great share in the salvation of those that are near them, and that they are to consider themselves as expressly called to this great work. For the apostle uses it as the same argument both to husband and wife, which supposes that it is a business in which one is as much concerned as the other. The woman we know is not allowed to speak in the church, yet is she here intrusted with some share in the salvation of the world, she is called to this great work, and supposed equally capable of saving the husband, as the husband of saving the wife. Now what is here said of husband and wife, we must extend to every state and relation of this life; brothers and sisters, relations, friends, and neighbours, must all consider themselves as called to the edification and salvation of one another. How knowest thou, O sister, whether thou shalt save thy brother? How knowest thou, O man, whether thou shalt save thy neighbour? is a way of thinking that ought never be out of our minds. For this would make brothers and sisters bear with one another, if they considered, that they are to do that for one another, which Christ has done for all the world. This reflection would turn our anger towards bad relations, into care and tenderness for
their souls; we should not be glad to get away from them, but give them more of our company; and be more exact in our behaviour towards them, always supposing it possible, that our good conversation may some time or other affect them, and that God may make use of us as a means of their salvation.

Eutropius is very good and pious himself; but then his fault is, that he seeks only the conversation of pious and good people; he is careful and exact in his behaviour towards his virtuous friends and acquaintance, always studying to oblige them, and never thinking he has done enough for them: but gets away from and avoids those that are of another temper. Now Eutropius should recollect, that this is acting like a physician that would take care of the healthy, and disregard those that are sick. He should remember, that his irreligious friends and relations are the very persons that are fallen to his care, to be edified by him, and that he is as directly called to take care of their salvation, as the husband to take care of the unbelieving wife. Eutropius therefore, if he would imitate his Lord and Master, must apply to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, and endeavour by all the innocent arts of pleasing and conversing with his friends, to gain them to repentance. We must not excuse ourselves from this care, by saying that our relations are obstinate, hardened, and careless of all our behaviour towards them, but must support ourselves with the apostle's argument, How knowest thou, O man, whether it will be always so, or whether thou mayest not at last save thy relation?

The apostle saith, Destroy not him with thy meat for whom Christ died. We may therefore justly reason thus with ourselves, Rom.xiv. 15 that as it lies much in our power to hinder the salvation, so it must be in our power in an equal degree to edify and promote the salvation of
those whom Jesus Christ died to save. Destroy not therefore by thy negligence, by thy impatience, by thy want of care, that relation for whom Christ died, nor think that thou hast done enough to save those that relate to thee, till there is no more that thou canst do for them. This is the state in which all Christians are to consider themselves, as appointed by God in their several stations, to carry on that great work, for which Christ came into the world. Clergymen are not the only men that have a cure of souls, but every Christian has some people about him, whose salvation he is obliged to be careful of, with whom he is to live in all godliness and purity, that they may have the benefit of his example and assistance in their duty to God. So that all Christians though ever so low, and mean, and private, must consider themselves as hired by Christ to work in his vineyard; for as no circumstances of life can hinder us from saving ourselves, so neither can they hinder us from promoting the salvation of others. Now though we have, according to our different stations, different parts to act; yet if we are careful of that part which is fallen to our share, we may make ourselves equally objects of God's favour.

Thou, it may be, art not a prophet. God has not honoured thee with this post in his service, yet needest thou not fall short of this happiness; for our Saviour hath said, That he that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet, shall receive a prophet's reward. Now this shows us, that though all men have not the same part to act in the common salvation, yet that none will be losers by that state they are in, if they be but true to the particular duties of it. If they do all the good they can in their particular state, they will be looked upon with such acceptance, as the poor widow that gave all that she had. Hence we may learn the greatness of their folly, who neglecting the exact performance
of such duties as fall within their power, are pleasing themselves with the great things they would do, were they but in another state.

_Clemens_ has his head full of imaginary piety. He is often proposing to himself what he would do if he had a great estate; he would outdo all charitable men that are gone before him: he would retire from the world; he would have no equipage; he would allow himself only necessaries, that widows and orphans, the sick and distressed might find relief out of his estate. He tells you, that all other ways of spending an estate is folly and madness.

Now _Clemens_ has at present a moderate estate, which he spends upon himself in the same vanities and indulgences, as other people do: he might live upon one third of his fortune, and make the rest the support of the poor; but he does nothing of all this that is in his power, but pleases himself with what he would do, if his power was greater. Come to thy senses, _Clemens_; do not talk what thou would'st do if thou wast an angel, but consider what thou canst do as thou art a man. Make the best use of thy present state, do now as thou think'st thou would'st do with a great estate, be sparing, deny thyself, abstain from all vanities, that the poor may be better maintained, and then thou art as charitable as thou canst be in any estate. Remember the poor widow's mite.

_Fervidus_ is a regular man, and exact in the duties of religion; but then the greatness of his zeal to be doing things that he cannot, makes him overlook those little ways of doing good, which are every day in his power. _Fervidus_ is only sorry that he is not in holy orders, and that his life is not spent in a business the most desirable of all things in the world. He is often thinking what reformation he would make in the world, if he was a _priest_ or a _bishop_; he would have devoted himself wholly to God and religion, and have had no other care, but how to
save souls. But do not believe yourself, Fervidus; for if you desired in earnest to be a clergyman, that you might devote yourself entirely to the salvation of others, why then are you not doing all that you can in the state that you are now in? Would you take extraordinary care of a parish or a diocess, why then are you not as extraordinary in the care of your family? If you think the care of other people's salvation to be the happiest business in the world, why do you neglect the care of those who are fallen into your hands? Why do you show no concern for the souls of your servants? If they do their business for which you hired them, you never trouble your head about their Christianity. Nay, Fervidus, you are so far from labouring to make those that are about you truly devout and holy, that you almost put it out of their power to be so. You hire a coachman to carry you to church, and to sit in the street with your horses, whilst you are attending upon divine service. You never ask him how he supplies the loss of divine service, or what means he takes to preserve himself in a state of piety. You imagine, that if you was a clergyman, you would be ready to lay down your life for your flock; yet you cannot lay aside a little state to promote the salvation of your servants. It is not desired of you, Fervidus, to die a martyr for your brethren; you are only required to go to church on foot, to spare some state and attendance, to bear sometimes with a little rain and dirt, rather than keep those souls, which are as dear to God and Christ as yours is, from their full share in the common worship of Christians. Do but deny yourself such small matters as these, let us but see that you can take the least trouble to make all your servants and dependants true servants of God, and then you shall be allowed to imagine what good you would have done, had you been devoted to the altar.

Eugenia is a good young woman, full of pious
dispositions; she is intending, if ever she has a family, to be the best mistress of it that ever was; her house shall be a school of religion, and her children and servants shall be brought up in the strictest practice of piety; she will spend her time, and live in a very different manner from the rest of the world. It may be so, Eugenia, the piety of your mind makes me think that you intend all this with sincerity. But you are not yet at the head of a family, and perhaps never may be. But, Eugenia, you have now one maid, and you do not know what religion she is of; she dresses you for the church, you ask her for what you want, and then leave her to have as little Christianity as she pleases. You turn her away; you hire another, she comes, and goes no more instructed or edified in religion by living with you, than if she had lived with any body else. And all this comes to pass, because your mind is taken up with greater things, and you reserve yourself to make a whole family religious, if ever you come to be head of it. You need not stay, Eugenia, to be so extraordinary a person, the opportunity is now in your hands, you may now spend your time, and live in as different a manner from the rest of the world, as ever you can in any other state. Your maid is your family at present, she is under your care, be now that religious governess that you intend to be, teach her the catechism, hear her read, exhort her to pray, take her with you to church, persuade her to love the divine service as you love it, edify her with your conversation, fill her with your own notions of piety, and spare no pains to make her as holy and devout as yourself. When you do thus much good in your present state, then are you that extraordinary person that you intend to be; and till you thus live up to your present state, there is but little hopes that the altering of your state will alter your way of life.

I might easily produce more instances of this
kind, where people are vainly pleasing themselves with an imaginary perfection to be arrived at some time or other, when they are in different circumstances, and neglecting that real good which is proper to their state, and always in their power. But these are, I hope, sufficient to show my reader how to examine his own life, and find out himself, if I have not done it for him.

There is no falseness of our hearts, that leads us into greater errors, than imagining that we shall some time or other be better than we are, or need be now; for perfection has no dependance upon external circumstances, it wants no times or opportunities; but is then in its highest state, when we are making the best use of that condition in which we are placed. The poor widow did not stay till she was rich, before she contributed to the treasury; she readily brought her mite, and little as it was, it got her the reward and commendation of great charity. We must therefore all of us imitate the wisdom of the poor widow, and exercise every virtue in the same manner that she exercised her charity. We must stay for no time or opportunities, wait for no change of life, or fancied abilities, but remember that every time is a time for piety and perfection. Every thing but piety has its hindrances; but piety, the more it is hindered, the higher it is raised. Let us therefore not vainly say that if we had lived in our Saviour's days, we would have followed him; or that if we could work miracles, we would devote ourselves to his glory. For to follow Christ as far as we can in our present state, and to do all that we are able for his glory, is as acceptable to him, as if we were working miracles in his name.

The greatness that we are to aim at, is not the greatness of our Saviour's particular actions; but it is the greatness of his Spirit and temper, that we are to act by in all parts of our life. Now every
state of life, whether public or private, whether bond or free, whether high or low, is capable of being conducted and governed by the same spirit and temper, and consequently every state of life may carry us to the same degree of likeness to Christ. So that though we can in no respect come up to the actions, yet we must in every respect act by the spirit and temper of Christ. *Learn of me, saith our blessed Lord, for I am meek and lowly in heart.* He doth not say, Be ye in the state and condition that I am in, for that was impossible; yet though ever so different in state and condition, he calls upon us to be like him in meekness and lowliness of heart and spirit, and makes it necessary for us to go through our particular state with that spirit and temper, which was the spirit and temper of his whole life. So far therefore as we can learn the heart and spirit of our Saviour; so far as we can discover the wisdom, purity, and heavenliness of his designs; so far we have learned what spirit and temper we ought to be of, and must no more think ourselves at liberty to act by any other spirit, than we are at liberty to choose another Saviour.

In all our actions and ways of life we must appeal to this rule, we must reckon ourselves no farther living like Christians, than as we live like Christ; and be assured, that so far as we depart from the spirit of Christ, so far we depart from that state to which he has called us. For the blessed Jesus has called us to live as he did, to walk in the same spirit that he walked, that we may be in the same happiness with him when this life is at an end. And indeed who can think that any thing but the same life can lead to the same state?

When our blessed Saviour was upon the cross, he thus prayed for his enemies, *Father forgive them, for they know not what they do.* Now all Christians readily acknowledge, that this temper of Christ is to be the
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exact rule of our temper on the like occasion, that we are not to fall short of it, but must be perfectly like Christ in this charity towards our murderers. But then perhaps they do not enough consider, that for the very same reason, every other temper of Christ is as much the exact rule of all Christians, as his temper towards his murderers. For are we to be thus disposed towards our persecutors and murderers, because Christ was so disposed towards his? And is it not as good an argument, that we are to be so and so disposed towards the world, and all worldly enjoyments, because Christ was so disposed towards them? He was as right in one case as the other, and no more erred in his temper towards worldly things, than in his temper towards his enemies. Should we not fail to be good Christians, if we fell short of that forgiving spirit which the blessed Jesus showed upon the cross? And shall we not equally fail to be good Christians, if we fall short of that humble and meek spirit which he showed in all his life? Can any one tell why the temper of Christ towards his enemies, should be more the exact measure of our temper, than any other spirit that he showed upon any other occasion? Think, reader, if thou canst find a reason why thou mayest not as well forgive thy enemies less than Christ forgave his, as to love the world more than he loved it? If thou canst tell why it is not as dangerous to be wanting in the humility, meekness, and other tempers of Christ, as to be wanting in his charity towards his enemies? We must therefore either own, that we may be good Christians without the forgiving spirit which Christ then exercised, or we must own, that we are not good Christians whenever we depart from the spirit of Christ in any other instances. For the spirit of Christ consisted as much in meekness, humility, devotion, and renunciation of the world, as in the forgiving his enemies: they therefore, who are contrary to Christ in any of these tem-
pers, are no more like to Christ, than they who are contrary to him in this forgiving spirit. If you was to see a Christian dying without this temper towards those that destroyed him, you would be frighted at it; you would think that man in a dreadful state, that died without that temper in which Christ died. But then remember, that he judges as rightly, who thinks it equally dreadful to live in any other spirit, that is not the spirit of Christ. If thou art not living in that meekness and lowliness of heart, in that disregard of the world, that love of God, that self-denial and devotion, in which our Saviour lived, thou art as unlike to him, as he that dies without that temper in which he died.

The short of the matter is this, the spirit and temper of Christ is the strict measure of the spirit and temper of all Christians. It is not in this or that particular temper of Christ, that we are to follow his example; but we are to aspire after his whole spirit, to be in all things as he was, and think it as dangerous to depart from his spirit and temper in one instance, as in another. For besides, that there is the same authority in all that our Saviour did, which obliges us to conform to his whole example: can any one tell why we should have more value for this world than our Saviour had? What is there in our state and circumstances, that can make it proper for us to have more affection for the things of this life, than our Saviour had? Is the world any more our happiness, than it was his happiness? Are riches, and honours, and pleasures, any more our proper good, than they were his? Are we any more born for this life than our Saviour was? Are we in less danger of being corrupted by its enjoyments, than he was? Are we more at leisure to take up our rest, and spend our time in worldly satisfactions than he was? Have we a work upon our hands, that we can more easily finish, than he could finish his? That requires of us less mortifica-
tion and self-denial, less devotion and watching, than our Saviour's required of him? Now as nothing of this can be said; so nothing can be said in our excuse, if we follow not our Saviour's temper in this respect. As this world is as little our happiness and more our danger, than it was his; as we have a work to finish that requires all our strength; that is as contrary to the world, as our Saviour's was; it is plain, there was no reason or necessity of his disregard of the world, but what is the same reason and necessity for us to disregard it in the same manner.

Again, take another instance of our blessed Saviour's spirit: I came down from heaven John vi. 38. (saith he,) not to do my own will, but the will of him that sent me.

And again, My meat and drink is to do the will of him that sent me. Now can any Christian show why he may think otherwise of himself, than our Saviour here thought? Or that he need be less devoted to the glory of God than he was? What is there in our nature and condition to make any difference of this kind? Do we not stand in the same relation to God that our Saviour did? Have we not the same nature that he had? Are we too great to be made happy in the same way that he was? Or can any thing else be the happiness of our nature, but that which was the happiness of his? Was he a sufferer, a loser? Did he leave the true happiness of human life, by devoting himself to the will of God? Or can this be our case, though it was not his? Can we be losers by looking to God alone, and devoting ourselves to his glory? Was it not the greatness and happiness of our Saviour that he lived to God alone? And is there any other happiness or greatness for us, but by making that the end and aim of our life, which he made the end and aim of his life? For we may as well seek out for another God, as for another happiness, or ano-
other way to it, than that in which Christ is gone before us. He did not mistake the nature of man, or the nature of the world; he did not overlook any real felicity, or pass by any solid good; he only made the best use of human life, and made it the cause of all the happiness and glory that can arise from it. To find a reason, therefore, why we should live otherwise than he lived; why we should less seek the glory of God than he sought it; is to find a reason why we should less promote our own greatness and glory. For our state and condition in this life, lays us under all the obligations that our Saviour was under, to live as he did: his life is as much our right way as it was his; and his spirit and temper is as necessary for our condition, as it was for his. For this world and all the things of the world signify as little to us, as they did to him; we are no more in our true state, till we are got out of this world than he was; and we have no other way to arrive at true felicity and greatness, but by so devoting ourselves to God, as our blessed Saviour did. We must therefore make it the great business and aim of our lives, to be like Christ; and this not in a loose or general way, but with great nicety and exactness, always looking to his Spirit, to his ends and designs, to his tempers, to his ways and conversation in the world, as the exact model and rule of our lives.

Again, Learn of me, (saith our blessed Saviour) for I am meek and lowly of heart. Now this passage is to be considered, not as a piece of good advice, that would be of use to us, but as a positive command, requiring a necessary duty. And if we are commanded to learn of Christ meekness and lowliness, then we are commanded in the same positive manner, to learn his meekness and lowliness. For if we might take up with a meekness and lowliness of heart that was not his, then it would not be necessary to learn them of him. Since therefore
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We are commanded to learn them of him, it is plain, that it is his meekness and lowliness that we are commanded to learn; that is, we are to be meek and lowly, not in any loose or general sense of the words, not according to the opinions and practices of men, but in such truth and reality as Christ was meek and lowly.

It ought also to be observed, that there must be something very extraordinary in these dispositions of the heart from the manner in which we are taught them. It is only in this place, that our Saviour says expressly, Learn of me; and when he says, Learn of me, he does not say, for I am just and equitable, or kind, or holy, but I am meek and lowly of heart; as if he would teach us, that these are the tempers which most of all distinguish his Spirit, and which he most of all requires his followers to learn of him. For consider, does Christ, when he describes himself, choose to do it by these tempers? When he calls upon us to learn of him, does he only mention these tempers? And is not this a sufficient proof that these are tempers, which the followers of Christ are most of all obliged to learn; and that we are then most unlike to Christ, when we are wanting in them? Now, as our great Lord and Master has made these characters the distinguishing characters of his Spirit, it is plain, that they are to be the distinguishing characters of our spirit; for we are only so far his, as we are like him. Consider also, Was he more lowly than he need have been? Did he practise any degrees of humility that were unnecessary? This can no more be said, than he can be charged with folly. But can there be any instances of lowliness which became him, that are not necessary for us? Does our state and condition excuse us from any kind of humility that was necessary for him? Are we higher in our nature, more raised in our condition, or more
in the favour of God than he was? Are there dignities, honours, and ornaments of life which we may delight in, though he might not? We must own these absurdities, or else acknowledge that we are to breathe the same lowly spirit, and with the same meekness, and practise the same humble behaviour that he did. So that the matter comes plainly to this conclusion; either that Christ was more humble and lowly than his nature and condition required, or we are under the same necessity of as great humility, till we can prove that we are in a higher state than he was.

Now, as it is plainly the meekness and lowliness of Christ that we are to practise, why should we think that we have attained unto it, unless we show forth these tempers in such instances as our Saviour showed them? For can we suppose that we are meek and lowly as he was, if we live in such ways of life, and seek after such enjoyments as his meekness and lowliness would not allow him to follow? Did he mistake the proper instances of lowliness? If not, it must be our great mistake not to follow his steps. Did his lowliness of heart make him disregard the distinction of this life; avoid the honours, pleasures, and vanities of greatness? And can we think that we are living by the same lowly spirit, whilst we are seeking after all the dignities and ornaments, both of our persons and conditions? What may we not think if we can think after this manner? For let us speak home to this point, either our Saviour was wise, judicious, and governed by a divine spirit in these tempers, or he was not: to say that he was not is horrid blasphemy; and to say that he was, is saying, that we are neither wise, nor judicious, nor governed by a divine spirit, unless we show the same tempers. Perhaps you will say, that though you are to be lowly in heart like Christ, yet you need not disregard the ornaments, dignities,
and honours of life; and that you can be as truly meek and lowly in the figure and show of life as in any other state.

Answer me therefore this one question, Was our Saviour's lowliness, which showed itself in an utter disregard of all pomp and figure of life, a false lowliness that mistook its proper objects, and showed itself in things not necessary? Did he abstain from dignities and splendor, and deny himself enjoyments which he might, with the same lowliness of heart, have taken pleasure in? Answer but this question plainly, and then you will plainly determine this point. If you justify our Saviour, as being truly and wisely humble, you condemn yourself if you think of any other humility than such as he practised. Consider farther, that if you was to hear a person reasoning after this manner in any other instance; if he should pretend to be of an inward temper contrary to the outward course of his life, you would think him very absurd. If a man that lived in an outward course of duels and quarrels should say, that in his heart he forgave all injuries, and allowed of no resentments; if another, whose common life was full of bitterness, and wrath, and evil-speaking, should pretend that in his heart he loved his neighbour as himself; we should reckon them amongst those that were more than a little touched in their heads. Now to pretend to any temper contrary to our outward actions, is the same absurdity in one case as in another. And for a man to say, that he is lowly in heart whilst he is seeking the ornaments, dignities, and show of life, is the same absurdity as for a man to say, he is of a meek and forgiving spirit, whilst he is seeking and revenging quarrels. For to disregard and avoid the pomp and figure, and vain ornaments of worldly greatness, is as essential to lowliness of mind as the avoiding of duels and quarrels is essential to meekness and charity. As therefore there is but
one way of being charitable as our Saviour was, and that by such outward actions towards our enemies as he showed, so is there but one way of being lowly in heart as he was, and that by living in such a disregard of all vain and worldly distinctions, as he lived. Let us not therefore deceive ourselves; let us not fancy that we are truly humble, though living in all the pride and splendor of life; let us not imagine that we have any power to render ourselves humble and lowly any other way than by an humble and lowly course of life. Christ is our pattern and example; he was content to be one person; he did not pretend to impossibilities; to reconcile the pride of life with the lowliness of religion; but renounced the one, that he might be a true example of the other. He had a power of working miracles: but to reconcile an humble and lowly heart with the vain ornaments of our persons, the dignities of state and equipage, was a miracle he did not pretend to do. It is only for its great masters in the science of virtue, to have this mighty power; we can be humble it seems at less expense than our Saviour was, without supporting ourselves in it by a way of life suitable to it; we can have lowliness in our hearts, with paint and patches upon our faces; we can deck and adorn our persons in the spirit of humility; make all the show that we can in the pride and figure of the world, with Christian lowliness in some little corner of our hearts.

But suppose now that all this was possible, and that we could preserve an humble and lowly temper in a way of life contrary to it; is it any advantage to a man to be one thing in his heart, and another thing in his way of life? Is it any excuse to say, that a man is kind and tender in his heart though his life hath a course of contrary actions? Is it not a greater reproach to him, that he lives a churlish life with tenderness in his heart? Is he not
that servant that shall be beaten with many stripes for sinning against his heart and conscience? Now it is the same thing in the case before us. Are you humble and lowly in your heart? Is it not therefore a greater sin in you not to practise humility and lowliness in your life? If you live contrary to conscience, are not you in a state of greater guilt? Are not lowly actions, an humble course of life, as much the proper exercise of humility, as a charitable life and actions is the proper exercise of charity.

If therefore a man may be excused for not living a charitable life, because of a supposed charity in his heart; then may you think it excusable to forbear a lowliness of life and actions, because of a pretended humility in your mind. Consider farther; is any thing so agreeable to a proud person, as to shine and make a figure in the pride of life? Is such a person content with being high in heart and mind? Is he not uneasy till he can add a way of life suitable to it? Till his person, his state, and figure in life appear in a degree of pride suitable to the pride of his heart? Nay, can any thing be a greater pain to a proud man than to be forced to live in an humble lowly state of life? Now, if this be true of pride, must not the contrary be as true of humility? Must not humility, in an equal degree, dispose us to ways that are contrary to the pride of life, and suitable and proper to humility? Must it not be the same absurdity to suppose a man content with humility of heart, without adding a life suitable to it, as to suppose a man content with a secret pride of his heart, without seeking such a state of life as is according to it? Nay, is it not the same absurdity to suppose an humble man seeking all the state of a life of pride, as to suppose a proud man desiring only meanness and obscurity, and unable to relish any appearance of pride? These absurdities are equally manifest and plain in one case as in the other. So that what
way soever we examine this matter, it appears that an humility of mind, that is not an humility of person, of life, and action, is but a mere pretence, and as contrary to common sense as it is contrary to the doctrine and example of our Saviour.

I shall now leave this subject to the reader's own meditation, with this one farther observation.

We see the height of our calling; that we are called to follow the example of our Lord and Master; and to go through this world with his spirit and temper. Now nothing is so likely a means to fill us with his spirit and temper, as to be frequent in reading the Gospels, which contain the history of his life and conversation in the world. We are apt to think that we have sufficiently read a book, when we have so read it as to know what it contains: this reading may be sufficient as to many books; but as to the Gospels, we are not to think that we have ever read them enough, because we have often read and heard what they contain. But we must read them as we do our prayers, not to know what they contain, but to fill our hearts with the spirit of them. There is as much difference betwixt reading, and reading, as there is betwixt praying and praying. And as no one prays well but he that is daily and constant in prayer, so no one can read the Scriptures to sufficient advantage, but he that is daily and constant in the reading of them. By thus conversing with our blessed Lord; looking into his actions and manner of life; hearing his divine sayings; his heavenly instructions; his accounts of the terrors of the damned; his descriptions of the glory of the righteous, we should find our hearts formed and disposed to hunger and thirst after righteousness. Happy they, who saw the Son of God upon earth converting sinners, and calling fallen spirits to return to God! And next happy are we who have his discourses, doctrines, actions, and miracles, which then converted Jews and Hea-
themselves into saints and martyrs, still preserved to fill us with the same heavenly light, and lead us to the same state of glory!

---

CHAP. XIV.

An Exhortation to Christian Perfection.

WHOEVER hath read the foregoing chapters with attention is, I hope, sufficiently instructed in the knowledge of Christian perfection. He hath seen that it requireth us to devote ourselves wholly unto God, to make the ends and designs of religion the ends and designs of our actions; that it called us to be born again of God, to live by the light of his Holy Spirit, to renounce the world, and all worldly tempers; to practise a constant universal self-denial; to make daily war with the corruption and disorder of our nature; to prepare ourselves for divine grace, by a purity and holiness of conversation; to avoid all pleasures and cares which grieve the Holy Spirit, and separate him from us; to live in a daily constant state of prayer and devotion; and as the crown of all, to imitate the life and spirit of the holy Jesus.

It now only remains, that I exhort the reader to labour after this Christian perfection. Was I to exhort any one to the study of poetry or eloquence, to labour to be rich and great, or to spend his time in mathematics, or other learning, I could only produce such reasons as are fit to delude the vanity of men, who are ready to be taken with any appearance of excellence. For if the same person was to ask me, what it signifies to be a poet or eloquent, what advantage it would be to him to be a great
mathematician, or a great statesman, I must be forced to answer, that these things would signify just as much to him as they now signify to those poets, orators, mathematicians, and statesmen, whose bodies have been a long while lost among common dust. For if a man will be so thoughtful and inquisitive as to put the question to every human enjoyment, and ask what real good it would bring along with it, he would soon find that every success amongst the things of this life leaves us just in the same state of want and emptiness in which it found us. If a man asks why he should labour to be the first mathematician, orator, or statesman, the answer is easily given, because of the fame and honour of such a distinction; but if he was to ask again why he should thirst after fame and honour, or what good they would do him, he must stay long enough for an answer. For when we are at the top of all human attainments, we are still at the bottom of all human misery, and have no farther advancement towards true happiness than those whom we see in the want of all these excellences. Whether a man die before he has written poems, compiled histories, or raised an estate, signifies no more than whether he died an hundred, or a thousand years ago.

On the contrary, when any one is exhorted to labour after Christian perfection, if he then asks what good it will do him, the answer is ready, that it would do him a good which eternity only can measure; that it will deliver him from a state of vanity and misery; that it will raise him from the poor enjoyments of an animal life; that it will give him a glorious body, carry him in spight of death and the grave to live with God, be glorious among angels and heavenly beings, and be full of an infinite happiness to all eternity. If therefore we could but make men so reasonable as to make the shortest enquiry into the nature of things, we should
have no occasion to exhort them to strive after Christian perfection. Two questions we see puts an end to all the vain projects and designs of human life; they are all so empty and useless to our happiness, that they cannot stand the trial of a second question. And on the other hand, it is but asking, whether Christian perfection tends to make us have no other care. One single thought upon the eternal happiness that it leads to, is sufficient to make all people saints.

This shows us how inexcusable all Christians are who are devoted to the things of this life; it is not because they want fine parts, or are unable to make deep reflections; but it is because they reject the first principles of common sense; they will not so much as ask what those things are which they are labouring after. Did they but use thus much reason, we need not desire them to be wiser, in order to seek only eternal happiness. As a shadow at the first trial of the hand appears to have no substance; so all human enjoyments sink away into nothing, at the first approach of a serious thought. We must not therefore complain of the weakness and ignorance of our nature, or the deceitful appearances of worldly enjoyments, because the lowest degree of reason, if listened to, is sufficient to discover the cheat. If you will, you may blindly do what the rest of the world are doing, you may follow the cry, and run yourself out of breath for you know not what. But if you will but show so much sense as to ask why you should take such a chase, you will need no deeper a reflection than this, to make you leave the broad way, and let the wise and learned, the rich and great, be mad by themselves. Thus much common sense will turn your eyes towards God, will separate you from all the appearances of worldly felicity, and fill you with one only ambition after eternal happiness.

When Pyrrhus, king of Epirius, told Cinesas what
great conquests he intended to make, and how many nations he would subdue; Cineas asked him what he would do when all this was done: he answered, we will then live at ease, and enjoy ourselves and our friends. Cineas replied to this purpose. Why then, sir, do we not now live at ease, and enjoy ourselves? If ease and quiet be the utmost of our views and designs, why do we run away from it at present? What occasion for all these battles and expeditions all over the world?

The moral of this story is very extensive, and carries a lesson of instruction to much the greatest part of the Christian world.

When a Christian is eager after the distinctions of this life, proposing some mighty heights to which he will raise himself, either in riches, learning, or power; if one was to ask him what he will do when he has obtained them, I suppose his answer would be, that he would then retire, and devote himself to holiness and piety. May we not here justly say with Cineas, if piety and holiness is the chief end of man, if these are your last proposal, the upshot of all your labours, why do you not enter upon happiness at present? Why all this wandering out of your way? Why must you go so far about? For to devote yourself to the world, though it is your last proposal to retire from it to holiness and piety, is like Pyrrhus's seeking of battles, when he proposed to live in ease and pleasure with his friends. I believe there are very few Christians, who have it not in their heads at least to be some time or other holy and virtuous, and readily own, that he is the happy man that dies truly humble, holy, and heavenly-minded. Now this opinion, which all people are possessed of, makes the projects and designs of life more mad and frantic than the battles of Pyrrhus. For one may not only say to such people, why do you neglect the present happiness of these virtues; but one must farther
add, why are you engaged in ways of life that are quite contrary to them? You want to be rich and great; is it that riches and greatness may make you more meek and humble, and heavenly-minded? Do you aspire after the distinctions of honour, that you may more truly feel the misery and meanness of your nature, and be made more lowly in your own eyes? Do you plunge yourself into worldly cares, your passions fix upon variety of objects, that you may love God with all your heart, and raise your affections to things above? You acknowledge humility to be essential to salvation, you make it the chief care of your life to run away from it, to raise yourself in the show and figure of the world? Is not this fighting Pyrrhus's battles? Nay, is it not a much more egregious folly? For you own, that you cannot be saved without true humility, a real lowliness of temper, and yet are doing all you can to keep it out of your heart. What is there in the conduct of the maddest hero that can equal this folly?

Suppose that strict sobriety was the sole end of man, the necessary condition of happiness, what would you think of those people who, knowing and believing this to be true, should yet spend their time in getting quantities of all sorts of the strongest liquors? What would you think if you saw them constantly enlarging their cellars, filling every room with drams, and contending who should have the largest quantities of the strongest liquors? Now this is the folly and madness of the lives of Christians; they are as wise and reasonable, as they are who are always providing strong liquors in order to be strictly sober. For all the enjoyments of human life, which Christians so aspire after, whether of riches, greatness, honours, and pleasures, are as much the dangers and temptations of a Christian, as strong and pleasant liquors are the dangers and temptations of a man that is to drink only water.
Now if you was to ask such a man, why he is continually increasing his stock of liquors, when he is to abstain from them all, and only drink water; he can give you as good a reason as those Christians who spare no pains to acquire riches, greatness, and pleasures, at the same time that their salvation depends upon their renouncing them all, upon their heavenly-mindedness, great humility, and constant self-denial.

But it may be, you are not devoted to these things; you have a greater soul than to be taken with riches, equipage, or the pageantry of state; you are deeply engaged in learning and sciences.

You, it may be, are squaring the circle, or settling the distances of the stars, or busy in the study of exotic plants.

You, it may be, are comparing the ancient languages, have made deep discoveries in the change of letters, and perhaps know how to write an inscription in as obscure characters as if you had lived above two thousand years ago. Or, perhaps, you are meditating upon the Heathen theology, collecting the history of their gods and goddesses; or you are scanning some ancient Greek or Roman poet, and making an exact collection of their scattered remains, scraps of sentences, and broken words.

You are not exposing your life in the field like a mad Alexander or Caesar, but you are again and again fighting over all their battles in your study; you are collecting the names of their generals, the number of their troops, the manner of their arms, and can give the world a more exact account of the times, places, and circumstances of their battles, than has yet been seen.

You will perhaps ask, whether this be not a very commendable enquiry? An excellent use of our time and parts? Whether people may not be very reasonably exhorted to these kind of studies? It may be answered, that all enquiries (however learned they are reckoned) which do not improve
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the mind in some useful knowledge, that do not make us wise in religious wisdom, are to be reckoned amongst our greatest vanities and follies. All speculations that will not stand this trial are to be looked upon as the wanderings and impertinences of a disordered understanding.

It is strange want of thought to imagine that an enquiry is ever the better, because it is taken up in Greek and Latin. Why is it not as wise and reasonable for a scholar to dwell in the kitchen, and converse with cooks, as to go into his study to meditate upon the Roman art of cookery, and learn their variety of sauces?

A grave doctor in divinity would perhaps think his time very ill employed, that he was acting below his character if he was to be an amanuensis to some modern poet. Why then does he think it suitable with the weight of his calling to have been a drudge to some antient poet, counting his syllables for several years, only to help the world to read what some irreligious, wanton, or epicurean poet has written?

It is certainly a much more reasonable employment to be making clothes, than to spend one's time in reading or writing upon the Grecian or Roman garments.

If you can show me a learning that makes man truly sensible of his duty, that fills the mind with true light, that reforms the heart, that disposes it right towards God, that makes us more reasonable in all our actions, that inspires us with fortitude, humility, devotion, and contempt of the world, that gives us right notions of the greatness of religion, the sanctity of morality, the littleness of every thing but God, the vanity of our passions, and the misery and corruption of our nature; I will own myself an advocate for such learning. But to think that time is well employed because it is spent in such speculations as the vulgar cannot reach, or
because they are fetched from antiquity, or found in Greek or Latin, is a folly that may be called as great as any in human life.

They who think that these enquiries are consistent with a heart entirely devoted to God, have not enough considered human nature; they would do well to consult our Saviour's rebuke of Martha. She did not seem to have wandered far from her proper business; she was not busy in the history of housewifry, or enquiring into the original of the distaff; she was only taken up with her present affairs, and cumbered about much serving: but our blessed Saviour said unto her, Martha, Martha, thou art careful and troubled about many things. But one thing is needful.

Now if scholars and divines can show that they only apply to such studies as are serviceable to the one thing needful; if they are busy in a philosophy and learning that has a necessary connexion with the devotion of the heart to God; such learning becomes the followers of Christ. But if they trifle in Greek and Latin, and only assist other people to follow them in the same impertinence, such learning may be reckoned amongst the corruptions of the age. For all the arguments against pride, covetousness, and vanity, are as good arguments against such learning; it being the same irreligion to be devoted to any false learning, as to be devoted to any other false good.

A satisfaction in any vain ornaments of the body, whether of clothes or paint, is no greater a mistake than a satisfaction in the vain accomplishments of the mind.

A man that is eager and laborious in the search and study of that which does him no good, is the same poor little soul as the miser that is happy in his bags that are laid by in dust. A ridiculous application of our money, time, and understanding, is the same fault, whether it be found amongst the
finery of fops, the hoards of misers, or the trinkets of virtuosos. It is the same false turn of mind, the same mistake of the use of things, the same ignorance of the state of man, and the same offence against religion.

When we see a man brooding over bags of wealth, and labouring to die rich, we do not only accuse him of a poor littleness of mind, but we charge him with great guilt, we do not allow such a one to be in a state of religion. Let us therefore suppose, that this covetous man was, on a sudden, changed into another temper, that he was grown polite and curious, that he was fond and eager after the most useless things, if they were but ancient or scarce; let us suppose that he is now as greedy of original paintings as he was before of money; that he will give more for a dog’s head, or a snuff of a candle by a good hand, than ever he gave in charity all his life; is he a wiser man, or a better christian, than he was before? Has he more overcome the world, or is he more devoted to God, than when his soul was locked up with his money? Alas! his heart is in the same false satisfaction, he is in the same state of ignorance, is as far from the true good, as much separated from God, as he whose soul is cleaving to the dust; he lives in the same vanity, and must die in the same misery, as he that lives and dies in foppery or covetousness.

Here therefore I place my first argument for Christian perfection; I exhort thee to labour after it, because there is no choice of any thing else for thee to labour after, there is nothing else that the reason of man can exhort thee to. The whole world has nothing to offer thee in its stead; choose what other way thou wilt, thou hast chosen nothing but vanity and misery; for all the different ways of the world, are only different ways of deluding thyself this only excels that, as one vanity can excel another. If thou wilt make thyself more happy than those
who pursue their own destruction, if thou wilt show thyself wiser than fops, more reasonable than sordid misers, thou must pursue that happiness, and study that wisdom which leads to God; for every other pursuit, every other way of life, however polite or plausible in the opinions of the world, has a folly and stupidity in it, that is equal to the folly and stupidity of fops and misers.

For a while shut thine eyes, and think of the silliest creature in human life; imagine to thyself something that thou thinkest the most poor and vain in the way of the world. Now thou art thyself that poor and vain creature, unless thou art devoted to God, and labouring after Christian perfection: unless this be thy difference from the world, thou canst not think of any creature more silly than thyself. For it is not any post, or condition, or figure in life, that makes one man wiser or better than another; if thou art a proud scholar, a worldly priest, an indevent philosopher, a crafty politician, an ambitious statesman, thy imagination cannot invent a way of life that has more of vanity or folly than thine own.

Every one has wisdom enough to see, what variety of fools and madmen there are in the world.

Now perhaps we cannot do better, than to find out the true reason of the folly and madness of any sort of life. Ask thyself therefore wherein consists the folly of any sort of life, which is most condemned in thy judgment.

Is a drunken fox-hunter leading a foolish life? Wherein consists the folly of it? Is it because he is not getting money upon the exchange? Or because he is not wrangling at the bar? Or not waiting at court? No, the folly of it consists in this, that he is not living like a reasonable Christian; that he is not acting like a being, that is born again of God, that has a salvation to work out with fear and trembling; that he is throwing away his time
amongst dogs, and noise, and intemperance, which he should devote to watching and prayer, and the improvement of his soul in all holy tempers. Now if this is the folly (as it most certainly is) of an intemperate fox-hunter, it shows us an equal folly in every other way of life, where the same great ends of living are neglected. Though we are shining at the bar, making a figure at court, great at the exchange, or famous in the schools of philosophy, we are yet the same despicable creatures as the intemperate fox-hunter, if these states of life keep us as far from the improvements of holiness, and heavenly affections. There is nothing greater in any way of life than fox-hunting, it is all the same folly, unless religion be the beginning and ending, the rule and measure of it all. For it is as noble a wisdom, and shows as great a soul, to die less holy and heavenly for the sake of hunting and noise, as for the sake of any thing that the world can give us.

If we will judge and condemn things by our tempers and fancies, we may think some ways of life mighty wise, and others mighty foolish; we may think it glorious to be pursuing methods of fame and wealth, and foolish to be killing foxes; but if we will let reason and religion show us the folly and wisdom of things, we shall easily see that all ways of life are equally little and foolish, but those that perfect and exalt our souls in holiness.

No one therefore can complain of want of understanding in the conduct of his life, for a small share of sense is sufficient to condemn some degrees of vanity, which we see in the world; every one is able and ready to do it. And if we are but able to condemn the vainest sort of life upon true reasons, the same reasons will serve to show, that all sorts of life are equally vain, but the one life of religion.

Thou hast therefore, as I observed before, no choice of any thing to labour after instead of Christian perfection; if thou canst be content to be the poorest,
vainest, miserablest thing upon earth, thou mayest neglect Christian perfection. But if thou seest any thing in human life that thou abhorrest and despisest; if there be any person that lives so, as thou shouldst fear to live, thou must turn thy heart to God, thou must labour after Christian perfection; for there is nothing in nature but this, that can set thee above the vainest, proudest, and most miserable of human creatures. Thou art every thing that thou canst abhor and despise, every thing that thou canst fear, thou art full of every folly that thy mind can imagine, unless thou art all devoted to God.

Secondly, Another argument for Christian perfection shall be taken from the necessity of it.

I have all along shown that Christian perfection consists in the right performance of our necessary duties; that it implies such holy tempers, as constitute that common piety, which is necessary to salvation; and consequently it is such a piety as is equally necessary to be attained by all people. But besides this, we are to consider, that God only knows what abatements of holiness he will accept; and therefore we can have no security of our salvation, but by doing our utmost to deserve it.

There are different degrees of holiness, which it may please God to reward; but we cannot state these different degrees ourselves; but must all labour to be as eminent as we can, and then our different improvements must be left to God. We have nothing to trust to, but the sincerity of our endeavours; and our endeavours may well be thought to want sincerity, unless they are endeavours after the utmost perfection. As soon as we stop at any degrees of goodness, we put an end to our goodness, which is only valuable, by having all the degrees that we can add to it. Our highest improvement is a state of great imperfection, but will be accepted by God, because it is our highest improvement. But any other state of life, where
we are not doing all that we can to purify and perfect our souls, is a state that can give us no comfort or satisfaction; because so far as we are wanting in any ways of piety that are in our power; so far as we are defective in any holy tempers, of which we are capable; so far we make our very salvation uncertain. For no one can have any assurance that he pleases God, or puts himself with the terms of Christian salvation, but he who serves God with his whole heart, and with the utmost of his strength. For though the Christian religion be a covenant of mercy, for the pardon and salvation of frail and imperfect creatures; yet we cannot say that we are within the conditions of that mercy, till we do all we can in our frail and imperfect state. So that though we are not called to such a perfection, as implies a sinless state, though our imperfections will not prevent the divine mercy; yet it cannot be proved, that God has any terms of favour for those, who do not labour to be as perfect as they can be.

Different attainments in piety will carry different persons to heaven; yet none of us can have any satisfaction that we are going thither, but by arriving at all that change of nature, which is in our power. It is as necessary therefore to labour after perfection, as to labour after our salvation; because we can have no satisfaction that a failure in one, will not deprive us of the other. When therefore you are exhorted to Christian perfection, you must remember, that you are only exhorted to secure your salvation; you must remember also, that you have no other rule to judge of your perfection, but by the sincerity and fulness of your endeavours to arrive at it.

We may judge of the measure and extent of Christian holiness, from the one instance of charity. This virtue is thus described, Charity seeketh not her own, beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things. Now this
charity, though it be in perfection, is yet by the apostle made so absolutely necessary to salvation, that a failure in it is not to be supplied by any other the most shining virtues. Though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing. The apostle expressly teaches us, that this perfection in Charity is so necessary to salvation, that even martyrdom itself is not sufficient to atone for the want of it. Need we now any other argument to convince us, that to labour after our perfection, is only to labour after our salvation? For what is here said of charity, must in all reason be understood of every other virtue, it must be practised in the same fulness and sincerity of heart as this charity. It may also justly be affirmed, that this charity is so holy a temper, and requires so many other virtues, as the foundation of it, that it can only be exercised by a heart that is far advanced in holiness, that is entirely devoted to God. Our whole nature must be changed, we must have put off the old man, we must be born again of God, we must have overcome the world, we must live by faith, be full of the Spirit of Christ, in order to exercise this charity.

When therefore you would know, whether it be necessary to labour after Christian perfection, and live wholly unto God, read over St. Paul's description of charity. If you can think of any negligence of life, any defects of humility, any abatements of devotion, any fondness of the world, any desires of riches and greatness, that is consistent with the tempers there described, then you may be content with them; but if these tempers of an exalted charity cannot subsist, but in a soul that is devoted to God, and has renounced the world, that is humble and mortified, that is full of the Spirit of Christ and the cares of eternity; then you have a plain reason
of the necessity of labouring after all the perfection that you are capable of; for the apostle expressly saith, that without these tempers, the very tongues of angels are but as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. Do not therefore imagine, that it only belongs to people of a particular piety and turn of mind, to labour after their perfection, and that you may go to heaven with much less care; there is only one straight gate, and one narrow way that leadeth unto life, and there is no admission, but for those who strive to enter into it. If you are not striving, you neglect the express condition which our Lord requires, and it is flat nonsense to think that you strive, if you do not use all your strength. The apostle represents a Christian's striving for eternal life in this manner, **Know ye not that they which run in a race, run all, but one receiveth the prize? So run that ye may obtain.** So that, according to the apostle, he only is in the road to salvation, who is so contending for it, as he that is running in a race. Farther; you can have no satisfaction that you are sincere in any one virtue, unless you are endeavouring to be perfect in all the instances of it. If you allow yourself in any defects of charity, you have no reason to think yourself sincere in any acts of charity. If you indulge yourself in any instances of pride, you render all your acts of humility justly suspected, because there can be no true reason for charity, but what is as good a reason for all instances of charity; nor any religious motive for humility, but what is as strong a motive for all degrees of humility. So that he who allows himself in any known defect of charity, humility, or any other virtue, cannot be supposed to practise any instances of that virtue upon true reasons of religion. For if it was a right fear of God, a true desire of being like Christ, a hearty love of my fellow-creatures, that made me give alms, the same dispositions would make
me love and forgive all my enemies, and deny myself all kinds of revenge, and spight and evil-speaking.

So that if I allow myself in known instances of uncharitableness, I have as much reason to suppose myself void of true charity, as if I allowed myself in a refusal of such alms as I am able to give; because every instance of uncharitableness is the same sin against all the reasons of charity, as the allowed refusal of alms. For the refusal of alms is only a great sin, because it shows that we have not a right fear of God, that we have not a hearty desire of being like Christ, that we want a true love of our fellow-creature. Now, as every allowed instance of uncharitableness shows a want of all these tempers; so it shows, that every such instance is the same sin, and sets us as far from God, as the refusal of alms.

To forbear from spight and evil-speaking, is a proper instance of Christian charity; but yet it is such a charity as will not profit those who are not charitable in alms, because by refusing alms, they sin against as many reasons of charity, as he that lives in spight and evil-speaking. And on the other hand, he that allows himself in spight and evil-speaking, sins against all the same reasons of charity, as he that live in the refusal of alms. This is a doctrine that cannot be too much reflected upon, by all those who would practise a piety that is pleasing to God.

Too many christians look at some instances of virtue which they practise, as a sufficient atonement for their known defects in some other parts of the same virtue. Not considering that this is as absurd as to think to make some apparent acts of justice, compound for other allowed instances of fraud.

A lady is perhaps satisfied with her humility, because she can look at some apparent instances of it; she sometimes visits hospitals and alms-houses, and is very familiar and condescending to the poor.
Now these are very good things; but then it may be, that these very things are looked upon as sufficient proofs of humility; she patches and paints, and delights in all the show and ornaments of personal pride, and is very easy with herself because she visits the hospitals. Now she should consider, that she places her humility in that which is but a part, and also the smallest and most deceitful part of it. For the hardest, the greatest, and most essential part of humility, is to have low opinions of ourselves, to love our own meanness, and to renounce all such things as gratify the pride and vanity of our nature. Humility also is much better discovered by our behaviour towards our equals and superiors, than towards those who are so much below us. It does no hurt to a proud heart, to stoop to some low offices to the meanest people. Nay, there is something in it that may gratify pride; for perhaps our own greatness is never seen to more advantage, than when we stoop to those who are so far below us. The lower the people are to whom we stoop, the better they show the height of our own state. So that there is nothing difficult in these condescensions, they are no contradictions to pride.

The truest trial of humility, is our behaviour towards our equals, and those that are our superiors or inferiors but in a small degree. It is no sign of humility, for a private gentleman to pay a profound reverence, and show great submission to a king; nor is it any sign of humility, for the same person to condescend to great familiarity with a poor alms-man. For he may act upon the same principle in both cases.

It does not hurt him to show great submission to a king, because he has no thoughts of being equal to a king; and for the same reason it does not hurt him to condescend to poor people, because he never imagines that they will think themselves equal to him. So that it is the great inequality of condi-
tion, that makes it as easy for people to condescend to those who are a great way below them, as to be submissive and yielding to those who are vastly above them.

From this appears, that our most splendid acts of virtue, which we think to be sufficient to atone for our other known defects, may themselves be so vain and defective, as to have no worth in them. This also shows us the absolute necessity of labouring after all instances of perfection in every virtue, because if we pick and choose what parts of any virtue we will perform, we sin against all the same reasons, as if we neglected all parts of it. If we choose to give instead of forgiving, we choose something else instead of charity.

Thirdly, Another motive to induce you to aspire after Christian perfection, may be taken from the double advantage of it, in this life, and that which is to come.

The apostle thus exhorts the Corinthians, wherefore my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord; forasmuch as ye know, that our labour will not be in vain in the Lord. This is an exhortation founded upon solid reason; for what can be so wise and reasonable, as to be always abounding in that work which will never be in vain? Whilst we are pleased with ourselves, or pleased with the world, we are pleased with vanity, and our most prosperous labours of this kind are, as the Preacher saith; but vanity of vanities, all is vanity. But whilst we are labouring after Christian perfection, we are labouring for eternity, and building to ourselves higher stations in the joys of heaven. As one star differeth from another star in glory, so also is the resurrection of the dead: we shall surely rise to different degrees of glory, of joy and happiness in God, according to our different advancements in purity, holiness, and good works.
No degrees of mortification and self-denial, no private prayers, no secret mournings, no instances of charity, no labour of love will ever be forgotten, but all treasured up to our everlasting comfort and refreshment. For though the rewards of the other life are free gifts of God; yet since he has assured us, that every man will be rewarded according to his works, it is certain, that our rewards will be as different as our works have been.

Now stand still here a while, and ask yourself, whether you really believe this to be true, that the more perfect we make ourselves here, the more happy we shall be hereafter. If you do not believe this to be strictly true, you are but children in the knowledge of God and of religion. And if you do believe it to be true, is it possible to be awake, and not aspiring after Christian perfection? What can you think of, what can the world show you, that can make you any amends for the loss of any degree of virtue? Can any way of life make it reasonable for you, to die less perfect than you might have done?

If you would now devote yourself to perfection, perhaps you must part with some friends, you must displease some relations, you must lay aside some designs, you must refrain from some pleasures, you must alter your life; nay, perhaps you must do more than this, you must expose yourself to the hatred of your friends, to the jest and ridicule of wits, and to the scorn and derision of worldly men. But had you not better do and suffer all this, than to die less perfect, less prepared for mansions of eternal glory? But indeed, the suffering all this, is suffering nothing. For why should it signify any thing to you, what fools and madmen think of you? And surely it can be no wrong or rash judgment, to think those both fools and mad, who condemn what God approves, and like that which God condemns. But if you think this too much to be done, to obtain eternal
glory, think on the other hand, what can be gained instead of it.

Fancy yourself living in all the ease and pleasure that the world can give you, esteemed by your friends, undisturbed by your enemies, and gratifying all your natural tempers. If you could stand still in such a state, you might say that you had got something; but alas! every day that is added to such a life, is the same thing as a day taken from it, and shows you that so much happiness is gone from you; for be as happy as you will, you must see it all sinking away from you; you must feel yourself decline; you must see that your time shortens apace; you must hear of sudden deaths; you must fear sickness; you must both dread and desire old age; you must fall into the hands of death; you must either die in the painful, bitter sorrows of a deep repentance, or in a sad, gloomy despair, wishing for mountains to fall upon you, and seas to cover you. And is this a happiness to be chosen? Is this all that you can gain by neglecting God, by following your own desire, and not labouring after Christian perfection? Is it worth your while to separate yourself from God, to lose your share in the realms of light, to be thus happy, or I may better say, to be thus miserable, even in this life? You may be so blind and foolish, as not to think of these things; but it is impossible to think of them without labouring after Christian perfection. It may be you are too young, too happy, or too busy to be affected with these reflections; but let me tell you, that all will be over before you are aware; your day will be spent, and leave you to such a night as that which surprised the foolish virgins. And at midnight there was a great cry made, Behold the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him. Matt. xxv. 6.

The last hour will soon be with you, when you will have nothing to look for, but your reward in
another life; when you will stand with nothing but eternity before you, and must begin to be something that will be your state for ever. I can no more reach heaven with my hands, than I can describe the sentiments that you will then have; you will then feel motions of heart that you never felt before; all your thoughts, and reflections will pierce your soul, in a manner that you never before experienced; and you will feel the immortality of your nature by the depth and piercing vigour of your thoughts. You will then know what it is to die; you will then know, that you never knew it before, that you never thought worthily of it; but that dying thoughts are as new and amazing, as that state which follows them.

Let me therefore exhort you to come prepared to this time of trial; to look out for comfort, whilst the day is before you: to treasure up such a fund of good and pious works, as may make you able to bear that state, which cannot be borne without them. Could I any way make you apprehend, how dying men feel the want of a pious life; how they lament time lost, health and strength squandered away in folly; how they look at eternity, and what they think of the rewards of another life, you would soon find yourself one of those, who desire to live in the highest state of piety and perfection, that by this means you may grow old in peace, and die in full hopes of eternal glory.

Consider again, that besides the rewards of the other life, the labouring after Christian perfection, or devoting yourself wholly to God, has a great reward even in this life, as it makes religion doubly pleasant to you. Whilst you are divided betwixt God and the world, you have neither the pleasures of religion, nor the pleasures of the world; but are always in the uneasiness of a divided state of heart. You have only so much religion as serves to disquiet you; to check your enjoy-
ments; to show you a hand-writing upon the wall; to interrupt your pleasures; to reproach you with your follies; and to appear as a deaths-head at all your feasts; but not religion enough to give you a taste and feeling of its proper pleasures and satisfactions. You dare not wholly neglect religion; but then you take no more of it, than is just sufficient to keep you from being a terror to yourself; and you are as loth to be very good, as you are fearful to be very bad. So that you are just as happy as the slave, that dares not run away from his master, and yet always serves him against his will. So that instead of having a religion that is your comfort in all troubles, your religion is itself a trouble, under which you want to be comforted; and those days and times hang heaviest upon your hands, which leave you only to the offices and duties of religion. Sunday would be very dull and tiresome but that it is but one day in seven, and is made a day of dressing and visiting, as well as of divine service: you do not care to keep away from the public worship, but are always glad when it is over. This is the state of a half-piety; thus they live who add religion to a worldly life; all their religion is mere yoke and burden, and is only made tolerable by having but little of their time.

Urbanus goes to church, but he hardly knows whether he goes out of a sense of duty, or to meet his friends. He wonders at those people who are profane, and what pleasure they can find in irreligion; but then he is in as great a wonder at those who would make every day a day of divine worship; he feels no more of the pleasures of piety, than of the pleasures of profaneness. As religion has every thing from him but his heart, so he has every thing from religion but its comforts. Urbanus likes religion, because it seems an easy way of pleasing God; a decent thing, that takes up but little of our time, and is a proper mixture in life. But
if he was reduced to take comfort in it, he would be as much at a loss as those who have lived without God in the world. When Urbanus thinks of joy, and pleasure, and happiness, he does not think at all of religion. He has gone through a hundred misfortunes, fallen into variety of hardships; but never thought of making religion his comfort in any of them; he makes himself quiet and happy in another manner. He is content with his Christianity, not because he is pious, but because he is not profane. He continues in the same course of religion, not because of any real good he ever found in it, but because it does him no hurt.

To such poor purposes as these do numbers of people profess Christianity. Let me, therefore, exhort you to a solid piety, to devote yourself wholly unto God, that entering deep into religion you may enter deep into its comforts, that serving God with all your heart, you may have the peace and pleasure of a heart that is at unity with itself. When your conscience once bears you witness, that you are stedfast, immoveable, and always abounding in the work of the Lord, you will find that your reward is already begun, and that you could not be less devout, less holy, less charitable, or less humble, without lessening the most substantial pleasure that ever you felt in your life. So that to be content with any lower attainments in piety, is to rob ourselves of a present happiness, which nothing else can give us.

You would, perhaps, devote yourself to perfection, but for this or that little difficulty that lies in your way; you are not in so convenient a state for the full practice of piety as you could wish. But consider that this is nonsense, because perfection consists in conquering difficulties. You could not be perfect, as the present state of trial requires, had you not those difficulties and inconveniences to struggle with. These things therefore, which you
would have removed, are laid in your way, that you may make them so many steps to perfection and glory.

As you could not exercise your charity, unless you met with objects, so neither could you show that you had overcome the world, unless you had many worldly engagements to overcome. If all your friends and acquaintance were devout, humble, heavenly-minded, and wholly intent upon the one end of life, it would be less perfection in you to be like them. But if you are humble amongst those that delight in pride; heavenly-minded amongst the worldly; sober amongst the intemperate; devout amongst the irreligious; and labouring after perfection amongst those that despise and ridicule your labours; then are you truly devoted unto God. Consider therefore that you can have no difficulty but such as the world lays in your way, and that perfection is never to be had, but by parting with the world. It consists in nothing else. To stay therefore to be perfect, till it suits with your condition in the world, is like staying to be charitable till there were no objects of charity. It is as if a man should intend to be courageous some time or other, when there is nothing left to try his courage.

Again; You perhaps turn your eyes upon the world; you see all orders of people full of other cares and pleasures; you see the generality of clergy and laity, learned and unlearned, your friends and acquaintance, mostly living according to the spirit that reigneth in the world; you are, perhaps, content with such a piety, as you think contents great scholars and famous men; and, it may be, you cannot think that God will reject such numbers of Christians. Now all this is amusing yourself with nothing; it is only losing yourself in vain imaginations: it is making that a rule which is no rule, and cheating yourself into a false satisfaction. As you are not censoriously to damn other people; so
neither are you to think your own salvation secure because you are like the generality of the world. The foolish virgins that had provided no oil for their lamps, and so were shut out of the marriage-feast, were only thus far foolish, that they trusted to the assistance of those that were wise. But you are more foolish than they; for you trust to be saved by the folly of others; you imagine yourself safe in the negligence, vanity and irregularity of the world. You take confidence in the broad way, because it is broad; you are content with yourself, because you seem to be along with the many, though God himself has told you, that narrow is the way that leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it.

Lastly; One word more and I have done: think with yourself what a happiness it is that you have it in your power to secure a share in the glories of heaven, and make yourself one of those blessed beings that are to live with God for ever. Reflect upon the glories of bright angels, that shine about the throne of heaven; think upon that fullness of joy, which is the state of Christ at the right hand of God; and remember, that it is this same state of glory and joy that lies open for you. You are less, it may be, in worldly distinctions than many others; but as to your relation to God, you have no superior upon earth. Let your condition be what it will, let your life be ever so mean, you may make the end of it the beginning of eternal glory. Be often therefore in these reflections, that they may fill you with a wise ambition of all that glory, which God in Christ hath called you to. For it is impossible to understand and feel any thing of this, without feeling your heart affected with strong desires after it. The hopes and expectations of so much greatness and glory must needs awake you into earnest desires and longings after it. There are many things in human life which it would be in vain for you to aspire after; but the
happiness of the next, which is the sum of all happiness, is secure and safe to you against all accidents. Here no chances or misfortunes can prevent your success; neither the treachery of friends, nor the malice of enemies, can disappoint you? it is only your own false heart that can rob you of this happiness. Be but your own true friend, and then you have nothing to fear from your enemies. Do but you sincerely labour in the Lord, and then neither height nor depth, neither life nor death, neither men nor devils, can make your labour in vain.